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The ever-increasing generation and submission of DNA sequences, and associated 
biological data, to publicly available databases demands software for the analysis of 
the biological meanings held within. The web provides a common platform for the 
provision of tools enabling the concurrent deposition, visualisation and analysis of 
data collected by many users from many different locations. Open programmatic web 
standards allow the development of applications addressing diverse biological 
questions and, more recently, are providing methods enabling functionality more 
traditionally associated with desktop software to be provided via the internet. 
 
In this work I detail the development and use of web applications addressing different, 
but not exclusive, areas of infectious disease microbiology. Firstly, an application 
utilised by a group of researchers (including myself) to undertake a comparative 
genetic analysis of the capsular biosynthetic locus from serotypes of the pathogen 
Streptococcus pneumoniae is detailed. Secondly, an application widely used by 
communities of researchers and public health laboratories for the assignment of 
microbial isolates to strains via the internet: mlst.net is described. Thirdly, I describe a 
generic electronic taxonomy application for assigning strains to bacterial species, 
exemplified using sequences from the viridans group streptococci, the taxonomy of 
which is notoriously difficult to define. Lastly, I describe the use of web mapping 
tools for molecular epidemiological databases, such as mlst.net, and further detail 
their application to the European distribution of genotypes of Staphylococcus aureus, 
to catalogue the global distribution of the emerging amphibian fungal pathogen 
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis and to provide geocoding tools to encourage users to 
submit and explore their own data in the geographical context they were collected.  
 
Each application has been designed with generality in mind and through reference to 
user workflows and biological examples, I demonstrate the extensibility and general 
applicability of current web development methodologies to enable the provision of 
applications addressing a diversity of biological questions. 
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Print publications or book chapters listed in the „Publications‟ section of the 
Bibliography are referenced in the text by first author (or first and second if only two 
authors) and year of publication.    
 
Web references are sequentially numbered and are referred to in the text in the format 
[Wn] where „W‟ denotes the reference is a website (or is solely available on the web) 
and „n‟ is the number as listed in the „Web references‟ sections of the Bibliography. 
Web addresses are only included directly within the text if they form part of the 
developments detailed in this thesis. 
 
The text includes a very small number of example blocks of code. These include line 
numbers and appear in ’Courier 10-point font’. If a specific function or part of 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 
 
 
The determination and interpretation of the sequence of nucleotides in a molecule of 
DNA is fundamental to many areas of biology. The sequencing of single genes, 
regions of chromosomes that form functional units or operons and the full genome 
sequences of eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms is increasingly common, and 
increasingly easy to achieve. The raw data generated from such projects are basic 
(consisting of varying numbers of the letters A, C, T and G, each representing a 
particular nucleotide base) and can be stored and manipulated in silico, however, the 
complex biological meanings inherent in the order of bases belie this underlying 
simplicity.  The development and use of data storage methodologies, computational 
algorithms and software, statistical techniques and theory aimed at understanding the 
meaning held within DNA sequences falls within the remit of bioinformatics.  
 
Sequence databases provided by the International Nucleotide Sequence Database 
Collaboration (INSDC [W1]) include the EMBL Nucleotide sequence database 
(Emmert et al., 1994), GenBank (Benson et al., 1994) and the DNA Database of Japan 
(DDBJ) (Tateno et al., 1998). Each mirrors data from the others and, collectively, they 
provide warehousing for the vast amount of sequence data generated by projects 
undertaken globally. Since its inception in 1982 the growth in sequence submissions 
to GenBank has been exponential and now contains over 95 billion nucleotide bases 
from finished sequencing projects (Benson et al., 2009).  The sequences represent 
over 300,000 species named at the genus level or lower and the rate of data deposition 
is expected to dramatically increase over the coming years as sequencing technologies 
continue to evolve.  
 
The INSDC databases provide invaluable resources for the deposition and retrieval of 
nucleotide sequences and associated bibliographic and biological annotation. 
Furthermore, each provide methods which allow the detection of similarities between 
a query sequence and database sequences through interfaces to tools such as the Basic 
local alignment search tool (BLAST; Altschul et al., 1997). 
 
Whilst sequence similarity searching is a fundamental process in many areas of 
bioinformatics, the INSDC databases are not designed specifically for the analysis of 
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discrete systems or to address any particular biological question. They act primarily as 
a centralised repository whereby annotated sequence data can be searched, extracted 
and utilised for ad hoc analysis. Consequently, a myriad of secondary database 
systems, often utilising sequence information held in the primary warehouses, have 
appeared whereby sequence data are post-processed and combined with other 
biological data sources to address particular questions.  For example, the Pfam 
database (Sonnhammer et al., 1997) contains annotated protein domain families 
discovered through a combination of experimental evidence and homology with 
sequences in the primary databases. The scale and scope of these secondary systems 
cover diverse areas of in silico biology, from genomic databases containing 
intensively curated metabolic pathway and regulatory network details encompassing 
the cell biology of organisms such as Escherichia coli (EcoCyc; Keseler et al., 2005) 
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PseudoCyc; Romero and Carp, 2003) to population 
databases such as the HapMap project which contains data on human genomic 
variation with the aim of finding genes that affect health, disease and individual 
responses to medications and environmental factors (Thorisson et al., 2005). 
 
Secondary databases are an essential resource for both computational and 
experimental biologists and provide specialist information far beyond the scope of the 
primary data warehouses.  Currently, the online Molecular Biology Database 
Collection, which is a „database of databases‟ provided by the journal Nucleic Acids 
Research, lists over 1170 secondary systems covering a wide spectrum of research 
topics (Galperin and Cochrane, 2009).  Functionally, each one provides differing sets 
of tools for biological data storage, submission, access, analysis and visualisation. The 
choice of tools employed and the way in which they are linked together is driven by 
the questions researchers may have. However, in common to all is access via the 
internet. 
 
The ubiquitous nature, and ease of access to the internet provides a common platform 
for software addressing diverse biological questions. Bioinformatic web developers 
are not restricted by a user‟s operating system (e.g. Windows, Macintosh or Linux) 
and furthermore have access to an increasing number of development methodologies 
allowing the provision of functionality more traditionally associated with desktop 
software. The same basic development principles, when combined with relevant data, 
algorithms and visualisations have provided all of the developments mentioned above.  
Furthermore, the distributed and concurrent use of such tools by diverse research 
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communities has helped to advance our understanding of the biology inherent within 
sequence data. These commonly used principles of web development will now be 
discussed further.  
 
1.1       Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 
 
The basic language of the web is hypertext markup language (HTML), which 
provides a means to describe the structure of text-based information in a document by 
denoting certain text as links, images, paragraphs, lists etc.  HTML is written in plain 
text, which includes a series of  “tags” that are surrounded by angle brackets.  Web 
browsers load and interpret HTML documents, displaying elements in the correct 




3  <TITLE>Example</TITLE> 
4 </HEAD> 
5 <BODY> 




Every tag is opened and closed and the whole document can be viewed as a tree. The 
HEAD of a HTML document (Lines 2-4) contains Meta information about the 
document and the BODY (Lines 5-7) contains the text to be displayed. The HEAD 
and BODY are both wrapped within a HTML Tag (Lines 1 and 8). When loaded into 




The opening <p>, and closing </p> tags within the BODY of the document denote 
that the text within forms a paragraph. 
 
Markup, through the use of „attributes‟ within an opening tag, can also be used to add 
style to a document, for example: 
 
<p font color=”green”>Hello example</p> 
 




In the early days of the web, a HTML page was static and once displayed was 
impossible to change without loading a different page. To address the need for more 
control over elements within a HTML document, the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) [W2] introduced a series of standards. The W3C is a body that defines open 
programmatic specifications for web development. 
 
1.2 Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
 
The CSS specification was introduced to enable the separation of document content 
from document presentation [W3].  In our initial simple webpage example, if the 
HTML were expanded to include five paragraphs, each of which was to be rendered 
green, every instance of the <p> tag would need to include a „font color‟ attribute. 
CSS allows a single style to be defined for the <p> tag, defined in the HEAD of a 
document, which when loaded in the browser is implemented (or cascaded) 




3  <TITLE>Example</TITLE> 
4   <STYLE> 
5   p {color: green;} 
6   </STYLE> 
7 </HEAD> 
8 <BODY> 
9  <p>Hello example</p> 
10  <p>Hello example1</p> 










The CSS specification can be used to define all aspects of presentation logic (the look 
and formatting). The complete set of specifications for a HTML document can be 








3  <TITLE>Example</TITLE> 
4  <link rel="stylesheet" href="styles.css" /> 
5 </HEAD> 
6 <BODY> 
7  <p>Hello example</p> 
8  <p>Hello example1</p> 




In this way, multiple documents can link to the same stylesheet and the entire 
presentation logic for a website (a collection of related web pages) can be defined in 
one place.  This not only limits the amount of markup within a single document but 
also means that the entire look and feel of a website can be changed simply by 
changing the stylesheet. 
 
1.3 Simple Web Framework 
 
Using HTML and CSS alone allows classic hypertext navigation within static 
websites, i.e. those that consist entirely of a set of related web pages that do not 
change when requested by the browser. The architecture for such websites can be seen 
in Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure 1.1 Simple web server framework.  
 
When a user enters a web address (a Uniform Resource Locator or URL) into their 
browser (referred to as a client), a request is directed to the relevant web server via the 
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) [W4] (Figure 1.1(1)) and the default HTML 
document for that web address is located by the server (Figure 1.1(2)) and sent back 
to the browser for display, again via HTTP (Figure 1.1(3)). Navigation of a website is 
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achieved by clicking on links within the webpage. Links can call further HTML 
documents from the same site or link to documents on other web servers. 
 
In the early days of the web these sites were pervasive (and still are) as they are easy 
and cheap to develop, and generally suffice for most people‟s requirements (e.g. 
simple homepages, simple business presence etc.). However, they offer little 
functionality and interactivity and content often becomes stagnant.  As the web grew, 
and in particular, as businesses recognised a possible revenue stream, technologies 
were developed to allow webpages to become more interactive, linking to ever 
changing data sources and allowing content to become dynamic. This was achieved 
through the introduction of server-side scripting. 
 
1.4 Dynamic Web Framework: Server-side Scripting 
 
Server-side scripting is a web server technology in which a user‟s request (Figure 
1.1(1)) is fulfilled by running a script directly on the web server to generate dynamic 
HTML pages. The server architecture for a website using server side scripting can be 
seen in Figure 1.2. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Dynamic web server framework. 
 
Server side scripting is often used to interact with databases to, for example, return the 
results from a form-based request from a HTML page in the browser (Figure 1.2(3)). 
Other scripting examples include, sending email directly from a web server or using 
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the user‟s request to interact with server based software (Figure 1.2(4)). Within 
bioinformatics, many servers run ClustalW as a web service [W5]. ClustalW is a 
stand-alone software package installed on the web server and the request from the 
browser (a set of sequences) is passed, using server-side scripting, to ClustalW and 
the results are then formatted and passed back to the browser as HTML. 
 
Many scripting languages exist and common examples include PHP, Perl, ASP or 
ASP.NET, JSP, Ruby etc.  The choice of language is generally dependent on the 
developer‟s preference and the type of web server used (e.g. Microsoft IIS [W6], 
Apache [W7] etc.) but most languages provide similar functionality.   
 
Server-side scripting allows application logic to be defined on the server.   
„Application Logic‟ (often also termed business logic) is a non-technical term 
generally used to describe the functional algorithms that handle information exchange 
between a database/server software and a user interface.   The application logic is 
translated into code within server-side scripts and defines the functionality inherent 
within a dynamic web site like that illustrated in Figure 1.2. 
 
In software engineering this type of dynamic web server is commonly referred to as 
having a „three-tiered architecture‟ and describes a client-server application as 
opposed to a single-tiered architecture as exemplified by most stand-alone, installable 
pieces of software which reside solely on the client machine. The three tiers are 1) 
presentation, 2) application processing and 3) data management, each of which are 
logically separate (and can be located in different locations).  We can now overlay 
these concepts onto our dynamic web server figure as in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Three-tiered Web Application architecture. Adapted from [W15]. 
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Presentation logic is handled by CSS, which is interpreted by the client and cascaded 
through the HTML file passed from the server. Following a client request (e.g. 
submitting a form), the Application Logic, coded into the server-side scripts, run on 
the server and interact with the database, formatting the results into HTML which are 
passed by the web server back to the client via HTTP. 
 
The vast majority of dynamic websites that currently exist adhere to this three-tiered 
architecture.  For example, a common bioinformatics task is to search for similarities 
to a nucleotide or protein sequence in a public database, such as GenBank, using the 
local alignment program BLAST.  
 
The European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) has a web server running BLAST (WU-
BLAST2) [W8]. When entering the web address into a browser, a request is sent to 
the EBI web server (via HTTP), which returns, to the client (your browser) the 
relevant HTML that contains all the tags that define the form fields, images, text etc. 
that you can see.  A CSS file is linked to this HTML document (as described) which 
defines the overall layout and style of the page.    When pasting in a DNA/protein 
sequence and clicking „Run BLAST‟, the client sends the sequence you have entered 
(along with the parameters selected within the form) back to the EBI web server. On 
the server, scripts receive this data (in this case written in Perl) and perform a BLAST 
search against the database of public sequences.   An intermediate HTML page is 
displayed telling you that the job is processing (handled by the server-side script), and 
when complete the results are formatted on the server, into HTML, and sent back to 
your browser, again via HTTP.  The same CSS file that formatted the initial HTML 
page is used for defining the presentation of the results.    Links on the page allow you 
to delve deeper into the results, again with requests and responses being handled by 
the server-side scripts. 
 
The process of using websites such as this one can be referred to as „page-click-page‟ 
websites.  Navigation is achieved by loading an initial page (which is static once 
loaded), clicking (a button on a form, a link etc.) to send a request to the server, which 
sends back a new page (again, static once loaded) and so on. 
 
Most web content is currently of this „page-click-page‟ variety.  All elements defined 
in a HTML document when loaded into the browser are displayed in the order that 
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they are written.  To change the order, or to add additional elements, further 
processing by the server is required.  
 
Recently, a shift in web development philosophy/practices is providing techniques 
that allow HTML pages, once loaded from the server, to be more dynamic and 
interactive, often including computational processes undertaken within the browser, 
that traditionally can only be undertaken by server-side scripting. These new 
developments build on two additional parts of the HTML development process that 
warrant further explanation: the Document Object Model and JavaScript. 
 
1.5 The Document Object Model (DOM) 
 
The W3C definition for the DOM is as follows [W9]: 
 
“The DOM is a platform and language-neutral interface that will allow programs and 
scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of HTML and 
XML documents. The document can be further processed and the results of that 
processing can be incorporated back into the presented page.” 
 
XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language and is a general-purpose specification 
for creating custom markup languages. In HTML, the W3C specification defines what 
the tags are (which are adhered to within web browsers). With XML, a user can 
define the TAGS for their own purposes [W10]. 
 
The DOM provides an object-oriented representation of the individual elements and 
content in a web page, along with methods for updating, moving and removing them. 
In our initial example of a HTML document, the tree like structure contains two main 
parts, the HEAD and the BODY. The BODY contains those elements that are 
displayed within the browser and these are the sections that are open to manipulation 
using the DOM.  This manipulation requires scripting to be undertaken directly within 
the client rather than on the server. All currently available web browsers contain a 
parser that interprets HTML and converts it into the DOM.  Accessing and 







JavaScript (officially named ECMAScript-262 [W11]) was the first scripting 
language to be widely implemented in web browsers.  For many years JavaScript was 
a very lightweight language, which was used to add superficial interactivity to a 
webpage. A simple example being the „rollover‟ a term used to describe any image 
(static or a button) which when the mouse pointer is „rolled‟ over, changes to another 
image. Similarly to CSS, JavaScript code is placed in the HEAD of a HTML 
document and can also be placed in an external file which is loaded once (into the 
browsers JavaScript engine) and available to all pages within a website. 
 
Using the example of the rollover, the action is achieved through a call to a function, 
placed on the initial image, which when triggered (by the mouse pointer rolling over 
the image) calls the function, which causes the image to change. The JavaScript 
source code is interpreted and executed by the browser‟s JavaScript engine.   
 
Because JavaScript code is executed locally, in the client browser, it can respond to a 
user‟s action quickly, making an application feel more responsive, and furthermore, 
JavaScript can detect user actions that HTML cannot, such as individual keystrokes.  
 
1.7 Combining JavaScript, CSS and the DOM 
 
Returning to our initial HTML document, we can now combine the HTML and CSS 




2  <HEAD> 
3  <TITLE>Example</TITLE> 
4  <STYLE> 
5  egText {color: green;} 
6  </STYLE> 
7  <SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript"> 
8  function changeColor(color) { 
9  document.getElementById('egText').style.color = color; 
10  } 
11  </SCRIPT> 
12 </HEAD> 
13 <BODY> 
14  <DIV ID="egText">Hello example</DIV> 
15  <A HREF="JavaScript:changeColor('orange')">Orange</A> 











The text „Hello example‟, rather than in a paragraph tag as previously, is now in a 
<DIV> tag (Line 14).  The DIV (short for Division) is most often used within DOM-
oriented pages to define areas to be amended.  Each individual DIV element is given 
an ID, in this case „egText‟ which is used both to define the CSS style (Line 5), and 
also as an identifier within the JavaScript function (Line 9).    Below the DIV tag are 
two <A> tags (Lines 15 and 16) -  <A> is the HTML „Anchor‟ tag used to define 
hyperlinks and the HREF attribute contains the destination of the link. In this case the 
destination is a JavaScript function called „changeColor‟ (Line 8) and contains one 
variable (in the first <A> tag „orange‟). When this link is clicked, the changeColor() 
function is called and, using the DOM the element „egText‟ is changed to the 
specified colour (in this case orange).   Similarly, the „Blue‟ link will change the 
„Hello Example‟ text to blue. 
 





3  <TITLE>Example</TITLE> 
4  <link rel="stylesheet" href="styles.css" /> 
5  <script type="text/JavaScript" src="scripts.js"></script> 
6 </HEAD> 
7 <BODY> 
8  <DIV ID="egText">Hello example</DIV> 
9  <A HREF="JavaScript:changeColor('orange')">Orange</A> 




Over the past 2-3 years, JavaScript has matured into a fully formed programming 
language that contains standard data structures for data manipulation and can be used 
to achieve tasks previously only possible using server-side scripting languages.   
These simple principles, a DOM that gives access to manipulation of all parts of a 
document, CSS for presentation logic and JavaScript for defining complex functions 
within the client, in conjunction with server-side scripting, have become web 
standards responsible for what are known as rich internet applications. 
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1.8 Rich Internet Applications: Web 2.0, AJAX and APIs 
 
The last few years have seen a shift in web development practices bringing together a 
group of ideas and technologies collectively under the name „Web 2.0‟ [W12].  The 
concept of Web 2.0, like many others, doesn‟t have a hard boundary but can be 
summarised as a shift towards using the web as a platform.  This trend is being driven 
by a set of technologies which allow the provision of rich internet applications, 
executed within a browser, that provide functions/interactivity normally associated 
with traditional desktop applications.  
 
1.9 AJAX Web Framework 
 
Our basic web site above illustrated a page-click-page interface. Such a site initially 
loads an individual page containing text, images, forms etc. and each page must be 
dealt with before navigating to the next. After submitting a form, for example, one 
waits until the browser executes the server request and refreshes the window with the 
new page. Certain patterns of behaviour become ingrained when interacting with such 
sites: „only click submit once‟, „do not click the back button when submitting a form‟ 
etc.  Such sites suffer from certain issues. Firstly, there is a significant delay while 
each new page is loaded which interrupts the „flow‟ of the application. Secondly, an 
entire page is loaded on each occasion, often returning substantial portions of HTML 
that were loaded with the initial page (for example, menus, images etc.) and this can 
amount to a significant amount of data. This unnecessary download further 
exacerbates the delay in loading a new page. 
 
Such websites offer a somewhat inferior experience compared to those applications 
installed on a users machine.  Within a traditional desktop application (e.g. Microsoft 
Excel [W13]), one expects the display (the contents of a spreadsheet) to remain 
visible and the interface elements (menus etc.) to respond to commands while the 
underlying processing of these requests occurs in the background without refreshing 
the entire display. 
 
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX), is a set of techniques that allows these 
methods to be enabled in web applications. With AJAX, web applications loaded into 
the client browser can retrieve data from the server asynchronously, in the 
background, without interfering with the display and behaviour of the existing page. 
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The enabling development allowing this to occur is the XMLHttpRequest (XHR) 
object [W14]. XHR is an open specification integrated within the DOM and is used 
within JavaScript functions to send an HTTP request directly to a web server, silently, 
and load the server response data (XML) directly back into JavaScript. Once the XML 
is loaded into JavaScript it can easily be used to manipulate the currently active 
HTML document in the browser, via the DOM, without the need to load a new 
document.  
 
AJAX is not a new technology, rather a set of existing standards combined to provide 
a framework on which to build rich internet applications. The components of AJAX 
programming are as follows (adapted from [W15]): 
 
 Presentation using HTML and CSS 
 Dynamic display and interaction using the DOM 
 Data interchange and manipulation using XML 
 Asynchronous data retrieval using XMLHttpRequest 
 JavaScript binding everything together 
 
Through using this relatively simple framework a developer can progress beyond 
page-click-page applications towards a more desktop like web experience.  
Architecturally, this is achieved by adding an extra layer of application logic within 
the browser and means we move from a 3-tiered architecture to a n-tiered approach as 
seen in Figure 1.4. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 AJAX Web Application architecture. 
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This extra application logic layer, often referred to as an AJAX engine (to denote the 
part of the browser that deals with JavaScript), handles requests from the user and in 
the background handles server communication. Every user action that would normally 
generate a HTTP request takes the form of a call to a JavaScript function within the 
AJAX engine. Any response that does not require server interaction (e.g. simple data 
validation, manipulation and navigation) the AJAX engine handles on its own. If data 
is submitted for processing, loading additional interface code or retrieving new data, 
the requests are made asynchronously via XHR, usually using XML, without delaying 
a users interaction with the application.  
 
One of the first examples of an AJAX application was Google Suggest [W16], a 
Google Search engine interface that offers the user suggestions as a query is typed in.   
When a user presses each key, the applications AJAX layer queries Googles server for 
suitably similar search phrases and presents the returned data in a drop-down box. 
Along with each suggested phrase, the number of results that would be expected for a 
search with that phrase are listed.  At any point the user can select one of the 
suggestions instead of continuing to type.   Because the server is queried with every 
keypress (using JavaScript to detect, and AJAX to send and return results to the 
server), the drop-down list updates dynamically as the user types, with no page-
refreshes or similar interruptions. 
 
1.10 Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) 
 
In traditional software development, an Application Programming Interface (API) is a 
set of routines, data structures, object classes and/or protocols provided by libraries 
and/or operating systems in order to build a software application. Examples of 
traditional APIs are provided by Microsoft Windows [W17] or Cocoa for Apple‟s 
Mac OS X [W18]. The implementation of the API is the underlying functionality a 
programmer can access (for example Windows libraries).  Using APIs, a developer 
can build on functionality provided by such libraries to give a quicker and richer 
development cycle.  
 
The move towards the internet as a platform suggested by Web 2.0 has been 
facilitated by the provision of APIs for services available via HTTP. Rather than 
providing access to underlying operating systems, web APIs provide programmatic 
interfaces to a wide range of data types and functionality provided by data owners and 
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can be integrated by web developers to enhance their own applications. In the same 
way that traditional software APIs provide developers easy access to the platform they 
are developing on, web APIs provide web developers with easy access to large 
resources of data and functionality available in different locations on the web.  
 
Probably the most well known and widely used web API is provided by Google Maps 
[W19].  The Google Maps API provides a set of functions, which can be used by 
developers to embed and interact with maps within their webpage. Google Maps is 
implemented as an AJAX application. When a user drags the map, a JavaScript 
function is called which sends data (current position and needed location) to the 
server asynchronously (using XHR) to retrieve the relevant images with which to 
update the map. All interaction with the maps is handled this way (clicking to zoom 
etc.) and allows a seamless, powerful user experience not possible without the 
principles of AJAX. Further examples of popular web APIs are provided by the 
Amazon API [W20], which allows the results of book searches to be easily embedded 
in webpages, and the Yahoo Search API (BOSS) [W21], which retrieves web 
searches.  
 
The availability of web APIs and the increasing innovation in web developments, 
combining available data, has led to the term „web mashups‟. A mashup (a term 
originally used to describe the sampling of various existing pieces of music into a 
hybrid song in hip-hop) is a web application that combines data from one or more 
sources into a single integrated tool (for a comprehensive list of APIs and applications 
see [W22]). One of the first examples of such an application was HousingMaps 
[W23]. Using the API provided by CraigsList [W24]  (an online-notice board for real 
estate listings across the USA), and the Google Maps API, HousingMaps provides a 
map-based interface allowing users to search and display flats/houses for rent/sale 
within a specified price range or by city/state. By clicking placemarks displayed on 
the map further details about the properties of interest can be viewed.  
 
Within the field of biology a small number of tools using the same principles have 
begun appearing. iSpecies [W25], produced by Rod Page at Glasgow University, is a 
test of Edward O. Wilson‟s idea of every biological species having a webpage of its 
own.  iSpecies provides a simple web search query, which when a species name is 
entered, returns a single webpage containing multiple datasets, from disparate 
sources, through the use of web APIs. For example, searching for Streptococcus 
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pneumoniae returns a list of Yahoo Tags (using the Yahoo search API), the initial 
paragraph of text from the S.pneumoniae text entry at Wikipedia (using the Wikipedia 
API) [W26], a list of genome resources from NCBI [W27], images from Google and a 
list of articles from Google Scholar [W28]. 
 
A further example within the Health Sciences is HealthMap (Freifeld et al., 2008 
[W29]) which conglomerates a number of text-based news feeds regarding infectious 
disease notification cases (e.g. ProMED, WHO, EuroSurveillance and Google News) 
and, using text-mining algorithms, produces a map displaying the location of cases 
based on the type of disease caused. 
 
The basic, open development techniques described (HTML, CSS, server-side 
scripting etc.), in conjunction with the emerging open standards driving Web 2.0 
(AJAX and APIs), provide web developers with tools for producing complex web 
applications.  The choice of tools and application architecture obviously needs to be 
carefully thought through and, as with any software implementation, the right choice 
of tools should be guided by the data that is being used and the careful consideration 




Usability is often defined as a measure of the ease with which an individual can 
employ a particular tool in order to achieve a particular goal.   Within computer 
science, or the study of human-computer interaction, usability refers to the elegance 
and clarity with which the interaction with a computer program or web site is 
designed.  While often neglected within bioinformatics web developments, the 
application of basic usability principles are important when developing applications 
that are to be used by any number of users, of whom, very little is known.   Prior to 
the definition of application logic, the answers to simple questions such as „Who are 
the users, what do they know/want/need to do?‟ and „What is the background of the 
users and in what context are they working?‟ can be usefully applied within an 
application development framework.   Although seemingly obvious, thorough testing 
of applications on various computer/browser/operating systems and the careful design 
of pages to cater for the „lowest common denominator‟ are often overlooked.  
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Web usability has become a field of its own and publications by the more vocal 
proponents such as Jacob Nielson‟s „Designing Web Usability‟ (Nielson, 1999) and 
Jef Raskin‟s „The Humane Interface‟ (Raskin, 2000) are regarded by many as „gold 
standards‟ for those involved in any kind of interactive design. When designing and 
building bioinformatic web applications, such issues are important and the careful 
design of all tiers of an application should take this into account. 
 
This thesis details the design, development and usage of bioinformatic web 
applications. Each chapter focuses on a specific development created to address 
different, but not exclusive, areas of infectious disease microbiology. All utilise the 
web development methodologies detailed above, however, the scope and focus of 
each differ in a number of ways.  Chapter 2 details a development utilised in the 
analysis of a discrete data set (CPS Web Application). Part of a collaborative project, 
a small number of individuals utilised the tool to understand aspects of a discrete 
biological system. Acting more like an intranet, development was undertaken 
gradually as the data were analysed and I undertook substantial parts of this analysis 
as well as all the web development. Chapter 3 details stages of an application for 
microbial molecular typing: Multilocus Sequence Typing (MLST; mlst.net).  mlst.net 
is widely used by research and public health laboratories and consequently 
development is focussed on providing the necessary tools to allow a disparate number 
of researchers to answer their questions. Chapter 4 details the development of 
eMLSA.net, a generic facility for microbial electronic taxonomy, initially 
demonstrated for a particular bacterial species group, but with the aim of encouraging 
further research communities to host datasets addressing their speciation questions. 
Chapter 5 details a number of developments, which introduce, through the use of web 
mapping, applications for the geographic visualisation and analysis of molecular 
epidemiological databases with the aim to encourage an uptake of such an approach 
for researchers who utilise laboratory techniques such as MLST. 
 
The underlying methods utilised were somewhat dependant on the time point the 
project was undertaken over the previous four years. Chapter 1 utilises a three-tiered 
architecture, Chapter 2 is in two parts, the first details a three-tiered and the second 
half (and chapter 4), concurrent with AJAX and API developments, utilise n-tiered 
approaches. Chapter 5 also utilises n-tiered approaches but increases the involvement 
of APIs further. 
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Chapter 2: Streptococcus pneumoniae Capsular Polysaccharide (CPS)  
 Web Application 
 




Large-scale comparative sequencing projects are becoming more routinely feasible 
and demand logical data storage, visualisation and analysis frameworks. Ideally, such 
frameworks should allow the subdivision of data into maneagable units, which can 
then be further investigated in a rational fashion. In this chapter I detail the 
development of such a framework and its application to the DNA sequences of the 
capsular polysaccharide locus (cps) from 90 serotypes of the pathogen Streptococcus 
pneumoniae.  
 
The S.pneumoniae cps sequences are known to have a complicated evolutionary 
history involving homologous and illegitimate recombination and are therefore 
difficult to interpret. Through clustering those cps sequences that appear to be similar 
as they share the greatest number of similar genes, fine-scale differences between 
clusters (and associated biological data) can be investigated using traditional sequence 
alignment methodologies.  
 
The development of a web application and its use for the analysis of the 
S.pneumoniae cps sequences are detailed and illustrative results of the analysis are 
presented in the context of user workflows. Discussion of the potential merits and 
limitations of the technique are described and further work and application of the 
framework to other systems are proposed. 
 
 
Note: Further analysis, utilising the system described in this chapter have been included in the 
following publications, copies of which can be found in Appendix B: 
 
Bentley, S.D., Aanensen, D.M., Mavroidi, A., Saunders, D et al. (2006) Genetic analysis of the 
capsular biosynthetic locus from all 90 pneumococcal serotypes. PLoS Genet 2(3)e31 
 
Aanensen, D.M*., Mavroidi, A*., Bentley, S.D., Reeves, P.R. and Spratt, B.G. (2007) Predicted 
functions and linkage specificities of the products of the Streptococcus pneumoniae capsular 
biosynthetic loci. J Bacteriol 189(21):7856-76 
 
Mavroidi, A*., Aanensen, D.M*., Godoy, D., Skovsted, I.C., Kaltoft, M.S., Reeves, P.R., Bentley, S.D. 
and Spratt, B.G. (2007) Genetic relatedness of the Streptococcus pneumoniae capsular biosynthetic 
loci. J Bacteriol 189(21):7841-55 
 
*Joint first authors 
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2.1 Introduction  
 
The scale and scope of eukaryotic and prokaryotic genomic sequencing projects in 
particular have lead to the rapidly expanding field of comparative genomics. 
Currently there are over 1000 publicly available (published) bacterial genomes, 
representing microorganisms from a broad range of lifestyles and niches [W30]. Such 
data have allowed investigation of the variation in the general features and 
characteristics of the genomes and the details of the sequences have allowed the 
revelation of mechanisms by which some of these genomes have evolved. 
Furthermore, comparative analyses have become an important method by which 
functional elements can be identified, based on homologous sequence identification 
and the inference of homologous function. 
 
The rapid decrease in the cost of sequencing and the concomitant improvements in 
technology have also made large-scale comparative sequencing projects covering 
large regions of chromosomal DNA from a number of strains of a particular organism 
more routinely feasible, allowing evolutionary questions focussed on a particular 
biological system to be addressed. 
 
When faced with the prospect of analysing such large datasets, methods must be 
employed that subdivide the data into more manageable units which can then be 
further investigated, by traditional sequence alignment methods, in a rational fashion. 
To address overall relationships between data from different organisms, or from many 
examples of the same organism, an obvious approach would be to attempt to infer a 
phylogeny based on a measure of sequence similarity. However, whereas 
phylogenetic methods and the value of single gene trees has been reasonably well 
established, the usefulness of large, up to genome scale, phylogenetic trees is not as 
commonly accepted due to the observation that different parts of the genome do not 
necessarily have the same evolutionary history. Indeed, the influence of lateral gene 
transfer, recombination and duplication and loss of genes within genomic regions has 
brought into question the possibility of ever producing a phylogeny at the genome 
level (Doolittle, 1999). To address these issues, various methods have been produced 
that, rather than attempting to infer phylogeny, attempt to cluster species based on 




Broadly, these techniques can be grouped into one of two categories: 
 
1) Trees based on average sequence similarity, whereby all coding and non-
coding DNA is utilised for an exhaustive search of the genomes to define 
an overall average sequence similarity. 
2) Trees based on gene repertoire, comparing the presence and absence of 
genes as a measure of „gene content‟. Genes are defined based on initial 
annotation and the measure of gene content similarity arises from defining 
„gene families‟ based on a level of sequence similarity. 
 
Trees based purely on sequence similarity do not take into consideration the 
functional assignment undertaken during careful annotation. Also, incorporation of 
non-coding sections of the sequences can introduce a level of noise that could lead to 
ambiguous groupings. Therefore, a more immediately useful and widespread 
approach is to construct trees based on a level of gene content (Snel et al., 2005).  
These trees generally rely in part on annotation and, in contrast to a strict 
phylogenetic approach based on sequence alignment, seek to cluster genomes together 
based on the number of genes in common. Such approaches have been shown to be 
less affected by horizontal gene transfer (Snel et al., 1999) and have been further 
developed to include measures of sequence similarity. For example, Konstantinidis 
and Tiedje (2005) have analysed bacterial genomes by first extracting all shared genes 
and then expressing relatedness as the average nucleotide identity between the shared 
genes.  Differences in methodologies can have an impact on the resultant tree, for 
example, differences in genome size. If numbers of shared genes are used, two large 
genomes that share more genes in common can cluster more closely than a smaller 
genome that has a higher proportion of genes (but a smaller number) shared with one 
of the larger genomes. To overcome this, a weighting must be given based on the total 
size of the genomic sequences under comparison, otherwise smaller and larger 
genomes will tend to cluster together. 
 
The issues inherent in producing trees for full genomes are also pertinent when 
investigating any multi-gene system from a number of species or from many 
examples of the same species that have a complex evolutionary history. However, a 
clustering approach does serve as a useful framework for the closer investigation of 




Data handling and analysis systems utilising such approaches are scarce and as 
sequences continue to be generated at an ever-increasing rate, the development of 
system level frameworks in this area becomes a necessity.  Such systems should 
allow, based on the rational grouping of entire sequence sets (such as multiple 
genomes), further investigation of fine-scale similarities ideally utilising well-proven, 
traditional sequence comparison methodologies where possible.  
 
The three-tiered web application architecture detailed in section 1.4 of this thesis 
provides the necessary flexibility to allow such systems to be produced. The data 
layer is represented by a relational database containing logically organised sets of 
data, the top level (presentation logic) is composed of the client web browser that 
sends user requests, via the middle tier (application logic) to the database and formats 
the responses for display as a webpage.  
 
The careful design of the database, and the choice of tools utilised within the 
application logic should take into consideration the nature of the biological system, 
and should allow the user to answer their particular question in a rational fashion. The 
focus of this chapter is the production of a system that combines a clustering based 
approach to initially group more similar sequences, together with a database system 
that holds all of the information required for further analysis, in a logical way, and 
allows tools to be integrated which address the questions a researcher may have. The 
emphasis is on the production of a system that is scaleable and has application to a 
variety of data sources. 
 
Through a collaboration with The Sanger Institute the initial dataset utilised in this 
project is the genomic sequences encompassing the capsular biosynthetic locus from 
90 serotypes of Streptococcus pneumoniae*. This is complemented by biochemical 
data relating to the structure of the polysaccharide molecules produced and 
immunological data based on serological cross-reactivity between the 90 different 
capsular polysaccharide (CPS) structures. 
 
The capsular biosynthetic locus is known to have a complex evolutionary history 
(Coffey et al., 1998, 1999) and has provided an opportunity for the design of software 
capable of handling such a diverse dataset in a fashion that is scaleable to other 
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systems. Prior to presenting the analysis system the biology of Streptococcus 
pneumoniae capsule biosynthesis will be described. 
 
*It should be noted that since this study was undertaken, a new serotype has been 
discovered, taking the total to 91 (Park et al., 2007). However, the sequence data were 
not available for use in the development and analysis undertaken and described here. 
 
2.1.1 Capsule biosynthesis in Streptococcus pneumoniae 
 
The opportunistic pathogen S. pneumoniae (the pneumococcus) is a normal 
component of the microbiota of the human upper respiratory tract and has been a 
model organism in molecular biology having been closely scrutinised for well over a 
century since its first isolation and description (Austrian, 2004). 
 
Under normal circumstances, the pneumococcus survives as a nasopharyngeal 
commensal and colonization may occur soon after birth. However, disease 
occasionally follows colonization, ranging in severity from meningitis, septicaemia 
and pneumonia to sinusitis and acute otitis media, and pneumococci are a significant 
cause of morbidity and mortality (Cartright, 2002). It is estimated that up to 1 million 
children die due to pneumococcal infections each year, most of whom are young 
children in developing countries (WHO, 1999). 
 
Many important bacterial pathogens, including the pneumococcus, produce a 
polysaccharide capsule that is believed to contribute to virulence by aiding bacterial 
survival in blood (Taylor and Roberts, 2005; Finn, 2004). Capsular polysaccharides 
(CPS) are surface-exposed and immunogenic and provide a target for the host 
immune response. Consequently, there has been selection for mechanisms by which 
encapsulated bacteria evade the host immune system. In most encapsulated species, 
this has been achieved by the generation of antigenic diversity, such that strains of the 
pathogen may express one of a number of different CPS structures (Spratt et al., 
2004). 
 
At the time of this study, 90 immunochemically distinct CPS types had been 
identified in S. pneumoniae and the structural differences are recognised by anti-sera 
that resolve the pneumococci into individual serotypes, or serogroups which include 
immunologically-related serotypes based on sera cross-reactivity. (Heidelberger M 
1983). The current number of serotypes is thought to represent a high proportion of 
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the total diversity in the species (Henrichsen, 1995) and patterns of reactivity between 
the CPS and typing sera provide the basis for laboratory based serotyping. 
  
The virulence of a particular pneumococcal serotype appears, at least in part, to be 
determined by the chemical make-up of the polysaccharide and the amount 
synthesized (although other genes undoubtedly contribute to differential virulence) 
(Brueggemann et al., 2003; Taylor and Roberts, 2005). Along with capsular 
polysaccharide, pneumococci also produce an additional polymer, the C or cell wall 
polysaccharide, composed in part of techoic acid, which is common to all 
pneumococcal serotypes. It has been known for several decades that CPS can elicit 
protective antibodies and vaccine development has been based on the CPS from the 
serotypes most commonly associated with invasive disease in children. A 7-valent 
vaccine composed of protein-conjugated CPS has been introduced in the USA and 
elsewhere. (Finn, 2004; Poolman, 2004). 
 
The CPS of S. pneumoniae differ in a number of ways. Each CPS is composed of a 
series of repeat-units, consisting of a number of single-sugar (monosaccharide) 
entities linked together by glycosidic bonds. The repeat-units are linked together and 
are located on the cell surface of the bacteria. CPS diversity is manifest in the number 
and nature of monosaccharide components, the type and anomeric configuration of 
the linkages between monosaccharides, non-sugar composition and decorative 
features such as acetylation (the addition of an acetyl group to a monosaccharide), 
and the nature of the linkages between repeat-units (See Appendix A: polysaccharide 
biochemistry). At the time of study 54 of the 90 known capsule structures had been 
biochemically elucidated (Kammerling, 2000). Some are relatively simple in 
structure, such as serotypes 3 and 37, whereas others are more similar to the techoic 
acids and contain ribitol or phosphorylcholine (e.g. serogroup 6 and 15). In common 
with other bacterial polysaccharides that are located on the bacterial surface, the 
genes required for the synthesis of S. pneumoniae capsules are located in a gene 
cluster referred to as the capsular biosynthetic locus (cps). 
 
The importance of the CPS as the protective antigen in the current, highly successful, 
conjugate vaccines and the need to monitor and understand vaccine escape has 
maintained interest in CPS structures, biosynthesis and genetics.  Consequently, 
efforts have been directed at the sequencing of the entire cps locus from several 
serotypes, the first of which was published in 1995 from a serotype 3 isolate 
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(Arrecubieta et al., 1995), followed by those of serotypes 1 (Munoz et al., 1997), 19F 
(Morona et al., 1997) and 14 (Kolkman et al., 1997) and by 2004 the DNA sequences 
of 17 serotypes had been deposited in public databases. 
 
The sequences of the published pneumococcal cps loci have led to, not only a 
description of the genes involved in polysaccharide synthesis, but also description of 
the mechanisms and regulation of polysaccharide synthesis, mechanisms of genetic 
exchange and properties related to virulence. 
 
Excepting serotypes 3 and 37, which shall be discussed later (Section 2.1.3), the cps 
locus is located at the same position on the pneumococcal chromosome between dexB 
and aliA, two genes that play no part in capsule biosynthesis, and in all cases (again 
excepting serotypes 3 and 37) CPS are synthesized by the Wzx/Wzy dependant 
pathway.  
 
Briefly, synthesis of capsule by the Wzx/Wzy pathway involves the transfer of an 
initial sugar onto a lipid carrier by the action of an initial sugar phosphate transferase, 
followed by progressive addition of sugars on the cytoplasmic face of the membrane 
to produce a „repeat-unit‟, through the action of further glycosyltransferases (GTs) 
encoded by genes present in the cps locus. The repeat-unit is then moved across the 
cytoplasmic membrane by a repeat-unit transporter (Wzx), or flippase, followed by 
polymerisation of repeat-units by a polysaccharide polymerase (Wzy), and finally, 
linkage and transfer to the peptidoglycan (Sørenson et al., 1990). Despite the diversity 
of the polysaccharide structures, many of the sequenced cps loci show general 
commonalities (Figure 2.1). 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Makeup of a generic cps locus: for explanation of colour coding and 
graphical representation see methods. 
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Excepting insertion-sequence (IS) transposases (tnp), the first 4 genes, designated as 
cap1, cap2, cap3 and cap4 (Bernheimer and Wermundsen, 1972), or cpsA, cpsB, 
cpsC and cpsD in various studies and, definitively, using the Bacterial Polysaccharide 
Gene Naming (BPGN) scheme (Reeves et al., 1996) as wzg, wzh, wzd and wze are 
conserved, with high sequence similarities, and are present in all cases at the 5‟ end of 
the cps locus (Figure 2.1).  In most cases the 5
th
 gene encodes the initial sugar 
phosphate transferase WchA (also known as cpsE), which is responsible for the 
linkage of an activated glucose phosphate to the lipid carrier (Pelosi et al., 2005). 
Downstream of the 5
th
 gene there is a serotype-specific region that exhibits a distinct 
low percentage G/C content (Figure 2.1), and contains GT genes, the CPS polymerase 
gene (wzy) and the CPS repeat-unit flippase gene (wzx) and often genes encoding 
acetyl transferases.  In many cases the 3‟ end contains genes encoding enzymes for 
the biosynthesis of activated monosaccharide precursors (sugar pathway genes). 
Some of these are common to several CPS types, such as the rhamnose pathway 
genes whose products produce UDP-rhamnose and which is not available for CPS 
biosynthesis from central metabolism (termed non-house-keeping sugars). This 
description is somewhat generic, however, as there are often differences in the 
location of pathway genes, glycosyl transferases and the wzx and wzy genes can be 
found in the opposite order to the above.  
2.1.2 Wzx/Wzy-dependant CPS biosynthesis 
 
The Wzx/Wzy-dependent pathway involves the synthesis of the repeat-unit of the 
CPS, its translocation across the cytoplasmic membrane, and its polymerisation and 
linkage to the cell wall. Figure 2.2 depicts the production of the polysaccharide from 
the pneumococcal serotype 23F (Aanensen et al., 2007).  
 
Synthesis begins by the transfer of an initial sugar, usually glucose-1-phosphate (Glc-
1-P), from UDP-Glc to a lipid acceptor (undecaprenyl phosphate UndP) to create 
Und-PP-Glc, catalysed by a Glc-1-P glycosyltransferase (WchA) (Figure 2.2 (2) 
(Kolkman et al., 1997).  As this reaction initiates synthesis of the CPS repeat-unit the 
transferase involved is referred to as the initial transferase (IT). In previously 
published cases, where capsules contain Galactose (Gal) and not Glc as the initial 
sugar, synthesis is initiated by the transfer of Gal-1-P, from UDP-Gal, to UndP, 
catalysed by an IT that recognises Gal-1-P.   
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A series of GTs transfer further sugars, from their respective nucleotide-sugar 
precursors, to the non-reducing end of the growing repeat-unit (Figure 2.2 (3)).  Many 
transferase specificities have been characterised or suggested, for example, in 
serotypes 14 (Kolkmann et al., 1997), 2 (Iannelli et al., 1999) and 8 (Munoz et al., 
1999; Saksouk et al., 2005; Pelosi et al., 2005) through a combination of sequence 
homology, biochemistry and site directed mutagenesis. Those capsules containing 
non-house-keeping sugars, for example the sugar rhamnose (Rha) in Figure 2.2, have, 
in their cps locus, a corresponding biosynthesis gene or pathway, and a GT or GTs 
with specificity for the non-house-keeping sugar. For Rha, the rhamnose biosynthetic 
pathway genes are present (rmlA, rmlC, rmlB and rmlD), the products of which are 
responsible for the conversion of UDP-Glc to TDP-Rha, and the GT genes, wchF and 
wchW the products of which transfers Rha to the repeat-unit (Figure 2.2 (1)). 
 
The translocation of the mature repeat-unit across the cytoplasmic membrane, still 
attached to Und-PP, is proposed to be mediated by the polysaccharide repeat-unit 
transporter Wzx (flippase) (Figure 2.2 (4)). Following translocation, polymerisation 
of the repeat-units is achieved by the repeat-unit polymerase, Wzy, which transfers 
the reducing end of the growing polysaccharide chain onto the nonreducing end of the 
new repeat-unit to give an Und-PP-attached polymer (Figure 2.2 (5)).  The presence 
of the wzx and wzy genes in the cps loci is therefore a useful predictor of the presence 
of the Wzx/Wzy-dependant pathway.  
 
The products of the first four genes wzg, wzh, wzd and wze are implicated in the 
regulation of CPS production. Wzg functions as a transcriptional activator that 
regulates the level of CPS production in Streptococcus agalactiae and is thought to 
play a similar role in S. pneumoniae (Cieslewicz et al., 2001). Wzd and Wze are 
predicted to function together in the polymerization and export of CPS, and are 
thought to be functionally similar to ExoP in exopolysaccharide production in 
Rhizobium meliloti (Glucksmann et al., 1993) and Wzc from Escherichia coli K12 
and K30 (Paiment et al., 2002). Studies have shown that Wze is an 
autophosphorylating protein-tyrosine kinase and that Wzd is required for Wze 
tyrosine phosphorylation (Morona et al., 2000). The final step in production of the 
capsule is the linkage of the polysaccharide to the cell wall (Figure 2.2(6)). The 
precise mechanism for this remains undetermined although it has recently been 
shown that the phosphorylated form of Wze promotes attachment to the cell wall 





Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of the biosynthesis of CPS by the Wzx/Wzy-
dependant pathway. The biosynthesis of serotype 23F is represented. 
 
1) Specific nucleotide sugar biosynthesis. 
2) The initial transferase (WchA here) links the initial sugar as a sugar phosphate 
(glucose-phosphate; Glc-P) to a membrane-associated lipid carrier (widely assumed 
to be undecaprenyl phosphate; Kolkman et al., 1997). 
3) Glycosyltransferases sequentially link further sugars to generate the repeat-unit. 
4) Wzx flippase transports the repeat-unit across the cytoplasmic membrane. 
5) Wzy polymerase links individual repeat-units together to form lipid-linked CPS. 
6) Lipid-linked CPS is linked to the cell wall by a poorly understood process 
involving the Wzd/Wze complex, with release of the undecaprenyl carrier. 
7) The genes in the representation of the cps locus and their gene products are colour 
coded. 
 





2.1.3 Serotypes 3 and 37: Synthase-dependant pathway 
 
The two simplest CPS structures are found in serotypes 3 and 37, both of which have 
been shown to be produced by an alternative to the Wzx/Wzy pathway: the synthase-
dependant pathway.  The CPS of both serotypes consist of a disaccharide repeat-unit, 
serotype 3 consisting of glucose (Glc) and glucuronic acid (GlcA) (Cartee et al., 
2005), and type 37 consisting of so-called „sophorosyl‟ units made up of a glucose 
main chain and an additional glucose side branch in each repeat-unit (Llull et al., 
2001). The synthase pathway is dependant only on a single integral membrane 
protein, responsible for the sequential addition of sugars and the extrusion of the 
polymer across the cell membrane (Yother, 2004). The serotype 3 locus contains the 
synthase gene wchE and the gene ugd, the product of which is responsible for the 
synthesis of UDP-GlcA. Both genes are located between dexB and aliA along with 
non-functional copies of the first 4 genes of the Wzx/Wzy-dependant pathway (wzg, 
wzh, wzd and wze). Two other genes are present, galU and pgm, encoding a Glucose-
1-phosphate uridylyltransferase and a phosphoglucomutase respectively, however, 
these have been shown not to be essential for type 3 CPS biosynthesis (Bonofiglio et 
al., 2005). Interestingly, unlike capsules formed by the Wzx/Wzy-dependant pathway, 
the type 3 polysaccharide is not linked to the cell wall and up to 50% of the polymer 
can be detected in culture supernatants (Hardy et al., 2000). 
 
Serotype 37 is unusual, in all strains so far examined, there is a complete copy of a 
non-functional serotype 33F cps locus between dexB and aliA. However, the 
production of the serotype 37 CPS is directed by a single synthase gene tts, located 
elsewhere on the chromosome (Llull et al., 2001).  Not only does this demonstrate 
that not all S. pneumoniae serotypes are directly determined from the products of the 
genes located between dexB and AliA, but that some caution must be used when 
assessing the correlation of biochemical structures, serology and gene content to bear 
in mind that inconsistencies can occur.  
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2.1.4 Sequencing of 90 S.pneumoniae cps loci 
 
All laboratory work and initial sequence annotation was undertaken by collaborators 
at the Sanger Institute led by the project manager, Stephen Bentley, and will now be 
briefly described. 
 
Strains used for the production of anti-sera for each of 90 pneumococcal serotypes 
utilised were provided by the Statens Serum Institut, Denmark and exploiting the 
conserved location of cps loci, between dexB and aliA, the cps loci were amplified 
and sequencing was undertaken. Prediction of the location of coding sequences 
(CDS) was undertaken using the program GLIMMER trained on the TIGR4 S. 
pneumoniae genome sequence (Tettelin et al., 2001), and annotation of gene products 
was based on similarities with known sequences deposited in primary databases such 
as GenBank. To aid the annotation of such a large set of chromosomally related loci, 
and to group similar proteins together into manageable subsets, the algorithm 
TribeMCL (Enright et al., 2003) was used (see methods). Subsets of similar protein 
sequences are assigned to a homology group (HG) and given a unique number which 
can be used to annotate across HGs based on previously identified proteins, and 
similarities to functional domains within proteins characterised using information 
held at the protein family database, Pfam (Sonnhammer et al., 1997). 
  
From an evolutionary perspective, it can be envisioned that selective pressure, exerted 
from the human immune system, has favoured the emergence of novel serotypes. 
Mechanistically, over time, ancient gene shuffling events, including gene loss and 
duplication and the acquisition of new genes from within and outside of the 
pneumococcal gene pool, and minor sequence divergence of existing serotypes, 
would lead to the emergence of further novel serotypes, the consequence being the 
90+ serotypes that we recognise today.  It would also be expected that the genetic 
events leading to these immune evasion strategies continue to play a part in the 
evolution of the pneumococcal cps locus.  Attempting to untangle the complete 
evolutionary history of such a complex locus is probably unreasonable, however it 
should be possible to untangle the more recent events that have led to the production 
of „newer‟ serotypes given the sequences of 90 cps loci. Furthermore, relating the 
changes in the sequences to the gene products, the structural similarities and the 
immunological consequences of such structural differences should lead to a deeper 
understanding of the mechanisms and nature of capsule diversity. It was with this in 
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mind, and the knowledge that similar issues are present in the analysis of other 
biological systems that the development of the analysis framework presented began.  
  
A consequence of using the TribeMCL method for annotating the cps loci is that each 
serotype can be defined as a string of integers based upon its HG content. This 
„homology group profile‟ (HGp) can then be used to cluster similar serotypes together 
(see methods) based on the number of HGs in common. This approach has been 
utilised and refined to take into consideration the DNA similarities between genes 
encoding the shared HGs (see methods) and, rather than inferring direct phylogeny, 
forms the basis for investigating further the similarities and differences between 
groups of serotypes that share similar genes (HGs). The storage of all data in a web-
accessible database along with the careful design of, and choice of tools, incorporated 
within the web application should allow the further analysis to be achieved. 
 
The methods section of this chapter is split into three sections. Firstly, the nature and 
storage of the data, and ways of handling, gene naming and visualisation of data will 
be described. This is followed by an explanation of the sequence analysis methods 
utilised to provide further data for storage and display and to provide data for the 
overall clustering of cps loci. Finally, the database and web software will be detailed 
with reference to „workflows‟ utilised in the analysis. The results section details the 
overall results of the sequencing and the dendrogram produced based on clustering of 
cps loci, followed by two pertinent examples detailing the relationships between two 















2.2 Materials and Methods 
 
The focus of development was on building a system that would be generic, scaleable 
and applicable to other systems, but to do so in a fashion that would address 
immediately the questions raised within the pneumococcal cps system. 
 
The underlying methods are based on established sequence alignment methodologies, 
however the combination of these methods into workflows should be governed by the 
questions a researcher may have and the tools available within the system should, to 
some extent, pre-empt the user‟s question. The challenge in such systems is to make 
the software and workflows generic, efficient, easy to use and the results easily 
interpretable (visualising the data).  
 
2.2.1 Data handling 
 
The raw data used for the project were as follows:  
 
1. DNA sequences: 90 EMBL format text files containing the raw cps 
sequences, annotation (including Pfam domain matches) and homology 
group membership provided by collaborators at the Wellcome Trust 
Sanger Institute. 
2. CPS structures: Representations for the 54 known repeat-unit were 
sourced from Kammerling (2000). 
3. Serology: Tables of reactions of each CPS with the typing sera were 




As mentioned, to aid the annotation of such a large set of sequences (1.8Mbp in total) 
the algorithm TribeMCL was used by Stephen Bentley (Sanger Institute).  TribeMCL 
is an algorithm that clusters sets of proteins into „protein families‟ or „homology 
groups (HGs). Clustering is achieved by analysing similarity patterns within a given 
dataset and using these patterns to assign proteins into related groups. TribeMCL uses 
Markov Clustering and the program takes as input the results of sequence alignments 
between all members of the protein set, typically using BLAST, and groupings are 
based on a defined cut-off level of similarity. 
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The entire protein set is initially formatted into a “BLASTable” database, and each 
individual protein sequence is then used as a query to search against the database to 
return significant matches. A level of similarity can then be set within which 
TribeMCL groups the proteins into HGs. 
 
The level of similarity utilised was based upon the BLAST Expect (e) value of e
-40
. 
The e-value is a parameter describing the number of hits within a database search that 
would be expected to be seen by chance. The lower the e-value, the more significant 
is the match and the chosen cut-off value (e
-40
) should produce groups of proteins that 
are sufficiently similar to be considered to have common ancestry (homology).   
Using HGs provided a basis for assigning similar function to sets of proteins and 
therefore aided in the annotation of the sequences.  HG membership for each assigned 
coding sequence (CDS) was included in the EMBL files and provided the basis for 
subsequent clustering.  
 
2.2.3 Gene naming 
 
Many of the TribeMCL HGs encoded by the cps genes were unique and had not been 
assigned a gene name, excepting those members identified from analyses of the 
previously published sequences of pneumococcal cps loci. Once the EMBL files were 
received, the Bacterial Polysaccharide Gene Nomenclature (BPGN) was used and 
several „alphabets‟ of new gene names were assigned specifically for the cps 
sequences (Reeves et al., 1996).  HGs were used as a basis for assignment of gene 
name, and all members of the same HG were given the same gene name except the 
Wzx and Wzy proteins. The Wzx (flippase) and Wzy (polymerase) proteins were 
divergent and fell into several HGs, but as wzx and wzy have been widely used for 
these genes, we have retained the gene names for all but add the HG number (e.g wzx-
xx where „xx‟ is the HG). If a member of a HG had already been published and 
assigned a name, this name was given to all other members of the group. EMBL 
annotation was updated to reflect the newly assigned gene names.  
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2.2.4     Encoding of raw data 
 
2.2.4.1     DNA sequences 
 
2.2.4.1.1     Graphical encoding of cps loci 
 
Traditionally, for publication, a linear representation of each cps locus has been 
drawn by hand.  The requirements of displaying whole genomes in a visual manner 
has led to the development of genome-level linear diagrams and scripts, written using 
the programming language Perl. The 90 cps loci were rendered as linear diagrams 
using methods previously utilised for whole genome diagrams using a Perl script 
kindly provided by Kim Rutherford (University of Cambridge) which, since 
undertaking this study, has been incorporated within the software package 
DNAPlotter (Carver et al., 2009). The entire cps locus is represented linearly around a 
scaffold bar representing the entire length of the sequence. Each CDS is then mapped 
onto the bar in the correct position and orientation, based on the EMBL annotation. 
To aid visual comparisons, each class of CDS (sugar pathway genes, 
glycosyltransferases, flippase, polymerase and sugar biosynthesis pathway genes) was 
coloured differently. 
 
2.2.4.1.2     In silico storage of sequences 
 
Each EMBL file contains the raw DNA sequence along with information regarding 
each CDS, based around a coordinate start and end point in the sequence. Information 
contained includes, the predicted product of the gene, the gene name (where 
applicable), and the homology group membership of the CDS. The following 
example shows a simplified version of the annotation of an rmlB gene, the product of 
which is part of the rhamnose biosynthetic pathway encoded within the cps locus of 
several serotypes:  
 
----------------------------------- 
FT   CDS  18324..19373 
FT        /note="member of homology group 0008" 
FT        /product="dTDP-D-glucose 4,6-dehydratase RmlB" 




The first line indicates the start and end coordinate of the CDS within the cps 
sequence, the second line shows the homology group membership, the third line 
contains the predicted product and the fourth the gene name.  
 
Should a CDS be frame-shifted (a deletion or insertion that causes the sequence to be 
translated in a different reading frame), this can be represented in the CDS line of the 




FT   CDS             join (13416..13583,13587..14417) 
----------------------------------- 
 
The raw DNA sequence is present as one long string at the end of the EMBL file.  
 
The EMBL format was initially produced as a descriptive way of storing sequence 
data in flat files to aid submissions to central databases. However, even though the 
file format is optimised for description, the data contained within is not immediately 
amenable for transfer to a database other than EMBL. Consequently, Perl scripts were 
written to extract all of the information into a TAB-delimited format that would be 
amenable for entry into a database, the schema for which is described in section 
2.2.6.1 
 
2.2.4.2      Biochemical repeat-unit structures 
 
2.2.4.2.1     Graphical encoding of CPS structures 
 
The complexity of carbohydrate molecules provides a challenge for diagrammatic 
and, more importantly, digital representation and a number of different formats have 
been produced with varying degrees of recommendation.  The nomenclature 
recommended by The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry – 
International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUPAC-IUBMB) 
describes oligosaccharides using a 3-letter code to characterise monosaccharide units, 
for example Glc = glucose, Gal = galactose etc., with glycosidic bond linkage 
information in parenthesis between the monosaccharides (see Appendix A). However, 
within the biological literature there is an alternative representation, used rather less 
frequently, where each monosaccharide is represented by a different symbol, joined 
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together by various types of lines representing the different linkages.  For the 
purposes of this project a symbol based approach, using previously published sugar 
symbols (where available), and new symbols or plain text for the infrequently seen 
sugars (mostly those encoded for by pathways encoded within the cps loci) was used. 
Furthermore, those sugars which have pathways encoded within the cps loci have 
been colour-coded according to the colour used in the representation of the relevant 
pathway genes in the linear cps gene diagrams to further aid visual interpretation. It is 
important to note that, as opposed to the cps locus diagrams, the structural diagrams, 
in common with general practice in the literature, read from right to left with the Und-
P linked first sugar on the far right of the diagram. Sugar residues within the repeat-
unit can be referred to numerically from right to left. 
 
2.2.4.2.2     In silico encoding of CPS structures 
 
The string-based nature of DNA sequence data and its annotation makes it easily 
manageable within relational database systems, however, encoding the branched 
structures of carbohydrate molecules make this digital representation a more 
challenging prospect. As the field of comparative glycomics is in its infancy, digital 
representation schemas are relatively few and not wholly satisfactory, however, the 
two most mature representations are CabosML (Kikuchi et al., 2005) and LINUCS 
(Bohne-Lang et al., 2001). Building on the fact that an oligosaccharide unit is 
essentially a tree-like structure, CabosML uses the tree like XML data description 
format to encode oligosaccharides, and LINUCS represents a structure using a linear 
string of nested parentheses. For the purposes of this project a modified version of the 
LINUCS notation has been used to encode the available structures into one string that 
can be stored easily in a database. 
 
2.2.4.3     Combining sequence and structure representations 
 
Rendering the cps loci and polysaccharide repeat-unit structures graphically in this 
fashion allows us to move towards combining information from the two data sources 
to allow the specificity of the enzymes encoded by transferase genes (and the Wzy 
polymerase linkage) to be incorporated into one diagram. For example, the previously 
published serotype 9A repeat-unit structure with its glycosyltransferase specificity 




a)                            
                 
b)
 
Figure 2.3 Graphical representations of a) the CPS repeat-unit structure and b) the 
cps locus of serotype 9A. 
 
In the structural representation of the repeat-unit of serotype 9A, the gene whose 
product is believed to catalyse each linkage is shown, e.g. wchA encodes the IT which 
attaches the first sugar to the UND-P lipid carrier. The linkage between repeat-units, 
catalysed by the repeat-unit polymerase Wzy, is indicated by thick black arrows. 
House-keeping sugars (i.e. those available from central metabolism) are coloured 
grey whereas non-house-keeping sugars are coloured in relation to the sugar pathway 
genes present in the cps locus. In this example the UDP-N-acetylglucosamine-2-
epimerase encoding gene mnaA is coloured red and corresponds to the presence of the 
red/white symbol for the monosaccharide, N-acetylmannosamine (ManNac), in the 
representation of the structure. 
 
2.2.4.4     Serology 
 
Each pneumococcal serotype is associated with a characteristic pattern of reactivity 
with the panel of pneumococcal typing sera. A table of these sera reactivity patterns 
for 90 serotypes is available (Henrichsen, 1995) and details were stored in the 
database, on a per-serotype basis. 
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2.2.5      Sequence alignment methods 
 
The identification of regions of similarity between sequences is a fundamental 
process in biological sequence analysis. Sequence alignments can be broadly split 
into two categories, global and local. Global alignments are based on aligning with 
the maximum number of matching bases along the entire sequence length, and are 
most suited for comparisons between fairly similar sequences of a similar length, 
whereas local alignments attempt to identify the best sub-sequence matches and are 
more useful when applied to sequences which have regions of similarity interspersed 
with dissimilar regions, rearrangements or differing lengths.  
 
2.2.5.1      Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) 
  
The largest possible unit of comparison is that of a full cps locus aligned against any 
other.  As mentioned previously, global alignment of the sequences of the different 
cps loci is not appropriate due to the complex evolutionary history of the cps system. 
However, visualisation of a one against one local alignment can be used to investigate 
closely related serotypes, or similar regions within different serotypes, to tease out 
fine scale similarities. 
 
Perl scripts were written to allow the production of all versus all BLAST comparisons 
at both the DNA sequence (blastn) and protein sequence (tblastx) level for the 90 
serotypes in both directions (1 vs 2 and also 2 vs 1), in all possible combinations, 
representing a total of 16200 comparisons. The textual output produced by BLAST 
can then be used for visualisation of sequence similarities within software such as the 




Clustal is a tool allowing the simultaneous global alignment of many sequences 
(Thomson et al., 1994). Briefly, the multiple alignment method firstly aligns all pairs 
of sequences, using a fast approximate method, to calculate a distance matrix giving 
the divergence of each pair of sequences. This matrix is then used to produce a guide 
tree and subsequently, the sequences are progressively aligned according to the 
branching order in the guide tree. This allows for a minimal set of more robust 
alignments to be produced, cutting down compute time. 
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 ClustalW was used to produce alignments at both the DNA and amino acid sequence 
level for each homology group, and results and trees made available through the 
website.  
 
2.2.5.3     Needle 
 
The TribeMCL method groups similar protein sequences together into a HG (section 
2.2.2). However, in order to investigate the sequence similarities among the genes 
encoding members of the same HG (and hence to infer evolutionary relationships), 
the program Needle was used.  
 
Needle, which forms part of the software suite EMBOSS (Rice et al., 2000), uses the 
Needleman-Wunsch global alignment algorithm to find the optimum alignment of 
two sequences using a scoring matrix that contains values for every possible 
nucleotide match.  The maximum scoring alignment is found, where the score of an 
alignment is equal to the sum of the matches from the scoring matrix and the overall 
similarity score between any pair of sequences can be expressed as a percentage. For 
every HG, all vs all nucleotide and amino acid sequence comparisons were generated 
by Needle and stored as a % similarity score in the database, allowing overall % 
similarity levels for a HG to be calculated and also to allow direct comparisons of 





2.2.6 CPS Web Application 
 
The core analysis team involved in the day to day handling of the data were myself, 
Stephen Bentley (Sanger Institute), Angeliki Mavroidi (Imperial), Peter Reeves 
(University of Sydney) and Brian Spratt (Imperial).  All needed access to the data and 
relevant tools in a form that would make analysis a group effort.  Furthermore, all 
should all be able to ask different questions of the data, depending on expertise, using 
the same tools.  The bioinformatics expertise within the group differed and the 
platforms and software commonly used by individuals also differed. For example, 
Stephen Bentley works on a Unix platform and is comfortable with command line 
methods as well as desktop software. Angeliki Mavroidi and Peter Reeves are more 
comfortable with software packages with graphical interfaces, allowing data to be 
loaded and analysed.  One solution would be to develop a desktop software package. 
However, this would involve multiple copies of the data and could not be easily 
amended to include new tools as the project developed. The one common platform all 
have access to is the web and as such was the only real choice when deciding how to 
progress.  The application started in a simple form (just a standard database search), 
however, as the data were investigated further, different tools were needed which 
could easily be added to a web application, once, with immediate access all.   
  
The following sections firstly describe the database schema, then the web application, 
and finally, its functionality will be explored.  
 
2.2.6.1     Database schema 
 
As mentioned in section 2.2.4.1.2, the EMBL format used to store sequences and their 
annotation is not readily amenable for querying and further analysis without 
importing into third-party applications. Data were therefore entered into a database in 
a number of tables designed to minimise redundancy, and to serve as a framework for 
building a user interface to allow the cps loci to be explored. The database system 
used is SQL Server 2000 and the import of data was achieved using a combination of 
Perl, Visual Basic and SQL. Figure 2.4 shows the database schema and relationships 








Figure 2.4 CPS Application database schema. 
 
The central table „Serotypes‟ contains information specific to each serotype including 
the strain the cps locus was sequenced from, its EMBL accession number, a boolean 
indicator as to whether the associated CPS structure is available and the entire raw 
DNA and translated amino acid sequences.  Should the CPS structure be available, a 
link is present to the „Structures‟ table, which contains the LINUCS notation for the 
corresponding structure. Information relating to the CDS content of each serotype is 
stored in the „Sequence‟ table which, for every CDS from every serotype, contains 
data including the CDS start and end co-ordinate in the cps locus, its homology group 
membership and gene name.  Every CDS is assigned a unique identifier (ID) and this 
is utilised in the table containing the results of the all vs all Needle comparisons 
undertaken and utilised in the clustering of the cps loci (‟Needle‟). Serological data 
are stored in the table „Serology‟ and are linked to the serotypes table based on the 
serotype columns. Two further tables are present: „BLAST‟ contains the results from 
the all vs all full length cps locus BLAST alignments undertaken for presentation to a 
user using ACT (See 2.2.6.4) and „Pfam‟ contains information on the location within 
CDS of functional domains based on searching the Pfam database. The start and end 
co-ordinates of the Pfam matches are based on the co-ordinates of the CDS 





The design and storage of data in such a fashion allows server-side scripting to be 
used to interrogate the data in a logical fashion utilising the Structured Query 
Language (SQL).  Complex queries can be built incorporating data from multiple 
tables. Further tables of information can be added easily and ad-hoc queries can be 
built and executed based on the relationships between the data. 
 
2.2.6.2     Presentation and application logic 
 
The website is hosted on a server within the Department of Infectious Disease 
Epidemiology, Imperial College London.  The web interface includes a navigation 









2.2.6.3     Database  
 
2.2.6.3.1     Database querying  
 
Below the tab-based menu navigation are two options (Figure 2.5), the first allows the 
dendrogram based on sequence similarities between clusters to be interrogated and 
will be detailed in the section on serotype clustering (section 2.2.8). The second 
contains a link to a BLAST server, which allows any DNA or amino acid sequence to 
be entered and queried against the entire set of cps sequences.  The „Search sequence 
database‟ section of the page contains a form allowing entry of a single criterion or a 




Figure 2.5 Database Query form. 
 
Upon entering a query (in Figure 2.5, „gene=wcrP‟) and submitting the form, the 
results returned include the annotation and database fields for each CDS (Figure 2.6). 
The corresponding DNA sequences can then be submitted to ClustalW for sequence 
alignment and subsequent tree production. ClustalW is run at the server and resulting 
trees are visualised using a Java applet version of the tree-viewing software ATV 





Figure 2.6   Database search results including subsequent clustalW alignment and 
dendrogram visualised using ATV. 
 
2.2.6.3.2 Homology group querying  
 
The latter section of the database search page (Figure 2.5) contains a form allowing 
any HG to be selected. Following form submission, a summary for each HG is 
displayed as follows (and in Figure 2.7):  
 
 HG number and gene name 
 A list of serotypes that the HG is found in. 
 Average overall % sequence similarity at both the DNA and amino 
acid level, based on pairwise Needle comparisons. 




Figure 2.7 Homology group query results. 
 
ClustalW alignments and resultant trees based on the HG can also be viewed directly 
from this point along with protein domain matches, based on searching Pfam, found 
in the HG. 
 
2.2.6.4     WebACT 
 
The Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) (Carver et al., 2005) is an interactive graphical 
DNA sequence comparison viewer, which permits the visualisation of pairwise 
comparisons created using BLAST.  Multiple comparisons between a number of 
sequences can be stacked. For example, a three-way comparison can be visualised 
where pairwise alignments have been generated between sequences 1 and 2, and 
sequences 2 and 3.  It should however be noted that the order of the sequences in such 
multi-way comparisons can have a significant impact upon the interpretation of the 
results, since regions of similarity between sequences 1 and 3 are not identified in the 
example. Therefore, a thorough investigation of a group of sequences necessitates the 
production of all vs all comparisons, which traditionally has been undertaken on a one 
by one basis by a user. 
 
Using the all vs all BLAST comparisons detailed in section 2.2.5.1, a simple web 
interface was developed to allow combinations of cps clusters to be viewed.  Firstly, a 
user chooses how many sequence comparisons they wish to view, then the serotypes, 
and in which order they would like to view the comparisons (and which type of 
BLAST comparison they wish to use: blastn or tblastx). Upon form submission, the 
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linear graphical representations of the cps clusters are presented and a link to view the 
comparisons loaded into ACT is presented. The results of a tblastx comparison 
between 3 serotypes (18A vs 18B vs 18C) can be seen in Figure 2.8. 
 
 
Fig 2.8 A three-way ACT comparison: Serotypes 18A vs 18B vs 18C. Each red band 
between two serotypes represents a BLAST hit and ACT can be used to zoom all the 
way to sequence level to investigate regions further. 
 
While developing the interface, it became clear that such a method would be 
applicable for any user who wished to view and generate multiple comparisons for 
any set of genomic sequences. A collaboration was initiated with James Abbott at The 
Bioinformatics Support Service, Imperial College London, and the online tool 
WebACT was produced (Abbott et al., 2005, 2007).  WebACT allows the production 
of and viewing, using ACT, of pre-computed BLAST comparisons between any 
bacterial genome sequences available in public databases or for on-the-fly 








2.2.6.5      Serotypes  
 
A search form is provided to view a summary page for each serotype. Following 
serotype selection, the results can be seen as in Figure 2.9. The following information 
is detailed:  
 
 The graphical representation of the structure of the CPS repeat-unit (if 
known). 
 Linear diagram of the cps locus. 
 Total number of CDS within the locus. 
 List of CDS within the cps locus, gene names and products, Pfam 
matches with links to the Pfam website, length of CDS and, for GTs 
and the wzy gene, the predicted glycosidic linkage made by the gene 
product etc. 
 Typing sera that react with the serotype. 
 Link to epidemiological information held on strains of a particular 
serotype at http://spneumoniae.mlst.net. mlst.net is the subject of 




Figure 2.9 Serotype summary detailing serotype 6B. 
     
2.2.6.6     Structures 
 
The „Structures‟ section of the application details predictions of GT, IT and Wzy 
polymerase linkage specificity based on correlations made between the presence of 
genes in the cps loci with specific linkages within the known CPS repeat-unit 
structures. Details of methods and results are beyond the scope of this chapter, which 
focuses on the development of the web software and its use.  However, the rationale 
behind the methods and results for these tentative predictions are fully detailed in 
Aanensen et al, (2007). Briefly, the predictions allowed us to assign a specific linkage 
within a CPS structure to a specific GT gene within the cps locus and furthermore 
allowed confidence to be placed on the linkage polymerised by Wzy and the initial 
sugar transferred by an IT. Predictions were stored in the database and can be viewed 
during database searching and are also included on the linear representations of the 
cps loci (Figure 2.3).  Within the structures section, either a GT gene, a particular 
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sub-section of a structure or functional protein domains (Pfam) can be used to query 
the database and the results return all known graphical structure representations 
containing the query. 
 
2.2.6.7     Statistics 
 
Functional groupings of CDS‟ from CPS produced via the Wzx/Wzy pathway are 
summarised as counts based on the entire sample set. CDS not involved in CPS 
biosynthesis (dexB, aliA, aliB) were counted separately. 
The functional groupings are as follows: 
 
 Regulatory genes (wzg, wzh, wzd, wze) 
 wzx flippase gene 
 wzy polymerase gene 
 Transferases (broken down into initial transferases, glycosyltransferases 
- including those such as rhamnosyltransferases, acetyl transferases, 
sugar phosphate transferases and pyruvyl transferases). 
 Sugar pathway genes (each individual pathway gene). 
 Insertion Sequence (IS) transposases. 
 Others (hypothetical proteins where a function has not been assigned, 
glycosyl transferase enhancers, group II intron proteins). 
 
It is also possible to view all CDS‟ based on these functional groupings and the 
serotypes they occur in and furthermore, the Pfam domains can be viewed through 
links to the Pfam website. 
 
2.2.7     Serotype clustering 
 
Serotypes 3 and 37 were not included in the analysis due to the differing mode of 
CPS biosynthesis, therefore only the 88 CPS, presumed to be produced via the 
Wzx/Wzy pathway, were included.  
 
CDS‟ not involved in CPS synthesis were also not included (tnp, dexB, aliB) and 
furthermore, the first four genes, which are present in all 90 serotypes (and in each 
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case their products are very similar and fall into a single HG), were excluded so that 
the tree was not weighted unnecessarily. 
 
2.2.7.1     Dendrogram based on homology group sharing 
 
Initially, a dendrogram was produced based solely on differences in HG content. 
The HGs encoded by each cps locus were used to define the HG profile (gene 
content) and the HG profile of each serotype was compared to every other, in turn, in 
both directions (i.e. 1 vs 2 and also 2 vs 1). The similarity between two serotypes was 
defined as the ratio of the number of HGs in common divided by the total number of 
HGs in the second serotype, expressed as a percentage, using the following formula: 
 
       sHG1 +sHG2+...sHGn 
                            X 100  
          NHGs  
 
where sHGn represents a shared HG and NHGs represents the total number of HGs in 
the second serotype. Comparing in both directions takes into consideration the 
unequal numbers of genes within each cps locus and gives us two values for the same 
pair of serotypes. As an example, for the comparison of two serotypes (S1 and S2) 
that share five HGs where S1 has a total of ten HGs and S2 has a total of fifteen HGs, 
there are two comparisons: 
 
S1 vs S2 = (5/10)*100 = 50% 
S2 vs S1 = (5/15)*100 = 33.3%    
   
The resulting 88 x 88 two-sided matrix was subjected to Agglomerative Hierarchical 
clustering (AHC) and transformed into a one-sided distance matrix utilising the 
Pearsons dissimilarity distance. AHC is a bottom-up clustering method that is used 
extensively for the analysis of microarray gene expression data. Initially, each object 
(in this case a serotype) is treated as a separate group.  Following this, each serotype 
is successively combined with others based on similarity until there is only one group 
remaining. The dendrogram was then produced using the unweighted pair-group 
method with arithmetic averages (UPGMA) method. 
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Perl scripts were written to produce the matrix from data held in the database and 
AHC and subsequent dendrogram production was undertaken using the software 
XLSTAT v7.5.3 (Addinsoft, 1995-2005). 
 
2.2.7.2     Dendrogram incorporating the degree of sequence similarity 
 
The grouping of HGs using TribeMCL is based on similarities in their amino acid 
sequences and proteins assigned to the same HG could be 100% identical or could be 
moderately divergent.  However, due to the redundancy inherent in the genetic code, 
the DNA sequences of the genes encoding the members of an HG could be 
substantially more divergent than their amino acid sequences. Thus, two cps loci that 
are syntenic (share the same gene content and order) could share genes that are almost 
identical in sequence or genes that differ by 20% or more in sequence. Clearly, the 
two cps loci in the former case are more closely related than those in the latter and, to 
include this evolutionary information within the tree, a refinement of the above 
clustering method was used that incorporates a measure of the % DNA sequence 
similarity between the genes encoding the shared HGs, using values obtained from 
the Needle comparisons (see section 2.2.5.3). For shared HGs the % DNA sequence 
similarity was obtained and an average % similarity was scaled based on the total 
number of HGs in the second serotype, using the formula: 
 
    sHG1% +sHG2%+...sHGn% 
 
                    NHGs  
 
where sHGn% represents the % DNA similarity between the two members of sHGn 
and NHGs represents the total number of HGs in the second serotype. 
 
To demonstrate the increased robustness inherent in this method, the resultant 
clustering of the four serotypes of serogroup 15 and serotype 14 shall be briefly 
described. 
   a)                                               b)      
 
Figure 2.10 Clustering of serotype 14 and serogroup 15 based on a) gene content and 
b) sequence weighted gene content. 
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Serotype 14 has more HGs in common with serotypes 15A, 15B and 15C than the 
latter serotypes do with serotype 15F; thus serotype 14 appears more similar to 
serotypes 15A, 15B and 15C than the latter are to serotype 15F (Figure 4a).  
However, the sequences of the genes encoding the shared HGs are rather similar 
among serogroup 15, whereas those of serotype 14 are more divergent. Consequently, 
when the similarity of the genes of the shared HGs is taken into account, the four 
serotypes of serogroup 15 cluster together, with serotype 14 appearing somewhat less 
related (Figure 4b).  
 
For the purposes of analysing the cps loci the sequence-weighted tree was used, and 
further details and applications are presented in Mavroidi et al, (2007). 
 
2.2.8     Interrogating the Dendrogram within the CPS Web Application 
 
Within the „Database‟ section of the web application detailed above (section 2.2.6.3) 
an option is available to „Click for clustering analysis‟.  This presents an interactive 
version of the sequence-weighted tree allowing „drilling down‟ to view ACT 
comparisons of sub-clusters. Clustering details will be given in section 2.3.3. 
However, initially the entire dendrogram is visible and any sub-cluster can be clicked  
to view further details as in Figure 2.11. 
 
 




The page presents the section of the tree selected, the serotype represented by each 
terminal node and the linear representation of the corresponding cps cluster. 
Additionally, the structural representations of the CPS repeat-units (if known) are 
shown. The sub-clusters are rendered using Adobe Flash and „Right-clicking‟ the 
figure allows zooming in to view further detail.  A link to „Start ACT‟ is present at the 
bottom left of the page that, when clicked, launches ACT pre-loaded with the BLAST 
comparisons in the order represented on the dendrogram (Figure 2.12).  
 
 
Figure 2.12 ACT comparison based on dendrogram interrogation: Serotypes 11B vs 
11C vs 11A vs 11D vs 11F. 
 
Using this method any sub-cluster of the tree can be viewed within ACT based on the 





2.2.9     Demonstration of workflow for analysing clusters of serotypes 
 
To demonstrate the applicability of the web application for analysing clusters, from a 
user perspective, a workflow will be described based on investigating the relationships 
between serotypes 18B and 18C. The cps loci of serotypes 18B and 18C are syntenic 
and both of the CPS repeat-unit structures are known. 
 
1) When accessing the sequence-weighted tree as described in section 2.2.8, both 
serotypes 18B and 18C fall within cluster 8. 
2) Clicking on cluster 8 displays a „zoomed in‟ view of the tree, which is delineated 
further into subclusters. Serotype 18B and 18C are located within sub-cluster 6. 
3) Clicking on sub-cluster 6 displays the branch of the tree leading to serotypes 18B 
and 18C along with the linear cps locus diagrams and the structural CPS representation 
which can be zoomed in on by right clicking and selecting „zoom‟. 
4) Serotypes 18B and 18C are syntenic, and the only difference that can be seen is the 
presence of a non-functional copy of the wciX gene in 18B, which in serotype 18C is 
functional. The only difference between the two CPS repeat-unit structures is the 
acetylation of the terminal glucose in serotype 18C, which is un-acetylated in 18B. 
WebACT can be launched directly at this point pre-loaded with the comparisons of 
serogroup 18. However, we shall take an alternative route. 
5) To investigate further we shall search the database for the wciX gene. Clicking the 
„Database‟ menu option takes us to the database search form. Entering the search term 
„Gene = wciX‟ and clicking submit returns all instances of this gene in the database. 
The acetyltransferase wciX  (HG107) is found in only 3 serotypes: 18B, 18C and 18F. 
6) To view the amino acid and nucleotide differences we shall view the two 
serotypes, 18B and 18C, using the WebACT facility. Clicking the „WebACT‟ tab 
takes one to the page asking how many serotypes would like to be viewed. 
7) Select „2‟, which then offers two drop down boxes containing lists of serotypes. 
8) Select 18B in the first box and 18C in the second box. 
9)  We shall look at the tblastx comparison, which was generated by BLASTing the 
amino acid sequences against each other. By default, tblastx is selected. Click 
„submit‟. 
10) The results page shows the two linear cluster diagrams highlighting the wciX 
difference. 
11) Clicking „Start ACT‟ launches a WebStart version of ACT preloaded with the 
BLAST comparison between the two serotypes. 
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12)  The ACT window shows the sequence of 18B at the top and 18C at the bottom. 
The red bands in-between indicate the position and strength of the BLAST hits 
between the two sequences. Clicking on a particular hit shows the BLAST score and 
the % identity. Sequences can be scrolled from left to right and zoomed in by using the 
scroll bars on the top, bottom and to the right. 
13) Clicking once on the wciX gene of serotype 18B selects the gene and also 
highlights the BLAST matches that cover the sequence. Right clicking and selecting 
„Zoom to selection‟ will zoom so that the whole of the gene is in view.  To zoom in 
further the top right scrollbar can be used. Zoom until the amino acid and DNA 
sequences can be viewed.  
14) To centre the corresponding region of serotype 18C, double-click the yellow 
BLAST hit directly below the 18B wciZ gene.   
15) Scroll along wciZ until the stop codon is found. It can be seen that the three bases 
„TGA‟ encode the stop codon.  By looking at the corresponding amino acids and DNA 
in serotype 18C it can be seen that instead of a stop codon a G (glycine) is encoded by 
the bases „GGA‟  
16) Therefore, a single base change of T to G has encoded a stop codon making the 
wciX gene in 18B non-functional. 
17) It is also possible to view the DNA and amino acid sequence alignments using 
ClustalW from the homology group summary and, if required from the database 
results page. 
18) The result can be used to suggest that a single base difference has introduced a stop 
codon in the acetyl transferase encoding gene wciX in serotype 18B with subsequent 
loss of acetylation in the CPS compared to that in 18C. 
 
Utilising the web application described, and combinations of similar workflows as 
that detailed above, allowed analysis of the CDS makeup and general features of the 
90 S. pneumoniae cps loci to be investigated and relationships between biochemical 
structures and serological reactions to be inferred based on clustering. Prior to 
presenting specific examples of the analysis of resulting clusters, the general features 









2.3.1  General features of the dexB-aliA locus from 90 S.pneumoniae serotypes 
 
Sequence length for the 90 cps loci ranged from 13,337 base pairs (serotype 3) to 
30,298 bp (serotype 38) with an average length of 20,714 bp.  In total, 1999 CDS‟ 
were identified and a functional designation could be assigned to all but 26 of them.  
As previously reported, the synthase gene (wchE) of serotype 3 is located within the 
cps locus, however the type 37 cps locus, which was very similar to that of serotype 
33F, is defective and the 37 serotype is determined by the synthase gene (tts) which is 
located elsewhere on the chromosome (Llull et al., 2001).  
 
The general characteristics of the loci, in common with previously sequenced clusters 
can be described as follows:  
 
1 The regulatory genes wzg, wzh, wzd and wze are conserved, in all cases 
displaying high sequence identity, and are almost always present in the same 
order at the 5‟ end of the locus.  
2 65 cps loci contained wchA as the fifth gene, encoding initial transferases 
with specificity for glucose phosphate.   
3 The polymerase (wzy) and flippase (wzx) genes are always located 
downstream, together with a varying set of genes encoding GTs, sugar 
pathway genes, acetyltransferases and other transferases. 
4 In every case the central region of the cps locus, which includes the genes 
that tend to be specific to each serotype or serogroup, have anomalously low 
% G+C content. 
5 In almost every instance there is evidence of mobile genetic elements 
flanking the dexB and aliA genes, consisting of intact or disrupted IS 
transposases. 
6 Nine sugars not normally available through central metabolism (non-house-
keeping) are found within the S. pneumoniae capsules and this corresponds 
perfectly with the presence of the relevant pathway genes in the cps loci. 
 
91% of the proteins fell into 175 HGs containing between 2 and 90 members, with 
the remaining 74 proteins forming single member HGs. The products of the first four 
genes wzg, wzh, wzd and wze each fell into a single HG covering every serotype. 
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Ignoring IS transposases, the next largest HG comprises the 65 wchA initial 
transferase encoding genes. At the other extreme, the serotype-specific gene products 
show great diversity with 87 HGs for non-initial sugar transferases and 40 and 13 
groups of Wzy polymerases and Wzx flippases respectively. 
 
2.3.2  Initial transferases and Wzy linkages 
 
There is biochemical evidence from previously studied CPS biosynthesis that the 
initial transferase WchA adds glucose-1-phosphate to undecaprenol phosphate to 
create Und-PP-Glc (Pelosi et al., 2005) and it is assumed that it performs the same 
function in all 65 serotypes where found. For those structures that are known, this 
correlates perfectly with the presence of glucose in the repeat-unit. Where wchA is not 
found, the products of the fifth gene fall into three HGs (designated as WciI, WcjG 
and WcjH), all of which contain the same Pfam domain as WchA and display similar 
hydrophobicity profiles to the carboxy-terminal domain of WchA. It is suggested that 
they function as initial transferases due to evidence showing that the carboxy-terminal 
domain of the WchA homologue, WbaP in Salmonella enterica is sufficient for 
transferase activity (Wang et al., 1996).    
 
The initial sugar also acts as the donor sugar in the polymerisation of the repeat-units 
and the presumed specificity of the Wzy polymerase determines the other component 
of the linkage. For the known CPS structures, identification of the initial sugar 
allowed determination of the polymerase linkage as both donor and acceptor sugar, 
and the linkage was defined once the initial sugar had been identified.   Where there 
was any ambiguity as to the nature of the linkage due to two residues of the initial 
sugar being present in the repeat-unit, the polymerase linkage was provisionally 
identified by considering the linkage catalysed by other members of the same HG. 
 
2.3.3 cps locus clustering 
 
The HGs encoded by each cps locus were used to produce a HG profile (gene 
content) for each of the 88 serotypes produced via the Wzx/Wzy pathway. The 
similarities in the profiles were displayed by constructing a tree based on a weighted 
measure of the extent of sharing of HGs and the degree of sequence similarity of the 
genes encoding the shared HGs (as described in section 2.2.7.2).     
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In order to rationally discuss sets of closely related serotypes the tree was truncated at 
levels that define major clusters of serotypes (cut-off of 0.3) and also within these 
clusters, sub-clusters were defined (cut-off of 0.05) to identify very closely related 
groups of serotypes. 
 
At a truncation level of 0.3, the cps loci fall into eight major clusters (See Figure 
2.13). In all cases, serotypes within the same serogroup fall into the same cluster and 
63 of the 88 cps sequences fell into the two largest clusters (clusters 3 and 8). In most 
cases the clusters consisted of the loci of several different serogroups, however the 
cps locus of serotype 8 and serogroups 9 and 11 are sufficiently different from all 
other cps loci to cluster alone. 
 
21 sub-clusters were defined using the 0.05 cut-off.  Serotypes from within the same 
serogroup generally fall into the same sub-cluster, however, serotype members from 
within serogroups 7, 16, 17, 33, 35 and 47 fell into different sub-clusters.  It is also 
apparent that the cps loci of different serotypes may fall into the same sub-cluster and 
can be very similar or indeed syntenic, and furthermore, the similarities between 
different serotypes can sometimes be greater than that between some members of the 
same serogroup.  Of the 21 sub-clusters, 9 were composed of different serogroups 
/serotypes, and of these, 3 contained completely syntenic cps loci.  Serotypes 35A, 
35C and 42 are syntenic and show a high sequence similarity, serotype 40 along with 
serotypes 7B and 7C are syntenic and within this subcluster, serotype 40 is more 
similar to serotype 7B than 7B is to 7C.  Similarly, the three members of serogroup 
12 are syntenic with serotypes 44 and 46. Below, I briefly describe examples of the 
similarities between cps loci, that were identified by clustering, relating these to the 
CPS structures (where known) and patterns of cross-reactivity with the typing sera.  
These are: the sub-cluster consisting of the syntenic serotypes of serogroup 12 and 






Figure 2.13.  Dendrogram based on proportion of shared HGs, adjusted for sequence 
similarities between the shared HGs. The major clusters identified at a cut-off of 0.3 are 
shown (1-8). The line at 0.05 identifies very similar cps clusters (defined as sub-clusters). 
Highlighted regions of the tree (A and B) are discussed further in the text. 
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2.3.4     Serotypes 44 and 46 are related to serogroup 12 
 
Excepting IS transposase genes, the cps clusters of serogroup 12 and serotypes 44 and 
46 are syntenic and have presumably recently diverged from a common ancestor. 
This is not apparent from serology alone (i.e. serological investigations used to define 
serotypes did not recognise the similarity of these serotypes) (See Figure 2.14). When 
examining serological cross-reactions, no single factor sera cross-reacts with all five 
serotypes but cross-reactions do indicate some antigenic commonalities. Serotype 44 
cross-reacts with factor sera 12b and 12d, while serotype 46 cross reacts with sera 
12c.  
 
Although structures have only been determined for 12A and 12F, the constituents for 
serotype 46 CPS are known and all are present in 12F and 12A (Kammerling, 2000). 
The CPS structures of 12F and 12A differ only in the initial sugar and a side branch. 
As there is synteny, these differences in repeat-unit structure are presumably due to 
the amino acid variation in the IT WciI and the GT (WcxB).  The structures of types 
12B, 44 and 46 are unknown, but the synteny and immunological cross-reactivity 
mentioned above suggest structural similarities with the CPS of serotypes 12F and 
12A.  
 
The N-acetylfucosamine (L-FucpNAc) biosynthesis pathway genes (fnlA, fnlB and 
fnlC) and the N-acetylmannosaminuronic acid (ManpNAcA) biosynthesis genes 
(mnaA and mnaB) are present in all loci of serogroup 12 and serotypes 44 and 46 and 
both L-FucpNAc and ManpNAcA can be seen in the CPS of serotypes 12A and 12F. 
This would predict structural similarities in the unknown structures, however, the 
type 44 cps locus has fnlC frameshifted and therefore, L-FucpNAc is not expected in 
its CPS structure. 
 
The IT gene wciI is present in all loci, however the IT WciI appears to have different 
specificities as the initial sugar in known structures varies: N-acetylglucosamine (D-
GlcpNAc) in serotype 12A and N-acetylgalactosamine (D-GalpNAc) in serotype 
12F). The amino acid sequences of WciI within this sub-cluster are very similar (70 
to 100% pairwise identity; average, 81.4%) and this highlights the difficulties in 




The GT genes wcxD, wcxE and wcxF are present in all loci and their products are 
predicted to form the linkages common to these serotypes. Inspection of the two 
known structures suggests that these GTs catalyse the formation of the common 
tetrasaccharide element: 
 
 D-Glcp-(1-2)-D-Glcp(1-3)-D-ManpNAcA-(1-4)-L-FucpNAc.  
 
The GT gene wciJ is present in all of these serotypes and the L-FucpNAc is linked to 
the repeat-units but to different initial sugars. Therefore, we have tentatively assigned 
wciJ as the putative -1,3-L-FucpNAc transferase gene. As in the case of the IT gene, 
the specificities of the linkage made by similar members (average pairwise identity, 
83.9%) of the same HG (WciJ) appears to vary.  The GT gene wcxB is present in 
serogroup 12 and types 44 and 46 and is suggested to encode the GT catalysing the -
1,3 linkage of D-GalpNAc to -L-FucpNAc in the CPS of type 12A and of galactose 








Figure 2.14  Comparison of those cps loci within cluster 2 assigned to the same subcluster: Serogroup 12 and serotypes 44 and 46. Light blue blocks 
between linear representations of the gene clusters indicate regions of sequence similarity. The Wzy homology group membership is indicated on the 
wzy gene in parenthesis. Repeat-unit structures are represented with the initial sugar that is attached to the lipid carrier on the right and reactive sera 






2.3.5     Serogroup 11 
 
 
The five cps loci within cluster 6 (serogroup 11) consist of two syntenic sub-groups 
(11F-11A-11D and 11B-11C) differing only in their acetyltransferase genes, and have, 
similarly to the syntenic cps loci in cluster 2a (above), presumably diverged from a 
recent common ancestral cps locus (see Figure 2.15). 
 
All five loci possess the acetyltransferase gene wcwT, but types 11F, 11A and 11D have 
two extra acetyltransferase genes (wcjE and wcwC) whereas types 11B and 11C have 
one extra acetyltransferase gene (wcwR). WcwU has been assigned as a glycerol 
phosphate transferase, and the presence of Gro-1P correlates with an intact gct gene in 
types 11A and 11C; gct is frameshifted in types 11F and 11B, and Rib-ol is present in 
the CPS instead of Gro (presumably house-keeping).  
 
The wchJ and wchK genes are present in serogroup 11 cps loci. These genes are also 
present in serotype 14 cps (data not shown), where biochemical studies have shown that 
WchK is a -1,4-galactosyltransferase that catalyses the linkage D-Galp-(1-4)- -D-
Glcp, whereas WchJ is suggested to act as an enhancer of WchK activity (Kolkman et 
al., 1997). It is therefore likely that the homologous gene products in serogroup 11 are 
responsible for the D-Galp-(1-4)- -D-Glcp linkage found in their CPS. WcrL 
possesses the same Pfam domain (PF04488) as WciT of type 8, which has been 
suggested to catalyse the D-Glcp-(1-4)-a-D-Galp linkage (Broadbent et al., 2003).  
 
The last sugar of the repeat-unit is D-Glcp in type 11A but D-GlcpNAc in types 11B, 
11C and 11F, linked in all cases via an -1,4 bond to -D-Galp. Thus it is suggested that 
the last sugar of the repeat-unit in serogroup 11 is transferred by WcrL and differences 
in amino acid sequence probably affect the specificity for the donor sugar. WcyK would 
therefore, by a process of elimination, catalyse the linkage D-Galp-(1-3)- -D-Galp in 








Figure 2.15 All serotypes within serogroup 11 fall into cluster 6. Light blue blocks between linear representations of the gene clusters indicate regions 
of sequence similarity. Wzy homology group membership is indicated on the wzy gene in parenthesis. Repeat-unit structures are represented with the 
initial sugar that is attached to the lipid carrier on the right and reactive sera are listed in red below each structure (if known). 
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2.4     Discussion 
 
Initially utilising the cps sequences from the 90 S. pneumoniae serotypes, the aim of 
this chapter was to provide a framework for analysis applicable to large-scale 
comparative sequencing projects, which produce data that are present within a 
complicated evolutionary background. To delimit such data into more manageable 
units, a clustering approach was utilised based on the shared gene content between cps 
loci, refined to include a measure of sequence similarity between shared genes.   In 
tandem, a web application containing all of the information was developed allowing 
the further investigation and visualisation of the fine scale similarities between loci. 
 
Utilising this approach has allowed previously unseen relationships between genetic 
elements of cps loci, their corresponding biochemical structures and patterns of sera 
reactivity to be described. Prior to discussing the general applicableness of the analysis 
framework, the system-specific results will be discussed. 
 
Within the pneumococcal community there is substantial interest in how (and how 
frequently) new pneumococcal serotypes arise and the analysis of all 90 cps loci does 
suggest that it may be relatively easy for the generation of new serotypes by a wide 
variety of mechanisms. The examples discussed have demonstrated that gene insertion 
or loss, single base differences introducing loss of function in encoded proteins or 
subtle differences in amino acid sequences can give rise to differences in serotype (i.e. 
differences in structure that can be recognised by sera). The production of different 
repeat-units composed of differentially linked combinations of sugars indicates that 
the potential for diversity within pneunococcal serotypes is immense.   The provision 
of the 90 cps sequences together with their associated polysaccharide structures and 
serological profiles present an extensive dataset, the detailed analysis of which will 
allow a clearer understanding of capsule biochemistry, genetics and evolution.   
 
The sequence-weighted clustering approach has proved a useful and robust framework 
for investigating the fine scale similarities between related serotypes. The initial use of 
a purely gene-content based approach was refined to include sequence similarities 
between shared HGs and, as discussed in the Methods section 2.2.7.2, provides a more 
realistic grouping than would be seen by gene content alone.  Truncating the tree has 
identified groups of loci that can be seen as sufficiently similar to each other to 
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suggest that they have evolved from a recent common ancestor.  The clustering also 
served as a basis for correlating gene content and function to the known CPS 
structures and their pattern of serological reactivity (for further discussion see 
Mavroidi et al., 2007).  
 
In the majority of cases, functional inference can be undertaken with confidence 
(based on shared membership of a HG and knowledge of function of other members of 
that HG) such as the specificity of ITs, sugar pathway genes and the majority of 
transferases. However, assignment of specificity becomes somewhat more 
complicated when assigning the linkage of a glycosyltransferase as it has been shown 
that there are cases where even a single amino acid change can alter the specificity of a 
linkage produced (e.g. Mavroidi et al., 2005). Within the majority of HGs, the 
similarity between members is high, however in some cases members can be more 
divergent and this is a direct result of the e-value cut-off initially utilized within all vs 
all BLAST comparisons to define a HG (discussed further below). Due to the almost 
total lack of biochemical studies undertaken on gene products involved in 
pneumococcal CPS biosynthesis there is little option but to predict function based on 
sequence. It must be stressed however that the assignments of genes and gene products 
to specific linkages are tentative (for further discussion see Aanensen et al., 2007). 
 
The 90 pneumococcal strains utilised for the cps sequencing were provided by the 
Statens Serum Institute and are those utilised in anti-sera production allowing 
confidence between the serological data and the sequence data.  The 54 structures 
(Kammerling, 2000) were elucidated from different strains, from different studies, 
over a long time period, and as such it should be noted that anomalies may occur. This 
has become evident in two of the examples discussed where more recent, updated 
structural data has shown small differences in capsule structure (Lemercinier and 
Jones, 2006). However, the more recent data does correlate well with the observed 
sequence and serological data and as such provides a further confirmation of the 
results. 
 
To address the relationships between any large datasets, it is imperative to break down 
the data into more maneagable units that can be investigated in fine detail. The 
sequence-weighted clustering approach has proved a useful and robust framework for 
investigating the fine scale similarities between related pneumococcal serotypes.  
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Utilising traditional sequence alignment methods, such as ClustalW and BLAST 
results loaded into ACT, allows further investigation, and as such, the sequence-
weighted gene content tree, as opposed to a phylogenetic approach acted purely as a 
way of delimiting the dataset into more manageable closely related sets of data.  
 
One of the issues that is not addressed utilising this approach is the presence of mosaic 
serotypes, e.g. the production of hybrids through large recombination events between 
ancestral serotypes, as these would not be recognised by the clustering approach. This 
issue warrants further investigation and also may become more pertinent when 
applying such a framework in other systems. 
 
The development of the application, based on the pneumococcal cps sequences and 
related data is in some respects system-specific; however, if we regard a serotype as 
being a „genomic unit‟ which could take many forms (from a discrete locus up to an 
entire genome) then the design of the system can be viewed, more generically, in 
relation to any such sequencing project. The database schema (section 2.2.6.1), can be 
seen as containing a set of „core‟ and „system-specific‟ tables. The core tables contain 
the sequence data and the results of sequence alignments and the system-specific 
tables contain information particular to the biological system, in the case of the cps 
data, those tables relating to known structures and serology. The application logic and 
visualisation of data is somewhat less system-specific. The HG methodology can be 
applied to any sets of multiple genomic units and HG membership, along with CDS 
annotation, can be stored in the database in a similar fashion to that presented. 
Likewise, the clustering approach can be utilized to produce a system level framework 
in the same manner.  The web interface, including linear visualisation of genomic 
units, database interrogation and subsequent tree drawing, HG interrogation, WebACT 
and the overall data statistics, can all be applied to any set of annotated genomic units. 
This separation into core and system-specific units will become more important should 
the framework be applied to other systems. Utilising a 3-tiered architecture, the 
addition of further system-specific data tables along with software to analyse them 
becomes trivial and should allow established toolsets for dealing with system specific 
data to be incorporated within the system to closer link clustered sequence data with 
other lines of evidence.    
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TribeMCL provides the basis for clustering analysis, however there are certain aspects 
of this methodology that warrant consideration. The grouping of similar proteins is 
based on a defined BLAST „e‟ value cut-off following all vs all protein alignments. 
The e-value of -40 was chosen based on the experience of our collaborators at the 
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute. This value seems acceptable as a more stringent 
measure of homology (defining HGs using e
-50
) resulted in identical HGs (data not 
shown). However, the overall amino acid similarity within a HG (based on summing 
all pairwise amino acid Needle comparisons and scaling based on the number of 
comparisons) differs considerably. HGs range from containing nearly 100% identical 
sequences to those that have overall similarities of roughly 50% and this figure is a 
direct consequence of the e-value used. This has an immediate impact on functional 
assignment within the cps sequences, as confidence in assignment where members of a 
HG are almost 100% identical is clearly much greater than when members have much 
lower levels of similarity, and also needs careful consideration when addressing other 
systems where more or less stringent criteria could be warranted.  
 
The cps dataset, once received, was static, however to apply more generically it would 
be necessary, and indeed desirable, to add further sequence data and re-run TribeMCL. 
For example, other cps loci from closely related bacteria could be utilised to 
investigate cross-species HG membership and as such another factor that could 
influence HG groupings is the size of the sample. It could be envisioned that HGs that 
have more divergent members may „break apart‟ should additional sequences be 
added, and preliminary investigation has shown this to be the case (data not shown). 
For the cps dataset, HG membership has been used as the criterion for gene naming 
and the potential division of HGs and gene naming will need to be addressed in further 
work.  In some ways, the problems that have faced taxonomists at the species level 
that, particularly in bacteria, are being rigorously questioned (See Chapter 4), have 
parallels at the single gene level when attempting to place a name on a group of genes 
using any level of sequence similarity: a gene name can be as fuzzy as a species in 
these cases, however, refinements will come when samples are much bigger and 
definition of HG membership becomes more robust. 
 
Another consequence of delimiting HGs at a defined cut-off is that there is no implicit 
measure of the similarity between different HGs. For a group of functionally similar, 
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but divergent enzymes, such as GTs, introducing a measure of „between-HG‟ 
similarity may provide further evidence of gene duplication. 
   
The cps system-specific data have been utilized to relate the genetic components of 
pneumococcal CPS biosynthesis to biochemical and immunological data, however, the 
apparent lack of system-specific tools focussed on the structural components does 
indicate an area for further investigation. The storage of carbohydrate data utilising the 
LINUCS format was not exploited outside of actual storage within the database. A 
more carbohydrate-centric analysis could therefore be undertaken. The clustering 
approach utilised for the cps loci could also be applied to the structural data, as each 
structure can be represented as a series of integers based on the sugar composition 
and/or the linkages between sugars.  This would provide a parallel method of 
clustering structural data to investigate congruence between trees at different levels of 
the system, and this approach could be further exploited. Only 54 of the 90 CPS 
structures are known, however the complete genetic dataset and subsequent 
assignment of potential GT specificity presents the opportunity for a somewhat 
tentative prediction of the makeup (e.g. the constituents of the repeat-unit) of the 
unknown structures.  Correlating the presence or absence of glycosyltransferase HG‟s 
with structural elements between serotypes could aid in such a prediction, however 
confidence limits would need to be addressed, as our current assignments are tentative.   
   
All aspects of the analysis system have been built using server-side scripting, 
excepting the production of the dendrogram, which was undertaken using the software 
XLSTAT. Automation of this step could be undertaken using the statistical 
programming language „R‟ and utilised on the web server so that tree generation can 
be undertaken automatically.  
 
The system presented has proved essential to the analysis of the 90 pneumococcal cps 
loci, however, its more generic use will only be assessed after addressing other 
systems where sequences have a complicated evolutionary history and it is expected 
that further systems will provide refinements and modifications that will allow more 





2.5 Further work 
 
Many other bacteria contain clusters of genes involved in the production of 
polysaccharide structures and many of these have a similar genetic organisation to 
those found in S. pneumoniae. For example, closely related streptococcal species such 
as S. mitis and S. oralis have gene clusters, located in the same chromosomal location 
between dexB and aliA, that synthesise an external surface polysaccharide.  Similarly, 
several other streptococcal species (e.g. S. agalactiae and S. suis) produce capsules by 
the Wzx/Wzy pathway and TribeMCL identifies some gene products of these 
pathways that fall in the HGs identified in the analysis of the pneumococcal cps loci 
(data not shown).  Indeed the S. mitis and S. oralis clusters for external polysaccharide 
synthesis cluster with some of the pneumococcal cps loci and some even fall in the 
same sub-cluster as the pneumococcal serotype 21 cps locus (detailed in Mavroidi et 
al., 2007).  
 
The Bacterial Polysaccharide Gene Database (BPGD) hosted at the University of 
Sydney, Australia (Reeves, 1996 [W31]) contains information regarding 
polysaccharide gene clusters and biochemical structures from a wide range of bacterial 
species. Structures are held as images taken from publications and gene cluster 
information is purely textual and no sequence information is stored within the 
database. However, GenBank identifiers are listed and link to the entries within the 
primary database. In parallel, the Bacterial Carbohydrate Structure Database (BCSDB) 
hosted at the N.D. Zelinsky Institute of Organic Chemistry, Moscow, Russia [W32] 
contains structure representations from many bacterial carbohydrates based on 
literature searches and manual insertion into the database using the LINUCS format 
mentioned previously.  Further work is ongoing with Prof. Peter Reeves at the 
University of Sydney to combine these datasets and produce a global set of bacterial 
polysaccharide HGs, utilising the annotated DNA sequences linked to in BPGD. 
 
There are other examples of sets of large sequences where there has been gene 
acquisition and loss, re-arrangements and probably ancient recombinational exchanges 
generating mosaic genomes. One good example is bacteriophage genomes, which 
often seem to share common features, however it has not been clear how to explore the 
relatedness between their genomes.  I plan to look further at sets of phage that attack 
similar bacteria to explore whether sequence-based clustering can provide a more 
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rational way of showing their relatedness and if so will develop a web application for 
phage genomes. A preliminary analysis of prophage sequences within the genomes of 
Streptococcus pyogenes, S. equi and S. zooepidemicus was utilised by Dr. Matthew 
Holden at the Sanger institute and recently published in PLoS Pathogens on which 
both Brian Spratt and I were kindly included as authors (Holden et al., 2009). 
 
Further application within phage biology will warrant careful consideration. It is well 
known from previously sequenced phage genomes that they have a modular structure 
consisting of discrete sets of genes, and as mentioned previously, the sequence-
weighted clustering method does not take this into consideration. This is an issue that 
will need to be addressed and may warrant different ways of clustering sequences 
based on shared sets of genes as opposed to presence or absence of single HGs. 
Another issue that has presented itself is based on the fact that it is often difficult to 
annotate smaller CDS within phage genomes, as many of the genes present show no 
homology to any previously sequenced DNA. This has an immediate impact on any 
clustering based approach that utilises annotated sequences as its basis and as such 
provides an exciting challenge for applying the system.  
 
The pneumococcal cps dataset consists of a single example of each of 90 strains 
assigned by sera profiling to a particular serotype. To address the evolution of 
individual serotypes it would be necessary to explore the patterns of sequence 
diversity among isolates of a single serotype and relate these to the levels of genetic 
relatedness and patterns of evolutionary descent of the isolates. 
 
Such a study has been carried out by Mavroidi et al, (2006) who investigated the 
evolutionary history of the cps loci of 102 serotype 6A and 6B isolates.  Sequence 
variarion within three cps genes (wciP, wzx and wzy) was related to the genetic 
relatedness of the isolates, as determined by multilocus sequence typing (MLST). By 
exploring inferred patterns of recent evolutionary descent (using the algorithm 
eBURST) they postulated the introduction of a single ancestral cps sequence, followed 
by slight divergence to create serotypes 6A and 6B. Furthermore, they demonstrated 
that a minority of 6B isolates had cps sequences (within the three genes) that were 
~5% divergent from those of other 6B isolates and which may have arisen by a 
second, more recent introduction from a related but distinct source. Since this paper 
was published, Serotype 6C has been described by Park et al, (2008) and 
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consequently, these data need to be re-interpreted following identification of which 
strains belong to 6C. 
 
Web applications used to explore the genetic relatedness of populations of isolates 
indexed by MLST and the eBURST algorithm are the subjects of the following 
chapter of this thesis. 
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Chapter 3: The Multilocus Sequence Typing Network: mlst.net 
 




The unambiguous characterisation of strains of a pathogen is crucial to a number of 
areas of infectious disease microbiology. Multilocus Sequence Typing (MLST), 
which defines strains from the sequences at several house-keeping loci, has become 
the method of choice for molecular typing of many bacterial and fungal pathogens 
(and non-pathogens). Sequence data can be stored and analysed easily within web 
applications allowing laboratories undertaking MLST to quickly progress from 
sequencing gene fragments to characterizing their strains and relating them to the 
population as a whole.  
 
In this chapter I detail development of the gateway to a number of MLST schemes 
that are widely used by research and public health laboratories: mlst.net. Each 
species-specific site contains a set of tools for the initial characterisation of strains, 
and methods for relating query strains to other strains of the species. The first half of 
this chapter details the current version of mlst.net, and the second half, concurrent 
with the maturity of AJAX technologies detailed in the thesis introduction, details a 
BETA version, designed for greater efficiency and usability. Furthermore, a number 
of additional tools are introduced, including geographical interrogation of MLST 
databases using Google Maps and comparative eBURST, which provide users (and 












Note: The application currently in use at mlst.net has been described in the following publication, a 
copy of which can be found in Appendix B: 
 
Aanensen, D.M. and Spratt, B.G. (2005) The multilocus sequence typing network: mlst.net. Nucleic 





To address questions relating to the epidemiology, population and evolutionary 
biology of microbial populations it is vital to index genetic variation between strains. 
Molecular methods are widely utilised to characterise (or „type‟) strains and this 
allows the relationships between isolates within different contexts (e.g. between 
different patients, hospitals or countries) to be addressed. Methods utilised are largely 
dependant on the questions being asked (for example local or global epidemiology) 
and the biology of the organism in question. However, in all cases the method chosen 
should be highly discriminatory such that those isolates assigned to a particular „type‟ 
are likely to share a recent common ancestor. 
 
Broadly, molecular methods used can be grouped into those that use DNA banding 
patterns and those that use precise digital data (e.g. alleles assigned from DNA 
sequences). A good example of the former approach is pulsed-field gel 
electrophoresis (PFGE), which assays the presence of unique recognition sequences 
(sites within the organisms genome where restriction enzymes cut the DNA).  Due to 
the varying distances between these sequences between strains, restriction digests 
produce fragments of differing length.  Gel electrophoresis allows the comparison of 
banding patterns based on these DNA fragments and provides the ability to „barcode‟ 
the genome of the strains.  The comparison of barcodes (i.e. the fraction of fragments 
in common) provides a distance measure that can be used for clustering to indicate 
relatedness between strains. 
 
PFGE is widely used and can be applied to a wide range of bacteria but does suffer 
from important limitations.  The comparison of banding patterns is less precise than 
comparison of DNA sequences, and this loss of fidelity is compounded when 
comparing banding patterns between laboratories. Pattern variation can accumulate 
rapidly in some species so those isolates which have descended from a common 
ancestor many decades ago may not be identifiable as minor variants of the same 
clone. The rapid accumulation of variation can be advantageous when looking at 
outbreaks, or local epidemiology, as it provides good levels of discrimination between 
strains. However, rapid accumulation is less useful for global epidemiology where 
assessing relatedness between strains from different decades or countries is required. 
Furthermore, the nature of the genetic variation, or the mechanisms by which it 
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changes, is often poorly understood which can limit its use for addressing questions of 
population and evolutionary biology. 
 
Public health laboratories tend to focus on the strains that are causing disease within 
their own country. However, as disease is a global issue, molecular typing methods 
should allow precise digital comparisons of strains recovered locally with those from 
a wider area.  Global epidemiological questions require the use of variation that 
accumulates slowly and, to satisfactorily address both strain characterisation and 
population biology, such variation should be selectively neutral (i.e. not under 
selective pressure) and the mechanism underlying the accumulation of variation 
should be well understood (Spratt et al., 2001).  This has been addressed by using 
sequence variation in house-keeping genes (e.g. those that encode essential metabolic 
functions). Variation in house-keeping genes is generally considered to be selectively 
neutral and the origin of variation is relatively well understood.  However, a single 
house-keeping gene, due to the slow accumulation of variation, does not provide 
enough discrimination to offer a satisfactory typing scheme and furthermore, any 
single locus typing scheme is sensitive to the effects of recombination.  
 
One of the first techniques to index variation at multiple loci was multilocus enzyme 
electrophoresis (MLEE) which indirectly assays nucleotide sequence variation by 
indexing variation in the electrophoretic mobility of their gene products (Selander et 
al., 1986).  MLEE assigns alleles at between 15-35 loci and each isolate is defined by 
a string of integers (the allelic profile) and each unique allelic profile is used to define 
the electrophoretic type (ET).  Allelic profiles can be used to infer relationships 
between ETs using dendrograms based on a matrix of pairwise mismatches between 
profiles.  MLEE has been used to successfully identify ETs (clones) and closely 
related ETs (clonal complexes) that are particularly likely to cause disease (Selander 
et al., 1987). However, as with PFGE, MLEE suffers from limitations. Comparison 
between laboratories is difficult to achieve and as much of the genetic variation is 
only indexed indirectly, many loci must be assayed to obtain sufficient discrimination 
between strains. Furthermore, given the widespread availability and ever decreasing 
cost of DNA sequencing indexing variation using electrophoretic mobility of gene 




Multilocus sequence typing (MLST) adapts the proven concepts of MLEE but rather 
than using the inference of genetic variation achieved using MLEE, variation at 
multiple house-keeping loci is directly indexed by nucleotide sequencing (Maiden et 
al., 1998).   
 
MLST involves obtaining the sequences of internal fragments of (normally) seven 
house-keeping genes for each strain of a particular species. The sequences of each 
fragment are compared with all previously identified sequences (alleles) at that locus 
and are assigned allele numbers. The combination of the seven allele numbers 
(representing each locus) defines the allelic profile of the strain and each different 
allelic profile is assigned as a unique sequence type (ST). 
 
Nucleotide sequencing is relatively cheap and easy to perform and the data produced 
by MLST are ideal for the characterisation of strains of microbial species via the 
internet. Data can be stored and accessed from web accessible databases and as such, 
strains studied by different groups and corresponding isolate epidemiological data can 
be compared easily. MLST is a widely used molecular typing method both within 
research and public health laboratories and MLST schemes have been developed for 
almost 50 bacterial (mostly pathogenic) and several fungal species (Bougnoux et al., 
2004; Dodgson et al., 2003). As such, MLST databases and associated websites are an 
important resource and have been available for a number of years (Chan et al., 2001). 
 
MLST databases are currently hosted on four main web servers located at Imperial 
College London [W33], Oxford University [W34], the University of Cork [W35] and 
the Pasteur Institute [W36].  Each server provides a website which acts as a gateway 
to different organism-specific MLST databases. Each website offers similar core 
functionality for the querying and assigning of alleles and sequence types and also for 
interrogating epidemiological information deposited for a growing number of strains. 
However, the accessory functionality offered at each site can differ. 
 
The subject of this chapter is the organism-specific databases/web applications 
located at Imperial College London (http://www.mlst.net), which I develop and 
manage. Two versions of the mlst.net software are detailed which I shall refer to as 
„mlst.net v1‟ and „mlst.net v2‟ for clarity. mlst.net v1 (Aanensen and Spratt, 2005) 
represents a complete rewrite of the MLST software produced by Chan et al, (2001), 
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however full acknowledgment must be given as this formed the framework for much 
of the application logic. Re-development was undertaken to increase flexibility and 
the underlying database structure changed to reduce redundancy. This version of the 
software is currently in use and described in the first part of this chapter. mlst.net v2 
has recently been developed and is currently in BETA testing with a number of users 
and will be described in the second half of this chapter. 
 
Concurrent with the introduction of web development technologies such as AJAX 
(detailed in the thesis introduction) mlst.net v2 takes advantage of some of the more 
novel web development methodologies to offer increased accessory tools whilst 
preserving the core functionality described for mlst.net v1.   
  
3.2  mlst.net v1 
 
The mlst.net homepage acts as a gateway to a number of organism-specific sub-sites 
each accessible at a defined URL in the format http://organism.mlst.net. (see Table 1). 
Laboratories undertaking MLST can access species-specific information, including 
sequencing protocols and primer sequences, allowing a laboratory to begin producing 
data rapidly. Characterisation of a strain requires the generation of the sequences of 
the seven gene fragments and, once these are available, they are used to query the 
appropriate mlst.net sub-site, to assign the alleles at each locus and thereby to obtain 
the allelic profile of the query strain.  
 
Organism URL Reference 
Borrelia burgdorferi http://borrelia.mlst.net Margos et al., 2008 
Burkholderia pseudomallei http://bpseudomallei.mlst.net Godoy et al., 2003 
Candida albicans (legacy) http://test1.mlst.net Bougnoux et al., 2002  
Candida albicans (consensus) http://calbicans.mlst.net Bougnoux et al., 2003 
Candida glabrata http://cglabrata.mlst.net Dodgon et al., 2003 
Cryptococcus neoformans http://cneoformans.mlst.net Meyer et al., 2009 
Enterococcus faecalis http://efaecium.mlst.net Ruiz-Garbajosa et al., 2006 
Enterococcus faecium http://efaecalis.mlst.net Homan et al., 2002 
Haemophilus influenzae http://haemophilus.mlst.net Meats et al., 2003 
Leptospira spp. http://leptospira.mlst.net Thaipadungpanit et al., 2007 
Staphylococcus aureus http://saureus.mlst.net Enright et al., 2000 
Staphylococcus epidermidis http://sepidermidis.mlst.net Thomas et al., 2007 
Streptococcus pneumoniae http://spneumoniae.mlst.net Enright and Spratt, 1998 
Streptococcus pyogenes http://spyogenes.mlst.net Enright, 2001 
Streptococcus suis http://ssuis.mlst.net  King et al., 2002 
Table 3.1 Organism-specific databases hosted at mlst.net. 
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3.2.1 mlst.net database schema 
 
Each species-specific website links to a database which stores the sequences of all 
known alleles at each of the seven loci, all known allelic profiles and epidemiological 
information for strains submitted. The schema for each underlying database is similar 




Figure 3.1 mlst.net v1 database schema. 
 
The locus tables house sequence data representing alleles. The allele number is 
represented in the table with the primary key „ID‟, and stored along with details 
regarding the submitter, date of assignment and the raw DNA sequence as a string.  
The „STs‟ table contains a list of all known allelic profiles. The primary key „ST‟ is 
the Sequence Type and seven columns are present containing the allele numbers at 
each of the seven loci (except for schemes with fewer; e.g. C. albicans or greater; e.g. 
B. burgdorferi than seven loci).   Each allele number references the corresponding 
locus table ID.  
 
Epidemiological information pertaining to isolates of a particular ST are held within 
the „profiles‟ table.  The primary key „ID‟ is assigned to any new isolate entered into 
the database and, along with epidemiological information, date stamps are recorded to 
indicate when the isolate was deposited.  The „ST‟ column of the profiles table refers 
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to the „ST‟ column of the STs table, which in turn refers to the „ID‟ column(s) of the 
locus tables. 
 
3.2.2 Curator’s interface 
 
A curator‟s interface is available and password protected. A single (or multiple) 
curator(s) are assigned to each database and as such act as the first point of contact for 
a user wishing to enter a new allele / ST / isolate. The curator‟s interface is web-
based, and therefore curator‟s can be located anywhere and can actively update the 
database with little intervention. To assign a new allele we request that the laboratory 
submitter sends the forward and reverse sequence trace file(s) for quality control.  As 
any new allele will produce a new ST we also request at least one example of 
epidemiological information for an isolate with a new ST. Likewise, for any new ST 
generated from a new combination of existing alleles. Each data submitter has a 
corresponding record in the database „Users‟ table (Figure 3.1), and the ownership of 
each isolate is recorded in the „user_profiles‟ table.  
 
3.2.3    User’s interface 
 
For a user, each MLST website offers a number of analysis steps. First, alleles can be 
assigned from the users sequence data by one of three options (Figure 3.2 A and D): 
 
 Single/Batch Locus Query: allowing a single sequence or a batch of sequences 
for a single locus to be compared with all known alleles. 
 Multiple Locus Query: allowing the input of the sequences of all seven loci for 
a single strain. 
 Batch Strain Query: allowing input of the sequences of all seven loci for a 
batch of strains. 
 
In all cases, the user‟s sequence is checked for correct length for that locus, and for 
the absence of unexpected characters, and is then queried against all other sequences 
in the corresponding locus table for that species. For any diploid organism (e.g. C. 
albicans), the standard IUPAC ambiguity codes are allowed and are used to assign 
heterozygous nucleotide sites (Bougnoux et al., 2004).  
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If the query sequence is found within the corresponding locus table, the allele number 
is returned, whereas if the query is a novel sequence, the percentage identity to the 
closest allele in the database is returned and the user is advised to check carefully 
those nucleotide sites that differ from the most similar allele or alleles in the database 
(Figure 3.2B). This can be carried out using the Jalview alignment editor (Clamp et 
al., 2004), which displays the query sequence aligned with all other allele sequences 
for the corresponding locus. Alternatively, the nucleotide differences can be displayed 
between the query sequence and the most similar alleles (Figure 3.2C). The latter 
method allows the user to view the flanking sequence around each nucleotide 
difference between the query and the most similar alleles, allowing the trace files of 
their proposed new allele to be searched easily for any potential ambiguities or 
sequencing errors. If a user is confident that they have a new allele, the forward and 
reverse trace files are submitted to the MLST curator before a new allele number for 
the novel allele is assigned and entered into the database, by the curator.  
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Figure 3.2 MLST Workflow:  mlst.net v1. 
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Repeating this process for each locus provides the seven digit allelic profile for the 
query strain. The seven digit allelic profile can then be entered into the allelic profile 
query to discover if the strain is identical, or similar, to any of the strains already in 
the database (Figure 3.2F).  The multiple locus query represents a batch processing 
method for a single strain, allowing all seven sequences for the query strain to be 
entered at once and for the allele numbers at each locus to be returned. 
 
The repeated querying of single strains can become time consuming for laboratories 
undertaking MLST on many hundred strains of a particular species. The need to 
analyse sequences from multiple genes from a large number of strains at the same 
time precludes the use of standard sequence formats such as FASTA of MEGA. 
Therefore a simple XML format can be utilised that allows the batch processing of 




  <strainid>Strain1</strainid> 
   <locus1>…GCCGTGA…</locus1> 
   <locus2>…GCCGTGA…</locus2> 
   <locus3>…GCCGTGA…</locus3> 
   <locus4>…GCCGTGA…</locus4> 
   <locus5>…GCCGTGA…</locus5> 
   <locus6>…GCCGTGA…</locus6> 
   <locus7>…GCCGTGA…</locus7> 
 </strain_sequences> 
<strain_sequences> 
  <strainid>Strain2</strainid> 
   <locus1>…GCCGTGA…</locus1> 
   <locus2>…GCCGTGA…</locus2> 
   <locus3>…GCCGTGA…</locus3> 
   <locus4>…GCCGTGA…</locus4> 
   <locus5>…GCCGTGA…</locus5> 
   <locus6>…GCCGTGA…</locus6> 




Figure 3.3 Simple XML Format used for Batch Strain Query. 
 
As mentioned in the thesis introduction, XML allows one to define TAGS to describe 
data. This allows scripts to be written which will parse the XML much more easily 
than plain text. 
 
Formatting the input data with this basic XML syntax for a set of seven sequences for 
each strain allows a user to produce a file, for an unlimited number of strains, which 
can be used for batch processing. To aid production of such a format, each of the 
MLST species-specific sites at mlst.net provides a modified MS Access database that 
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allows users to store their sequences and strain information in one place, and allows 
the data to be exported in bulk in the correct XML format, without the need to 
manually produce the document. Furthermore, for sequencing laboratories utilising 
the STARS [W37] platform for MLST, a script allows converting the FASTA files 
generated by STARS into the XML format via a web form. 
 
When a user uploads the generated XML file (figure 3.2D), the sequences for each of 
the seven loci in all of the strains are checked for invalid characters and correct 
length. Each sequence is then queried against the appropriate locus table in the 
species database (Figure 3.2E). If found, the allele number is returned and, if 
unknown, the user can look further into the sequence differences between the query 
allele and the most similar alleles in the database (Figure 3.2C). If all the seven loci 
are found, the allelic profile of the strain is queried against the ST table and, if a 
match is found, the corresponding ST is returned. If the allelic profile is not found in 
the database, this information is returned and the user is encouraged to contact the 
curator. The batch procedure, therefore, automatically returns a table with the alleles, 
allelic profiles and STs of all the input strains, flagging up those alleles and STs that 
are previously unknown (Figure 3.2E).  
 
3.2.4 Clustering MLST data 
 
Depending on a user‟s question, it is highly likely they will wish to relate their own 
strains to those within the database to assess their similarity to other members of the 
population. Several methods are provided. 
 
3.2.4.1  Comparing query strains to the batabase: Allelic profiles 
 
The simplest approach within MLST datasets is to identify those strains in the 
database that have some minimum level of similarity in their allelic profile to each 
query strain (e.g. sharing alleles at 4 of the seven loci), and to show the relationship 
of the query strain to those returned from the database query with a dendrogram based 
on the matrix of pairwise differences between the allelic profiles of the strains. This 




3.2.4.2    Comparing query strains to the database: eBURST 
 
Traditionally, dendrograms have been the method of choice for displaying the implied 
relationships between strains of a bacterial population or species. However, although 
dendrograms are good at visualising clusters of identical or very similar strains, the 
bifurcating process of lineage splitting implied by a dendrogram is a very poor 
representation of the way in which bacterial lineages emerge and diversify. To 
address this, an interactive implementation of the BURST (Based Upon Related 
Sequence Types) algorithm, eBURST, has been integrated within the mlst.net sites 
(Feil et al., 2004; Spratt et al., 2004). The first version of eBURST was developed by 
Bao C Li and the current version, eBURSTv3, by Derek Huntley. I have implemented 
the connectivity within mlst.net.  
 
The algorithm underlying eBURST does not impose a tree-like pattern of descent, but 
rather uses an appropriate model of recent bacterial evolution. In addition, it is very 
difficult to display the relatedness of all strains in a large MLST database, including 
thousands of STs, on a dendrogram and better ways of visualising the relationships 
among all strains in large MLST databases are therefore required. 
 
Briefly, the model incorporated into eBURST assumes that, due to selection or 
genetic drift, some genotypes will occasionally increase in frequency in the 
population and will then gradually diversify by the accumulation of mutation(s) 
and/or recombinational replacements, resulting in slight variants of the founding 
genotype. Initially, members of this emerging clone will be indistinguishable in allelic 
profile by MLST, however with time, the clone will diversify to produce a number of 
variants in which one of the seven MLST loci has been altered: single locus variants 
(SLVs). Further diversification will produce variants of the founder ST that differ at 
two out of the seven loci: double locus variants (DLVs). In this simple model, 
bacterial populations will consist of a series of clonal complexes (sets of variants of a 
founding genotype) that can be recognised from the allelic profiles of the strains 
within a MLST database (Feil et al., 2004; Spratt et al., 2004) 
 
eBURST can be used to explore the relationships of newly characterised strains to 
those in the database (see Fig 3.2G). eBURST uses the STs and their associated allelic 
profiles as input and, using the default settings, divides the strains into groups in 
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which all STs in the same group share 6 out of 7 loci with at least one other member 
of that group, resulting in non-overlapping groups or clonal complexes. The predicted 
founding genotype is that which has the greatest number of SLVs within a clonal 
complex and eBURST represents the number of isolates of each ST by the size of the 
circles representing each ST. Of particular value is the ability to display all the STs in 
a large MLST database in a single diagram (a population snapshot; Figure 3.4), 
showing all the major and minor clonal complexes, and individual STs that are 
relatively distantly related to all other STs. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 eBURST population snapshots of the Streptococcus pneumoniae (A), 
Staphylococcus aureus (B), Enterococcus faecium (C) and Streptococcus pyogenes 
(D) MLST databases. 
 
It should be stressed that eBURST provides a hypothesis about the ancestry and 
patterns of recent descent of strains within a population. The different structures 
observed in population snapshots can be largely attributed to the different signatures 
of recombination / mutation rates within the evolution of a particular species.  This 
should always be considered when drawing strong conclusions from such hypotheses. 
Further details are beyond the scope of this thesis, however, the reliability and 
limitations of eBURST have been tested by Turner et al., (2007). In this study, the 
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authors used simulated MLST data, with known ancestry, to test the effect of different 
population recombination and mutation rates on the reliability of eBURST. Their 
study has provided useful guidelines for users when interpreting the patterns of 
clustering provided by eBURST. 
 
3.2.4.3     Comparing query strains to the database: Concatenated sequences 
 
The ability to concatenate the sequences at the seven loci, maintaining the correct 
reading frame, and to construct a neighbor-joining tree based on these sequences is 
provided, but needs to be used with considerable caution. A module from MEGA 
(kindly provided by Sudhir Kumar and Joel Dudley; Kumar et al., 2008) produces an 
alignment, a distance matrix and the tree topology in NEWICK format, which is then 
displayed via the website using the ATV Java applet (Zmasek and Eddy, 2001).  
Allelic changes at the MLST loci will occur (to a varying degree depending on the 
species) by recombination, and in many cases the relative contribution of 
recombination and point mutation to the diversification of strains will be unknown 
(Feil et al., 2001).  A long history of recombination will preclude the recovery of the 
true phylogenetic relationships between distantly related bacterial strains and even the 
relatedness between similar strains may be better represented on a tree based on 
differences in allelic profiles than one based on differences in the concatenated 
sequences.  However there are specific issues that can be usefully addressed by using 
the concatenated sequences. 
 
The B. pseudomallei database includes strains of closely related species and the B. 
pseudomallei website provides a facility to examine the position of a query strain on 
the tree constructed using concatenated sequences. The position of the query sequence 
on the tree can establish whether the query strain is B.pseudomallei or something 
similar to, but distinct from B.pseudomallei (Godoy et al., 2003). Similarly, there is 
considerable confusion about whether strains that appear to be S. pneumoniae, but 
which cannot be assigned a pneumococcal capsular serotype, are authentic 
pneumococci that either do not produce a capsule or are members of a similar but 
distinct streptococcal population. The pneumococcal MLST website has a facility to 
examine whether a query strain clusters within a reference set of S. pneumoniae 
strains, or with the related population, using a tree based on concatenated sequences, 
which can resolve this issue in most cases (Figure 3.2H). Trees based on concatenated 
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sequences may also be useful for assigning H. influenzae strains to major lineages 
(Meats et al., 2003), or for S. aureus (Feil et al., 2003) where recombination appears 
to be rare.  
 
3.3 mlst.net v2 
 
mlst.net v1 is widely used by research communities and public health laboratories to 
investigate the epidemiology, population and evolutionary biology of the organisms 
listed in Table 1.  Data is submitted frequently and with ever increasing access to, and 
the falling costs associated with, DNA sequencing, deposition rates are expected to 
continue to increase until the procedure is superceded by new approaches to strain 
characterisation.  
 
As service providers (and researchers), we have a responsibility to develop methods 
of analysis and data visualisation and to assess and implement well-proven software 
methodologies for the benefit of the user communities (and our research).  Any new 
methods/facilities should provide benefit to users and their (and our) understanding of 
the data held within the databases. In many respects, methods should ideally be 
organised in a way that pre-empts the steps in a users workflow, prompting them 
towards the analysis required to answer their questions.   
 
Developments under the umbrella of „Web 2.0‟, described in the introduction to this 
thesis, are providing new and more sophisticated methods for building web 
applications and provide the tools to increase usability. Access to varying different 
data sources and software using APIs (such as cartographic data provided for web 
mapping) facilitate methods of visualising and interacting with data, which were not 
possible when mlst.net v1 was developed.  
 
 
To take advantage of these techniques mlst.net v1 has been re-developed in several 
ways, grouped broadly as follows: 
 
   1) Interface re-development. 
   2) Integration of mapping tools to visualise and interact with the databases. 
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   3) Increased integration and the introduction of comparative and geographical 
eBURST. 
   4) Additional features. 
 
It should be stressed that, as with any major change to a facility routinely accessed by 
a community of users, one has to be certain of providing tangible benefits whilst not 
disrupting current practices. It is with this in mind that mlst.net v2 has been released 
as a BETA version, initially for the S.pneumoniae database, to allow users to assess 
and provide feedback on new features.  To adhere with common practice, both 
versions will be accessible in parallel for an indefinite period of time. During this time 
the advantages and disadvantages of each version will be assessed (by ourselves and 
users) and appropriate amendments made. mlst.net v2 is available at  
http://spneumoniae.mlst.net/beta 
 
3.3.1 Interface re-development 
 
The database structure for mlst v2 remains unchanged as in Figure 3.1 excepting the 
addition to the profiles table of two columns, „latitude‟ and „longitude‟, allowing 
more precise geographical information to be recorded for an isolate. 
 
A single new database that all organism specific mlst.net sub-sites can link to 
provides basic geographical information including the latitude / longitudes of the 
centre point (centroid) for all countries and cities, should this information be required.  
This data was retrieved using geocoding facilities available at our site 
http://www.spatialepidemiology.net, which is the subject of, and will be discussed 
(along with more in-depth details of web mapping) in chapter 5 of this thesis. 
 
mlst.net v1 is an example of a page-click-page web site adhering to the common, 
three tiered-architecture. As discussed in the thesis introduction, the principles of 
AJAX web development can provide a more efficient method of content delivery and 
usability and these principles are applied within mlst.net v2. 
 
To demonstrate, a simple, but common workflow for a user who has sequenced all 
seven MLST loci is as follows: Using the „multiple locus query‟, enter seven 
sequences to discover allele numbers (if known), then enter the allele numbers into 
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the „allelic profile query‟ to discover the ST (if known) and view similar STs found in 
the database. 
 
Illustrative versions of this workflow using the application logic underlying both 
mlst.net v1 and mlst.net v2 can be seen in Figure 3.5.  Using mlst.net v1 a user pastes 
query locus sequences into the locus query form (Figure 3.5A), then clicks submit. 
Query sequences are sent, via HTTP, to the web server to be processed. The allelic 
profile (if found) is returned, formatted within HTML as a new web page, which 
includes the HTML representing the initial form for further querying (Figure 3.5B).  
The user then navigates, using the menu, to the „Profile Query‟, which loads a new 
page, requested from the server, containing the profile query form (Figure 3.5C).   
Entering the allelic profile and clicking submit sends this data to the server and a new 
HTML page is loaded containing the ST, and similar STs (if found). In each step of 
the workflow a new page is loaded, including the images and menu HTML.  
 
Using AJAX (within mlst.net v2), a single page is loaded once (Figure 3.5E) 
and within the HEAD of the HTML document a single file is linked containing a set 
of JavaScript functions (Figure 3.5G).  The initial page loaded contains the HTML 
corresponding to both forms embedded within „DIV‟ elements. However, when the 
page loads the JavaScript function „onLoad()‟ is triggered by the web browsers 
JavaScript engine.  This function causes the DIV containing the Locus Query form to 
be displayed and the DIV containing the profile query form to be hidden.  This 
presents to the user a view identical to that seen in mlst v1 (Figure 3.5A).   
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Figure 3.5 Application Logic : mlst.net v1 (page-click-page) versus  mlst.net v2 (AJAX). 
 
When pasting sequences in to the form and clicking submit, the JavaScript function 
„onSubmit.LocusForm()‟ is triggered which submits the sequences to the server 
using the XMLHttpRequest DOM object (as discussed in the thesis introduction). 
Instead of an entirely new page, as in mlst.net v1 (Figure 3.5B), a simple XML result 
is returned, asynchronously, to JavaScript in the format „<xml>1,2,4,2,3,4,5</xml>‟  
(in this case all sequences are identified, error messages are returned if not).  This 
returned result is then used to update the „LocusResults‟ DIV.  The user is presented 
with a similar view to that in mlst.net v1 (Figure 3.5B) and the only extra data loaded 
into the browser is the XML, rather than an entire page.   
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Using the navigation menu, the user can now select the „Profile Query‟.  In mlst.net 
v1 this loads an entire page containing the profile query form (Figure 3.5C), however 
in mlst.net v2, when clicking „Profile Query‟ the JavaScript function 
„MenuProfile()‟ is triggered (Figure 3.5G) which hides the „Locus‟ DIV (still 
containing the results and pasted sequences) and displays the „Profile‟ DIV.  The user 
is now presented with a view identical to that in Figure 3.5C.   Submitting the form 
triggers the „onSubmit.ProfileForm()‟ JavaScript function which submits the 
user‟s allelic profile via XMLHttpRequest and the results are returned in simple XML, 
but this time the „Profile Results‟ DIV is updated (with a view identical to Figure 
3.5D). 
 
In this fashion the amount of HTML exchanged between client (web browser) and 
server is kept to a minimum and much of the application logic, which in mlst.net v1 is 
entirely implemented within server-side scripts, is handled by the web browser‟s 
JavaScript engine. Furthermore, after submitting the profile query, should the user 
discover that they had a single base mistake in one of their allele sequences, they can 
return to the Locus Query form by clicking the „Locus Query‟ menu option (which 
triggers the „onClick.MenuLocus()‟ function,  hiding the Profile DIV and displaying 
the Locus DIV) and update the sequences: the initially pasted query sequences and 
subsequent result will still be present in the form text boxes (as the Locus DIV was 
only hidden). Within mlst.net v1 this would require the user to re-load the initial form 
page (Figure 3.5A) and re-paste their query sequences. 
 
This example is a simplified workflow, however the entire navigation logic of an 
MLST site can be presented in a similar fashion, allowing much of the „hard work‟ of 
site navigation to be undertaken via JavaScript. Furthermore, the minimal data 
exchange between browser and server once the application has loaded, combined with 
the persistant presence of data entered by the user presents a much richer experience 








3.3.2     Integration of Mapping tools for viewing MLST databases 
 
Isolate data submitted to mlst.net is inherently geographical in nature. A global 
molecular typing tool that allows the submission of user sequences and 
epidemiological information about isolates should be able to offer intuitive methods 
to place such data (and allow subsequent interrogation) in its geographical context.  
The potential for relating strains geographically through an intuitive user interface has 
not been fully realised within current implementations of MLST software (mlst.net 
and other sites) and historically, the majority of MLST databases allow the deposition 
of isolate origin limited to country and, in some cases, city or town. Sampling biases 
(e.g. many isolates being submitted from one hospital which covers a large 
geographic area) undoubtedly play a part in this trend. However, through providing 
and demonstrating the benefit of tools that allow better geographic visualisation / 
interrogation of MLST databases, our aim is to encourage the sampling and 
submission of isolate data at higher geographic resolution.   
 
A sub-domain of mlst.net, MLST-Maps (http://maps.mlst.net) was developed and 
made publicly available in June 2007. MLST-Maps focuses on the geographical 
interrogation of globally deposited STs from multiple MLST database in a slightly 
more basic form than discussed below. MLST-Maps will be discussed further in 
chapter 5 and the description of mapping tools below pertains to those utilised in 
mlst.net v2.  
 
Web mapping API‟s, discussed briefly in this thesis introduction, and discussed in 
greater detail in chapter 5, provide the ability for a developer to embed an interactive 
map (consisting of cartographic images) within a webpage and, using JavaScript, 
display data on the map. The principles of AJAX are extensible and through writing 
custom JavaScript code, additional application logic can be implemented within the 
client browser to add interaction with maps catered to a developers (and therefore  
users) needs.  
 
To present the data held in MLST databases geographically the Google Maps API 
was chosen due to its greater flexibility than similar initiatives (see Chapter 5 for 
justification). The Google Maps API [W50] allows data specified by a developer to be 
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displayed as points on a map. For the purposes of mlst.net v2, a number of JavaScript 
functions were written to extend the API allowing integration with MLST databases. 
 
A user may wish to ask the simple question „Which STs are found in my country and 
where else are these STs found?‟ Within mlst.net v1 this would be undertaken using 
the „advanced query‟.  Firstly, the country of interest would be searched for, and a list 
of STs returned. Further „advanced queries‟ would need to be undertaken (one by 
one) and results manually collated to give an answer.  This is a time-consuming and 




Figure 3.6 mlst.net v2: Initial display. 
 
Within mlst.net v2 (http://spneumoniae.mlst.net/beta), the initial view, presented to a 
user, displays a global map containing „placemarks‟ indicating any country from 
where an isolate(s) epidemiological data have been deposited in the database (the 
placemark is located at the centroid of that country). The colour of the placemark 
represents the % of total isolates within the database that have been deposited from 
that country and a key is positioned at the bottom of the map. The navigation menu 
(similar to that described in section 3.3.1) can be seen on the right hand side of the 
screen (Figure 3.6).  
When clicking on a placemark for a particular country (e.g. „Spain‟) an „Info 
Window‟ appears indicating the number of isolates within the database from that 
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country and a message to „click to view STs‟ (Figure 3.6). On clicking the link, the 
map zooms in to Spain and a „loading‟ icon appears below the navigation menu 
indicating that the data is loading.  When complete, the „Sequence Type Summary‟ 
detailing all isolate STs found in Spain appears below the map window (Figure 3.7). 
 
STs are listed based on prevalence (within Spain) and data returned includes the 
number of isolates with a particular ST, the ST and accompanying allelic profile, the 
number of other countries (and number of isolates in other countries with that ST) 
and, should that ST be found elsewhere, a link („click to view on map‟) to view the 
global distribution of that ST on the map. We can see that at the time of writing ST18, 
which is the fourth most recorded ST in Spain, is not found elsewhere.  
 
 




Figure 3.8 Global distribution of S. pneumoniae ST 81 isolates. 
 
When clicking the „click to view on map‟ link for ST81 (of which 35 isolates are 
found in Spain, and which currently is found in 25 other countries, with 164 isolates 
elsewhere), the map returns to the global view and the country locations of isolates of 
ST81 are displayed as a series of placemarks, with the number of isolates in those 
countries of ST81 displayed numerically within the placemark (Figure 3.8). 
Additionally, the serotype distribution of ST81 isolates, globally, and for Spain, are 
displayed as pie charts below the navigation menu. At this time it can be seen that the 
majority of ST81 isolates in Spain, and also globally, are of serotype 23F, which is in 
accordance with the original Pneumococcal Molecular Epidemiology Network 
(PMEN) global clone „Spain 23F-1‟ which was typed using MLST as ST81 (McGee et 
al., 2001).  
 
Within this example (S. pneumoniae), capsular serotype distribution is graphically 
displayed as pie charts for a particular ST. However, any stored epidemiological 
variable, or variables, could be displayed in such a fashion. Serotype was chosen as 




The area below the map containing the list of STs found in Spain (Figure 3.8) is 
composed of three „TABS‟ (in reality, three „DIV‟ elements, the display of which is 
controlled, via JavaScript as detailed previously). By default the „Sequence Type 
Summary‟ is displayed, however, clicking on the Second TAB, labeled 
„Epidemiological Data‟, allows a user to view the deposited epidemiological data for 
isolates from Spain ordered by ST.  The third TAB, labeled „eBURST‟ provides a 
facility for viewing eBURST either loaded with only those isolate STs found in Spain 
or, through using comparative eBURST, comparing the isolate STs found in Spain to 
those found in any other country or set of countries. (This will be detailed further in 
section 3.3.3.1). An icon allowing one to return to the global distribution of isolates is 
present above these TABS. This map based interrogation and overview of the 
database provides an intuitive interface for users to explore the contents of MLST 
databases geographically. Further integration of maps is present within the „Database 
Query‟. 
 
Clicking the „Database Query‟ menu option hides the Map DIV and displays the 
Database Query DIV presenting a similar interface to the advanced query option from 
mlst v1.   When entering a query, for example „Serotype = 23F„ and „order by ST‟, 
and clicking the „Click and Wait‟ button, a „Data loading‟ icon appears whilst the 
server responds, passing the results for display to JavaScript (Figure 3.9).  
 
 
Figure 3.9 Database query results: Epidemiological view. 
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The results are used to update the five „TABS‟ that can be seen below the search 
form. The „Search results‟ TAB contains the epidemiological details for isolates 
returned from the search query (i.e. all those that have been serotyped as 23F) and 
data are listed in order of ST. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Database Query results: Map-based view. 
 
Clicking the „Map of Results‟ TAB displays all country locations (as placemarks) 
based on the results of the database query. In this example, all countries from where 
serotype 23F isolate details have been deposited in the MLST database (Figure 3.10).  
Similarly to the main map view described above, the colour of the placemark denotes 
the percentages of the total number of isolates returned that are found in each country. 
Clicking on a placemark indicates, within an Info Window, exactly how many isolates 
are found from that country. 
 
The  „eBURST‟ TAB shall be detailed in section 3.3.3.2. The „Profile Query‟ TAB 
allows closely related STs within the MLST database to be interrogated based on an 
initial allelic profile.  From the „Search Results‟ TAB, any ST (highlighted) can be 
clicked on and the allelic profile automatically entered into the Profile Query TAB 
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and the TAB displayed.  The allelic profile can then be queried as normal but in the 
context of the database search.   
 
The „Download Results‟ TAB allows the download of all data based on the initial 
database query in a number of formats. The contatenated sequences for all STs 
returned from a database query can be downloaded in MEGA, FASTA, CSV or TAB 
delimited formats. Allele sequences for each locus can also be downloaded in similar 
formats and all isolate epidemiological data (again based on the query) can be 
downloaded.  
 
3.3.3    Integration of comparative and geographical eBURST 
 
eBURST is implemented as a Java „Web Start‟ application [W44]. Web Start allows 
stand-alone Java applications to be deployed, by a single click, over a network (in a 
similar fashion to ACT, detailed in Chapter 2). Using this method allows eBURST to 
be launched from within a webpage. When launching, certain parameters can be 
specified, such as the name and location of a text file containing data to be loaded.  
eBURST takes lists of allelic profiles as input and this allows one to create text files 
on the web server (using server-side scripting), and to specify the location of the text 
file when eBURST is launched. Thus the data is immediately viewable.  
 
eBURST provides an option to compare two MLST datasets and to highlight STs 
which are common to both. Figure 3.11 shows a „comparative eBURST‟ population 
snapshot based on loading two sets of STs.   In this example, the first 100 STs in the 
S. aureus MLST database were used.  STs 1 to 50 are used as the initial dataset 
(termed the „reference‟), and STs 50 to 100 are used as a second dataset (termed the 
„query‟). ST 50 is therefore present in both the reference and the query datasets. Both 
were loaded into eBURST using the comparative option at a further sub-domain of 
mlst.net: http://eburst.mlst.net. This site was developed to function as a single access 
point to all MLST databases, pre-loaded into eBURST, and to allow the entering of 




Figure 3.11 Comparative eBURST snapshot: Demonstration. 
 
The population snapshot displays all of the clonal complexes defined by eBURST 
within the combined datasets. All STs found only in the reference dataset (STs 1 to 
49) are highlighted in BLACK, and all STs found only in the query dataset are 
highlighted in GREEN (STs 51 to 100). Any ST found in both datasets is highlighted 
in PINK (ST 50).  Using comparative eBURST in this fashion it is possible to 
compare any MLST dataset to any other. 
 
Within mlst.net v1, eBURST can be launched, pre-loaded with data, following a 
database query, a profile query, a batch strain query or from a single page that allows 
users to view the entire MLST database. However, within mlst.net v1, the option for 
using comparative eBURST is not utilised when generating datasets based on 
querying the database. 
 
mlst.net v2 provides the same options for using eBURST as mlst.net v1 but introduces 
two major additional methods: 
 
1) Geographical Comparisons. 
2) Database Query Comparisons. 
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3.3.3.1    Geographical eBURST comparisons 
 
If we return to the example shown in Figure 3.7 (loading mlst.net v2, and clicking on 
„Spain‟ to return all STs within the database) and click the eBURST TAB, we are 
given two options.  Either we can view eBURST loaded only with STs from isolates 
found only in Spain or, by using comparative eBURST, we can compare those isolate 
STs found in Spain (the reference dataset) to those from any other country or set of 
countries (the query dataset).  The list of countries available for comparison contains 
only those for which isolate details have been deposited within the MLST database 
(number of isolates in parenthesis). 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Comparative eBURST snapshot: Spain vs. South Africa. 
 
As an example, Figure 3.12 shows a comparative eBURST population snapshot when 
comparing isolate STs from Spain with those from South Africa. Those STs 
highlighted in pink are isolated from both Spain and South Africa (i.e. ST81, as 
already noticed from the ST distribution map; Figure 3.8), those highlighted in green 






3.3.3.2     Database query eBURST comparisons 
 
Comparative eBURST can also be accessed from the „Database Query‟. Following on 
from the example shown in Figure 3.9 (serotype = 23F, order by ST). Clicking the 
eBURST TAB allows one to view the results of the query in eBURST (i.e. all STs of 
serotype 23F isolates). Additionally, using comparative eBURST, the results of the 
query (serotype=23F) can be compared to the results of any other database query.  As 
an example, Figure 3.13 shows the comparative eBURST population snapshot 
comparing isolates with serotype 23F to isolates with „serotype = 19F‟. STs that are 
exclusively serotype 23F are coloured BLACK, those of both serotype 23F and 19F 
are coloured PINK and those exclusively serotype 19F are coloured GREEN. It can 
be seen that there are clonal complexes of either 23F or 19F and very few that contain 
both serotypes, the most notable exception being ST81, as previously indicated by pie 
charts in Figure 3.8.   
 
 
Figure 3.13 Comparative eBURST snapshot: Serotype 23F vs. Serotype 19F. Please 
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3.3.3.3    eBURST menu option 
 
The examples of eBURST integration above allow clonal complexes to be viewed as 
a consequence of standard user workflows, i.e. a user has not specifically set out to 
solely use eBURST. The eBURST section of mlst.net v2, as well as an introduction, 
allows a user to access eBURST specifically or to enter their own data.  The option 
„Run eBURST on the entire database‟ presents a link to open eBURST containing all 
isolate STs in the database.  „Enter your own profile data‟ allows users to enter their 
own allelic profiles (that may not have been submitted to the MLST database) and 
either, view their profiles separately, or view their data in conjunction with either all 
isolate STs in the database or a list of distinct STs (one example of each ST). Finally, 
„Geographical eBURST‟, allows a user to choose to define as the reference dataset 
one or more countries and compare to a query dataset of one or more countries STs.  
 
3.3.4  Additional mlst.net v2 features 
 
Additionally to mapping tools and increased eBURST integration, the following 
features are also present in mlst.net v2. 
 
3.3.4.1     Publications 
 
The publications option of the navigation menu provides a list of all current 
publications, which include the words „Streptococcus pneumoniae’, „S. pneumoniae’, 
„pneumococcus‟ and „multilocus sequence typing‟ or „MLST‟.  The list is 
incorporated into the site as a Rich Site Summary (RSS) feed from Hubmed (Eaton, 
2006; [W38]), which provides a number of accessory tools for viewing publications 
listed in PubMed [W39]. Abstracts can be toggled on or off and direct links to the 
publications are present, if available.   
 
3.3.4.2    Download data 
 
Links are available to download the entire database in a number of formats. 
The concatenated sequences of all STs (or individual locus sequences) can be 
downloaded as FASTA, MEGA, CSV or TAB delimited formats. All isolate 
epidemiological information can also be downloaded in CSV or TAB delimited 
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format. This facility is also available in mlst.net V1, however has been rationalised 
within mlst.net V2 and links to download data in these formats are also available 
based on the output of a database query, as described above, allowing download of 
specific subsets of the database. 
 
3.3.4.3    Organism-specific tools 
 
As a consequence of the differing biology of organisms represented within MLST 
databases, tools that are relevant only to specific species may be neccessary. The 
navigation menu therefore includes an „organism specific‟ section which, at its most 
basic, contains information pertinent to that particular MLST scheme (history of 
MLST scheme, references, loci chosen, primer sequences and PCR protocols etc.). 
However, further tools can be added where necessary and within the S. pneumoniae 
example of mlst.net v2, the  „Is it a pneumococcus?‟ facility falls into this category. 
 
„Is it a pneumococcus?‟ provides the same underlying functionality as mlst.net v1 
(section 3.2.4.3), however, a novel tree visualisation tool, PhyloWidget, has been 
incorporated in mlst.net v2 allowing trees to be viewed in a more intuitive fashion.  
PhyloWidget is a Java application, which is embedded within a webpage and allows 





Figure 3.14 Is it a pneumococcus? mlst.net v2. 
 
Similarly to mlst.net v1, a user can either enter their own sequences or an allelic 
profile, and a tree based on concatenated sequences is produced, highlighting the 
position of their query sequences on the tree.  Phylowidget, and a web application for 
species comparison will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4. However, Figure 
3.14 shows the output within mlst.net v2 based on a user querying the facility with a 














3.4  Discussion 
 
This chapter describes the web application located at http://www.mlst.net and the 
tools that allow users to identify query strains, and to explore their relationship with 
other strains in the database. mlst.net v1 is widely used within research and public 
health laboratories and data submission from the communities of users continues to 
increase. 
 
As databases continue to grow and web development technologies mature we have a 
duty as providers of research tools to increase, within such software, appropriate 
functionality and usability. This aim has been addressed with the development of 
mlst.net v2. The interface re-design and re-development (using AJAX), the tighter 
integration of eBURST (and comparative eBURST) and the introduction of mapping 
tools provide users with a much richer interrogation of the data held within MLST 
databases. The provision of a more desktop like user interface, with components of 
the page updating silently without page refresh or interruption to a user‟s workflow, 
should substantially improve download speed and improve the responsiveness of the 
site. Furthermore, the AJAX interface allows data entered into a page to be kept 
current when submitting to the server, rather than refreshed as in standard page-click-
page websites (such as mlst.net v1). The advantages from a user perspective of this 
persistence of data will only become apparent through user feedback and it may well 
be the case that the page-click-page interface within mlst.net v1 is preferred.  If so, 
the additional functionality provided by maps and eBURST can be preserved and a 
more traditional interface re-implemented. 
  
The reliance of AJAX on JavaScript may potentially provide issues for some users. 
All current web browsers support JavaScript, however some legacy browsers may not. 
There is therefore a small, but real potential for a user to access mlst.net v2 from a 
browser which is not supported. To address this, a simple detection script (written in 
JavaScript), which is run on the server as soon as the initial page is loaded (to test if 
the function can successfully be called), will warn users that they should update, with 
links provided to download the latest, free versions of several browsers. A further 
issue may present itself should a user access the site from a location where the use of 
JavaScript is restricted. Some companies have, in the past, disallowed users to view 
sites that contain JavaScript, due to possible security issues. This has become less of 
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an issue over the previous years with the maturity of both the JavaScript language and 
security measures implemented within browsers. Furthermore, mlst.net v1 utilises 
JavaScript (albeit is a more basic form) for menu-based navigation between pages. 
Navigation in mlst.net v1 is undertaken using dropdown lists which react to a users 
page choice by calling a JavaScript function, which opens the selected page.  Since 
mlst.net v1 was introduced we have received no feedback regarding problems with 
JavaScript and I am therefore confident that it is not an issue. However, the increased 
reliance on JavaScript within mlst.net v2.0 further stresses the importance of BETA 
testing.   
 
The increased integration of eBURST in mlst.net v2, and in particular comparative 
(both database and geographical) eBURST provides users with a more intuitive 
exploration of an MLST database than within mlst.net v1.0. Prior to implementation, 
careful consideration was taken to identify where and how a user may wish to use and 
compare datasets within mlst.net v1.  eBURST is a Java Web Start application [W44] 
launched pre-loaded with a particular set of STs. Once launched, it is not possible to 
interact further with a database without re-launching the application (loaded with 
another set of STs). Further interactivity with eBURST would be advantageous for 
users. Currently, when a population snapshot is viewed, the assignment of STs to 
particular clonal complexes is based on those STs loaded from the particular MLST 
database. The addition of subsequent STs to the population may cause clonal 
complexes to join together if, for example, an ST not previously sampled but 
potentially providing a linkage between two groups is subsequently sampled. 
Therefore, the clonal complex membership of a particular ST may change with time 
and increased population sampling. This potential for inconsistent nomenclature for 
assigning STs to clonal complexes precludes the inclusion of clonal complex 
membership directly within our MLST databases.  However, it would be useful for a 
user to be able to interrogate MLST databases based on current clonal complexes to, 
for example, view antibiotic resistance data for isolates with STs assigned to a 
particular clonal complex. Furthermore, the ability to display directly on an eBURST 
diagram antibiotic resistance data, or any other epidemiological variable, would 
provide further benefit to users and their (and our) visualisation and understanding of 
the data.  To further this aim, Saurabh Johri is currently re-developing eBURST 
within the group using a programming language focussed on integrating Java 
applications within a web environment.  
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The introduction of mapping tools within mlst.net v2 provides a simple, intuitive 
interface for interrogating and displaying the global distribution of STs, including 
epidemiological variable summaries. More importantly, it presents users with the 
possibility to submit and view MLST data at increasing spatial resolution, and 
therefore explore the geographic structure of populations further. Since the 
introduction of MLST-Maps (which will be described in further detail in chapter 5) 
user feedback has been wholly positive and this informed the decision to include 
mapping tools more prominently within mlst.net v2. Recently, the Leptospira spp. 
MLST database (http://leptospira.mlst.net) has been updated by the curator, Janjira 
Thaipadungpanit, to include point locations for a number of isolates (and 
corresponding STs) in and around the Udon Thani province in Northern Thailand.  
 
The submission of increased spatial data within MLST databases raises exciting 
possibilities for the analysis of such information and corresponding methods will need 
to be introduced / developed to fully exploit the spatial clustering of STs. However, 
with increasing spatial resolution comes issues relating to data confidentiality (i.e. 
locating in space isolates of a pathogen) and caution will need to be applied. To 
address such issues, private databases allowing users to explore their data in such a 
fashion without impacting confidentially will be developed and, implemented in 
tandem to mlst.net v2. 
 
Historically, the submission of epidemiological data to MLST databases is often 
limited to those isolates that provide novel alleles/STs. However, we aim to provide 
functionality to encourage users (and curators to encourage users) to submit further 
epidemiological data and hopefully, the additional tools provided within mlst.net v2 
will further this aim. 
 
In conclusion, the additional features implemented within mlst.net v2 are aimed at 
providing users with an increased toolkit to interrogate and understand their data in 
conjunction with the populations represented within our MLST databases. BETA 
testing of mlst.net v2 will be extended to all other MLST schemes held at mlst.net and 
the testing period will run until such time as we are confident that users are happy 
with the additional features.  
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Chapter 4: Assigning Strains to Bacterial Species via the Internet:  
 eMLSA.net 
 




The methods currently used for assigning bacterial strains to species are widely held 
to be inadequate. Recently, multilocus sequence analysis (MLSA), which uses the 
concatenated sequences of multiple house-keeping genes, has been shown to identify 
well resolved sequence clusters that can potentially be equated with species. An 
advantage of this approach is that large initial sequence databases can be generated 
for a species group and when combined within a web application, allows the 
assignment of query strains to species via the internet (electronic taxonomy). In this 
chapter I detail the development of a generic web application for electronic taxonomy, 
eMLSA.net. Using a database containing sequences from the Viridans group 
streptococci as an exemplar, eMLSA.net allows the sequences of a query strain to be 
entered and for the species assignment to be returned, according to its position within 
an assigned species cluster on a reference tree. Furthermore, individual gene trees 
allow the identification of resident or potentially foreign alleles. 
 
The web application described has been designed to be generic, allowing the hosting 









Note: The application detailed in this chapter has been described in the following publication, a copy 
of which is included in Appendix B: 
 
Bishop, C.J*., Aanensen, D.M*., Jordan, G.E., Kilian, M., Hanage, W.P. and Spratt, B.G. (2009) 
Assigning strains to bacterial species. BMC Biol 7:3 
 





In recent years the methods used to assign strains to bacterial species, and the 
definition of species have been under considerable debate. There has been little 
progress in defining an agreed concept with which to guide a new definition of 
species. However, there is agreement that the current methods of defining prokaryotic 
species are inadequate (Achtman and Wagner, 2008; Cohan, 2002; Fraser et al., 
2007).  Polyphasic taxonomy, incorporating all available phenotypic and genotypic 
data, is currently used to define a consensus classification for species (Vandamme et 
al., 1996). Genotypic definition of species is undertaken based on overall genomic 
relatedness. Strains which share approximately 70% or more relatedness using DNA-
DNA hybridisation, with 5
o
C or less difference in the melting temperature between 
homologous and heterologous hybrids (Tm) are considered as members of the same 
species (Wayne et al., 1987) and type strains defining species using these methods are 
available from organisations such as ATCC-LGC [W76] for further study. Such rigid 
cut-offs do not take into consideration differences in the biology of populations and 
may not be appropriate for all bacterial populations. Furthermore, with the widespread 
availability of sequence analysis methods, other methods of identifying bacterial 
species have been encouraged (Stackebrandt et al., 2002). 
 
One approach is Multilocus Sequence Analysis (MLSA), which uses the concatenated 
sequences of multiple house-keeping genes for sequence clustering. The distribution 
of a large number of strains of closely related species in sequence space can be used 
to identify clusters of strains that are well resolved from other clusters. (Gevers et al., 
2005; Hanage et al., 2006). Furthermore, if large populations of similar strains form 
well-resolved sequence clusters this could potentially be used as a proxy for the 
existence of species.  
 
MLSA has been used successfully to explore clustering patterns within large numbers 
of strains assigned to very closely related species by current taxonomic methods (e.g. 
Neisseria spp., Bennet et al., 2007; Burkholderia spp., Godoy et al., 2003; 
Haemophilus spp., Nørskov-Lauritsen et al., 2005). Furthermore, the technique has 
been used to explore relationships between small numbers of strains within a genus 
(Ensifer, Martens et al., 2008), and within broader taxonomic groupings (Vibrios, 
Sawabe et al., 2007).  
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In a similar fashion to the assignment of isolates to strains or clonal complexes using 
Multilocus Sequence Typing (MLST) (Maiden et al., 1998; Chapter 3 of this thesis), 
MLSA should allow the assignment of unknown strains to species clusters via the 
internet (electronic taxonomy).  To fulfil this aim, electronic taxonomy requires a 
large initial database (and associated clustering patterns) of multiple strains from all 
of the recognised species within a genus, or part of a genus. It also requires a web 
application allowing the sequences from the house-keeping genes of a new query 
strain to be entered, and for the sequence cluster (if any) within which the query strain 
falls to be returned, along with a species assignment for the strain.  Such an approach 
would therefore allow web-based species recognition and also the recognition of new 
clusters, which can be assigned as new candidate species. 
 
This chapter details the development and functionality of a generic electronic 
taxonomy web application, eMLSA.net, exemplified using sequences from the 
Viridans group streptococci. 
 
Non-pyogenic streptococci are subdivided into the Mitis, Anginosus, Salivarius, 
Mutans and Bovis groups, of which the first three are often referred to as the viridans 
streptococci. Viridans streptococci (with the exception of Streptococcus 
thermophilus) are commensals of the human upper respiratory tract and, excepting 
Streptococcus pneumoniae, rarely cause disease in individuals with competent 
immune systems. The taxonomy of viridans streptococci is problematic (Kilian, 2005) 
and this is reflected by frequently changing nomenclature and significant issues with 
identification by phenotypic analysis and by sequencing of 16S rRNA genes (Hoshino 
et al., 2005; Whiley et al., 1999). 
 
The identification of strains that fall between well-resolved sequence clusters due to 
inter-species recombination can lead to „fuzzy species‟ (Hanage et al., 2005), which 
may prevent the identification of well-resolved sequence clusters. Recombination 
between closely related Mitis group species is known to occur (Dowson et al., 1989, 
1993; Laible et al., 1997; Hackenbeck et al., 2001). However, studies have shown that 
sequence clusters within the Mitis group can be resolved using trees from the 
concatenated sequences of six of the seven house-keeping genes used in the S. 
pneumoniae MLST scheme (Hanage et al., 2006; Enright and Spratt, 1998; Chapter 3, 
this thesis). Furthermore, concatenation of the sequences of four house-keeping genes 
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has been shown to resolve the more distantly related species within the viridans 
streptococci (Hoshino et al., 2005). 
 
The eMLSA.net web application utilising the viridans group sequences detailed in 
this chapter has been described in Bishop et al, (2009) (included in Appendix B) on 
which I was joint first author. Cynthia Bishop undertook all experimental work and 
prior to describing the web application, the methods for MLSA scheme definition and 
the sequencing and MLSA results will be detailed. 
 
4.2 Sequencing and cluster analysis 
 
A strain collection covering the diversity of the viridans group streptococci was 
established (number of strains in parenthesis) 
 
 Mitis Group: S.australis (10), S.cristatus (5), S.gordonii (28), S.infantis (24), 
S.mitis (88), S.oligofermentans (1), S.oralis (84), S.parasanguinis (25), 
S.peroris (1), S.pneumoniae (51), S.pseudopneumoniae (20), S.sanguinis (25), 
S.sinensis (1). 
 Anginosus group: S.anginosus (7), S.constellatus (4), S.intermedius (2). 
 Salivarius group: S.salivarius (4), S.vestibularis (4), S.thermophilus (1). 
 
Included in the collection were the type strains of all of the viridans group species, 
excepting S. pneumoniae. 
 
The choice of loci for circumscribing clusters for electronic taxonomy should fulfil 
the following criteria: 
 
1. Be present in all strains of species under investigation. 
2. Be sufficiently conserved such that a single pair of primers can be used for 
amplification. 
3. Should be sufficiently diverse to resolve sequence clusters. 
 
Hoshino et al, (2005) utilised four house-keeping loci; ddl, gdh, rpoB and sodA to 
address species resolution within the viridans group streptococci. Primers for ddl and 
gdh failed to amplify sequences in a number of species while conversely rpoB and 
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sodA primers yielded amplicons from virtually all strains. Therefore, these two loci 
were chosen for inclusion in the viridans group MLSA study. 
 
Additonal loci were chosen following sequence comparisons of publicly available 
streptococcal genomes. 138 proteins with house-keeping functions, present in all 
genomes, and which had at least 80% amino acid sequence identity were selected and 
their corresponding gene sequences assessed for suitability. Degenerate primers were 
designed for each selected locus, based on stretches of six amino acids, conserved in 
all species, which would allow an internal fragment of roughly 350bp to be fully 
sequenced on both strands.  Primers for candidate loci were used to check their ability 
to amplify in a diverse subset of the viridans group strain collection until a final set of 
seven loci were selected (see Table 2) 
 
Gene Gene Product Gene Fragment Length 
map Methionine aminopeptidase 348 
pfl Pyruvate formate lyase 351 
ppaC Inorganic pyrophosphatase 552 
pyk Pyruvate kinase 492 
rpoB RNA polymerase beta subunit 516 
sodA Superoxide dismutase 378 
tuf Elongation factor Tu 426 
Table 4.1 Loci used for viridans group MLSA scheme. 
 
This final set of primers was used for PCR amplification and to obtain the DNA 
sequences of loci from the strain collection. In addition, the sequences of the seven 
MLSA loci were extracted from publicly available genome sequences.  In total there 
were 420 sets of sequences, corresponding to 399 obtained from viridans group 
streptococci (plus three extracted from S. thermophilus genome sequences), 17 
obtained from S. pyogenes strains and one from S. agalactiae. 
 
The sequences of the seven gene fragments from each strain were joined, in-frame, in 
the order map-pfl-ppaC-pyk-rpoB-sodA-tuf, to form a single 3063 bp concatenated 
sequence.  Single gene trees and trees using the concatenated sequences were 
generated by neighbor-joining or minimum evolution using MEGA4 (Kumar et al., 
2008) and the robustness of nodes was evaluated by bootstrapping (1000 replicates). 
This initial dataset was used to investigate patterns of sequence clustering and 
concordance of clusters with species defined by standard taxonomic procedures 
including, importantly, the location of the type strains. 
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Figure 4.1 shows a neighbor-joining tree based on the concatenated sequences, with 
the type strains highlighted.  Nodes are coloured based on assigned species 
designation (in the laboratory of Mogens Kilian).  
 
It can be seen that a number of nodes have high bootstrap values (≥95%) indicating 
well resolved clusters. S. pseudopneumoniae strains cluster tightly together but are not 
well resolved from the S. mitis cluster (92% bootstrap value). The S. mitis cluster is 
unusual in that it consists of a set of closely related sub-clusters arising from the 
branch that separates the S. pneumoniae and S. pseudopneumoniae clusters from that 





Figure 4.1 Neighbor-joining tree indicating position of type strains within sequence 
clusters. Mitis, Anginosus and Salivarius group species are shown, respectively, as 
coloured circles, squares and diamonds. Bootstrap values (%) for nodes leading to 










4.3 Cluster and species concordance 
 
Almost all of the clusters contained only one designated type strain. The exceptions 
being the S. peroris type strain (within a cluster including the S. infantis type strain, 
and other designated S. infantis strains) and S. oligofermentans (within a sub-group of 
S.oralis). 
  
In some cases, species names assigned to strains in the laboratory of Mogens Kilian 
and their position within sequence clusters are discordant. Strains designated as S. 
mitis fell into a number of different closely related sequence clusters, particularly 
those consisting of S. infantis and S. oralis. This is largely explained by strains 
initially assigned as „S. mitis biovar 2‟ being either part of the S. oralis cluster or part 
of the S. parasanguinis cluster.  Additionally, single strains assigned as S. gordonii 
and S. infantis fell within the S. oralis cluster, a single strain of „S. mitis biovar 2‟ fell 
within the S. anginosus cluster and a single strain of S. anginosus fell within the S. 
constellatus cluster.  
 
Despite the above discrepancies, in the majority of cases, species names assigned 
through standard taxonomic procedures correlated well with the major sequence 
clusters (which also included the type strain). As such, each sequence cluster can be 
used to represent a species cluster.    Figure 4.2A shows a neighbor-joining tree for all 
420 strains with the strains coloured to reflect their assigned species names. Different 
tree-building methods may have an impact on clustering and Figure 4.2B shows a tree 
produced by minimum evolution (based on local optimisation of an initial neighbour-
joining tree). The assignment of strains to sequence clusters in the minimum evolution 
tree was essentially the same, the only significant difference being a slightly more 
marked sub-division of the S. mitis group into sub-clusters.  Minimum evolution is a 
more computationally intensive tree building method and for the purposes of 
electronic taxonomy for the viridans group the neighbor-joining tree was chosen. The 
tree can be used as a reference for assigning a query strain to a viridans group species, 
based on its location within one of the defined species clusters.  Figure 4.2C shows 
the tree with the Mitis group clusters collapsed to indicate better the resolution of 




Figure 4.2 A) Re-labelling of the neighbor-joining tree from Figure 4.1 indicating 
that all strains within a sequence cluster were assigned to the species inferred from the 
positions on the tree of the type strain and other well-characterised strains.  Those 
strains on the borders of the S. mitis and S. pseudopneumoniae clusters where 
assignment is unclear are shown as white circles. Red asterisk‟s indicates strains that 
were re-checked (by Cynthia Bishop) as they were outliers, or were distinct from 
other strains. B) The minimum evolution tree based on the same sequences. C) The 
neighbor-joining tree with the Mitis group clusters collapsed, indicating more clearly 





4.4  Using MLSA to identify new species clusters 
 
Using the reference tree detailed above should allow us to identify possible new 
species as groups of strains which fall outside of defined and demarcated species 
clusters. An example of such is presented by those strains labelled as „unknown A‟ in 
Figure 4.2A, which fall between the S. mitis and S. oralis clusters. Originally assigned 
as S. mitis, these strains were isolated from members of two families included in a 
study of the clonal diversity of S. mitis within individuals (Hohwy and Kilian, 1995). 
Although they cannot be distinguished using phenotypic methods, they may constitute 
a separate species. Furthermore, clusters including the type strains of S. mitis and S. 
oralis both include several sub-clusters, which may also warrant recognition as 
separate species. Ten strains previously assigned to S. mitis biovar 2, mentioned 
above, formed a sub-cluster within the major S. oralis cluster.  Phenotypic 
examination by Mogens Kilian indicated that these strains are distinct from the 
remaining part of the S. oralis cluster by being arginine hydrolysis and -maltosidase 
positive, and by expressing the Lancefield K cell wall carbohydrate antigen. In 
addition, all strains of the S. mitis biovar 2 sub-cluster lacked IgA1 protease activity. 
 
4.5  Single gene trees and identification of interspecies imports 
 
Neighbor-joining trees constructed from the sequences of the seven individual genes 
from all strains, in the majority of cases, failed to identify the species clusters 
obtained using the concatenated sequences. Furthermore, in some cases, individual 
gene trees showed anomalous clustering of strains. 
 
Approximately 96% of strains assigned to a particular species using concatenated 
sequences had alleles at all seven loci that were most similar to those of other strains 
of that species.  Using the definition of species provided by the concatenated 
sequences provides the potential to identify inter-species allele importation and to 
assign sequences at each locus as resident, resident-compatible or foreign.  If a strain 
has been assigned to species A, based on concatenated sequences, for each locus we 
can examine the pattern of clustering in the gene tree and if the most similar 
sequences are all from strains of species A the sequence at that locus can be defined 
as a resident allele. However, if the sequence falls into a cluster assigned to another 
species, the allele will be considered to be foreign, as long as species A and the 
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species cluster assigned for that allele are well resolved based on the individual gene 
tree. The allele can be assigned as „resident compatible‟ where the allele sequence is 
within a cluster of two or more species (including species A) that are not resolved on 
the gene tree. Sixteen of the viridans group strains (4%) had alleles that were 
considered to be foreign. These criteria for allele species assignment and 
identification of potential imports can be utilised to identify query sequences within 
the web application for electronic taxonomy now described. 
 
4.6  Development of a generic electronic taxonomy web application 
 
To fulfil the requirements for electronic taxonomy and to allow scalability and 
general applicability, the design of an application should fulfil the following criteria:  
 
i) A database should hold all sequences from a large reference dataset, 
including associated MLSA data and, most importantly, species 
designation for all reference strains.   
ii) A user should be able to enter their own data for species assignment. 
iii) A user should be able to view the location of their query on a tree 
based on the reference dataset. 
iv) Overall species assignment should be based on the cluster into which 
the query sequence falls and on the similarity of the concatenated 
query sequence to the concatenated reference set.  
v) Species assignment should also be available for individual loci to aid 
identification of resident and foreign alleles 
vi) There should be a simple procedure for data deposition so that the 
database grows. 
 
4.6.1  Method of tree production 
 
Desktop software packages are traditionally accessed through a graphical user 
interface (GUI) which allows the processing of tasks to be undertaken through a series 
of menus / graphical components via the use of the mouse pointer. The vast majority 
of software available for the Windows and Macintosh operating systems is used in 
this way.  GUI‟s make the process of using the underlying algorithms, which define 
the application logic of a piece of software, easy and intuitive for a user.  
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Many software developments in the open source community, particularly within 
bioinformatics software, do not rely on GUIs and provide methods to access software 
in either one or two ways. Firstly, access can be achieved via a set of textual menus 
that, through typing menu options, allow the application logic of the software to be 
navigated. Alternatively, and often as well as, software can be accessed and run 
directly via a command-line interface. The command-line interface is a mechanism 
for interacting directly with a computer operating system or software by typing 
specific commands to perform tasks. In reality, software that is generally widely used 
can offer all of these methods of access. For example, there are versions of Clustal, 
the multiple sequence alignment tool, which provide GUI access (ClustalX – 
available for Windows, Mac OS and Linux; Thomson et al., 2002), whereby a menu 
is used to open a sequence file and a sequence alignment produced. A version of 
Clustal also exists which provides a text menu (termed interactive mode) allowing a 
sequence alignment to be undertaken by typing menu options (ClustalW). 
 
Alternatively, ClustalW allows direct command-line access and a sequence alignment 
can be produced by entering commands similar to the following:  
  
clustalw –infile sequences.fasta –outfile alignment.out 
 
As with the majority of command-line accessible software, firstly the program to be 
used is specified (clustalw). Following this a series of variables are specified. „-
infile‟ is the file containing the sequence that an alignment is to be undertaken on 
and is set to „sequences.fasta‟, then the „-outfile‟ variable is set to 
„alignment.out‟ to specify the name of a file to create containing the alignment.   
Entering these commands passes the sequence file to clustalw, which processes and 
produces an alignment.   In this example, default parameters are used to process the 
alignment (gap penalties etc.) although these can also be set via the command line. 
The ability to access all aspects of software functionality via the command line also 
allows the provision of interfaces to such software via the web.   
 
As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, a web interface to ClustalW is 
accessible at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) web server [W5].   The 
variables that can be passed to clustalw are represented within HTML as form fields 
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and following submission, are processed using server side-scrips, which, via the 
command line, runs clustalW using commands similar to those detailed above. The 
„outfile‟ produced is then linked to or displayed in the results page. 
       
This method of command line access to software is vital for use within eMLSA.net.  
Clustal is primarily a multiple sequence alignment program, which allows all 
parameters used to undertake an alignment of a set of sequences to be specified (gap 
penalties, word size etc.). Clustal also provides a representation of a sequence 
alignment as a dendrogram. Two methods for tree building are provided; neighbor-
joining and UPGMA. In many cases a user may have more specific questions, or wish 
to use a different tree-building method (such as minimum evolution) and a different 
model of sequence evolution. In these cases, sequence alignments produced by 
Clustal can be downloaded and used within other programs that provide more 
comprehensive functionality.   
 
MEGA is a software package (mentioned in chapter 3) that is specifically focussed on 
evolutionary genetic analysis. MEGA provides multiple tree production methods and 
access to multiple evolutionary models, which can be used when inferring 
relationships within sets of sequences.  MEGA uses an aligned set of sequences 
(produced by Clustal or similar alignment tools) and as such provides tree production 
methods far superior to those included directly within Clustal.  
 
For the purposes of eMLSA.net we initially wish to produce a neighbor-joining tree, 
and for this purpose Clustal would suffice (and scripts for web access are freely 
available). However, the scope of eMLSA.net is to provide generic software, which 
can be used for further species group schemes. As such, in the future, we may need to 
provide different tree building methods and associated parameters. Therefore, MEGA 
provides a more attractive set of functionality for initial usage.  With respect to 
sequence alignment, the lengths of sequences within the viridans group (and 
generically for MLSA) are the same for each locus and contain no indels, negating the 
necessity for a full sequence alignment. A server-side version of MEGA, kindly 
provided by Sudhir Kumar allows, via the command line, a tree description to be 
produced based on passing the name of a sequence file and specifying the tree 
building method to be used. 
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Both Clustal and the server-side version of MEGA output text files.  When 
calculating the topology of a tree a description is produced, in plain text, in Newick 
tree format (or Newick notation). Initially defined by Joseph Felsenstein and 
colleagues (with the final specification defined whilst at Newick‟s restaurant in 
Dover, New Hampshire, USA), the Newick format provides a textual description of 
the edges and nodes of a tree using parenthesis and commas.  The visualisation of 
such a description is generally undertaken by, in the case of Clustal, a separate 
program or, in the case of the desktop version of MEGA, inbuilt graphical rendering 
tools.    
 
4.6.2  Method of tree visualisation 
 
Ideally, for the purposes of eMLSA.net we would like a user to be able to view, 
within the web application, the same tree that was produced in Figure 4.2A. Each of 
the species clusters should be coloured differently and the position of their query 
sequence should be highlighted. Furthermore, the option to collapse parts of the tree 
should be available to, for example, collapse the Mitis group to highlight sub-
clustering within the Anginosus and Salivarius groups as in Figure 4.2C.  These 
features, combined with the variety of tree building options provided by MEGA 
would maximise generality for the addition of future MLSA schemes. 
 
A number of software applications, focussed solely on tree visualisation and editing 
(taking as input a Newick tree description) are currently available. Of these, the 
majority exist purely as desktop, GUI-based applications (eg TreeView, Page, 1996; 
NJPlot, Perriere and Guoy, 1996 and TreeDyn, Chevenet et al., 2006) and are 
therefore not applicable for web application development. Of those that are applicable 
for use within a website, ATV (Zmasek and Eddy, 2001) and Dendroscope (Huson 
DH et al., 2007) are the most widely used. Both ATV and Dendroscope are available 
as Java applets and a Newick file can be specified as a parameter on launching.  ATV 
renders the Newick description as a simple horizontal or vertical dendrogram, which 
can be zoomed in an out. Dendroscope offers a number of extra rendering options 
such as radial, circular and slanted trees.  While both are very good for representing 
tree structure, the customisation options are quite limited. ATV allows only text labels 
to be coloured, whereas Dendroscope allows individual terminal nodes and labels to 
be differentially coloured. However, this needs to be undertaken by a user within the 
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software and cannot be specified using parameters upon initial launch.   Both ATV 
and Dendroscope also suffer from a lack of two-way interaction with a web 
application, which was discussed briefly with regards to the current implementation 
of eBURST in the discussion to chapter 3. 
 
These issues have been addressed to some extent within the software PhyloWidget 
(PW) (Jordan and Piel, 2008).  The development of PW aimed to provide an intuitive, 
highly configurable tool, tightly integrated within the web environment.  Written by 
Greg Jordan at the EBI, PW uses the programming language Processing [W45]. 
Processing is an open source language, aimed at programming images and animation 
with an emphasis on interactivity. Based on Java it provides multiple graphical 
libraries and network capabilities that allow it to be controlled via JavaScript, making 
it ideal for integration with web applications.  
 
PW provides a click-drag-zoom interface for tree navigation, multiple options for tree 
rendering (radial, horizontal, circular etc.) and highly configurable options for the 
colour of nodes and text.  Through the provision of an API, underlying functionality 
within PW can be accessed via JavaScript, allowing aspects of tree rendering to be 
controlled directly via HTML. However, the initial release of PW does not provide 
enough control to specify sets of terminal nodes to be coloured (or indeed symbol-
based node representation) and furthermore, does not contain a method for node 
collapsing, both of which are required to fulfil the aims of eMLSA.net. 
  
Through a collaboration with Greg Jordan, these issues were addressed and a specific 
version of PW produced for eMLSA.net which provides such functionality.  To 
achieve the aim of labelling we defined a basic vocabulary which, when added to 
terminal node labels within the Newick format produced by MEGA, would allow the 
shape, size, colour and initial text labelling of terminal nodes to be specified and 
subsequently used for display.  The ability to collapse branches of the tree by 
selecting a specific node was added and, furthermore, additional parameters such as 
initial tree type (circular, radial etc.) could be defined and subsequently changed 
directly from JavaScript.  
Using the server-side version of MEGA we can produce a Newick description of a 
tree based on a set of sequences, with flexibility for different tree building methods 
and models of sequence evolution to be specified. In conjunction, the purpose built 
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version of PW provides an extremely flexible interface for the visualisation of trees 
produced by MEGA and provides a solid basis for developing a generic eMLSA web 
application. 
 
4.6.3 eMLSA.net database schema 
 
 
Figure 4.3 eMLSA.net database schema. 
 
The database schema used for eMLSA.net (Figure 4.3) is, due to the nature of the 
methodology, very similar to that utilised within databases held at mlst.net described 
in chapter 3.  Each of the loci is represented by a separate table, which contains 
unique examples of each sequence (alleles) and an ID. This ID is referenced in a 
column of the „species‟ table, which contains an allelic profile (and corresponding 
unique ID) for each unique example of a set of seven allele sequences.  The species 
„ID‟ is linked to the „strain‟ table, which contains, along with the species name and 
strain name, the date of isolation, country of origin and source of isolation.  The strain 
table also contains a column „PW‟ which details for each strain the codes used within 
PW to represent the colour and size of the terminal node and whether or not the label 
should be displayed.   The „resident‟ table is a look-up, which lists, for each locus, 
those species that could not be resolved on the gene tree for that locus. This table is 
used to assign the resident/foreign status of a user‟s sequence as described previously 
(resolution and lack of resolution is based on bootstrap values and a cluster is defined 
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as resolved if the bootstrap value of the node separating if from the neighbouring 
clusters is ≥ 80%). 
 
This schema has been designed to minimise redundancy and allows the data held 
within tables to be extracted and joined together using server side scripting. 
 
4.6.4  Definition of application logic 
 
Figure 4.4 Application logic: eMLSA.net 
 
Following database schema design and definition of tree building and visualisation 
methods, the application logic for eMLSA can be been defined as in Figure 4.4.   
 
After submission of a set of query sequences (representing each locus), a single script 
will produce a set of text files. Firstly, the concatenated query sequences in 
conjunction with all concatenated database sequences will be produced in a single text 
file. Secondly, seven further text files corresponding to the individual locus query and 
database sequences will be produced.   These text files will be used as input to the 
server-side version of MEGA for the production of the tree description in Newick 
format.  In tandem, the same script will, based on the user query sequences, look up 
the closest matches to the concatenated database sequences and furthermore, each 
individual locus query sequence will be searched against all other alleles for that locus 
within the database.   This two-pronged approach is necessary because the server-side 
version of MEGA only produces a Newick file, which by itself does not include any 
indication of % sequence identity. The species designation of the top scoring 
concatenated database match will be assigned as the concatenated query species and 
the top five database matches to the query locus sequences will be used to determine 
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the proposed resident / foreign status of the allele using the criteria described 
previously. 
 
Following tree production, and species and locus status assignment, results will be 
presented to the user in a single webpage within which PW is embedded pre-loaded 
with the Newick file produced by MEGA. The results page should also allow users to 
access individual gene trees and furthermore, provide a generic text search of the 
contents of the strain database and the ability to download all data for further use. 
 
4.7 Walkthrough of eMLSA.net  
 
4.7.1   Portal homepage  
 
In a similar fashion to mlst.net, eMLSA.net acts as a central portal to species-group 
specific sub-domains defined in the format:  http://speciesgroup.eMLSA.net. 
 
The eMLSA.net homepage, as seen in Figure 4.5, includes links to comprehensive 
instructions for using the site, background information on electronic taxonomy and 
MLSA, acknowledgements and references. The left hand side of the page contains 
links to individual species group databases. eMLSA.net has been optimised for 
viewing with most modern browsers, however PW has been reported to display 
unpredictable behaviour on certain browser/Java version combinations. We therefore 
recommend that the site is viewed using Mozilla Firefox (a free open source web 
browser) and that users have at least Version 1.5 of Java installed.  
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Figure 4.5 eMLSA.net homepage. 
 
As a consequence of potential browser conflicts, within the eMLSA.net homepage, 
several JavaScript functions are used to check which operating system, browser and 
Java version a user is accessing the site with.  Should the configuration fall below or 
differ from the recommendation warnings are given.  For example, it can be seen that 
whilst taking the screenshot for Figure 4.5, I was viewing the eMLSA.net homepage 
using the Safari web Browser on Mac OS X.  Furthermore, my version of Java is not 
the latest.  Therefore, it is (strongly) suggested that I download and install Firefox 
(link provided) and visit the Java website to download the latest version (link also 
provided).  In reality, most browser / recent Java versions are adequate to use 
eMLSA.net however, it is common practice to suggest specific requirements, 
especially when using Java or novel functional code within a site, which may disrupt 







4.7.2   Viridans group sub-site: viridans.eMLSA.net 
 
The viridans.eMLSA.net sub-site presents the user with a number of options as seen 
in Figure 4.6.  The „Introduction‟ section details the specifics of the viridans group 
eMLSA scheme, and is intended, generically, to act as a place for listing details which 
may be specific to a species-group MLSA scheme including; explanation of current 
species designation, loci utilised, primer sequences and PCR conditions, curator 
details and any references and acknowledgements. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Viridans.emlsa.net homepage. 
 
The „View tree of strains in the current database.‟ option presents simple access to 
viewing the tree based on the current contents of the database.  The final two options 
provide access to user tree production.  A blank form containing seven locus text 
boxes is presented when clicking „To enter your own sequences‟. However, for the 
purposes of demonstrating the use of the application, the penultimate option „To use 
the tree building facility pre-loaded with an example sequence‟ presents a form with 
demonstration sequences pre-loaded and can be seen in Figure 4.7. 
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4.7.3  Querying the database with sequences 
 
Additional to seven locus text boxes, a check box is present which allows a user to 
choose to add sequences obtained from publicly available genomes to those in the 
database based on the strain collection (Figure 4.7). 
  
 
Figure 4.7 Demonstration locus sequences for viridans.emlsa.net 
 
The strain sequences used for demonstration purposes are from S. parasanguinis 
(SK264) and consequently, the database sequences of this strain are not included 
when processing the demonstration query. Clicking „submit‟ passes the sequences, via 
HTTP, to the web server and the text file production described in section 4.6.4 is 
undertaken.  An interim page is presented to the user with a „Click to view tree‟ 
option, and following this, the application flow as detailed in section 4.6.4 is 
undertaken.  During processing by MEGA, and whilst the sequence searches are 
undertaken on the database, „loading‟ icons are displayed to indicate to the user that 
processing is underway.  Once complete, PW, embedded in the resultant page is 
launched and the Newick output from MEGA is loaded.   
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4.7.4 Viewing the species tree: The tree view 
 
The results of the demonstration query can be seen in Figure 4.8. Additional to links 
to eMLSA subsites, a navigation menu is present to the left of the tree and the 
„Reference Tree View‟ is displayed by default.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 Sequence clusters and species assignment for viridans.mlst.net 
demonstration sequences. 
 
Each terminal node on the tree represents a strain and each of the symbols used to 
represent the species clusters are coloured differently, in accordance with the 
reference tree (Figure 4.2A). Each of the type strains is labelled with the name of the 
species designation to make understanding patterns of clustering more intuitive for the 
user. The default tree type displayed is an unrooted radial tree and the query sequence 
is highlighted and labelled „YOUR QUERY‟. The PW menu allows various manual 
options, such as size of terminal node, type of tree etc. to be changed. 
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Within the PW window, to the left of the tree, three tools are present in a „tool panel‟. 
These allow, from top to bottom, pointing and clicking to select nodes, clicking and 
dragging, and zooming in and out. 
 
Below the PW window, HTML elements are present which allow the resizing of 
terminal node symbols and text size (by moving sliders), turning labels on and off and 
changing the type of tree displayed. These HTML elements all trigger JavaScript 
functions, which communicate with PW through the API to achieve the desired 
action. The list of species assignments of the five strains in the database with the most 
similar concatenated sequences, and their sequence similarity to the query sequence 
are shown below the main navigation menu. In Figure 4.8, the query strain is assigned 
as S. parasanguinis (as expected) since the concatenated sequences of the seven 
MLSA loci are located within this species cluster, and the top five most similar 
concatenated sequences are from strains assigned to this species. 
 
Changing the tree type to a circular tree produces a view as in Figure 4.9 and 
similarly, changing the tree to rectangular provides a rectangular view of the tree. By 









Figure 4.10 Rectangular tree type dislay and zooming in to query sequence. 
 
4.7.5 Collapsing nodes on the tree 
 
The „pointer‟ tool within PW can be used to select individual nodes on the tree and 
allows the collapsing of branches to view in further detail sub clusters of the resultant 
tree. The collapse option allows a user to view a version of the tree with the Mitis 
group collapsed to highlight sub-clustering within the Anginosus and Salivarius 
groups as suggested previously and seen in Figure 4.11.  
 
Other options in the menu displayed when selecting a node allow, cutting branches of 
the tree, copying the Newick format for a particular branch, flipping branches and 
rooting the tree based on the node selected. The options available are defined by an 
XML file, which is loaded into PW when initially viewed.  This presents the 
possibility to define new node-specific functions and methods should they be needed 
in the future. 
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Figure 4.11 Collapsing the Mitis group branch of the tree to display sub-clustering 
within the Anginosus and Salivarius groups. 
 
4.7.6 Viewing individual locus species assignments and trees: The locus view 
 
Similarly to the AJAX design principles used in mlst.net v2 described in chapter 3, 
the eMLSA results page is composed of a series of DIV elements, which are 
contextually hidden or displayed depending on navigation choice. When clicking the 
„Locus View‟ option in the Navigation menu, the „Reference Tree View‟ DIV is 
hidden and the „Locus View‟ DIV is displayed (Figure 4.12). The Locus View 
displays the resident, resident compatible or foreign status assigned to each of the 
individual alleles of the query strain. In the example, five of the individual loci are 
most similar to sequences from S. parasanguinis (resident alleles) or are resident 
compatible (for example, ppaC). However, the pyk query allele is most similar to a 
number of different species and is present within a sequence cluster that is well 
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Figure 4.12 viridans.emlsa.net: The locus view. 
 
Similarly, the query tuf allele sequence is most similar to alleles from strains assigned 
to the species cluster of S. australis, which is also well resolved. These two alleles are 
therefore assigned as „foreign‟.  An option is provided to view the individual gene tree 
for each locus and Figure 4.13 shows the pyk gene tree zoomed in to highlight the 
position of the query sequence.  The presence of two foreign locus sequences within 
the query may explain the position of the concatenated query sequence on the tree in 




Figure 4.13 Location of foreign pyk query sequence within single locus tree. 
 
4.7.7 Other options 
 
Two further options are available within the Navigation menu. The „database query‟ 
allows a standard form based query to be made on the underlying MLSA database, 
which retrieves and displays strain details (Figure 4.14).  The „Download Data‟ option 
provides links to download all data contained within the database (Figure 4.15). 
Sequences for all alleles of each locus or all concatenated sequences of all strains are 
available to download in common sequence formats (FASTA or MEGA) as well as 
comma or TAB delimited files. Furthermore, the entire database can be downloaded 
as an Excel file containing multiple worksheets containing species details as well as 
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locus sequences.  Providing all data for download in this manner is common practice 
and allows users to undertake further analysis easily.  
 
 
Figure 4.14 viridans.emlsa.net: Database query view. 
 
 




The generic eMLSA web application described has been developed to allow the 
assignment of bacterial strains to species via the internet. The viridans group 
sequences provided a particularly difficult dataset with which to prove the concepts of 
electronic taxonomy as current methods used for assigning strains to species within 
this group are problematic.  
 
Using eMLSA.net, a user can query the database with their strain sequences and, 
based on the concatenated query matches, discover a species designation for their 
strain by investigating the position of the query on a tree. Furthermore a user can view 
the closest database matches based on sequence similarity. However, it is important to 
note that the position within, or closely allied to, a species cluster is the main criterion 
of species assignment rather than sequence similarity to a match in the database. 
There may be instances where a user‟s query falls mid-way between two clusters. 
This may constitute inclusion as a new species, or may simply be an indication that 
not enough diversity has been sampled within the initial MLSA dataset for a species 
designation to be apparent.  
 
Single gene trees, in most cases, fail to identify sequence clusters (most likely due to 
lack of informative sites at a single locus or a history of interspecies recombination). 
However, the position of a query allele on a single gene tree does allow further 
investigation of the history of interspecies recombination between strains. 
 
Only 16 strains clearly had foreign alleles within the viridans group MLSA dataset 
(Bishop et al., 2009). Such events could lead to a strain clustering on the tree, based 
on concatenated sequences, away from other strains of the species if the 
recombinational replacement is from an unusually diverse donor, or there is more than 
one locus that has received a recombinational replacement. This potential problem 
can be recognised within eMLSA.net by examination of the individual gene trees and 
the resident or foreign status of the alleles. 
 
A server-side version of MEGA was used to provide a neighbor-joining tree for the 
viridans group sequences. For differing species group MLSA schemes, different tree 
drawing methods may be more applicable (e.g. minimum evolution) and MEGA 
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allows such methods to be provided. PhyloWidget represents a novel tree 
visualisation application, which has been key for the provision of the eMLSA 
framework. 
  
The recognition by the developer of PhyloWidget (Greg Jordan) that such tools offer 
greater benefit when tightly integrated within a web environment should be 
applauded. The provision of an API for direct manipulation of the software directly 
from JavaScript (via AJAX), in combination with the development of a simple 
vocabulary for specifying precise graphical rendering of nodes has allowed the 
eMLSA.net application to offer a facility that mirrors to some extent the desktop 
analysis undertaken to initially define the eMLSA scheme. This combination of 
MEGA and PhyloWidget embedded within an AJAX web application offers a 
scalable, generic framework for the further inclusion of other species group MLSA 
schemes within eMLSA.net. 
 
The viridans group MLSA scheme utilised seven loci, however the number needed for 
further schemes may vary and resolution of clusters may improve with increasing 
numbers of loci. The number is likely to differ depending on the extent of sequence 
diversity within the group and the extent of interspecies recombination. The eMLSA 
application has been designed to function with an unspecified number of loci, 
however, the time taken to produce trees with many more loci and many more strain 
sequences will increase and it may be necessary to alter the method of tree production 
to cope with ever increasing datasets. 
  
One possible solution is to only include variable sites when passing the concatenated 
sequences to MEGA. Within the viridans group scheme there are 1596 of 3063 
sequence positions that vary between all strains.  This would immediately almost 
halve the amount of sequence data utilised while retaining all of the informative sites 
for tree production. Such a solution may become necessary with increasingly large 
datasets. 
 
The major advantage of the MLSA approach for electronic taxonomy is that species 
clusters can be identified and circumscribed by visual inspection of a tree, without 
regard to preconceptions about the extent of diversity a bacterial species should have. 
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The process of tree production, visualisation and the assignment of alleles as resident, 
resident compatible or foreign is undertaken automatically.  
 
However, although the eMLSA process is automatic, the assignment of strains to 
known species and the identification and acceptance of new species cannot 
realistically be automated as it requires the experience, knowledge and judgement of 
taxonomists.  eMLSA.net provides a community tool with which those interested in a 
particular taxonomic group can share their experience and knowledge to provide a 
consensual approach to deciding whether new sequence clusters should be assigned as 
new species. 
 
Developers of MLSA schemes for other closely related bacterial or other microbial 
species can host their data at eMLSA.net to take advantage of the generic nature of 
the web application. The setup of a new scheme is simply a matter of creating and 
populating a new database with sequences, species assignments and an indication of 
which species are not resolved on individual gene trees. 
 
Currently, a scheme for Burkholderia pseudomallei and similar species is hosted at 
eMLSA.net and we are setting up a scheme for the Genus Bifidobacterium with data 
provided by The Pasteur Institute (Sylvain Brisse). Furthermore, the Borrelia spp. 
MLST scheme (Margos et al., 2008) utilises MLST loci that can be used for both 
MLST and MLSA approaches and therefore a dual functioning implementation of the 
software is planned, which utilises the MLST allele/ST assignment and interrogation 
methods detailed in chapter 3 in conjunction with the MLSA methods detailed in this 
chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Spatialepidemiology.net: Incorporating Web Mapping 
 tools with Molecular Epidemiological Databases 
  




The mapping tools integrated within mlst.net, described in Chapter 3, provide a 
simple means of interrogating the data held within MLST databases in the 
geographical context they were collected. Such mapping tools are generic and 
applicable to any molecular epidemiological database that contains a level of 
geographic resolution.  
 
In this chapter I detail a number of developments that explore such potential. Firstly, 
the MLST-specific portal MLST-Maps, mentioned briefly in Chapter 3, is described. 
Secondly, an application produced for a European-wide Staphylococcus aureus 
genotyping project is detailed, the aim of which is to allow participants from 26 
European countries taking part in the study, a simple means to view and analyse the 
distribution of particular genotypes. Thirdly, I detail an application being used to 
catalogue the world-wide prevalence of disease caused by the emerging amphibian 
fungal pathogen, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis which, although not a molecular 
epidemiological database, has allowed the development of a simple framework for 
handling large datasets for display and interrogation using web mapping tools. 
Finally, and with the aim of encouraging users of databases such as mlst.net to submit 
higher geographical resolution with their data, I detail a facility for geocoding and 
basic map production for users who are unfamiliar with such concepts.  
 
I demonstrate that such frameworks are flexible and, through the use of AJAX, highly 
extensible. Furthermore, such tools offer the potential to provide users of web-based 
molecular epidemiological databases with functionality more usually associated with 




Note: Two publications that include descriptions of tools in this chapter are currently in submission and 




Geographic Information Systems (GIS) such as the proprietary software ArcGIS 
[W77] or open source alternatives such as GRASS GIS [W78] are traditionally used 
to undertake the spatial display and analysis of data. Such software is installed on a 
user‟s computer and provides varying toolsets for the management, visualisation and 
analysis of geospatial data. GIS systems are used by individuals, or groups of 
individuals, to investigate relationships between data variables within a dataset. The 
aim of such study is to tease out and understand the influence that geography may 
have on the system under investigation.  
 
Although very powerful, GIS systems are often limited to a single user on a single 
machine, and as such are not immediately accessible to large numbers of users 
without direct access to GIS software and expertise in its use. To investigate the 
spatial structure within web-based molecular epidemiological databases (e.g. mlst.net; 
Chapter 3), we require dynamic mapping tools that allow the display and analysis of 
the genotypic and phenotypic characteristics of a population, within the geographical 
context the data were collected, via the web. 
 
„Web Mapping‟ is a term that has gained widespread acceptance over the preceding 
years and encompasses the process of designing, implementing and delivering maps 
on the web. Often used interchangeably with the term „Web GIS‟ to denote the 
potential for analytical mapping, the use of web mapping is seen as a major 
advancement in cartography and presents new opportunities for real-time maps, 
cheaper dissemination, personalised map content, distributed data sources and sharing 
of geographical information (Neumann A, 2008). A myriad of techniques are now 
available to display data within web maps which broadly fall somewhere on a 
spectrum increasing in sophistication from static to dynamic (Kraak, 2001). 
 
Static web maps are images displaying point data or thematic maps displaying 
aggregated data. Such images are produced using desktop software (for example GIS 
systems) and then made available for viewing via a website. As such they provide a 
simple geographic snapshot representing a statistic or set of statistics within a dataset. 
To progress beyond simple geographic snapshots and to allow interactivity with a 
map (and underlying data), methods that take advantage of „page-click-page‟ web 
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navigation have been developed. In the same way that a series of webpages are linked 
together and navigated one by one, sets of static maps can be linked together to 
provide exploration of a dataset. Such an example is provided by the Los Alomos 
HIV Sequence Database, which provides a geographic search interface [W79].  
Starting from a „World view‟ with pie charts placed on major world regions 
(indicating HIV subtypes with sequences represented in the database), a user can 
„drill-down‟ into the map by clicking to view Continent, then Country views. 
Sequences within the database from the chosen region can then be extracted and 
downloaded for further use.  
 
Such methods provide a simple level of geographic interactivity, however, they are 
not, as such, „dynamic‟ as the data is static and the images are simply linked together 
to provide an interface (the Los Alomos images are time-stamped to indicate date of 
production). Any data added to the database since the image was produced would not 
be immediately available for access.  
 
Recently, truly dynamic web mapping has become a reality with the introduction of a 
number of tools, from a number of providers, allowing the production of customisable 
web maps that can be incorporated and further developed within web applications. 
These tools provide the potential for tight integration of maps with molecular (or 
purely) epidemiological databases to allow the geographic visualisation and analysis 
of genotypic, phenotypic and epidemiological data held within.  
 
The development of web applications of this kind are the subject of this chapter, and 
can be accessed at http://www.spatialepidemiology.net. However, firstly the 
principles of dynamic web mapping and a further explanation, and justification, of the 










5.1.1 Dynamic mapping within Web Applications 
 
Dynamic web mapping tools are available from a number of providers, the most well 
known being Google Maps [W50], Google Earth [W51], Microsoft Bing Maps  
[W52], Yahoo Maps [W53] and Open Street Map [W54]. These tools also provide 
application programming interfaces (APIs) for web developers to embed such maps 
within their own applications. Each API offers similar core functionality and the 
choice of which one is used is often solely based on a developer‟s preference. Within 
the web applications detailed in this chapter I use the Google Maps API and the whole 
earth browser, Google Earth which, although not strictly API based, does provide an 
XML vocabulary allowing content to be generated dynamically. This may seem 
unnecessarily Google-centric, however, careful consideration was made as to the best 
and most flexible mapping tools to use.  The Google versions (Maps and Earth) are 
currently the most advanced and have the largest and most active development 
communities.  However, as shall be seen in section 5.1.4.3, should other APIs become 
functionally more attractive or further developments demand a different provider, 
provisions have been made.   In addition to mapping tools, a number of additional, 
externally provided, JavaScript frameworks are utilised to provide additional 
functionality within the developments described. The following section details these 
after a closer inspection of the principles of web mapping using the chosen Google 
tools. 
 
5.1.2 Google Maps [W50] 
 
Google Maps is an interactive web mapping application that allows a user, through an 
intuitive „click-drag-zoom‟ interface, to navigate a map of the world.  Google Maps 
provides a graphical representation of the earth using the Mercator projection, a 
flattened 2-D cylindrical view of the earth with the linear scale constant in all 
directions around any point. This preserves the shapes of small objects, however large 
objects are slightly distorted as the scale increases from the equator to the poles. 
Google Maps provides a set of eighteen pre-defined zoom levels, which allow a user 
to zoom from an initial view of the entire world to very fine scale geographical 
resolution.  The key to this is the splitting of the different zoom level views of the 
earth into sets of images (each 256 x 256 pixels in size and often referred to in the 
context of web mapping tools as „tiles‟). The subset of images displayed is based on 
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the level of zoom chosen by a user.  For example, at zoom level „zero‟, a single tile 
covers the earth. At zoom level „one‟, four tiles cover the earth; zoom level „two‟, 
sixteen tiles etc. As a consequence, for any view, of any region in the world, only a 
small number of images are ever displayed.  Google Maps is an AJAX application, 
which can „react‟ to a user‟s actions (such as moving from one zoom level to another, 
or by clicking and dragging the map from left to right). Following an action, a request 
is sent to the Google web servers, asynchronously, using the XHR object (see thesis 
introduction) and an updated set of images are retrieved and displayed. This allows 
the provision of a fast, lightweight method of accessing images of any location, at any 
level of resolution, to provide a smooth and responsive user experience. 
 
Google Maps also provide an API [W19] that allows developers to embed the 
application into their web pages.  The following code demonstrates the incorporation 
of a simple map into a webpage: 
 
1  <HTML> 
2    <HEAD> 
3      <script src=http://maps.google.com/maps?file=api&amp;v=2&amp;key=demo></script> 
4      <script type="text/javascript"> 
5 
6      function initialize() { 
7        if (GBrowserIsCompatible()) { 
8          var map = new GMap2(document.getElementById("map_canvas")); 
9          map.setCenter(new GLatLng(53.727, -3.208), 5);}} 
10 
11      </script> 
12    </HEAD> 
13    <BODY onload="initialize”> 
14      <div id="map_canvas">  </div> 
15    </BODY> 
16  </HTML> 
 
Similarly to the inclusion of a separate JavaScript or CSS file in the HEAD of a 
HTML document (see thesis introduction), the Google Maps API is referenced in the 
document HEAD (Line 3). Using the DOM, the map is going to be placed in a DIV 
element in the BODY of the document, in this instance called „map_canvas‟ (Line 
14). When the document loads in a browser, the „onload‟ DOM method (Line 13) calls 
the JavaScript function „initialize()‟ (Lines 6-9).  Firstly, JavaScript checks if the 
browser being used to view the page is compatible (all current browsers are but 
legacy browsers may not be). If so, the location for the map („map_canvas‟) is set 
(Line 8) and the initial centre point and zoom level are specified (Line 9).  The initial 
view is defined using three values; the latitude and longitude (see below), which 
indicate where to centre the map (in this case the centre of the UK), and the zoom 
level (an integer between 0 and 18).  Loading this into a web browser displays a map 
as in Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 Simple Google Maps API example. 
 
The controls at the top left of the map allow navigation and zooming  (as well as 
clicking and dragging) and the options at the top right allow the type of map to be 
changed.  Each type of map represents a different set of tile images. For example, 
clicking „satellite‟ will stream the relevant satellite tiles to the browser based on the 
current map view. 
 
Individual point locations on the map are specified using latitude and longitude. 
Google Maps uses the World Geodetic System version 84 (WGS84) co-ordinate 
system provided by the US National Geospatial Intelligence Agency [W56]. WGS84 
provides a standard co-ordinate frame for the Earth and a standard spheroidal 
reference surface for raw altitude data. Any point on earth can be represented by a 
latitude and longitude and its corresponding altitude extracted from the reference 
surface. WGS84 is a standard used in cartography, geodesy (a discipline concerned 
with the measurement and representation of the earth) and navigation, although other 
systems do exist.   
 
In the simple example above, a latitude and longitude (and zoom level) was used to 
specify the initial view displayed on the map loaded into a web page.   Latitudes and 
longitudes can be used for highlighting points on the map using „placemarks‟, often 
also termed „markers‟.  The Google Maps API provides a simple method for placing 
markers on a map as follows: 
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1  <HTML> 
2    <HEAD> 
3      <script src=http://maps.google.com/maps?file=api&amp;v=2&amp;key=demo></script> 
4      <script type="text/javascript"> 
5 
6      function initialize() { 
7        if (GBrowserIsCompatible()) { 
8          var map = new GMap2(document.getElementById("map_canvas")); 
9          map.setCenter(new GLatLng(53.727, -3.208), 5); 
10       var marker = new GMarker(new GLatLng(51.50, -0.126)); 
11       var html = ‘Simple example 2’ 
12       map.addOverlay(marker); 
13       marker.openInfoWindowHtml(html);}} 
14 
15      </script> 
16    </HEAD> 
17    <BODY onload="initialize”> 
18      <div id="map_canvas">  </div> 
19    </BODY> 
20  </HTML> 
 
The marker to be displayed is defined by a specific latitude and longitude, in this case 
the centre point of London, UK (Line 10).  Some simple HTML is defined to display 
text in the marker‟s Info Window (Line 11). The marker is then displayed on the map 
(Line 12) and the Info Window opened (Line13), as in Figure 5.2.  
 
 
Figure 5.2 Displaying a marker and associated Info Window using the Google Maps 
API. 
 
The Google Maps API contains several other methods that can be used by a developer 
to control how markers are displayed (e.g. using different images, allowing the 
marker to change when placing the mouse over and removing the marker).  Further 
API methods allow lines to be drawn on the map (by specifying a start and an end 
latitude and longitude), overlaying images on the map (by specifying the latitude and 
longitude of all corners (the bounding box) of the image), and placing JavaScript 
„listeners‟ on the map that react to a users input (for example detecting and 
responding when a user clicks a particular point).   
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Complex HTML can be rendered in a marker‟s Info Window including images and/or 
formatted text and hyperlinks.  As the map is embedded in a webpage located on a 
developer‟s server, these hyperlinks can be used to call custom written JavaScript 
functions which could, for example, remove the current marker (or set of markers) 
and display a different one (or many). JavaScript could also be used to call server-side 
scripts to, for example, update other sections (DIVs) within the existing page (using 
the DOM) with the results of a database query.  This general framework provides the 
tools for developer‟s to produce web applications that combine the power of a fully 
controllable map interface with their own data and functionality. 
 
5.1.3 Google Earth [W51] 
 
Google Earth (GE) is a desktop application presenting a user with a 3D representation 
of the earth. In a similar fashion to Google Maps it utilises a number of images 
(satellite and aerial photography) that, dependent on the zoom level and location, are 
placed in geographical context onto a virtual globe. These images are requested from 
Google‟s servers during navigation and as such GE is closely tied to the web for the 
delivery of content.  For this reason, GE is often referred to as a „Whole Earth 
browser‟. This metaphor is extended further by the fact that GE allows a large amount 
of additional content to be loaded from the web through „Data layers‟, some of which 
are permanently accessible from the „Layers‟ panel (e.g. road names or weather 
conditions) and can be turned on or off as required (Figure 5.3).  Multiple data layers 




Figure 5.3 The „Whole Earth browser‟ Google Earth. 
 
A key feature of GE is the ability for users to create, save and load their own content. 
This can be done in two ways. Firstly, using the menus in GE, a user can place 
markers (when referring to GE these are termed „Placemarks‟) on the globe simply by 
clicking a location. Content can be entered (text, images etc.) which is displayed 
within an Info window when a placemark is clicked, in a conceptually similar manner 
to markers on Google Maps. GE also provides the ability for a user to create „Paths‟ 
(a term denoting a line or series of lines connected together), polygons (multi-edged 
shapes which can be filled with colour) and overlay images.  As the representation of 
the earth is rendered in 3D, polygons and lines can also be „extruded‟ by specifying a 
height (in metres), or altitude, at which they should be placed above the „ground‟. 
Once a user has created their content, it can be saved as a „KMZ file‟, which can be 
re-loaded subsequently. KMZ files can be opened in any copy of GE and can 
therefore be made available via the internet for sharing.   The second method for a 
user to produce content is by generating KMZ files outside of Google Earth. 
 
In reality, a KMZ file is just a zip (compressed) file with a different extension 
(changing the extension from „.KMZ‟ to „.zip‟ allows opening with standard 
decompression software such as Winzip [W57]). Within the compressed file is a 
„.KML‟ file which is a standard text file containing data, formatted in a fashion 
understandable by GE. KML stands for Keyhole Markup Language and, like HTML 
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and XML, is based on a vocabulary of TAGS used to format plain text and can easily 
be created in a simple text editor: 
 
1 <kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2"> 
2   <Placemark> 
3   <name> Simple KML example </name> 
4   <description> This is displayed in the Info Window </description> 
5      <Point> 
6       <coordinates>53.727, -3.208,0</coordinates> 
7     </Point> 




The simple KML description above has a root opening and closing TAG (Lines 1 and 
9). The „Placemark’ TAGS define that the content within is to be rendered as a single 
point placemark (Lines 2 and 8). The placemark‟s name is defined (Line 3), and a 
description specified which is displayed in the Info Window when the placemark is 
clicked (Line 4). The latitude and longitude coordinates for where to position the 




Figure 5.4 Simple KML example displayed in Google Earth. The „Places‟ section of 
the interface (to the left of the map) contains a reference to the KML file, allowing 
multiple files to be loaded and switched on / off as required. 
 
The KML specification [W58] defines the vocabulary of TAGS, allowing user-
generated content to be created outside of GE. Furthermore, as KML is simple text, its 
generation can be undertaken within a web application (using server-side scripting) 
allowing the provision of data, viewable in GE, dynamically.  
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5.1.4 JavaScript libraries 
 
A JavaScript library contains pre-written JavaScript functions that can be 
incorporated within AJAX applications. Rather than re-writing functions each time a 
new application is built, a library can be linked in the <HEAD> of a HTML document 
providing access to commonly utilised functions.  A number of developers have 
produced libraries and made them available for others to use. Each available library 
tends to include functions that are focussed on a particular area of development. 
Within spatialepidemiology.net I make use of the following open source libraries. 
 
5.1.4.1     Prototype – [W59] 
 
The Prototype library, created by Sam Stephenson, provides an AJAX framework and 
other utilities. Prototype provides a set of commonly used functions ranging from 
programming shortcuts to major functions dealing with XMLHttpRequest (XHR).  
Prototype also provides libraries to support classes and class-based objects (allowing 
object-oriented programming), something that the JavaScript language does not 
natively have.  
 
5.1.4.2     Script.aculo.us [W60] 
 
Script.aculo.us is a set of JavaScript libraries focussed on enhancing the user interface 
of web applications. It provides a visual effects engine, a drag and drop library 
(including sortable lists), visual controls (AJAX-based auto-completion for form 
fields, in-place editing and sliders) and several other effects based controls.  It is most 
often used in conjunction with Prototype as many of the functions build on novel 
classes provided by Prototype. 
 
5.1.4.3     Mapstraction [W61] 
 
As mentioned previously, the majority of web mapping tools (Microsoft, Yahoo, 
Google etc.) provide similar functionality and the description in section 5.1.2 could 
quite easily be amended to refer to any / each of them. I am conscious that, 
particularly within academic research or for public health applications, there may be 
concerns regarding using tools provided by Google (a commercial company) to 
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display data.  I am not convinced this is a real issue as when embedding a map within 
a webpage, data is only ever requested from Google (i.e. map tiles) and not sent (and 
this can be observed by monitoring web server activity). However, to pre-empt any 
such concerns and to make the mapping frameworks as flexible as possible I have 
incorporated the Mapstraction JavaScript library. 
 
Mapstraction provides a common API for other JavaScript mapping APIs. This allows 
developers to code their applications once, and then easily change the mapping 
provider based on project needs, terms and conditions and required functionality.  
 
As a demonstration, a single page displaying the same data as in figure 5.2, using the 
Google Maps API and Mapstraction can be accessed at the following URL:   
 
    http://www.spatialepidemiology.net/thesis/ms.html?maptype=google  
 
The initial API provider is set using the „maptype=‟ part of the URL, which is read by 
a custom JavaScript function and defines which one to use.  If we change the 
„maptype=‟ to yahoo the same point and location are displayed, however this time 
using the Yahoo Maps API (see Figure 5.5).   The API specified can also be change to 
„maptype=microsoft‟ to use the Bing Maps API or „maptype=openstreetmap‟ to use 
the Open StreetMap API.   
 
 




As mentioned, each API offers a similar set of core functions, however there are 
differences within the accessory functions offered [W85] and I have chosen initially 
to use the Google API due to its enhanced functionality (and larger development 
community). However, incorporating Mapstraction into the applications allows the 
trivial switching of map providers should this be warranted. Furthermore, should 
functionality unique to a particular API be needed, combinations of map types could 
be used within the same webpage (Figure 5.6).  
 
 
Figure 5.6 A single webpage utilising multiple web mapping APIs. A) Google Maps 
API. B) Yahoo Maps API. C) Microsoft Bing Maps API and D) OpenStreetMaps 




The coding frameworks described in the introduction provide the necessary tools to 
develop web applications that allow the mapping and interrogation of any 
epidemiological database that contains any level of geo-located data (from continent 
down to latitude and longitude). spatialepidemiology.net was developed to act as a 
central portal to the map-based developments which have been undertaken and 
described in this chapter.  It was envisioned that each of the applications would be 
stand-alone and address the needs of a specific epidemiological database (or 
databases) and user group (or groups). Furthermore, the provision of a portal allows 
the development and addition of generic tools that are not database or user specific. 
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The following sections detail three stand-alone applications and a generic map 
making and geocoding tool aimed at giving access to basic geographic data, such as 
latitudes and longitudes, for users who may be unfamiliar with such concepts. 
 
5.2.1 Multilocus Sequence Typing Maps: MLST-Maps 
Available: http://maps.mlst.net  
 
5.2.1.1    Introduction 
 
The additional developments characterising version 2 of the software located at 
mlst.net, detailed in chapter 3 of this thesis, include the ability to interrogate the 
Streptococcus pneumoniae MLST database using Google Maps. mlst.net v2, as 
mentioned, is currently in BETA testing, however, this map-based method of viewing 
data was introduced (in an albeit more limited form) to all databases hosted at mlst.net 
some time previously (June 2007). Within each organism-specific site a separate 
page, which is linked to the home page, provides the ability to view the mapping 
interfaces (e.g. http://saureus.mlst.net/earth/). This provided a way to gently introduce 
the communities of users to the geographic browsing of MLST data. Concurrently, a 
central „map-centric‟ MLST portal was introduced under the banner of „MLST-Maps‟ 
(http://maps.mlst.net and linked to from spatialepidemiology.net).  MLST-Maps, like 
the central „eBURST-centric‟ portal for MLST datasets (http://eburst.mlst.net), offers 
a tool-specific view of multiple MLST datasets, easily accessible in one place. 
The MLST-maps homepage provides a set of instructions, and links to view map 
interfaces to MLST databases. Clicking the „View MLST maps‟ link from the menu 




Figure 5.7 MLST-Maps: Database access page. 
 
For each database, links to view using Google Maps or Google Earth are provided 
along with a link to the database homepage.  In addition to the databases hosted at 
mlst.net, access to several databases hosted at pubMLST.org is provided. Only those 
pubmlst.org databases which contained ≥ 500 isolate records at the time MLST-Maps 
was released were included, excepting the Helicobacter pylori database which 
contains almost twice as many STs as isolate records and was not included due to lack 
of any geographical data.   Data is retrieved from pubmlst.org via the Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP; [W62]) server provided by the manager, Keith Jolley [W63].  
A SOAP server, in a similar fashion to a JavaScript API, allows the retrieval of data 
programmatically from a data provider.  The difference between SOAP servers and 
JavaScript APIs is that SOAP is generally focussed on server-side and desktop 
programming languages such as PHP/Perl, C++, Java etc., and is not as readily 
amenable for web development techniques such as AJAX. However, using PHP/Perl 
it is possible to retrieve the data and format it into a data structure that is compatible 
with AJAX. Using the pubmlst.org SOAP server it is possible to retrieve allele 
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sequences, STs and a list of corresponding isolate IDs. It is also possible to retrieve 
basic epidemiological data for each isolate, including country of origin, by querying 
the SOAP server using an isolate ID, one at a time but not in bulk.  
 
There are valid reasons for limiting the data access in such a way. Each pubMLST.org 
database has a species-specific „Data Policy‟ document stating that the data within is 
owned by the submitters and in some cases may contain unpublished data. To protect 
the data owners, full copies of the databases can only be obtained by emailing the 
Webmaster (Keith Jolley) who then requests permission(s). Therefore, for the 
purposes of MLST-Maps, for each isolate in each database used, only the id, species, 
ST and country of origin is accessed allowing similar functionality to that offered for 
the mlst.net databases.  
 
5.2.1.2     Google Map interface 
 
Clicking the „Google Map‟ link for a database presents a similar interface to that 
provided in mlst.net v2 (Figure 5.8). Every country where isolate data has been 
deposited in the corresponding MLST database is represented with a marker on the 
map. The colour of the marker is based on the percentage of all isolates present from 
each country.  In Figure 5.8, it can be seen that a large proportion of isolate 
information submitted to the S. aureus database originates from England (48%: 632 of 
1314 isolates) highlighting geographical sampling biases. The key to the right of the 
page can be used to uncheck and remove markers from the map to explore further.     
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Figure 5.8 The Staphylococcus aureus MLST database viewed using Google Maps at 
MLST-Maps. 
 
Clicking a marker opens an Info Window and provides a link to „View STs‟. Clicking 
centres and zooms the map to the country of choice and loads the ST data into a 
hidden DIV element below the map.  As with MLST.net v2, a list of STs is shown, 
together with their allelic profiles and the number of isolates (and number of 
countries) found elsewhere and a link to view the global ST distribution.  Clicking the 
link zooms the map to the global view and the distribution of the ST is shown as a 
series of markers.  Figure 5.9 shows the global distribution of S. aureus ST 239 based 
on an initial query of Thailand.  The other countries where ST 239 is found (and the 
number of isolates in each country) are displayed to the right of the map for clarity. 
eBURST can also be launched containing just the country data chosen or, using 
comparative eBURST, comparing STs from the country chosen to the entire MLST 
database.  
 
A link to view epidemiological information deposited for isolates form a country is 




Figure 5.9 Global distribution of Staphylococcus aureus Sequence Type 239 and eBURST 
population snapshot.  
 
 
5.2.1.3     Google Earth interface 
 
MLST-Maps allows MLST databases to be viewed within Google Earth. When the 
relevant link is clicked (Figure 5.7) a KMZ file is generated (using server-side 
scripting) which contains a current snapshot of the data held in the corresponding 
database. Each country from where isolate data has been deposited is highlighted with 
a placemark, located at the centre point of that country (the „centroid‟). Clicking on the 
placemark opens an Info Window detailing the number of isolates from the country 
and a link to view STs (Figure 5.10). Unlike Google Maps, which is embedded in a 
DIV within a webpage, and subsequently, through AJAX, can communicate and 
update another DIV with query results (a list of STs), Google Earth, as stand-alone 




Figure 5.10 Streptococcus pyogenes MLST database viewed within Google Earth. 
 
For each ST, the number of isolates from the country are listed along with the allelic 
profile and the number of isolates found elsewhere (and number of countries) with that 
ST.  Furthermore, eBURST can be launched pre-loaded with all STs from that country 
or comparative eBURST can be used to compare the country STs to the entire 
database. 
 
To view the global distribution of a particular ST, a user must use the Google Maps 
interface highlighting a lack of functionality within the Google Earth view. Currently, 
the potential for two-way communication between a web application and Google Earth 
(as stand-alone software) is limited. However, KML has an active and enthusiastic 
user and development community and it is expected that functionality will increase in 





Figure 5.11 Streptococcus pyogenes Sequence Types for isolates from the Czech 
Republic, launched from within Google Earth and subsequent eBURST snapshot.   
 
In comparison to the BETA version of mlst.net v2 (S.pneumoniae), the functionality 
within MLST-Maps is somewhat restricted. However, when the BETA version 
becomes more widely implemented, the extra functionality will be introduced to other 
databases and MLST-Maps will continue to act as a central point for viewing multiple 














5.2.2 Staphylococcal Reference Laboratory Maps: SRL-Maps 
Available: http://www.spatialepidemiology.net/SRL-Maps  
 
The SRL-Maps web application and its utilisation has been described in the following 
manuscript, which is currently in submission: 
 
Grundmann, H., Aanensen, D.M., van den Wijngaard, C.C., Spratt, B.G., Harmsen, D 
and Friedrich, A.S. for the European Staphylococcal Reference Laboratory Working 
Group. (2009) Geographic distribution of Staphylococcus aureus causing invasive 
infections in Europe. 
 
SRL-Maps will be released following publication, however currently, access requires 
the following username and password: Username: Europe ; Password: catechol 
 
5.2.2.1   Introduction 
 
The Staphylococcal reference laboratories Maps application (SRL-Maps) is a 
collaboration with Hajo Grundmann, leader of the European Antimicrobial Resistance 
Surveillance System (EARSS) [W65] and Staphylococcal reference laboratory (SRL) 
representatives from the EARSS network. EARSS collates antimicrobial resistance 
data for a number of pathogens and a number of antimicrobial compounds from over 
28 European countries through a network of national reference laboratories. This 
network of laboratories was utilised for a focussed project aimed at typing and 
characterising the European diversity and distribution of Staphylococcus aureus 
causing invasive disease. Before detailing my input, I shall introduce the project in 
more detail. 
 
S. aureus is one of the most important human pathogens and its methicillin-resistant 
variant (MRSA) is a major cause of hospital and community-acquired infection. It is 
estimated that between 25-35% of healthy human individuals carry S.aureus either on 
their skin or mucous membranes (Wertheim et al., 2005). Spread from the skin to the 
bloodstream can occur through disruptions to normal skin tissue (cuts, abrasions etc.), 
during surgical procedures, or in patients with a depressed immune system and 
associated infections.  The range and severity of infection is largely due to the 
virulence of the strain and the status of the individual‟s immune system (Croze et al., 
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2009; Tacconelli et al., 2006).  S. aureus occasionally acquires virulence determinants 
and resistance to antimicrobials through horizontal gene transfer. Clones of S. aureus 
are relatively stable, with diversification at house-keeping genes generally occurring 
through point mutation, which allows these mobile genetic elements to persist within 
a population. Molecular typing can be utilised to discern the clonal lineages within a 
population and the importance of strain identification for understanding the evolution 
and population biology of an organism has been discussed previously in chapter 3. 
Methicillin-susceptible S. aureus (MSSA) provides the genetic reservoir through 
which MRSA has emerged due to the acquisiton of genetic elements containing 
methicillin resistance genes (the SCCmec element which includes the mecA gene), as 
demonstrated using MLST data and the BURST algorithm (Enright et al., 2002). 
 
Structured geographical surveys of strain distribution (both MSSA and MRSA) on a 
continent-wide scale are scarce, generally due to lack of survey strategies and 
agreement on a consistent, standardised and appropriate typing approach.  
 
The study undertaken provided: 
 
i) A representative and contemporary snapshot of the genotypes of S. aureus 
(based on spa sequence typing) that cause invasive infection in the 
European region. 
ii) An insight into the geographical distribution of different genotypes among 
MSSA and MRSA on a continent-wide scale. 
iii) A web-based mapping tool that provides interactive access and an intuitive 
illustration of the results generated by such a large scale typing initiative. 
 
My part in the project was the design and development of SRL-Maps (iii)). Prior to 
further details, I outline the methods chosen by SRLs and utilised for i) and ii). 
 
Spa typing is a single locus typing method that involves DNA sequencing of the 
repeat region of the Staphylococcus protein A gene (spa) (Frenay et al., 1996).  The 
region consists of a frequently varying number of nucleotide tandem repeat 
sequences. Each unique repeat sequence is identified as an integer and the number 
and composition of these repeat sequences is used to define the spa type (assigned as 
an integer in the format „t082‟ where 082 is the type).  In a conceptually similar 
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fashion to the assignment of sequence types using MLST, spa type designations are 
assigned centrally via a web server curated by SeqNet.org at University Hospital 
Münster, Germany [W66]. The commercial software „StaphTypeTM‟ from Ridom 
Bioinformatics, allows DNA chromatogram editing and automatic assignment of spa 
types by synchronising with the central spa server [W67].   
  
During workshops organised for technical personnel from 28 European SRL‟s, 
participants received training in spa typing and analysis using StaphType. Proficiency 
testing was carried out by supplying each SRL with five isolates of well-characterised 
S. aureus and five sequence chromatograms of known spa types. Only those 
laboratories performing to fully quantifiable quality control standards were invited to 
participate in the survey. All participating SRL‟s were then asked to identify about 20 
regional laboratories that serve hospitals that are geographically and demographically 
representative for their country, and secure their participation.  
 
For six months (from September 2006 until February 2007) the regional laboratories 
collected the first five successive MSSA and the first five successive MRSA isolates 
from individual patients with invasive disease.   All isolates were sent to the central 
SRL and characterised by spa typing. MRSA was confirmed by mecA PCR and 
subsequently all SRLs submitted data to a central SQL database located at the 
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment of the Netherlands (RIVM) 
for further analysis. 
 
Along with the spa type and assignment as MRSA or MSSA, additional information 
submitted included; the EARSS laboratory identifier, the sample number, the date of 
isolation, origin of clinical specimen, demographic detail (such as age and gender), 
epidemiological context (hospital or community acquired), antibiotic resistance 
(oxacillin and cefoxitin) and all-cause mortality 14 days after isolation.  SRLs also 
provided the postal address of laboratories for mapping. Some countries (Austria, 
Belgium, Czech Republic and Poland) submitted regional data rather than postcode if 
laboratories were to be aggregated for mapping. Before describing the web 
application, and to place the data in context, the broad statistics of data collected will 




5.2.2.2    Data summary 
 
Twenty-six SRLs (representing 26 countries) contributed data. During the six-month 
sampling period, 357 laboratories serving 450 hospitals collected 2890 successive 
MSSA and MRSA isolates from patients with invasive S. aureus infection (90.4% 
from blood cultures, 0.6% from cerebrospinal fluid and 9.3% from other normally 
sterile sites).  Some data were missing for certain isolates; gender (28 isolates), age 
(54), date (74), epidemiological context (568), all-cause mortality (1052) and spa type 
(40). Many laboratories were not able to collect five successive MRSA isolates within 
the sampling period due to low MRSA incidence in the hospitals they serve.  The 
combined collection consisted of 1923 MRSA (66.5%) and 967 MSSA (33.5%).  
Patients with MRSA infections were older with a median age of 69 years compared to 
63 with MSSA and patients with MRSA had a higher all-cause mortality (20.8%) 14 
days after the first isolation of S. aureus than MSSA patients (13.2%). More males 
(61.7%) than females had invasive S. aureus infections, however the proportion of 
MRSA compared to MSSA did not differ significantly between sexes. 
 
A total of 660 spa types were reported. 565 and 155 were assigned to MSSA and 
MRSA respectively, of which, 505 were exclusively MSSA and 95 exclusively 
MRSA. MRSA was less diverse than MSSA. Only five spa types accounted for 50% 
of all MRSA isolates, whereas the same proportion of MSSA isolates comprised the 
26 most frequent MSSA spa types. 
 
The central database was made available for the development of the SRL-Maps 
application. Postal address, or region name, was converted into latitude and longitude 
coordinates using the geocoding facility developed and described in section 5.2.4 
(http://www.spatialepidemiology.net/user_maps) and all data were entered into MS 
SQL server. 
 
During the annual EARSS plenary meeting held in Athens, Greece, in November 
2008, I demonstrated two versions of SRL-Maps. Functionally identical, the first is 
password-restricted and allows each of the country representatives to log in and view 
only data submitted for their country, including all the associated data listed above.  
The second gives a European view, again consisting of all data, to demonstrate the 
benefit of a geographically broader display.  Following the meeting it was agreed that 
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the country specific view of the data would stay password restricted and accessible 
only by country representatives. A European view, displaying restricted 
epidemiological data (to protect data privacy) would be made publicly available 
following an initial publication. As mentioned, the functionality available within both 
views is identical, however the password-restricted view allows only one countries 
data to be seen and the public version allows viewing the entire network but with 
limited epidemiological data. It is this second, public version, which will now be 
described. 
 
5.2.2.3     SRL-Maps Web Application 
 
The initial page details the introduction to the project and a navigation menu is 
located at the top right of the screen containg the following sections: 
 
i) Introduction. 
ii) Isolate Database. 
iii) spa type Google Map. 
iv) spa type Google Earth. 
v) Acknowledgements. 
 
The introduction and acknowledgements are self-explanatory and shall not be 
discussed, but provide instructions to SRLs, and following publication, other users, on 
how to use the site and list participants and their contributions to the study. 
 
5.2.2.4     Isolate database  
 
The isolate database can be searched using a standard form based query method. As 
mentioned, for the public site, minimal epidemiological data are available.  Upon 
entering a particular query (for example „spa type = t067‟ and clicking „Submit‟ the 
results of the query are returned, listing (for each isolate of spa type t067) the isolate 
ID, country and city of origin, the MSSA or MRSA status of the isolate and the spa 
type and repeat pattern.  Just above the table of results is a link allowing the results of 
the query to be viewed on a map. Any regional reference laboratory submitting isolate 
details with the variable searched for is represented by a marker, the colour of which 
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represents the % of the total results found in that laboratory (the key to the right can 
be used to turn on or off % boundaries). 
 
5.2.2.5     Spa type Google Map 
 
Clicking the „spa type Google Map‟ menu option displays the European regional 
laboratory view (Figure 5.12). Each regional laboratory is represented by a marker 
based on the latitude/longitude of the postal address provided. Those countries 
requiring laboratory agglomeration to regional level (Austria, Belgium, Czech 
Republic and Poland) are represented by a marker placed at the latitude/longitude at 
the geographical centre of each region. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 SRL-Maps: European distribution of Staphylococcal reference 
laboratories. 
Clicking on a marker opens an Info Window indicating the number of isolates whose 
details have been submitted from that laboratory and a link to view their spa types.  
Clicking the link zooms the map into the laboratory location and lists the spa types, 
along with their repeat pattern and an indication of the number of other laboratories 
(and number of isolates) with that spa type.  A link is also provided to view the 
European distribution of each spa type (Figure 5.13). 
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Figure 5.13 Detailed view of laboratory HU026, Szekszárd, Hungary.  
Figure 5.13 details the spa types isolated from laboratory HU026, located in the city 
of Szekszárd, Hungary.  Ten isolates were spa typed and the majority of types were 
also found elsewhere.  Clicking on the link to view isolates of spa type t008 (which is 




Figure 5.14 European distribution of spa type t008 focussed on SRL HU026. 
Laboratory HU026 is represented by a blue marker and every other laboratory 
submitting a t008 isolate is represented by a marker with the number of spa type t008 
isolates indicated within.  If all isolates from a laboratory are MSSA the marker is 
coloured green. If all isolates are MRSA the marker is red and if there is a mix of 
MRSA and MSSA isolates the marker is yellow; a key to the marker colour scheme is 
placed at the bottom of the map.  To the right of the map, below the navigation menu, 
a graphical summary of all isolates is shown (including the total number isolated). 
The first pie chart represents the proportion of isolates that are MRSA and MSSA, the 
second indicates whether mortality was seen after 14 days („NA‟ indicates data not 
available) and the bar chart shows the patient age distribution.   It can be seen in 
Figere 5.14 that t008 is predominantly MRSA with low all cause mortality, generally 
isolated from older patients.   
A further example can be viewed by clicking the link to view the distribution of spa 
type t041 (Figure 5.15). 72 isolates of spa type t041 were isolated (all MRSA), the 
majority of which form a cluster close to lab HU026, and just under half of the 
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patients were still alive after 14 days (the full extent is not possible to discern due to 
missing data). 
 
Figure 5.15 European distribution of spa type t041 focussed on SRL HU026. 
 
5.2.2.6     Spa type Google Earth 
 
When opening the KMZ file provided, all laboratory locations are represented as 
icons (Figure 5.16).  Clicking on one of the icons opens an Info Window detailing the 
laboratory ID, the number of isolates with details from that laboratory and a link to 
„Click to view spa types‟   Clicking on the link opens a web browser and a similar spa 
type summary to that viewed through the Google Map interface is displayed. As with 
the Google Earth view of MLST-Maps, the lack of two-way connectivity when using 




Figure 5.16 European distribution of Staphylococcal reference laboratories viewed 
using Google Earth.  
 
The SRL-Maps application has provided participating laboratories across Europe with 
a method of viewing and interrogating the data generated for the structured survey 
undertaken. Feedback received has been wholly positive and has led to the decision 
(by all SRL‟s) to open the facility for public exploration following manuscript 
publication. Furthermore, a representative sample of isolates have been made 
available for further genomic sequencing by collaborators at the Sanger Institute and 
it is hoped that such molecular data can be incorporated within SRL-Maps to allow 
further investigation by the network of SRLs.  
 
The structured survey represents a single temporal snapshot of the genetic structure of 
S.aureus isolates collected across Europe. However, it has been agreed by 
participating SRLs that a similar sampling strategy will be undertaken again. This 
presents exciting opportunities to investigate changes in the distribution of genotypes 







5.2.3 Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis Maps: Bd-Maps 
         Available: http://www.spatialepidemiology.net/Bd-Maps  
 
The Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis Maps (Bd-Maps) application is a collaboration 
with Deanna H Olson of the USDA Forest Service, Corvallis, USA who leads the 
global Bd mapping initiative and Matthew Fisher, Imperial College London, a 
researcher in fungal disease. The web application, and its use, is described as part of 
the following publication, which is currently in submission. 
 
Olson, D.H*., Aanensen, D.M*., Ronnenburg, K.L., Walker, S.F., Bielby, J., Garner, 
T.W.J., Weaver, G., Spratt, B.G, the Bd Mapping Group, and Fisher, M.C. (2009) 
Mapping the Global Emergence of Amphibian Chytridiomycosis. 
*Joint first authors 
 
5.2.3.1     Introduction 
 
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) is a fungal pathogen of amphibians, which 
results in the disease chytridiomycosis and is implicated as a primary causative agent 
in recent population declines (Daszak et al., 2003).  First identified by Longcore et al, 
(1999), death of amphibians due to chytridiomycosis has been reported in North and 
South America, Europe, Australasia and Africa (Wake and Vredenburg, 2008). 
 
Infection with Bd occurs following exposure of an amphibian to water containing 
free-living Bd zoospores (a motile asexual spore) released from mature zoosporangia 
(the fungal structure producing zoospores) in the keratinized tissues of infected hosts. 
Infection is limited to these tissues, which are present in the outer layer of skin of 
adult amphibians but only in the mouthparts of early-stage larvae.   Infection causes 
thickening of the keratinized layer of cells, excessive lethargy, irregular cell loss, 
hyperkeratosis and excessive skin sloughing (weakening and shedding) which can 
lead to death, usually at about 21 days post infection.  
 
Bd appears to have the widest host-range of any known eukaryotic pathogen, infecting 
many species that are central to broad food webs (Wake and Vredenburg, 2008) and 
its spread is thought to occur by a number of routes; animal trafficking for 
commercial trade (food, scientific, bait and pet markets; Rowley et al., 2007), 
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fisheries management activities (Green and Dodd, 2007) and the re-introduction of 
infected individuals following captive-breeding programs (Walker et al., 2007). In 
response to the increasing role played by Bd in amphibian declines, the World 
Organisation of Animal Health (OIE) has recently listed Bd as a notifiable disease 
[W68].  
 
To assess the impact of disease (and other factors) on wildlife (and plants) 
organisations such as the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 
[W69], through networks of government and non-governmental member 
organisations, monitor the global presence and range of species.  The „IUCN Red List 
of Threatened Species
TM‟ [W70] provides taxonomic, conservation status and 
distribution information on plants and animals (that have been globally evaluated 
using various criteria) to determine the relative risk of extinction. Any threatened 
species on the Red List is categorised as Critically Endangered, Endangered or 
Vulnerable. While the IUCN provides valuable information on the status of a 
particular animal or plant species, it does not undertake pathogen surveillance, and as 
such can only be used as a gross measure of the impact a number of factors may be 
having on a particular species.   
 
Pathogen surveillance systems for animal species of commercial interest are, in many 
cases, well established. However, systems aimed at the surveillance of animal 
pathogens that are not zoonotic are rare and focus on a limited number of species and 
pathogens (Kuiken et al., 2005). 
 
Bd is a non-zoonotic emerging pathogen that infects multiple host species. To address 
the need for data regarding the distribution of Bd, in January 2007 the Partners in 
Amphibian and Reptile Conservation (PARC) initiated the global Bd mapping project 
[W71]. The project aimed to initiate collation of Bd detections and sampling locations 
and to produce and publish regular (annual) updates as to the global picture of 
incidence.  Data were collated from literature searches, websites and personal 
communications with scientists. Regional and country data coordinators were 
identified and helped by collating data for their area (and emailing Excel spreadsheets 
to PARC).  The first collated data was published on a website in January 2008 as a 
series of five static maps [W72] showing 1) Bd Surveys; countries where surveys 
have occurred or are ongoing. 2) Bd detections; map showing locations. 3) Bd not 
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detected. 4) Zoomed in North America; showing Bd detected and not detected, and 5) 
Bd detections with mortality; whether animals tested had died.  
 
The first international conference regarding Bd and amphibian declines was held in 
Phoenix, Arizona, USA in Nov 2007. At this conference I demonstrated a basic 
version of the current Bd-Maps application (using location data mostly extracted from 
literature searches by Matthew Fisher and then geocoded; detailed in section 5.2.4). It 
was subsequently agreed with Deanna Olson, who initiated and runs the global 
mapping project at PARC that, following the initial static map release, data would be 
migrated to Bd-Maps.  The following description details the current version of Bd-
Maps that now acts as the central global mapping and surveillance tool for Bd. 
 
5.2.3.2     Data summary  
 
Data requested for the initial PARC mapping project were as follows [W71] : 
 
Region – Country, and region of country. 
Location – Latitude/Longitude if known. 
Species – Amphibian species tested; life stage and sample size. 
Bd detection – Positive Bd test result. 
Method – Which used to test for Bd (histology or PCR). 
Dead Animal – Positive Bd from an animal that was dead, or clearly ill and noted. 
Live Animal – Animal not known to die, and with no signs of being ill. 
Other – Bd detected in another way (e.g. from water sampling). 
Bd not detected – Negative Bd test result. 
Source – Name and email address of sender. 
Date – Date of data compilation. 
Notes – Any comments about the data or study. 
 
All data (from email submission, literature and web search) were collated by Dede 
Olson and Kathryn Ronnenburg. Those locations for which precise latitude and 
longitudes were not known were geocoded using Google Earth and the centroid 
latitude/longitude for the area was used. For sample sites where multiple samples 
were recorded, data were agglomerated by species so that a record for a single site 
may contain multiple samples but only one species.   The IUCN status (see above) for 
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each species was recorded in a separate column.  All data were stored in an Excel 
spreadsheet and sent to Imperial College so that I could use as a framework for further 
developing Bd-Maps 
 
Data included a total of 1701 sample points (i.e. unique latitude/longitude 
combinations) representing 6667 samples from 72 countries and 799 different 
amphibian species.  Three columns were added to the database as follows – „Number 
positive‟, Number Negative‟ and „Number Sampled‟.  Many of the records sent had 
missing data fields and little quality control was undertaken (as stated on the PARC 
website [W71]). These three extra columns were used to inflict stringency on the data 
and shall be referred to again when discussing the web application in section 5.2.3.4. 
 
5.2.3.2      Handling large datasets using Google Maps 
 
In a conceptually similar fashion to MLST-Maps and SRL-Maps, within Bd-Maps 
each sample point acts as a reference for accessing the underlying data. However, the 
Bd data are more geographically diverse, contain many more records and furthermore, 
this number is likely to increase greatly with time. The current number of points in 
MLST-Maps is limited by number of countries and in SRL-Maps, the number of 
laboratories. However, a primary aim of developing such mapping facilities is to 
increase user awareness and encourage the deposition of more precise geographical 
data.  Therefore, the applications should be designed to be scalable and capable of 
handling large datasets.  The Bd dataset, although lacking in molecular data, provided 
the opportunity to design and implement such a method. 
 
Google Maps is very proficient at displaying many points, however, the application 
speed begins to decrease (due mainly to the JavaScript engine of the web browser) 
substantially when plotting more than about 500 points within one window. 
Furthermore, similar performance issues occur when loading large KML files into 
Google Earth.  To address this issue within Bd-Maps I implemented a zoom-sensitive 
method for displaying data. At the global view, a thematic map displays a summarised 
version of the data. Overlays are positioned on top of the representation of a country 
from where data has been submitted and this allows colour to be used as an indication 
of the number of positive or negative samples recorded per country.   By far the 
greatest amount of data in the Bd dataset comes from the USA (due to heightened 
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awareness of the pathogen and subsequent sampling efforts), and the thematic map for 
the USA is further delimited by State boundaries.  Zooming in one level on the map 
places a single marker at the centroid of each country (or state in the USA), allowing 
all of one country‟s (or state‟s) data to be viewed by clicking.  Zooming further 
displays all individual sampling points, coloured based on criteria described below. In 
the USA a further zoom is required to view site data. In a similar fashion to Google 
Maps itself, which only using a minimal number of tiles to represent the section of the 
earth that is being viewed, this three-level zoom method only displays points on the 
maps based on zoom and view area.   
 
To create the thematic map, a world borders dataset was used (derived from the 
ThematicMapping website [W73]). The borders dataset is a single KML file which 
includes data representing each country as a polygon, consisting of a set of latitude 
and longitudes which trace the countries outline; the polygon „fill colour‟ is specified 
by a hexadecimal colour code. Utilising this static borders dataset, the „outline‟ 
latitude and longitudes for each country were parsed into a database resulting in a 
single record per country, containing the country name, ISO country code and the 
border represented as a set of points.   For the United States, a similar dataset was 
derived from a US State border KML file from the Cocoa Research Centre [W74]. 
 
Storing the country/state borders in such a fashion allows one to use server-side 
scripting to dynamically generate a global thematic map. Country/State polygon fill 
colours can be specified using the results of a database lookup, for example, to colour 
based on a scale representing number of records.  Specification 2 of the Google Maps 
API [W55] allows the direct overlay of KML onto a Google Map and thus, this 
method can be used to create a dynamic thematic world view of any dataset.   
 
Marker display at differing geographical levels can be handled by detecting, using 
JavaScript, the users zoom level and either loading or removing sets of markers, using 
AJAX. For example, imagine three zoom levels (1-3) with 1 being the lowest level 
and representing the entire world view.  At level 1 the thematic world view is 
displayed. At zoom level 2, markers are positioned on each country/state centroid. 
When zooming to level 3, the country/state centroid markers are removed, and 
individual sample site markers are added, based on the section of the world that is 
being viewed.     
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In this fashion we can potentially cope with very large datasets by providing a global 
thematic overview with further detail displayed when requested during map 
navigation.  Delimiting the USA into states was undertaken to cope with the large 
amount of data submitted from the USA however in theory, any country can be 
broken down into individual units using border datasets, and these borders could be 
governmental or any other system used to delimit an area into smaller regions. 
 
5.2.3.3     Bd-Maps Web Application 
 
The homepage displays standard navigation menus to the right and also a list of 
current publications (as listed in PubMed) and recent BLOG posts from the Bd-Maps 
BLOG (Figure 5.17).  The centre of the page displays a snapshot of the current 
database in map form.  This utilises the Google Visualisation API [W75]. This API 
provides various data visualisations dynamically and simply requires two parameters, 
a data series to be used and the type of visualisation.  One of the visualisations 
provides a static map view of data used. A simple count, per country, of positive Bd 
samples was calculated and used to display within the map visualisation.  This 
provides an up-to date, and simple, snapshot of the entire database showing from 
where Bd positive records have been submitted and also an overview of relative 
incidence based on a simple colour scale.  The „Home‟ link on the navigation menu 
allows a user to return to this frontpage from anywhere within the site. The 
„Information‟ link provides details of the projects origin, information regarding Bd 




Figure 5.17 Bd-Maps: Homepage. 
 
5.2.3.4     Bd Google Map 
 
Clicking the „Maps‟ option opens the main Google Map page as seen in Figure 5.18. 
Initially, the thematic map overlay as described above is displayed (and this overlay 
can be turned on or off using the link below the navigation menu). As mentioned, due 
to the lack of some data fields in the initial dataset received from PARC, three extra 
columns were added to the database; „Number Positive‟, Number Negative‟ and 
„Number Sampled‟.  These columns were completed (with help from Susan Walker) 
so that for each sample site it would be possible to identify whether it is to be classed 
as „positive‟ or „negative‟.  If such a system is to be potentially useful for any kind of 
basic surveillance purposes, we need to indicate where the disease is. However, as 
important, if not more so, is the identification and definition of disease-negative 
locations. This can then be used to highlight those sites that switch from negative to 





The three additional database columns allow the definition of three types of site. This 
definition forms part of the application logic and is used when generating the maps: 
 
1) If a value is entered into the „Number Positive‟ column a site is designated 
„Positive‟. 
2) If a zero value is entered in the „Number Positive‟ column, a positive integer 
in the „number negative‟ column and also a value in the „Number sampled‟ 
column, this site is designated as „Negative. 
3) If a zero value is entered in the „Number Negative‟ column and either the 
„Number Positive‟ and/or the „Number Sampled‟ column contains no value 
(missing data etc.) this site is designated as „Negative (Sample size 
unknown)‟. 
 
Any site with a value greater than zero in the Number Positive column is a positive 
site, but for a site with a zero positive value and a „Number Negative‟ value greater 
than zero, where sample size is unknown, it cannot be said for certain that the site is 
negative, as it could just be that laboratory diagnosis has not been completed.  The 
lack of data is partially due to the fact that many records were retrieved from literature 
searches and personal communication (collated at PARC) however, using these site 
definitions allows future sample reporting to be logically organised. 
  
 
Figure 5.18 Bd-Maps: Global thematic overview. The outline of each country where 
positive samples have been recorded is shown and does not indicate equeal 
distribution of sample sites within a country. 
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This site definition is applied when indicating status for a region, or country and the 
thematic global map view reflects this.  Any positive area (country/region) is coloured 
based on the actual number of positive samples recorded using a yellow-red scale 
indicated to the right of the map (figure 5.18).  Any truly negative region/country 
(where sample sizes are known) is coloured white and any Negative region/country 
which adheres to criteria 3 above) is coloured blue.  As can be seen from the map all 
samples tested in Madagascar are negative and sample sizes known, however many 
countries in West Africa have only reported negative samples, but exact sample sizes 
are unknown. A key to this colouring is indicated below the Navigation menu. 
 
Zooming in one level calls a JavaScript function that detects the zoom level and 




Figure 5.19 Country centroid markers. 
  
Each marker can be clicked and the positive, negative and sample size values are 
summarised by country, and displayed in the resultant Info Window. A link to view 
details is also provided and produces output below the map (as detailed below).   
As mentioned, within the USA the thematic map is split into States to cope with the 
large number of sample sites. Zooming one level further on the map places markers 
for every sample site recorded for the area of the map being viewed, except in the 
USA, where each State now has a marker at its centroid (Figure 5.20). Each State is 
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represented by a regional marker and outside of the USA (e.g. Mexico) markers 
represent actual sample sites.  Clicking on a State marker displays an Info Window (in 
Figure 5.20, Nevada) and if the included link is clicked, the map zooms in one level 
further, which calls another JavaScript function that will now display all sample site 
locations and also the details of all records for that State (Figure 5.21). 
 
 
Figure 5.20 USA State (excepting Alaska and Hawaii) centroid markers. 
 
Using the „Turn overlay on/off‟ link below the Navigation Menu, the thematic overlay 
can be removed and allows the location of sites to be explored in further detail. Each 
site marker is colour coded in accordance with the positive/negative criteria defined 
above and the key indicates the colour meaning.  Each sample site can be clicked to 
view the Info Window. Below the map, all records from Nevada are listed (Figure 
5.21). Details include the site number, the accuracy of the location (whether the 
latitude /longitude is precise or represents the centroid of an area) and further details 
regarding the species of amphibian sampled.  
 
The species name and IUCN status are also listed and in Figure 5.21 we can see that 
the final record listed (on the screenshot which has been truncated for size), the 
species Rana onca, has a Red List ranking of „Endangered‟. Each of the species 
names are hyperlinked, and clicking opens a new browser window with the relevant 
IUCN page for that species (Figure 5.22).  Amphibian taxonomy undergoes frequent 
revision and family and species names can differ depending on which taxonomic 
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scheme is used. The IUCN keeps track of such changes and references the most up-to 
date accepted species name with reference to any synonyms that exist. Rana onca is 
now more commonly known as Lithobates onca and this is reflected in the IUCN 
page launched (Figure 5.22). It can be seen that Rana onca is listed as a synonym.   
The IUCN page contains detailed information regarding each species including range 
maps (i.e. known geographic distribution for healthy populations of a species). 
 
 








5.2.3.5      Surveillance 
 
In the future, as record numbers in the database increase, it will become important to 
have a method for viewing increasing trends within the data and, for Bd-maps to 
prove more useful than simply displaying points on a map, the surveillance pages 





Figure 5.23 Bd-Maps: Surveillance summary. 
 
The latter half of the page contains two tables. The first table lists, ranked by number 
of positive sample sites, the countries with the highest incidence of Bd. The second 
table lists, by amphibian, those species with the greatest number of positive records in 
the database along with the corresponding IUCN status (and a hyperlink to the IUCN 
species page as above).  Both tables also contain a simple graphical summary which 
highlights in red those countries or species with greater than 100 positive records.   
 
This represents a very basic summary, however it does allow the database to be 
monitored and warnings raised should a species or country exceed the cut-off level 
(100 positive samples). Above the tables is a form containing the option to view a 
summary of any country or species in the database.  Choosing „Spain‟ from the 
country list produces a page as in Figure 5.24 
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Figure 5.24 Surveillance summary for Spain. 
 
Each sample site is highlighted on the map and the record details listed below. 
Numerical summaries for number of sites, species and total number sampled are given 
to the right of the map as well as a table detailing the five species with the highest Bd 
prevalence and their corresponding IUCN status. 
 
5.2.3.6     Other options 
 
The underlying database is fully searchable using standard search forms by selecting 
the „Record database‟ option from the navigation menu. Further options link to the Bd 
BLOG and an acknowledgements section detailing contributions to the project.  The 
„Publications‟ link loads a page containing all recent articles, referenced in PubMed 
(Figure 5.25).  This page utilises an RSS feed from Hubmed [W38] mentioned in 
chapter 3. The RSS feed is incorporated into Bd-maps and provides an up-to-date list 
of articles that can be accessed directly.  Using differential display of DIVs, the article 
abstracts are included and can be toggled on/off as required. 




Figure 5.25 Recent Bd articles indexed in PubMed, derived from Hubmed.org. 
 
Currently, Bd-Maps is accessed and utilised by members of the Bd research 
community and further development and usefulness will be guided by feedback on 
facilities widely agreed to be necessary. As mentioned, there is currently no genotypic 
data within the database, however, similarly to SRL-Maps, the addition of further data 
can be achieved easily and, within Bd-Maps, the geographic distribution of particular 
genotypes could be displayed in the same fashion as within MLST-Maps and SRL-
Maps. 
 
Since its initial release, Bd-Maps has been positively greeted and provides a much 
richer tool for the investigation of the picture of global incidence than the planned 
annual static map release. However, key to further usefulness and continued data 
submission is the development of a comprehensive curation system allowing the 
submission of data directly via the web rather then sending (by email) centrally for 
collation. Furthermore, Bd incidence data (with confirmation undertaken by 
subsequent laboratory diagnosis) are collected by multiple field workers, from many 
different locations. A potential area for further investigation is the use of field devices 
(such as mobile phones) that would allow direct submission of data to the central 
database from the field. 
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5.2.4  Geocoding and generating user maps: User-Maps 
            Available: http://www.spatialepidemiology.net/user_maps  
 
5.2.4.1    Introduction 
 
The applications detailed above (MLST-Maps, SRL-Maps and Bd-Maps) all present a 
geographical view for the interrogation of epidemiological databases. A major aim 
when developing web mapping tools for such databases is to promote further user 
submission of records with highly resolved spatial data, particularly within MLST-
Maps where the majority of isolate data deposited includes only the country of origin. 
It is therefore imperative that current users, and interested users, have access to 
facilities allowing point co-ordinates for their data (latitude and longitudes) to be 
found.  Excepting field workers who have access to GPS units (i.e. the majority of 
Bd-Maps data contributors), how does someone who has a number of geographically 
linked data points, plot their data on a map without access to a) GIS software and b) 
someone skilled in using such software?  
 
To address this question I developed a very simple, generic geocoding and map 
creation tool allowing users to find latitude/longitudes for points and, once achieved, 
a simple method for plotting these points on a permanent map. 
 
5.2.4.2     User-Maps Web Application 
 
The „user maps‟ facility at spatialepidemiology.net consists of four sections:  
 
i) Map Latitude/Longitude Lookup. 
ii) Batch Geocode Addresses. 
iii) Simple Map Creation Tool. 
iv) Advanced Map Creation Tool. 
 
5.2.4.3     Map Latitude/Longitude lookup 
 
Initially, the user is presented with a zoomed out view of Europe, By clicking, 
dragging and zooming, the user can locate the part of the world they wish to retrieve 
co-ordinates for and, by clicking the map, a marker appears with the latitude and 
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longitude indicated in an Info Window.  Using click-drag-zoom, any point on the 
virtual representation of the earth can be geocoded in this way.  
 
5.2.4.4     Batch geocoding 
  
This facility allows a user to paste multiple addresses into a form for geocoding. The 
form consists of two text fields. The user pastes addresses into the first (search) and 
clicks submit. Following submission, each address is passed, via JavaScript, to the 
geocoding function within the Google Maps API [W19]. Geocoded results are 
returned directly to JavaScript and, using the DOM, the results text field is updated. 
Data can be entered into the form in comma or TAB delimited format (e.g. New 
York, USA or New York USA). Geocoding can be undertaken at many levels of 
resolution: from street address or postal code (UK) or Zip (USA) (for example,  “10 
Downing Street, London” or “SW1 2AA, UK”) to country level e.g. Brazil. For 
countries, cities, districts, postal codes and street addresses, the centroid of the area is 
returned.  Results are returned as a series of columns, formatted as follows: 
 
Address  Latitude  Longitude  Accuracy  No. of Addresses returned  Address or error. 
 
Accuracy is an integer that corresponds to the following list: 
 
0  Unknown location. 
1  Country level accuracy. 
2  Region (state, province, prefecture, etc.) level accuracy. 
3  Sub-region (county, municipality, etc.) level accuracy. 
4  Town (city, village) level accuracy. 
5  Post code (zip code) level accuracy. 
6  Street level accuracy. 
7  Intersection level accuracy. 
8  Address level accuracy. 
 
 
As previously, the latitude and longitude represent the centroid of the location 
returned. Multiple locations may be returned if the address entered is ambiguous. For 
example, if we geocode „London, USA‟, eight values are returned corresponding to 
the eight towns in the USA called London.  It is therefore important for users to check 




5.2.4.5      Simple map creation tool 
 
The simple map creation tool allows a user to enter a list of geocoded locations, 
which are used to create a permanent map. An excel template is provided so that data 
can be formatted correctly prior to entering. Data must be entered into the simple map 
creation tool in TAB delimited format consisting of four columns as follows:  
 
Name     Latitude Longitude Description 
 
Name represents the name given to the point. 
Latitude and longitude are self-explanatory. 
Description represents the data that appears in the Info Window when a point is 
clicked. 
 
Following form submission, HTML representing a webpage containing a Google 
Map, with points plotted on the map, is written to the spatialepidemiology.net server 
and a link to this HTML document is provided to the user. These HTML files are kept 
on the server and the user can therefore quote the URL.  
 
5.2.4.6     Advanced map creation tool 
 
To allow slightly more flexibility in display options for User-Maps, the advanced map 
creation tool allows one extra column of data to be pasted in. This column contains an 
integer that references an icon that is used to represent the point on the map.  A 
simple set of ten icon options are given (numbered 1-10) which are coloured on a 
temperature gradient allowing users to differentially display their data in a number of 
ways.   
 
The geocoding and map creation tools provide a simple way for users to begin 
exploring their data geographically. However, the tools are currently very limited in 
display options. Ideally, further development would allow many more icon options, 
grouping of sets of icons and the ability to re-edit the map. Currently, once produced, 
a map cannot be amended without re-entering data as the overall aim was simply to 
allow users to explore possibilities. However, since launching the „User-Maps‟ tool, a 
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number of requests have been made to produce more complex maps and it is therefore 
desirable for such further development to occur. 
  
5.3  Discussion 
 
The addition of web mapping tools to epidemiological databases provides users with 
an interactive method of exploring data within the geographical context they were 
collected. Each of the developments described (excepting User-Maps) provides 
simple methods for visualising and further interrogating the geographic structure of 
the data variables held within each database.  
 
Within MLST-Maps and SRL-Maps, the focus of data interrogation is the genotype 
(the ST or the spa type) and the tools allow, based on this primary variable, the 
relationships of secondary variables (e.g. serotype or MRSA/MSSA status etc.) to be 
viewed as graphical summaries to aid interpretation of the data. Such a framework is 
applicable to other molecular epidemiological databases where individuals of a 
population are characterised by molecular methods and the aim is to relate genotypic 
to phenotypic variables.  Such systems should be scaleable and the Bd-Maps 
application provided the opportunity to develop a method for incorporating large 
datasets with such mapping tools. All developments (again, excepting User-Maps) 
allow the easy addition of further variables (for example a genotypic method for Bd) 
and the choice of secondary variables utilised when exploring the data geographically 
should be guided by the questions we (and the user communities) wish to ask. A 
variable not currently utilised within the applications is time. Within MLST-Maps this 
is largely due to sampling bias and the lack of structured sampling. However, the 
decision by the SRLs who provided data for SRL-Maps, to repeat their structured 
survey provides the potential to develop a method for displaying and analysing the 
change in genotypic structure of the population over time. Furthermore, such methods 
are also applicable to the other developments described.  
 
The main aim when initially incorporating mapping tools into MLST databases was to 
encourage the communities of researchers (and public health laboratories) who use 
mlst.net to begin submitting higher geographical resolution to the databases. The 
development of User-Maps was undertaken to provide simple methods for users to 
access the information required. The ability to geocode any location on the planet, 
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with or without reference to an address, provides users with the tools to achieve this 
aim. As mentioned in chapter 3, since the introduction of MLST-Maps, such finer 
geographical detail has been incorporated into the Leptospira interrogans MLST 
database (http://leptospira.mlst.net) and it is hoped that such collection strategies will 
be utilised within other organism-specific databases. 
 
All the applications described utilise the principles of AJAX web development. The 
simple components of AJAX (described in the thesis introduction) provide a highly 
flexible toolkit for the addition of further functionality. Through the addition of 
further JavaScript functions which link to server-side scripts and/or software stored on 
the server, such applications are highly extensible and can adapt to the needs of the 
communities and the questions we (and they) wish to ask of the data. The rather grand 
aim, eluded to in the introduction, of providing GIS like functionality within web 
applications has only been achieved in part. One of the criticisms of web mapping 
tools is that they provide „quasi-GIS‟ facilities, which are simply a descriptive 
framework for data display rather than any analytical functionality. This is true to 
some extent with respect to the applications described, however, the principles of 
AJAX do offer the potential for the addition of analytical methodologies only really 
limited by the questions being asked. For example, within both MLST-Maps and 
SRL-Maps, the distribution of genotypes can be viewed geographically (and 
secondary variables detailed) but there is no further inference of geographic structure 
within the population. eBURST provides a method for grouping closely related sets of 
STs within MLST databases but at present there is no linking of the resultant 
grouping to the location in geographic space of the STs analysed. Such a method 
could however be developed.  
 
Currently there are a number of software packages that address the inference of 
structure within population genetic data, both at the sequence level and for multilocus 
data (e.g. ClonalFrame, Didelot and Falush, 2007; Structure, Pritchard et al., 2000 and 
BAPS, Corander et al., 2003): for a comprehensive review see Excoffier and Heckel 
(2006). Such software is used (similarly to eBURST) for inferring and investigating 
sub-divisions of closely related genotypes within a population. However, the methods 
vary greatly and few utilise spatial data when inferring sub-divisions. One package 
that demonstrates potential within this area is Geneland (Guillot et al., 2005). 
Geneland is an open-source program written in the R statistical programming 
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language [W80] which takes as inputs a set of multilocus genotypes and their 
corresponding point locations (e.g. latitude and longitude). Geneland incorporates an 
individual-centred method that focuses on the detection of immigrants within a 
population, based on the simple assumption that immigrants will exhibit different 
multilocus genotypes from natives. Once population sub-divisions are defined, the 
probability of sampled genotypes belonging to a particular subdivision can be viewed 
spatially as a series of heat-maps. Methods such as Geneland may prove useful in the 
future as increasing analysis of the biogeography of populations becomes neccessary. 
Rigorous testing, ideally utilising simulated data with known patterns of geographic 
and genotypic history, would be necessary before being confident that the technique 
would prove useful (in a similar fashion to the validation of the eBURST 
methodology undertaken by Turner et al, (2007)).  However, from an application 
development point of view, such software could easily be incorporated using AJAX, 
in much the same way MEGA was utilised within eMLSA.net (detailed in chapter 4). 
Heat maps, indicating population membership, could be incorporated as map overlays 
and each time new data is added to a database, probability maps could be updated.  
 
Another potential area, which would increase the analytical capabilities of such 
applications, is the addition of further data layers. A Web Mapping Service (WMS) is 
a standard protocol, developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium, for serving 
geographical data over the Internet [W81]. WMS servers provide web services, which 
allow developers to programmatically request particular sets of data (most often tile 
images) for incorporation into their applications, much in the same way that Google 
Maps provides a base mapping facility. A multitude of different WMS servers exist 
providing diverse data (e.g. average temperature over a period of time [W82]) and the 
incorporation of such data into web mapping applications holds great promise for the 
use of further analytical techniques.  For example, the identification of climactic and 
geographic factors affecting the presence of Bd has led to the recognition that certain 
species of amphibian, at certain altitude ranges, are more at risk than others (Drew et 
al., 2005). Furthermore, climate change, and in particular large-scale warming, has a 
very strong positive correlation with species decline (Pounds et al., 2006). Using 
WMS servers, data pertaining to both average temperature and altitude could, 
theoretically, be combined with the location of sampling sites and the Surveillance 
pages within Bd-Maps could be developed to provide a richer tool.  Furthermore, the 
inclusion of data layers (for example population density (and movement), transport 
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networks etc.) provides exciting potential for molecular epidemiological databases 
such as SRL-Maps and MLST-Maps. 
 
Of primary concern when placing details of the location of a pathogen (and therefore 
the host) on a map, particularly when such data relates to human infection, is data 
privacy and patient confidentiality. A commonly used method to address this issue 
within disease mapping is to aggregate point data to higher groupings such as 
postcode, region or country (as is the case for MLST-Maps, through necessity rather 
than choice). However, concerns have been raised in the literature regarding regional 
differences in aggregated data. When aggregating by ZIP code in the USA, Eisen and 
Eisen (2007, 2008) point out that such aggregations are based on population density 
and that as such, the much greater population density in the north eastern United 
States creates finer scale dispersion than in the east.  An alternative to aggregation, 
reviewed by Armstrong et al, (1999) is to randomly move each point location slightly 
to ensure privacy and to undertake analysis on this new set of locations. Concerns 
regarding the loss of fidelity when correlating epidemiological parameters to such 
randomly fuzzied data have recently been addressed by Wieland SC et al, (2008) who 
propose a method which adds noise to point locations but has been shown to both 
preserve the distribution of a disease and guarantee patient privacy. 
 
An alternative method currently in use within the Biodiversity community is the 
point-radius method for georeferencing locality descriptions (Wieczorej et al., 2004). 
This method uses a „best-guess‟ for exposure to a pathogen (e.g. an individual‟s 
residence or workplace) and describes the uncertainty in that georeference as a radius 
that expresses spatial uncertainty in a record.  The geographical resolution within 
SRL-Maps, which is based on regional laboratory location, does not contain any 
detail regarding the potential exposure site for the individual presenting with a 
S.aureus infection at a hospital.  The point-radius method may be useful in the future 
for recording, on a per-patient basis, more useful geographical detail. The same 
principles are also applicable for MLST data should geographic resolution increase. 
 
In conclusion, web mapping for molecular epidemiological databases (and those 
which do not contain molecular data) can provide intuitive methods to geographically 
explore the data held within. Such methods are highly extensible and through the use 
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of AJAX, further tools can be provided which focus on a number of questions not 
currently addressed. 
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Chapter 6: General Discussion 
 
 
The web development techniques detailed in the introduction to this thesis have been 
used to produce web applications that address different, but not exclusive, areas of 
microbial infectious disease microbiology. Generality was a guiding factor 
throughout. Chapter 2 detailed the development of an application utilised by a small 
group of researchers (including myself) to expand on previous knowledge and to 
understand the genetics of the capsular biosynthetic loci whose products lead to the 
production of the 90 S.pneumoniae serotypes known at the time of study. The 
methods utilised are directly applicable to other systems, consisting of sets of large 
chromosomal regions (or even full genomes) where sequences have a complicated 
evolutionary history. Chapter 3 detailed mlst.net, which by its nature is a generic 
system and applicable to a wide range of microbial species. Conceptually similar to 
mlst.net, eMLSA.net, detailed in Chapter 4 is also applicable to a number of different 
organisms, however the question addressed is somewhat different, that of bacterial 
speciation. The developments linked together within spatialepidemiology.net, the 
subject of Chapter 5, provide a generic framework for the geographical interrogation 
of epidemiological datasets with the initial aim of encouraging the submission of data, 
from users of databases such as mlst.net, at higher levels of spatial resolution.  
 
The increasing sophistication of web development methodologies is apparent in the 
toolsets used to produce each application and the increasing use of the newer web 
development methods has allowed richer and more user-friendly applications to be 
developed which provide tools, which in a number of cases, would not have been 
possible without such programming principles.  
 
AJAX and the use of APIs are currently driving innovation in HTML web 
development. This is evidenced by the increasingly frequent release cycle of the 
common web browsers. The developers of Firefox (Mozilla), Safari (Apple), Opera 
(Opera Software) and Chrome (Google) have placed increasing importance on 
developing JavaScript engines that are capable of running ever more complex 
JavaScript based applications efficiently.  Indeed, the initial release of the Google 
Chrome browser was delayed significantly while the developers completely re-wrote 
the JavaScript engine for future-proofing. The only browser which does not have such 
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a frequent release cycle is Internet Explorer (Microsoft: currently the most widely 
used browser), however, the planned release of Internet Explorer 9 contains a 
significantly updated JavaScript engine and as such represents a substantial 
investment, by Microsoft, in the future of AJAX intensive web applications.   
 
All of the standards utilised in AJAX, (and more generally in the set of technologies 
used for HTML development) are open. That is, the basic vocabulary of each 
language is provided by the W3C and each specification release is decided upon by a 
combination of differing sets of developers. Anyone can take part in the conversation 
leading up to the release of a new specification and as such allows provision of a truly 
open set of frameworks for developing web applications.   
 
Open-source software is the cornerstone of traditional bioinformatics development, 
however, within web development, the paradigm is shifted somewhat. Within 
traditional software development, an application is produced using a particular 
programming language (e.g. C++ or Java) and in most cases for a particular platform 
(e.g. Windows, Mac OS or Linux). The software is compiled and deployed either 
through downloading and installing the compiled software, or from direct installation 
via another media (e.g. CD). Source code is subsequently opened by the developer for 
download and further amendment.  
 
The increasing shift towards the internet as a platform for application development, 
providing functionality more often associated with traditional software, has led to the 
„browser deployment model‟. Briefly, whereas a GUI provides the interface to 
underlying software functionality in traditional software, the browser provides the 
GUI (which is specified using CSS etc. within the web applications presentation 
logic) and whereas the application logic is complied within traditional software, 
JavaScript provides part of the application logic within a web application with further 
logic coded within server-side scripts. Web applications are not compiled and as such 
it is easy to access the source code for most of the application logic directly from 
within the browser.   
 
The majority of web browsers provide the option to „View Source‟. For example, 
when using Firefox, Safari or Internet Explorer this is achieved by selecting the „File‟ 
menu option and then „View Source‟ (or „Page Source‟ in Firefox).  The source 
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HTML for the page being viewed can be seen as plain text. As mentioned in the 
introduction, JavaScript files (and libraries) and CSS files are often linked to in the 
HEAD of a HTML document. These can also be retrieved using the „view source‟ 
method.  In this way, almost all components of a web application can be viewed 
directly by anyone. The only part of a web application that is not immediately 
accessible for viewing are the server-side scripts used for database and server 
software interaction. Server-side scripts produce HTML, which is passed to the 
browser, and in many cases it is quite easy to work out what each script is doing (e.g. 
if a database search is undertaken, the fields returned are displayed on the page). 
Furthermore, within AJAX development, the data passed via the XMLHttpRequest 
DOM object to JavaScript is kept to a minimum, and often the specific makeup of the 
data structures are transparent within the JavaScript functions.  As such, this „almost 
100%‟ open source method of web software delivery provides the opportunity for 
other developers to understand the application logic within a web application and use 
and re-use as required. Furthermore, this will increase in importance for true open 
source applications as the web progresses further towards the primary platform for 
software delivery.  
  
There are a number of areas in which current web applications, including those 
detailed within this thesis, lack the functionality found in traditional software. The 
first is the graphic capabilities within HTML development and the second is 
persistence of data and interaction with a user‟s computer. Graphic manipulation in 
HTML is almost non-existent; images are passed in common formats (such as JPEG, 
PNG etc.) and simply displayed within a HTML page. Google Maps is entirely 
powered by HTML development standards and each map view consists, in essence, of 
a set of different static images (tiles) Further static images, such as those used for 
markers, are then dynamically overlayed or removed. Any further graphical 
interactivity or dynamic animation requires the embedding, within HTML of other 
technologies. For example, Adobe Flash (such as those used to display dendrogram 
sub-clusters detailed in Chapter 2) or Java applications such as PhyloWidget 
described within eMLSA.net in Chapter 4. PhyloWidget is very much a minority 
development, which through the use of a comprehensive API, does allow a great deal 
of interactivity with a web application, and indeed its development was driven with 
the aim of tight integration within the web environment. However, the vast majority 
of such embedded applications, do not allow such a level of interactivity. 
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Furthermore, compiled Java applications such as ACT (Chapter 1) or eBURST 
(chapters 3 and 5), which use graphical methods to display, sequence alignments (and 
annotation) and population clusters respectively also offer a paucity of programmatic 
interactivity.  Ideally, it would be advantageous to be able to create, amend and 
interact with complex images and graphics directly using JavaScript.   
 
A further lack of functionality within web applications compared to traditional 
software is the lack of interaction with a user‟s computer. When using Excel, for 
example, one opens a spreadsheet from a location on the hard drive, undertakes the 
work required, then saves the file for re-use when next using the software. For a user 
to interact with a web application using their own data, an upload is required which 
sends data to the web server for processing. Ideally, such manipulation would take 
place directly within the browser (through application logic coded within JavaScript),  
requiring no server upload, and furthermore such manipulation should remain 
persistant (through an equivalent to „saving‟) mirroring the traditional software 
workflow.  
 
HTML 5 (originally referred to as Web Applications 1.0) is the next major revision of 
the HTML specification [W83]. Currently in working draft form, it contains, among 
other features, new markup and APIs for dynamic, scriptable rendering of bitmap 
images and offline storage of data. HTML5 represents a major advance in open web 
development and it has been suggested that it could make obsolete such embedded 
technologies as Flash and JavaFX [W84]. The „canvas‟ element of HTML5 consists 
of a drawable region in HTML code which can be accessed through JavaScript and 
includes a full set of drawing functions similar to other 2D APIs for traditional 
programming languages (e.g. Java).  The AppCache API within HTML5 is being 
developed for the provision of „Offline Web Applications‟.  Currently, within a 
browser, the only way to store data on a users machine is using a „Cookie‟: a simple 
text file which can contain simple data variables which can be accessed each time a 
user visites a particular URL.  Cookies generally store very simple data such as 
passwords, or a users preference for viewing a site (colours etc.). AppCache provides 
a way of persistently storing JavaScript libraries, CSS files, images etc. that will allow 
all application logic currently undertaken within the browser to be stored and the web 
application to be used when offline.  A further enhancement to the DOM 
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specification, „DOM storage‟ provides data structures for the offline storage of data in 
a very similar (scriptable) fashion to data stored in databases.   
 
Currently, the vast majority of the HTML 5 specification is supported in several 
browsers (Firefox, Opera and Chrome) with the notable exception being the most 
widely used browser, Internet Explorer. As such, the use of these new features was 
not exploited within the developments detailed within this thesis. However, there are 
a number of avenues worth exploring. Firstly, Canvas could be investigated as an 
alternative for the graphical rendering and manipulation within both eBURST and 
PhyloWidget. Secondly, to address issues that users may have with data privacy, and 
to provide the ability for users to analyse their data locally, without upload to central 
servers, AppCache could be utilised for the querying of MLST databases.  
 
Whichever methods are utilised in the future, the prospect for the addition of 
increased functionality and tools for understanding the biology within current and 
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Appendix 1: Polysaccharide Biochemistry  
(Adapted from Essentials of Glycobiology, ED A.Varki CSHL Press NY.) 
 
Monosaccharides are composed of an unbranched chain of carbon atoms linked 
together by single bonds and can occur in either linear or ring forms. All simple 
monosaccharides adhere to the general empirical formula (CH2O)n where n is an 
integer between 3 and 9, and globally all monosaccharides can be grouped into one of 
two very general classes depending on functional group components.  Aldoses contain 
a functional aldehyde group (CH=O) (eg glucose, mannose and galactose) and ketoses 
contain a functional ketone group (C=O) (eg fructose and ribulose).   
 
One widely used abbreviated structural representation of individual monosaccharides 
is the „Fischer projection formula‟, which can be used to describe the simplest aldose, 
Glyceraldehyde as follows –  
            CHO 
             | 
     H – C = OH 
             | 
            CH2OH 
 
Carbon atoms can by asymmetric (chiral) based on the phenomenon of non-
superimposable mirror images of a molecule, with each different form of the molecule 
being termed an optical isomer. As an example the following Fischer projections show 
the two forms, termed enantiomers, of Glyceraldehyde  
 
          CHO   |  CHO 
           |    |   | 
   H – C = OH   |   OH – C = H 
           |    |   | 
          CH2OH   |   CH2OH 
a) D-Glyceraldehyde   b) L-Glyceraldehyde 
 
The central C molecule in Glyceraldehyde contains four different groups, and the 
resulting non-superimposable enantiomers can be termed the D-form (Latin D- 
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Dexter) if the OH group is present on the right hand side of the chiral C atom as in a) 
and the L-form (Latin L – Laevus) if the OH group is found on the left. 
 
With the exception of dihydroxy acetone, all monosaccharides have at least one 
asymmetric chiral center, the total number being equal to the number of internal 
(CHOH) groups. 
 
Numbering of the carbon atoms in a monosaccharide follows a convention with 
Carbon 1 (C1) generally being a potential or actual aldehyde group within aldoses and 
the ketone group in ketoses is always C2.  
 
Monosaccharides can exist in either linear or ring forms and in biological systems the 
ring form predominates due to the fact that they have lower energies than the linear 
form.  Ring forms can be found in either five or six-sided ring structures due to the 
formation of intramolecular bonds, and 5-sided ring structures and termed furanoses 
due to their relation to the heterocyclic compound furan and 6-sided rings are termed 
pyranoses due to their relation to pyran.  
 
In order for a ring structure to form, the linear structure has to bend resulting in a ring 
structure with a new OH group at the C1 position. This linking leads to the formation 
of another chiral centre at this position, and the OH goup can emerge at either side of 
the ring depending on the way in which the O atom of the C=O group is pointing just 
before ring closure. This therefore creates another two epimers, while the numbering 
of the C atoms is retained. 
 
The two possible forms of the ring based on the position of the OH group are termed 
anomers and can be designated as either α, if the OH group is axial or β if the OH 
group is equatorial.  Ring structures are generally depicted using the Haworth 
projection formula. 
 
Fundamental to carbohydrate chemistry is the notion that monosaccharides can be 
linked to form disaccharides, (consisting of two monosaccharides), trisaccharides 
(consisting of three monosaccharides) and so on to form linear or branching chains. 
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Common protocol states that chains containing between 2 and 10 monosaccharides are 
termed oligosaccharides and polymers containing more than 10-20 monosaccharides 
are termed polysaccharides, even though the boundaries of the term are somewhat 
arbitrary, a polysaccharide is generally referred to as a molecule of unspecified length 
and repetitive composition. When describing polysaccharides, the names of 
monosaccharides are frequently abbreviated and the most commonly used are three-
letter abbreviations for simple monosaccharides (e.g., Gal, Glc, Man, Xyl, Rib) and 
unless specified, the isomeric D- configuration is implied in these abbreviated names. 
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Several major invasive bacterial pathogens are encapsulated. Expression of a polysaccharide capsule is essential for
survival in the blood, and thus for virulence, but also is a target for host antibodies and the basis for effective vaccines.
Encapsulated species typically exhibit antigenic variation and express one of a number of immunochemically distinct
capsular polysaccharides that define serotypes. We provide the sequences of the capsular biosynthetic genes of all 90
serotypes of Streptococcus pneumoniae and relate these to the known polysaccharide structures and patterns of
immunological reactivity of typing sera, thereby providing the most complete understanding of the genetics and
origins of bacterial polysaccharide diversity, laying the foundations for molecular serotyping. This is the first time, to
our knowledge, that a complete repertoire of capsular biosynthetic genes has been available, enabling a holistic
analysis of a bacterial polysaccharide biosynthesis system. Remarkably, the total size of alternative coding DNA at this
one locus exceeds 1.8 Mbp, almost equivalent to the entire S. pneumoniae chromosomal complement.
Citation: Bentley SD, Aanensen DM, Mavroidi A, Saunders D, Rabbinowitsch E, et al. (2006) Genetic analysis of the capsular biosynthetic locus from all 90 pneumococcal
serotypes. PLoS Genet 2(3): e31.
Introduction
Streptococcus pneumoniae (the pneumococcus) is a major
cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide, causing diseases
that range in severity from meningitis, septicaemia, and
pneumonia to sinusitis and acute otitis media [1,2]. Factor
(typing) sera are used to divide pneumococci into serotypes
and serogroups, which include immunologically related
serotypes. These sera have been developed by a process of
multiple cross-absorptions, which render them speciﬁc for
the immunochemical differences between the pneumococcal
capsular polysaccharides (CPSs) [3]. At present, 90 individual
serotypes are recognised by their patterns of reactivity with
the factor sera [4], and serotypes vary in the extent to which
they are carried in the nasopharynx and the degree to which
they are recovered from different disease states [5,6].
Expression of a capsule is important for survival in the blood
and is strongly associated with the ability of pneumococci to
cause invasive disease. The capsule is surface exposed, and
antibodies against CPS provide protection against pneumo-
coccal disease. Consequently, polyvalent polysaccharide
vaccines have been developed in which CPS from the
serotypes most commonly associated with invasive disease
in children are linked to a protein carrier, and a seven-valent
conjugated polysaccharide vaccine has been introduced and
shown to be highly effective [7,8]. A 23-valent polysaccharide
vaccine is also available for use in adults [9].
With the exception of types 3 and 37, which are synthesised
by the synthase pathway [10–14], pneumococcal CPSs are
generally synthesised by the Wzx/Wzy-dependent pathway
(Figure 1). The genes for the latter pathway are located at the
same chromosomal locus (cps), between dexB and aliA [15–17].
CPSs are synthesised by transfer of an initial monosaccharide
phosphate from a nucleotide diphosphate sugar to a
membrane-associated lipid carrier, followed by the sequential
transfer of further monosaccharides to produce the lipid-
linked repeat unit. This is transferred to the outer face of the
cytoplasmic membrane by the repeat-unit transporter or
ﬂippase, polymerised to form the mature CPS, and then
attached to the peptidoglycan [18]. The cps locus therefore
typically encodes the enzymes to build the repeat unit,
including an initial glycosyl phosphate transferase, and
additional transferases responsible for the formation of the
linkages, and to allow for the addition of sugars (or other
moieties), or to otherwise modify the repeat unit, as well as a
repeat-unit ﬂippase and polymerase [15].
The substantial diversity of pneumococcal CPSs is believed
to have arisen as a consequence of selection for antigenic
diversity imposed by the human immune system [6]. The
evolutionary timescales and the genetic events by which novel
serogroups and serotypes arise are unclear. Comparisons of
the available cps loci indicate a variety of genetic mechanisms
and show that the central genes responsible for the synthesis
and polymerisation of the repeat unit are highly variable and
often non-homologous between serotypes. These genes have a
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low percentage GþC content, and new serotypes may
frequently have been generated by the introduction of novel
cps genes into pneumococci by lateral gene transfer from
other species. A much better understanding of the complex
mechanisms by which antigenic diversity arises could be
obtained by using the sequences of the complete set of
pneumococcal cps loci. We therefore obtained sequences of
the cps locus for all 90 serotypes and used these data, together
with the available polysaccharide structures and the patterns
of serological reactions with typing sera, to explore the
genetics of capsular diversity in this major pathogen. Here we
present highlights of our analysis to date, and a more
exhaustive analysis will be reported elsewhere.
Results
General Features of the dexB–aliA Locus from 90 Serotypes
PCR products were generated from genomic DNA using
primers speciﬁc for the dexB and aliA genes and ranged in size
from 10,337 bp (serotype 3) to 30,298 bp (serotype 38) with an
average of 20,714 bp. The synthase gene (wchE) of serotype 3 is
located within the cps locus, but the type 37 cps locus, which
was very similar to that of serotype 33F, is defective and
serotype is determined by the type 37 synthase gene (tts)
located elsewhere on the chromosome [10]. Annotation and
analysis of the cps sequences revealed the generality of several
previously observed characteristics. Genes for the generation
of CPSs are always orientated in the same direction as the
dexB and aliA genes (Figures 2 and S1). The regulatory and
processing genes wzg, wzh, wzd, and wze (also known as
cpsABCD) are conserved with high sequence identity in all
cases and are almost always in this gene order at the 59 end of
the cps locus. In most cps clusters, the ﬁfth gene encodes the
initial glucose phosphate transferase, WchA (also known as
CpsE), responsible for linkage of an activated glucose
phosphate to the lipid carrier (see below). The polysaccharide
polymerase (wzy) and ﬂippase (wzx) genes are always present
downstream together with a varying set of genes for glycosyl
transferases, acetyl transferases, nucleotide diphosphate
sugar biosynthesis, and modifying enzymes.
In every case, there is a region of low percentage GþC
content within the cps locus. The ﬁrst four genes and the non-
housekeeping sugar biosynthesis genes have typical percent-
age GþC content for S. pneumoniae, while the ‘‘serotype-
speciﬁc’’ genes, particularly wzy and wzx, tend to have more
AT-rich sequences. In the regions between the cps genes and
the ﬂanking dexB and aliA genes, there is almost always
evidence of mobile genetic elements. This is largely man-
ifested as intact or disrupted genes for insertion-sequence
(IS) transposases [19,20], although in four cases we identiﬁed
group-II introns [21] (serotypes 19F, 25F, 25A, and 38).
We could assign a functional designation to the products of
all but 26 of the 1,999 predicted coding sequences in the 90
cps regions, with most of the remainder showing weak
similarities to products of genes in bacterial polysaccharide
gene clusters. Unsurprisingly, many coding sequences fall
into the broad functional categories of glycosyl transferase
(351), acetyl transferase (74), and sugar phosphate transferase
(71). To make more speciﬁc assignments within such
categories, we used the TribeMCL program to assemble all
the annotated proteins into homology groups (HGs). With
from two to 90 members in each, 91% of the proteins
assembled into 175 HGs, with the remainder forming 74
single-member HGs (Table S1). The products of wzg, wzh, wzd,
and wze each fall into a single HG covering every serotype.
Ignoring IS element transposases, the next largest HG
comprises 65 WchA initial transferases (HG5). At the other
extreme, the serotype-speciﬁc gene products are diverse, with
87 HGs for non-initial sugar transferases and 40 and 13
groups of Wzy repeat-unit polymerases and Wzx ﬂippases,
respectively.
Biosynthesis of Precursors for Sugars and Other CPS
Components
Of the 18 sugars and related compounds found in S.
pneumoniae capsules, seven are available from housekeeping
metabolic pathways and nine from known dedicated pathways
encoded within the cps cluster (Figure S2). This includes 4-
keto-N-acetyl-D-quinovosamine (UDP-KDQNAc), which is the
intermediate in the two step reaction catalysed by FnlA [22].
We found a perfect correlation between the presence of a non-
housekeeping sugar in the CPS and the presence of the
appropriate biosynthetic genes in the cps locus. Two of the
three remaining compounds are the sugar alcohol phosphates
arabinitol-1-P and mannitol-6-P. The precursors for these
have not been identiﬁed, but nucleotide-diphosphate-linked
precursors can be easily derived from D-xylulose-5-phosphate
or D-fructose-6-phosphate, respectively, by two-step pathways
parallel to that for CDP-ribitol formation from ribulose-5-
phosphate [23]. D-xylulose-5-phosphate and D-fructose-6-
phosphate are central to major pathways, and there are
appropriate genes for their conversion in the associated cps
loci. The precursor for ribofuranose has also not been
identiﬁed, but a proposed pathway for its biosynthesis by the
product of a gene within CPS 19F (cps19R) [24] is supported by
our observation that an orthologous gene (renamed rbsF) is
present for all CPS that contain ribofuranose.
Choline-1-phosphate, glycerol-1-phosphate, and glycerol-2-
phosphate are also found in some of the structures. CDP-
choline is known to be produced by S. pneumoniae as a
precursor for teichoic acid biosynthesis [25]. For glycerol-1-
phosphate, we ﬁnd an intact gct gene for CDP-glycerol
synthesis [26] in the cps where expected, and there are four
genes associated with presence of glycerol-2-phosphate, three
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Synopsis
Several major bacterial pathogens are coated by a polysaccharide
capsule that is important for virulence. Each strain of Streptococcus
pneumoniae (the pneumococcus) produces one of 90 different
capsular polysaccharides, which are distinguished by using a set of
antisera that recognise the chemical differences in the capsules. The
capsule is important for virulence, but is immunogenic, and the
large number of different capsular serotypes is believed to have
been selected as a mechanism to evade the human immune
response. Antibodies against capsular polysaccharide can protect
against pneumococcal disease, and a highly effective protein-
conjugated polysaccharide vaccine that protects children against
the seven serotypes most commonly associated with serious disease
has recently been introduced in the United States. Bentley and
colleagues have determined the DNA sequence of the capsular
biosynthesis genes for all 90 serotypes of S. pneumoniae and, by
correlating the gene content with the serological profiles and with
the known capsular polysaccharide structures, provide what they
believe to be the most detailed and complete understanding of
capsular biosynthesis and capsular gene evolution in any bacterial
pathogen.
Figure 1. Representation of the Wzx/Wzy-Dependent Pathway for Biosynthesis of CPS 9A
Pictured is a hypothetical model for capsule biosynthesis in S. pneumoniae based on a mixture of experimental evidence and speculation. For a recent
review, see Yother [15].
(1) Non-housekeeping nucleotide sugar biosynthesis.
(2) The initial transferase (WchA in this case) links the initial sugar as a sugar phosphate (Glc-P) to a membrane-associated lipid carrier (widely assumed
to be undecaprenyl phosphate).
(3) Glycosyl transferases sequentially link further sugars to generate repeat unit.
(4) Wzx flippase transports the repeat unit across the cytoplasmic membrane.
(5) Wzy polymerase links individual repeat units to form lipid-linked CPS.
(6) Wzd/Wze complex translocates mature CPS to the cell surface and may be responsible for the attachment to peptidoglycan. The complex of WchA,
Wzy, Wzx, Wzd, and Wze shown in the membrane is based on that in Figure 2 of Whitfield and Paiment [47] for the related Escherichia coli Type 1
capsule.
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.0020031.g001
Figure 2. Capsule Biosynthesis Genes and Repeat-Unit Polysaccharide Structures
Shown are the cps gene clusters for cases discussed in the text, together with the polysaccharide structure of the encoded repeat unit where known [31]
(the full set is shown in Figure S1). Genes are represented on the forward and reverse strands by boxes coloured according to the gene key, with gene
designations indicated above each box. Grey blocks indicate regions of sequence similarity between gene clusters. Repeat-unit structures are displayed
with the linkage to undecaprenyl pyrophosphate at the right-hand side (not necessarily the case for the published structures [31]), so residue numbers are
counted from right to left. Monosaccharides are represented as shapes coloured according to the structure key. Housekeeping sugars are coloured grey.
Non-housekeeping sugar colours correspond to the associated sugar biosynthesis gene colours. Glycerol, choline, and acetate are indicated as text. Also
shown are the nature of linkages with the associated gene, and the linkages between repeat units created by the Wzy polymerase. Gene designations are
in parentheses where their substrate specificity is unclear.
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.0020031.g002
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of which are thought to encode a CDP-2-glycerol pathway
[27], while wchX encodes the glycerol phosphotransferase.
The situation is illustrated in Figure 1 for cps9A, which has
pathway genes for N-acetylmannosamine pyranose and
glucuronic acid, but not for glucopyranose (Glcp) or
galactopyranose (Galp) as these are available in S. pneumoniae
from central metabolism.
Initial Transferases and Polymerisation
Initial transferase WchA adds glucose-1-phosphate to
undecaprenol phosphate [28] to create Und-PP-Glc (Figure
1), and we assume it performs that function in all 65 serotypes
where it is present. For the known structures, there is a
perfect correlation between the presence/absence of wchA
and the presence/absence of glucose in the repeating unit.
Where wchA is absent, the products of the ﬁfth cps gene fall
into three HGs (WciI, WcjG, and WcjH) all with the same
Pfam [29] domain and similar hydrophobicity proﬁles to the
carboxy-terminal region of WchA. We suggest that they
function as the initial sugar transferases, as it is known that
for the Salmonella enterica wchA homologue, wbaP, the 39 end of
the gene is sufﬁcient for transferase activity [30]. By
correlation with CPS constituents, we predict the transferred
initial sugars as N-acetylgalactosamine pyranose (GalpNAc) or
N-acetylglucosamine pyranose (GlcpNAc) for WciI, Galp or
galactofuranose for WcjG and Galp for WcjH. Serotype 1 is an
exception as no gene product with similarity to an initial
sugar transferase has yet been identiﬁed.
The initial sugar of the repeat unit is also the donor sugar
in the polymerisation of the repeat units (Figure 1), and the
speciﬁcity of the Wzy polymerase determines the other
component of this linkage, which in the case of CPS 9A is a
beta (1–4) linkage to the terminal glucose of the next repeat
unit. For the known structures [31], identiﬁcation of the
initial sugar allowed us to determine the polymerase linkage
as both donor and acceptor sugar, and the linkages were
deﬁned once the initial sugar had been identiﬁed (see Figures
2 and S1). Where there is ambiguity due to two residues of the
initial sugar in the repeat unit, the polymerase linkage can be
provisionally identiﬁed by considering the linkage catalysed
by other members of the same Wzy HG. The predictions for
initial sugars, and subsequent repeat-unit polymerisation
linkage, correlate well with the polymerase HGs (Table S2).
There are 32 polymerase HGs associated with WchA, ﬁve with
WciI, four with WcjG and one with WcjH. These associations
are mostly exclusive, with only ﬁve polymerase HGs associ-
ated with two initial transferases. In such cases, the linkages
involve the same acceptor sugar anomerism (a or b isomer)
and the same or a closely related donor sugar. This adds
strong support to the inferences drawn for the speciﬁcity of
the initial transferases.
Relating cps Genes with CPS Structure and Serological
Profile
The availability of all of the annotated cps sequences allowed
us to look for correlations between genes, known CPS
structures, and serology (gene clusters, CPS structures, and
antigenic formulae are summarised in Figure S1 and Table S3).
In this way, we can attempt both to infer gene function and, by
comparing related cps loci, to account for differences in CPS
structure and serology. Variations between cps loci range from
two base substitutions for 18B and 18C to wholesale differ-
ences in gene complement. Within this range, the variations
likely to have a phenotypic effect include gene inactivation
due to single base substitutions generating a premature stop
codon, single base insertion/deletions leading to translational
frameshifts, change of sequence leading to change of enzyme
speciﬁcity, recombination or IS element insertion leading to
gene truncation, and insertion/deletion/replacement of single
andmultiple genes. Within serogroups, the genetic differences
were often subtle but were also sometimes surprisingly
prominent. Comparisons also revealed some strong common-
ality between the cps of different serogroups and serotypes.
Illustrative examples that demonstrate how structure, genet-
ics, and serology were combined to analyse the cps loci are
shown in Figure 2 and are discussed below.
Serogroup 9
Previously described CPS structures [31] for all four serotypes
of serogroup 9 show only subtle differences and provide an
example of multiple serotypes arising by divergence from a
single cps locus. Their cps genes fall into two pairs, with 9A highly
similar to 9V [32], and 9L highly similar to 9N, but with the two
pairs differing signiﬁcantly in sequence ( Figure 2), suggesting
an initial divergence to form two ancestral serotypes; this split
correlates with a difference at residue 5 of the repeat unit,
where 9L and 9N CPSs have GlcpNAc, whereas 9A and 9V have
Glcp. Factor sera 9d reacts with 9A and 9V but not with 9L and
9N, suggesting that it is interacting with Glcp but not with
GlcpNAc. Both are housekeeping sugars, and their differential
incorporation is likely to be due to divergent forms of glycosyl
transferase WcjC. Subsequently, one of these ancestral serotypes
diverged to form 9L and 9N, the latter becoming unique in the
group in having Glcp rather than Galp as residue 3 in the repeat
unit. Their dexB–aliA loci have the same gene complement, and
within the cps genes there are only 79 nucleotide differences.
The highest number of amino acid substitutions (13) is within
glycosyl transferase WcjA; ten are unique to 9N and presumably
result in its altered speciﬁcity for Glcp rather than for Galp.
The other ancestral serotype gave rise to 9V and 9A, which
differ from each other only in their CPS acetylation; the
former CPS has an O-acetylation pattern unique in the
serogroup. This is likely due to the O-acetyl transferase–
encoding wcjE gene, which is intact and apparently functional
in 9V, disrupted by a frameshift mutation in 9A (deletion of
guanine, nucleotide 726), and truncated in 9L and 9N by the
insertion of an IS element. Interestingly, factor sera 9g reacts
only with serotype 9V and may recognise an acetyl-based
epitope determined by wcjE.
Serogroup 9 cps loci also differ by the insertion, in 9A and
9V relative to 9L and 9N, of an O-acetyl transferase gene
(wcjD) and an adjacent IS element. This correlates with recent
nuclear magnetic resonance data (I. C. Skovsted, unpublished
data), indicating that 9A CPS is partially acetylated.
Serotypes 44 and 46 Are Related to Serogroup 12
The cps gene clusters of serogroup 12 and serotypes 44 and
46 are almost identical, differing only in IS transposase genes,
and provide an example of common ancestry that is not
apparent from serology. Structures have been determined for
serotypes 12F and 12A only, although the individual
constituents for serotype-46 CPS are known and all are
present in 12F and 12A [31]. Although no factor serum cross-
reacts with all ﬁve serotypes, serological reactions do indicate
antigenic commonalities [4]; 44 cross-reacts with factor sera
12b and 12d, while 46 cross-reacts with 12c. Given the cps
similarities, the signiﬁcant differences between 12F and 12A
CPS are perhaps surprising; 12A has a GalpNAc and 12F has a
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Galp side branch, and the ﬁrst main-chain residue is GalpNAc
in 12F and GlcpNAc in 12A. The nucleotide differences are
concentrated within two glycosyl transferase genes (wciI and
wcxB), and we predict that the initial transferases, WciI–12A
and WciI–12F, with 38 amino acid differences, link GlcpNAc
and GalpNAc, respectively, to the lipid carrier, while WcxB–
12A and WcxB–12F, with 17 amino acid differences, account
for the side-branch difference.
Serotype 14 Is Closely Related to Serogroup 15
Serotype 14 shares no signiﬁcant serological cross-reaction
with serogroup 15, or with any other serotype, but the cps loci
of these two serotypes are clearly related. All CPS structures
for serotype 14 and serogroup 15 are known [31,33,34], and
comparisons of structures and genes allow inferences about
one to be made from the other. The four serogroup 15
pentasaccharide repeat units are identical, but polymer-
isation forms a linear polymer in 15A and 15F and a branched
structure in 15B and 15C that correlates with the presence of
wzy genes of different HGs (see Table S2). Serotypes 15B and
15C differ in the presence or absence of O-acetylation [35]
and, as previously described [36], the difference is due to a
variable-length TA tandem repeat region at the 59 end of
wciZ—in frame in 15B and out of frame in 15C strains. This
gene is in frame in 15F (acetylated), but extensively degraded,
rather than simply out of frame, in 15A (not acetylated).
Genes for synthesis of glycerol-2-phosphate (gtp1, gtp2, and
gtp3) are present in all serogroup 15 cps loci, but glycerol was
reported to be present only in 15A, being replaced by
choline-P in 15F, 15B, and 15C, with either residue being
present on only a proportion of the repeat units [31]. In all
cases, the transferase is presumed to be encoded by wchX,
with the molecular basis of the structural polymorphism
being contentious. However, recent nuclear magnetic reso-
nance analysis indicates that 15B contains glycerol and not
choline, suggesting that the same may also be true for 15F and
15C [34]. The 39 end of 15F cps has four extra genes—rmlB,
rmlD, glf, and a putative acetyl transferase gene wcjE—but they
appear to have no effect on the structure as there is no
rhamnose, galactofuranose, or extra acetylation in 15F CPS.
Indeed, rmlA and rmlC would also be required for rhamnose
biosynthesis. These four genes show synteny with the 39 end
of cps in several serotypes, particularly serotype 31, and their
arrangement in 15F may indicate a recombination event.
The serotype 14 [28,37,38] and basic 15 cps gene clusters
clearly share common ancestry and differ only at the 39 end,
where the glycerol-2-phosphate–related genes in 15 are
replaced in 14 by a gene (lrp) encoding a large (1,359 amino
acid) repetitive protein, which correlates well with CPS
structures [36]. The type-14 repeat unit most resembles the
branched form of 15B and 15C, with the lack of O-acetylation
due to the absence of wciZ. The lack of a-D-galactose is
probably due to degradation of the relevant transferase gene,
wchN. The large repetitive protein encoded by serotype-14 cps
has a hydrophobic C-terminal region, suggesting that it may
be anchored to the cell surface. This leads us to speculate that
Lrp may serve as a dominant antigen that overwhelms the
serological similarities to serogroup 15 that should be evident
from their very similar repeat units.
Discussion
Several bacterial pathogens exist as a large number of
antigenic variants because of differences in the polysaccha-
rides presented at the cell surface. However, the sequencing
and analysis of the cps loci of pneumococci described here are
believed to provide the only such case where the whole gene
repertoire is available, allowing genetics, chemistry, and
immunology to be combined to predict the role of cps genes.
This combined approach has allowed the conﬁdent predic-
tion of most gene functions, but it has also highlighted the
limitations where subtle sequence changes may alter enzyme
substrate speciﬁcity. Analysis of the cps loci indicates that a
number of different mechanisms have generated antigenic
diversity in CPSs. Some of these involve the divergence of a
single serotype into two related serotypes by the accumu-
lation of point mutations (e.g., serogroup 6 [39]), or the
insertion or deletion of a single gene, resulting in slightly
different CPS structures (e.g., serogroup 18). In other cases,
the cps loci of some serotypes within a serogroup seem to be
virtually unrelated and probably reﬂect the sharing of a
dominant epitope that led to them being placed within the
same serogroup (e.g., serogroups 7, 17, 33, and 35). Similarly,
some serotypes placed in different serogroups show more
relatedness among their cps loci than those within the same
serogroup (e.g., types 7B and 7C are more closely related to
type 40 than to 7A and 7F). This is perhaps not surprising as
serogroups were deﬁned by common epitopes in the absence
of any knowledge of the CPS structures or the cps sequences
that code for their synthesis. Shared immunodominant
epitopes will lead to inclusion in the same serogroup even
if there are major differences in other parts of the structure
and hence in the cps.
A striking feature of the cps loci is the presence of many
highly divergent forms of each of the key enzyme classes.
Thus, there are 40 HGs for polysaccharide polymerases, 13
groups of ﬂippases, and a great diversity of transferases. The
presence of multiple non-homologous or highly divergent
forms of these enzymes, together with the low percentage
GþC content of the region in which these are encoded,
supports the view that these genes have been imported into
pneumococci (or their ancestors) on multiple occasions from
different and unknown sources. The plethora of transferases
in the pneumococcal cps loci provides an opportunity to
continually generate new serotypes by gene shufﬂing, but
there are no clear examples of serotypes arising as mosaics of
two existing cps loci. One barrier to the frequent appearance
of new serotypes by recombination is a lack of homology
between the serotype-speciﬁc regions of cps loci of different
serogroups. The appearance of new serotypes may also be
limited by a need to change multiple cps genes; rare genetic
events that create mosaics between existing cps loci probably
typically fail to produce a capsule since new repeat units
resulting from the capture of novel transferases are unlikely
to be recognised as substrates by the resident repeat-unit
polymerase. The cps sequences, and their associated poly-
saccharide structures and serological proﬁles, constitute an
extensive dataset that, through further detailed analysis, will
allow a clearer understanding of capsule biochemistry,
genetics, and evolution and will precipitate advances in
molecular serotyping of pneumococci [40,41].
Materials and Methods
Strain selection, serotyping, and genomic DNA isolation. Repre-
sentative strains of the 90 S. pneumoniae serotypes were selected from
among the lyophilised strains in the strain collection of the World
Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Reference and
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Research on Pneumococci, Statens Serum Institut (Copenhagen,
Denmark) (Table S4). The strains were serotyped and cultured, and
genomic DNA was extracted by standard methods [3,4,42].
PCR and DNA sequencing. PCR reactions were performed using
the Expand Long Template PCR System (Roche, Basel, Switzerland),
which contains proof-reading thermostable polymerases. Initial
reactions used primers CPS1 (TTGCCAATGAAGAGCAAGACTTGA
CAGTAG) and CPS2 (CAATAATGTCACGCCCGCAAGGGCAAGT)
[26]. Where these failed to produce an adequate product, further
reactions were attempted using alternative dexB-speciﬁc primers
(CPS1A [CGACCGTCGCTTCCTAGTTGTGGCTAAC] or PCPS3f
[CACACAGAAAGCATCCCATGG]) and aliA-speciﬁc primers (CPS1B
[GTCTTGAGCTTTGACTGCCGCGTATTCT] or PCPS3r [GAGACA
GACCTGATAACCTCAACTATTTG]). The cps cluster for our sero-
type-5 strain was ampliﬁed using a primer based on the EMBL ﬁle
(AY336008) speciﬁc for the wzg gene (CPS05F [CGTTCACAGAAAGT
GAAGCG]) in combination with PCPS3r. PCR products spanning the
cps locus were used directly to construct small-insert libraries [43],
with 1- to 2-kb inserts in pUC18. Clones from each library were
sequenced from each end using Big-Dye terminator chemistry
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California, United States) on
ABI3730 sequencing machines, to give an average of 8- to 10-fold
coverage of each product. These reads were assembled with Phrap
(CodonCode, Dedham, Massachusetts, United States), and any gaps or
regions of poor coverage were re-sequenced using primer-directed
sequencing directly from the original PCR product using Big-Dye
primer chemistry (Applied Biosystems). This sequencing procedure
should prevent any PCR errors from being represented in the ﬁnal
consensus sequence.
Annotation and bioinformatic methods. Gene prediction and
annotation were performed as previously described [44]. Predicted
proteins were clustered into homology groups using TribeMCL
(Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science and EMBL-EBI) [45]
with a cut-off of 1e50. The genes within the cps loci that encoded
proteins within the same homology group were assigned the same
name, the exceptions being the polymerases and ﬂippases where we
used the prior gene nomenclature, wzy and wzx, even though in both
cases thereweremultiple homology groups. Alignment of gene clusters
was performed using the Artemis Comparison Tool (Sanger Institute,
Hinxton, United Kingdom). Nucleotide differences were identiﬁed
using the EMBOSS program Diffseq (MRC Rosalind Franklin Centre
for Genomics Research, Hinxton, United Kingdom) [46].
Supporting Information
Figure S1. Capsule Biosynthesis Genes and Repeat-Unit Polysaccha-
ride Structure for All 90 Serotypes
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.0020031.sg001 (9.9 MB TIF).
Figure S2. Biosynthesis Pathways for Non-Housekeeping Sugars
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.0020031.sg002 (50 KB PPT).
Table S1. Homology Groups including Numbers of Members and
Product Description
Proteins in different homology groups are so divergent that they are
highly unlikely to have diverged from a common streptococcal
ancestor.
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.0020031.st001 (306 KB DOC).
Table S2. Associations between Initial Transferases and Wzy
Polymerase Groups
Proposed Wzy groupings represent a sequential numbering of
homology groups and are represented on structural diagrams.
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.0020031.st002 (104 KB DOC).
Table S3. Type Designations and Antigenic Formulae for the 90
Serotypes of S. pneumoniae
The antigenic formulae represent arbitrary designations of cross-
reactions as seen by the capsular reaction.
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.0020031.st003 (72 KB DOC).
Table S4. Type and Strain Designations for the 90 Strains of S.
pneumoniae Analysed
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.0020031.st004 (68 KB DOC).
Accession Numbers
The EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
embl), GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank), and DNA
Data Bank of Japan (http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/Welcome-e-html) ac-
cession numbers for the sequences reported in this paper for the
capsular biosynthetic genes of the 90 serotypes of S. pneumoniae are
CR931632–CR931722. The EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl) accession number for the wzg gene is
AY336008. The Pfam domain (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/cgi-bin/Pfam)
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The sequences of the capsular biosynthetic (cps) loci of 90 serotypes of Streptococcus pneumoniae have recently
been determined. Bioinformatic procedures were used to predict the general functions of 1,973 of the 1,999 gene
products and to identify proteins within the same homology group, Pfam family, and CAZy glycosyltransferase
family. Correlating cps gene content with the 54 known capsular polysaccharide (CPS) structures provided tentative
assignments of the specific functions of the different homology groups of each functional class (regulatory proteins,
enzymes for synthesis of CPS constituents, polymerases, flippases, initial sugar transferases, glycosyltransferases
[GTs], phosphotransferases, acetyltransferases, and pyruvyltransferases). Assignment of the glycosidic linkages
catalyzed by the 342 GTs (92 homology groups) is problematic, but tentative assignments could be made by using
this large set of cps loci and CPS structures to correlate the presence of particular GTs with specific glycosidic
linkages, by correlating inverting or retaining linkages in CPS repeat units with the inverting or retaining mech-
anisms of the GTs predicted from their CAZy family membership, and by comparing the CPS structures of
serotypes that have very similar cps gene contents. These large-scale comparisons between structure and gene
content assigned the linkages catalyzed by 72% of the GTs, and all linkages were assigned in 32 of the serotypes with
known repeat unit structures. Clear examples where very similar initial sugar transferases or glycosyltransferases
catalyze different linkages in different serotypes were also identified. These assignments should provide a stimulus
for biochemical studies to evaluate the reactions that are proposed.
Streptococcus pneumoniae capsular polysaccharide (CPS) is
produced by almost all isolates recovered from cases of inva-
sive disease and is a major virulence factor (84). It is also a
major immunogen, and antibodies directed against the CPS
provide protective immunity. Consequently, CPS is the basis of
all current pneumococcal vaccines. The serotyping scheme for
S. pneumoniae is based on the immunochemical differences
between CPS expressed by different strains, which are recog-
nized by their reactivity with a set of typing sera. Currently, 91
different S. pneumoniae serotypes are recognized (31, 64),
some of which show sufficient immunological similarities to be
considered related and are placed within a serogroup.
The synthesis and export of bacterial polysaccharides are me-
diated by three pathways known as the Wzy-dependent pathway,
the synthase-dependent pathway, and the ABC transporter-de-
pendent pathway, which have been reviewed recently (77, 86).
The Wzy-dependent pathway is most common in S. pneumoniae
capsular biosynthesis, but the synthase-dependent pathway is also
found (12, 34, 49, 90). The ABC transporter-dependent pathway
has not been described for S. pneumoniae capsules.
The two known synthase-dependent pathways are present in
serotypes 3 and 37 (7, 12, 48). The synthase-dependent path-
way is the simplest, with a single integral inner membrane
protein generally thought to be responsible for both the se-
quential addition of the sugars and the concurrent extrusion of
the nascent polymer across the cell membrane. The repeat
units with synthase-dependent pathways are generally single
sugars, or two sugars may alternate, or one may form the main
chain and the other a side branch on each main chain residue.
The Wzy-dependent pathway has been identified in 88 S.
pneumoniae serotypes, and the cps loci are located at the same
site on the chromosome, known as the CPS synthesis (cps)
locus, between the dexB and aliA genes (49). The Wzy-depen-
dent pathway involves the synthesis of the polysaccharide re-
peat unit on an undecaprenyl lipid carrier (UndPP) and then
translocation of this oligosaccharide across the membrane by
the Wzx flippase so that the oligosaccharide component, still
attached to UndPP, is on the outer face of the membrane,
where it is polymerized by Wzy to produce a UndPP-attached
polymer (Fig. 1) (90).
The sequences of the cps loci from 90 S. pneumoniae serotypes
have been presented recently, and the products of the genes
present in these cps loci have been classified into 249 groups
(homology groups [HGs]) (12). The great diversity of these prod-
ucts reflects the chemical diversity of the S. pneumoniae capsules,
and we have presented some examples of predictions of functions
by correlating gene content with known CPS structure and serol-
ogy (12). Recently, we have used similarities in the sequence-
weighted gene contents of the S. pneumoniae cps loci to identify
closely related cps loci and have related these to their similar CPS
repeat units (51). Here an analysis of the predicted functions of
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almost all of the 249 HGs encoded by the cps genes of the 90
serotypes is presented, along with the predicted specificity of the
transferases that synthesize the CPS repeat units.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Functional assignment of cps gene products. The sequences of the S. pneu-
moniae cps loci from all 90 serotypes (GenBank accession numbers CR931632 to
CR931722) and the schematic representations of the available CPS structures
were those of Bentley et al. (12), incorporating the revised CPS structures of
serotypes 15B, 17F, and 33F (36, 37, 45). Recently, an immunological variant
within serogroup 6 that has a different CPS structure (serotype 6C) has been
reported, but as the cps sequence is not available, we do not consider it further
(64). The predicted cps gene products have been placed into HGs, i.e., nonover-
lapping groups of proteins showing highly significant amino acid sequence sim-
ilarity, by using TRIBE-MCL with a TBLASTX cutoff level of 1e50 (12). Genes
encoding members of different HGs were assigned different gene names, except-
ing the polymerase (wzy) and flippase (wzx) genes. The polymerases and flippases
fell into multiple HGs but, to maintain prior nomenclature, were each given the
same gene name and were sequentially numbered to denote the members of the
different HGs (12). New names for cps genes were assigned in accordance with
the Bacterial Polysaccharide Gene Database (68). Amino acid sequence align-
ments were performed by using CLUSTAL_X (76). BlastN and TBLASTX
comparisons of the cps loci were visualized by using ACT version 6 and
WebACT, an online version of the Artemis comparison tool (1, 17).
To predict a functional assignment, the cps gene products were classified into
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the biosynthesis of CPS by the Wzy-dependent pathway. The biosynthesis of the CPS of serotype 23F is
represented. UDP-linked components of the repeat CPS unit are synthesized by genes encoded within the cps locus or are available from central
metabolism (1). Repeat unit biosynthesis is initiated by the transfer of glucose phosphate to the lipid carrier by the IT WchA (2), followed by
sequential addition of the other components of the repeat unit, catalyzed by the GTs (3), and the lipid-linked repeat unit is transferred across the
membrane by the Wzx flippase (4) and polymerized by Wzy to result in lipid-linked CPS (5). Finally, the lipid-linked CPS is linked to the cell wall
by a poorly understood process involving the Wzd/Wze complex, with release of the undecaprenyl phosphate carrier (6). The genes in the
representation of the cps locus and their gene products are color coded; a key is given for the repeat unit constituents (modified from refer-
ence 12).
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families based on hidden Markov model profiles by using the Pfam database (25;
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/). If there was no Pfam hit for an HG,
the GenBank database (3; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and the InterPro data-
base (5; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/) were used for searches of homologs with
known function in other organisms. The MetaCyc database (18; http://metacyc
.org/) was used for the identification of genes involved in biosynthetic pathways.
The genomic sequences of S. pneumoniae R6 (32; GenBank accession number
AE007317) and S. pneumoniae TIGR4 (75; GenBank accession number
AE005672) were used for the identification of genes involved in the biosynthesis
of housekeeping components of the repeat units. The families of glycosyltrans-
ferases (GTs) encoded by the S. pneumoniae cps loci were retrieved from the
carbohydrate-active enzymes (CAZy) database (20; http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr
/CAZY/). There were 26 cps gene products that did not possess any known Pfam
domain and were annotated as “conserved hypothetical proteins” if they showed
weak similarity to products involved in bacterial polysaccharide biosynthesis or
else as “hypothetical proteins” (12). Of these 26 cps gene products, 12 were
present in serotypes with known CPS structures and their function could be
predicted; 8 were present in serotypes with unknown CPS structures, and the rest
were pseudogenes.
Assignment of reactions catalyzed by transferases. The approaches used to
identify and assign functions to the sugar/polyalcohol phosphate transferases and
pyruvyltransferases and for identification of polymerase linkages and initial sugar
transferase specificities are described in Results. A number of approaches were
used to tentatively assign the linkages catalyzed by the GTs, as follows.
(i) GT-linkage correlation across serotypes. Initially, all known repeat unit
structures were broken down into the triplet linkages (donor sugar-linkage-
acceptor sugar) catalyzed by the GTs, and correlations between the presence of
a particular GT gene with the triplet linkages present in the repeat units were
made. A perfect correlation between the presence of a GT gene in the cps loci
and a single triplet linkage in the CPS of the corresponding structures, that was
not found in structures where the gene was absent, corresponded to a strong
assignment. This procedure was started with the GT gene (and thus the HG) that
was most often present within the cps loci of the serotypes whose CPS structures
are known. Having assigned the linkage catalyzed by the most common GT, we
repeated the process with the GT gene that is next most common in the cps loci
of serotypes with known CPS structures, ignoring all incidences of GT linkages
that have already been assigned by linkage correlation. This iterative process was
continued to assign the linkages catalyzed by further GTs, eliminating at each
cycle the linkages already assigned, until assignments became ambiguous.
(ii) Gene content-linkage comparison between similar serotypes. Comparisons
between gene content in very similar cps loci and their CPS structures can also
be used to assign linkages. Should two cps loci differ only in a single GT gene and
the CPS structures of those serotypes differ only in a single linkage, this can be
used to assign enzyme specificity.
(iii) CAZy GT family membership and linkage status. GTs were assigned
membership, where possible, to either inverting or retaining GT families based
on the CAZy database (20). Each linkage in the repeat unit is catalyzed by a GT
that either retains or inverts the stereochemistry of the donor sugar. Correlating
the number of inverting or retaining GTs encoded in the cps loci with the number
of inverting or retaining linkages in the CPS structures can in some cases be used
to assign specificity. For example, the cps locus of a serotype may encode a single
inverting GT, as predicted by CAZy family membership, and the CPS structure
contains a single linkage that requires an inverting GT. We can therefore assign
the specificity of the inverting GT to the synthesis of the inverting linkage.
(iv) Combination of the methods described above. In practice, the methods
described above were often used in combination to assign GT specificities. For
example, the cps locus of a serotype may possess three GT genes. One of these
may have already been assigned by GT-linkage correlation and another by CAZy
membership and linkage status. The third GT can then be assigned to the
remaining linkage.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
S. pneumoniae capsules synthesized by the synthase-depen-
dent pathway. The type 37 synthase (Tts) directs the synthesis
of serotype 37 CPS with a glucose main chain and an additional
glucose side branch in each repeat unit (47, 48). The synthase
gene of serotype 37 is not located within the cps locus, but a
defective type 33F cps locus is present between dexB and aliA
(12, 48). In the serotype 37 strain sequenced by Bentley et al.
(12), the defective type 33F cps locus has frameshift mutations
in the wciC and wciG genes and a stop codon in glf, compared
to the cps locus of a serotype 33F isolate (GenBank accession
no. CR931702).
The type 3 synthase (WchE; also known as Cap3B) directs
the synthesis of serotype 3 CPS with glucose and glucuronic
acid alternating (7, 82). WchE transfers glucose (Glc) from
UDP-Glc to phosphatidylglycerol to form glucosephoshatidyl-
glycerol, which serves as a primer for the addition of Glc and
glucuronic acid (GlcA) (15, 26), and UDP-sugar substrate con-
centrations modulate the polysaccharide chain length (80).
The type 3 synthase gene is within a defective cps locus along
with three genes (ugd, galU, and pgm, also known as cap3A,
cap3C, and cap3D, respectively) involved in the synthesis of
sugar precursors (6, 12).
S. pneumoniae capsules synthesized by the Wzy-dependent
pathway. Excluding putative transposase genes, there are 1,502
cps gene products encoded by the cps loci of the 88 S. pneumoniae
serotypes whose capsules are synthesized by the Wzy-dependent
pathway (Table 1). As mentioned previously, the cps loci of the 88
pneumococcal serotypes that use the Wzy pathway include the
polymerase (wzy) and flippase (wzx) genes, and although their
gene products fall into a number of different HGs, they can be
readily identified by homology searches and by their characteristic
hydrophobicity patterns, providing a useful predictor of the pres-
ence of the Wzy-dependent pathway (12).
There are also four conserved genes (wzg, wzh, wzd, and wze)
at the 5 end of all S. pneumoniae cps loci that use the Wzy
pathway (see the next section) (12, 34, 49, 90). The cps loci also
include genes whose products are involved in the biosynthe-
sis of nonhousekeeping components (cps-specific biosyn-
thetic pathway genes; see below), initiation of capsule bio-
synthesis (initial sugar transferase genes), and transfer of
sugars or other moieties and their assembly in the repeat
unit (GT, acetyltransferase, sugar phosphate transferase,
and pyruvyltransferase genes) (Fig. 1) (12).
Processing, regulation, and export of S. pneumoniae cap-
sules. The highly conserved wzg, wzh, wzd, and wze genes (also
known as cpsA, cpsB, cpsC, and cpsD, respectively) at the 5
end of the cps locus are known to be involved in the processing,
regulation, and export of CPS (56). These four genes constitute
a regulatory system for CPS production via tyrosine phos-
phorylation of Wze (CpsD) (10, 56, 59), and recent findings
suggest that this mechanism is important for attachment of the
CPS to the cell wall (58).
Biosynthetic pathways for precursors of S. pneumoniae cap-
sules. The precursors for the known components of the repeat
units are all thought to be transferred from nucleotide diphos-
pho (NDP) derivatives, with the exception of O-acetyl and
pyruvate moieties, which are transferred from acetyl coenzyme
A and phosphoenolpyruvate, respectively (Fig. 2 and 3). We con-
sider first those CPS components for which NDP derivatives
are generally present in S. pneumoniae because they are used
for other pathways (housekeeping components); as expected,
genes for these pathways are not present in the cps loci. Thirty-
six of the pneumococcal CPS structures are unknown, and
there could be additional housekeeping components besides
those mentioned below. Genes should be present within cps
loci for the biosynthesis, from available intermediates, of acti-
vated forms of the sugars or other CPS components that are
not normally present in S. pneumoniae (nonhousekeeping or
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CPS-specific components). If some of the eight cps gene prod-
ucts without assigned functions (see Materials and Methods)
are involved in biosynthetic pathways, there could also be ad-
ditional nonhousekeeping components.
(i) Housekeeping components. There are no gene products
present in the S. pneumoniae cps loci for the biosynthesis of
seven components in the known CPS structures (glucopyranose, N-
acetylglucosamine, galactopyranose, N-acetylgalactosamine, 2-acet-
amido-4-amino-2,4,6-trideoxy-D-galactopyranose, ribitol-phosphate
and phosphorylcholine), and their precursors are presumably
available for CPS synthesis from S. pneumoniae general me-
tabolism. The first four are known to have UDP derivatives as
precursors, whereas CDP-D-ribitol-5P and CDP-choline are
the precursors for ribitol-phosphate and phosphorylcholine,
respectively.
The genes expected for the synthesis of six of these compo-
nents are present in the S. pneumoniae genome, and the bio-
synthetic pathways are well documented (68, 70), as shown in
Fig. 2. There are also genes for a putative pathway for the
other component, UDP-2-acetamido-4-amino-2,4,6-trideoxy-
TABLE 1. Gene products, classified into functional groups, and their Pfam families, encoded by the 88 cps loci of S. pneumoniae that use the
Wzy-dependent pathway of CPS biosynthesisa
Functional group No. of genes(pseudogenes) Pfam family (or families)
b
Processing, regulation, export
Wzg 88 (0) (PF02916-PF03816)
Wzh 88 (0) PF02811
Wzd 88 (0) PF02706
Wze 88 (0)
Polymerization and export
Wzy 90 (2) PF04932
Wzx 88 (0) PF01943, PF03023
Biosynthetic pathways
RmlA 40 (0) PF00483
RmlC 40 (1) PF00908 (PF01073-PF01370-PF02719-PF04321)
RmlB 41 (0) (PF01073-PF01370-PF04321)
RmlD 41 (1) (PF01073-PF01370-PF02719)
Glf 58 (23) PF03275 (PF00984-PF01210-PF03720-PF03721)
Ugd 17 (0) (PF00984-PF03720)
Gla 4 (0) (PF01073-PF01370-PF02719-PF04321)
MnaA 15 (0) PF02350
MnaB 5 (0) (PF00984-PF03720-PF03721)
FnlA 8 (1) (PF01073-PF01370-PF02719-PF04321-PF08485)
FnlB 8 (0) PF01370
FnlC 8 (0) PF02350
Gct 12 (2) PF01467
Abp1 6 (1) PF01128 (PF01073-PF01370-PF02719-PF04321)
Abp2 6 (0) (PF01073-PF01370)
Mnp1 3 (0) (PF00483-PF01128)
Mnp2 3 (0) (PF01073-PF01370)
Gtp1 9 (0) PF01761
Gtp2 9 (0) PF00483
Gtp3 9 (0) PF00702
RbsF 7 (0) PF00702
Transferases
ITs 88 (1) PF02397
GTs 342 (8) PF00534, PF00535, PF04488, PF03808, PF02485, PF05704,
PF01501 (PF00535-PF05704)
Acetyltransferases 78 (12) PF00132
PF01757
Sugar phosphate transferases 69 (3) PF04991, PF04464, PF01066
Pyruvyltransferases 2 (0) PF04230
Others
Group II intron proteins 4 (0) (PF00078-PF08388)
Long repetitive protein 1 (0) (PF00746-PF05738)
GT enhancers 13 (0)
Hypothetical proteins 26 (7)
Total 1,502 (62)
a Predicted S. pneumoniae cps gene products for 88 serotypes whose CPS is synthesized by the Wzy-dependent pathway. Products of transposase genes (n  224)
are not included.
b Pfam domains found in the cps gene products are shown. Different Pfam domains are found in different HGs of a functional group, and some contain more than
one Pfam domain, as indicated by parentheses.
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D-galactose (UDP-AAT-Galp), as discussed below. Glucopy-
ranose, N-acetylgalactosamine, AAT-Galp, ribitol-phosphate,
and phosphorylcholine are components of S. pneumoniae
teichoic and lipoteichoic acids, often called C-polysaccharide
and F-polysaccharide, respectively (9, 38, 40).
Glucopyranose (Glcp) and galactopyranose (Galp). UDP-
Glcp is the precursor of Glcp, synthesized from Glcp-6P (Fig. 2) in
two steps catalyzed by the cellular phosphoglucomutase Pgm and
UTP-Glc-1P uridylyltransferase GalU (14, 54). Although these two
genes are present on the pneumococcal chromosome (14, 30), they
also are present within the type 3 cps locus but can be deleted,
presumably due to this redundancy, and type 3 CPS synthesis de-
pends mostly on the chromosomally encoded Pgm activity (29).
Exogenous galactose can be used for the synthesis of UDP-
Galp via the enzymes galactokinase (GalK) and Gal-1P
uridylyltransferase (GalT) (27, 88). UDP-Glcp can also be con-
verted to UDP-Galp by UDP-Glc-4-epimerase (GalE) (28). Pu-
tative carbohydrate-specific ABC transporter genes and the galE,
galT, and galK genes are present in the S. pneumoniae R6 genome
(GenBank accession no. AE007317). Therefore, S. pneumoniae
should be able to use exogenous galactose, although this has not
been shown experimentally.
N-Acetylglucosamine (GlcpNAc). Fructose-6P (Fru-6P) is
housekeeping in S. pneumoniae as part of the glycolytic path-
way (Fig. 2) and is a substrate for the synthesis of N-acetylglu-
cosamine-1-phosphate (GlcNAc-1P); the first two steps of
FIG. 2. Biosynthetic pathways of housekeeping components of S. pneumoniae CPS. Putative pathways are denoted by a dotted line, and the
constituents of the repeat units are underlined. Glk, glucokinase; Pgi, glucose-6-phosphate isomerase; Pgm, phosphoglucomutase; GlmS, L-glu-
tamine-D-fructose-6-phoshate amidotransferase; GlmM, phosphoglucosamine mutase; GlmU, UDP-N-acetyl-glucosamine pyrophosphorylase;
GalU, UTP-glucose-1P uridylyltransferase; GalE, UDP-N-acetylglucosamine-4-epimerase/UDP-glucose-4-epimerase; RblA, ribitol-5-phosphate
dehydrogenase; RblB, D-ribitol-5-phosphate cytidylyltransferase; AatA, UDP-GlcNAc 4,6-dehydratase; AatB, UDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-D-glucose
4-transaminase; ChoT (also known as LicB), choline transporter; ChoA (also known as LicA), choline kinase; ChoB (also known as LicC),
cholinephosphate cytidylyltransferase. Spr numbers refer to the annotation of the S. pneumoniae R6 genome sequence.
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the pathway are catalyzed by L-glutamine-D-Fru-6P amido-
transferase (GlmS) and phosphoglucosamine mutase (GlmM).
The two genes appear to be present in the S. pneumoniae ge-
nome (spr0245 and spr1417, respectively; 32). The resultant
GlcpN-1P is converted to UDP-GlcpNAc in a two-step reac-
tion by the bifunctional enzyme GlmU, which possesses a py-
rophosphorylase and an acetyltransferase domain (74). The
latter sugar is also the substrate for the synthesis of some CPS
nonhousekeeping components (Fig. 3).
N-Acetylgalactosamine (GalpNAc). A specific UDP-GlcpNAc-
4-epimerase (Gne) is required for the conversion of UDP-
GlcpNAc to UDP-GalpNAc in Escherichia coli and Yersinia
enterocolitica (11, 83). For a long time, it was assumed that GalE,
a UDP-Glc-4-epimerase, was also a UDP-GlcpNAc-4-epimerase.
FIG. 3. Biosynthetic pathways of nonhousekeeping (CPS-specific) components of S. pneumoniae CPS. Putative pathways are denoted by a
dotted line, and the constituents of the repeat units are underlined. All gene products are encoded within the cps loci, excepting ribulose phosphate
3-epimerase (Rpe), which is chromosomally encoded and marked by an asterisk. Ugd, UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase; Gla, UDP-galacturonate
4-epimerase; Glf, UDP-galactopyranose mutase; MnaA, UDP-N-acetylglucosamine-2-epimerase; MnaB, UDP-N-acetylmannosamine dehydroge-
nase; FnlA, steps 1 and 2 of UDP-FucNAc synthesis; FnlB, steps 3 and 4 of UDP-FucNAc synthesis; FnlC, step 5 of UDP-FucNAc synthesis; RmlA,
glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase; RmlB, dTDP-D-glucose 4,6-dehydratase; RmlC, dTDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-D-glucose 3,5-epimerase;
RmlD, dTDP-4-keto-L-rhamnose reductase; Mnp1, putative nucleotidyltransferase (NDP-mannitol pathway); Mnp2, putative reductase (NDP-
mannitol pathway); RbsF, putative epimerase/dehydratase (NDP-ribose biosynthesis); Gct, CDP-glycerol biosynthetic protein; Gtp1-3, NDP-2-
glycerol pathway; Abp1, putative nucleotidyltransferase (NDP-arabinitol pathway); Abp2, putative reductase (NDP-arabinitol pathway).
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It is now recognized that there are three classes of GalE-like
proteins (33), i.e., epimerases that preferentially catalyze the
conversion between UDP-Glcp and UDP-Galp (group 1), epime-
rases that do not show a preference for either UDP-Glcp/UDP-
Galp or UDP-GlcpNAc/UDP-GalpNAc (group 2), and epi-
merases that preferentially convert between UDP-GlcpNAc
and UDP-GalpNAc (group 3).
Several S. pneumoniae capsules contain GalpNAc, but none
of their cps loci have a galE/gne homolog. Nevertheless,
Spr1460/NP_346051 (GenBank accession numbers AE007317
and AE005672), encoded within the S. pneumoniae genome, is
closely related to the Y. enterocolitica AAC60777 and Bacillus
subtilis NP_391765 enzymes, which are known to epimerize
both UDP-Glc/UDP-Gal and UDP-GlcNAc/UDP-GalNAc.
We conclude that Spr1460 is the product of a group 2 galE
gene responsible for the synthesis of GalNAc in teichoic acid
and CPS and Gal in CPS in the absence of exogenous galac-
tose.
2-Acetamido-4-amino-2,4,6-trideoxy-D-galactose (AAT-Galp).
The uncommon sugar AAT-Galp is a component of the CPS of
S. pneumoniae serotype 1, of S. pneumoniae lipoteichoic and
teichoic acids (38), and of Streptococcus mitis biovar I teichoic
acid (13). It is also found in the Bacteroides fragilis capsules, the
Shigella sonnei form I antigen (where it is called 4n-D-FucNAc)
and Plesiomonas shigelloides serotype O17 antigen (21, 72, 87).
To the best of our knowledge, these are the only occurrences
in bacteria. As the latter three species lack teichoic acids, one
might expect the AAT-Galp pathway genes to be present in the
polysaccharide biosynthetic loci and there are indeed appro-
priate genes that correlate with the presence of AAT-Galp,
and this made it possible to propose a biosynthetic pathway.
In S. sonnei, the proposed pathway for UDP-AAT-Galp (87)
involves a dehydratase (WbgZ) that converts UDP-GlcpNAc
to 4-keto-6-deoxy-D-GlcpNAc, and then an amino group is
added at carbon 4 by an aminotransferase (WbgX) to give
UDP-AAT-Galp. Finally, as AAT-Galp is assumed to be the
initial sugar of the repeat unit, UndPP-AAT-Galp is produced
by WbgY. In the case of S. sonnei, all three genes are present
in the O-antigen gene cluster, whereas in the case of B. fragilis,
the gene encoding the WbgZ homolog is located elsewhere on
the chromosome (21, 87). Presumably, it is involved in other
biosynthetic pathways and this would not be surprising as
NDP-4-keto-6-deoxy sugars are often branch points in NDP-
sugar biosynthesis (70).
In pneumococci, the AAT-Galp biosynthetic genes should
be chromosomally encoded due to the presence of AAT-Galp
in teichoic acid, and in the serotype 1 cps locus there are no
gene products for UDP-AAT-Galp synthesis. The products of
spr0092 and spr1654 in the S. pneumoniae R6 genome (32) are
equivalent to WbgZ and WbgX of S. sonnei, respectively,
which we are renaming aatA and aatB to reflect their probable
role in the synthesis of UDP-AAT-Galp for both teichoic acids
and the serotype 1 capsule (Fig. 2).
Phosphatidylcholine (Cho-P). The CPS structures of sero-
group 15 (excepting 15A), serogroup 32, and serotype 27 have
been reported to include Cho-P (38), although this is now in
some doubt for serogroup 15 (36; see below). Cho-P is also a
component of teichoic and lipoteichoic acids in S. pneumoniae
(38, 40). Choline is required for growth, but S. pneumoniae is
unable to synthesize choline, obtaining it from its human host.
This requirement for choline means that it is always available
for CPS synthesis if needed. Genes for the uptake of choline
and synthesis of the precursor of Cho-P (lic genes) have been
identified in several bacteria (73) and studied in Haemophilus
influenzae (85). They were first recognized to be in S. pneu-
moniae by Zhang et al. (91) and are in the genome as licB, licA,
and licC, which we have renamed choT (choline transporter),
choA (choline phosphorylation), and choB (conversion to
CDP-choline), respectively, to reflect their role in choline
transport and CDP-choline synthesis (Fig. 2).
Ribitol-phosphate (Rib-ol-P). CDP-D-ribitol-5P is the pre-
cursor for the addition of D-ribitol-5P, which is also a constit-
uent of teichoic acids and hence available for pneumococcal
CPS synthesis (40). In H. influenzae, CDP-ribitol synthesis is
catalyzed by the bifunctional enzyme Bcs1 in a two-step reac-
tion (93). In B. subtilis, two separate genes, tarJ and tarI, en-
code a reductase that converts ribose-5P to ribitol-5P and a
cytidylyltransferase that converts ribitol-5P to the precursor
CDP-ribitol, respectively (44). The products of spr1148 and
spr1149 in the S. pneumoniae R6 genome show a high level of
sequence similarity to TarJ and TarI of B. subtilis, and as these
pneumococcal homologs should have the same function, we
name them rblA and rblB, respectively, to reflect their role in
the synthesis of the ribitol-5P precursor (Fig. 2). Note that the
single report of ribitol-1P in types 11B and 11F (38) appears to
be a case of a different name for ribitol-5P.
(ii) Nonhousekeeping (CPS-specific) components. There are
14 components in the known S. pneumoniae CPS biochemical
structures that are not available from general metabolism and
for which the biosynthetic genes are found in the pneumococ-
cal cps loci (Fig. 3). Many of the genes discussed below are also
found in polysaccharide biosynthetic loci of other species.
There are well-documented pathways from a number of bac-
terial species for the synthesis of the NDP-linked precursors
of rhamnose, galactofuranose, glucuronic acid, galacturonic
acid, N-acetylmannosamine, N-acetylmannosaminuronic acid,
N-acetylfucosamine, N-acetyl-L-pneumosamine, and glycerol-
1-phosphate (70), and in pneumococci the relevant genes are
always present intact in the cps locus when the sugar is present
in the structure (12). The pathways for the remaining compo-
nents are less well documented, but the allocation of cps genes
to these pathways seems secure from the correlation between
the presence of a particular gene(s) and these components in
the CPS.
Rhamnose (L-Rhap)—rmlA, rmlB, rmlC, and rmlD. Rham-
nose is present in 23 CPS structures, and all of their cps loci
contain the four rml genes for synthesis of the precursor
dTDP-rhamnose (34) (Fig. 3). The gene order (rmlA, -C, -B,
and -D) is always the same in S. pneumoniae, but there are
incomplete sets of rml genes in a few other serotypes, and
where the structure is known they lack rhamnose (12). For
example, the cps loci of types 1 (63) and 24B have frameshifts
within the rmlD and rmlC genes, respectively, whereas the cps
locus of type 15F has only a partial rmlB and an rmlD gene
present. A truncated UDP-galactofuranose biosynthetic gene
(glf) and/or remnants of transposase genes are usually present
downstream of the rml genes.
Galactofuranose (D-Galf)—glf. The precursor of galacto-
furanose is UDP-galactofuranose, which is synthesized by Glf
from UDP-galactopyranose (34) (Fig. 3). The presence of an
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intact glf gene correlates with Galf in CPS; however, type 15F
is an exception as it has an intact glf gene but there is no Galf
in the CPS. There are cases where two copies of the glf gene
are present in the cps locus, the second copy being truncated in
some cases.
Glucuronic acid (D-GlcpA) and galacturonic acid (D-GalpA)—ugd
and gla. UDP-GlcpA is the precursor of GlcpA and is synthe-
sized by Ugd from UDP-Glcp (Fig. 3) and then is converted by
Gla to UDP-GalpA, the precursor of GalpA (12, 34, 61, 63).
There are 18 cps loci that have ugd, including the type 3 cps
locus. Where known, the CPS structures (or CPS constituents)
of these serotypes contain GlcpA, with the exception of sero-
type 1; the latter cps locus has both ugd and gla, and thus
serotype 1 contains GalpA rather than GlcpA.
UDP-N-acetyl-D-mannosamine (D-ManpNAc) and UDP-N-
acetyl-D-mannosaminuronic acid (D-ManpNAcA)—mnaA and
mnaB. The mnaA gene for the synthesis of D-ManpNAc (34,
70) (Fig. 3) is present in 15 cps loci, whereas mnaB, for the
conversion of D-ManpNAc to D-ManpNAcA, is present in only
5 of these (serogroup 12 and types 44 and 46). The available
CPS structures are consistent with that expected from the
presence of mnaA alone or mnaA and mnaB; thus, type 4 and
serogroups 9 and 19 contain D-ManpNAc, whereas types 12A
and 12F contain D-ManpNAcA.
N-Acetyl-L-fucosamine (L-FucpNAc)—fnlA, fnlB, and fnlC.
The precursor of L-FucpNAc is UDP-L-FucpNAc, which is
synthesized in a five-step pathway (60) (Fig. 3) by the products
of three genes (FnlA, -B, and -C), the first two (FnlA and
FnlB) being bifunctional. The three genes are present in eight
cps loci, and L-FucpNAc is present in the CPS where the
structures are known (serotypes 4, 5, 12F, 12A, and 45).
N-Acetyl-L-pneumosamine (L-PnepNAc) and 2-acetamido-2,6-
dideoxy-D-xylo-hexos-4-ulose (4-keto-N-acetyl-D-quinovosamine,
KDQNAc). The type 5 CPS contains L-PnepNAc and
KDQNAc, in addition to L-FucpNAc, and the fnlA, fnlB, and
fnlC genes are present in the cps locus. The precursor of
L-PnepNAc is UDP-PnepNAc, a UDP-FucpNAc intermediate
synthesized by FnlB, and UDP-KDQNAc, the likely precursor
of KDQNAc, is the first intermediate before undergoing fur-
ther modification by FnlA (60) (Fig. 3). Both L-PnepNAc and
KDQNAc are uniquely present in type 5, and the need to
divert some of the intermediate of the first FnlA reaction to a
KDQNAc transferase reaction may explain the much greater
sequence divergence between the fnlA gene of type 5 and those
of the other serotypes than observed for fnlB and fnlC (data
not shown).
Glycerol-1P (Gro-1P)—gct. The precursor of glycerol-1P is
CDP-glycerol, which is synthesized by Gct (34) (Fig. 3), and the
gct gene is present in 13 cps loci. An intact gct gene correlates
with the presence of Gro-1P in the CPS of serogroup 18 and
types 11A, 11C, and 45, whereas types 11B and 11F have a
truncated gct gene and Gro-1P is not found in their CPS, being
replaced by Rib-ol-1P.
Glycerol-2P (Gro-2P)—gtp1, gtp2, and gtp3. The gtp1, gtp2,
and gtp3 genes are present in the cps loci of serogroups 15, 23,
and 28, and their products are thought to be responsible for the
synthesis of NDP-2-glycerol (Fig. 3). Gro-2P is rarely present
in bacteria and was originally only reported to be present in
types 15A and 23F, with Cho-P replacing it in types 15F, 15B,
and 15C (38). However, recent nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) analysis indicates that type 15B contains glycerol and
not choline (36). As the earlier NMR spectra of types 15B and
15C were superimposable, this most likely also applies to types
15C and 15F, the reported presence of Cho-P being due to
contamination of the CPS with teichoic acid.
The sugar phosphate transferase for Gro-2P is proposed to
be encoded by wchX (see below), and the presence of Gro-2P
in the CPS of types 15A and 23F correlates with the presence
of wchX and gtp1 to -3 in their cps loci (12, 55, 67). We consider
the balance of the evidence to favor the presence of Gro-2P in
the CPS of all four serotypes within serogroup 15, as all possess
wchX and gtp1 to -3 and there are no differences in their cps
loci that would account for the different side groups in the
structures reported earlier.
Mannitol-6P (Man-ol-6P)—mnp1 and mnp2. The presence
of mannitol-6P in the CPS of type 35A correlates with the
presence of two genes (mnp1 and -2), which are also present in
the cps loci of types 35C and 42, for which there are no avail-
able CPS structures. Mnp1 possesses the PF00483 family do-
main of NTP-transferases, i.e., enzymes that transfer nucleo-
tides onto phosphosugars. Mnp2 possesses the PF01370 family
domain of NAD-dependent epimerases/dehydratases. Mnp1
and 2 could be responsible for the synthesis of NDP-
Man-ol-6P from D-fructose-6P by a two-step pathway parallel
to that for CDP-ribitol-5P formation from ribulose-5P by TarJ
and TarI (see above). The two steps are addition of the nucle-
oside monophosphate to give NDP-fructose-6P and reduction
of the keto group on carbon 2. However, the order of the two
reactions is not known and there is no biochemical support for
this pathway as yet. The genes will be named mnpA and mnpB
in order of function if this proposal is confirmed.
Arabinitol-1P (Ara-ol-1P)—abp1 and abp2. Arabinitol-1P is
only reported in the CPS of type 17F. The abp1 and 2 genes
present in the type 17F cps locus encode proteins containing
the PF00483 and PF01370 family domains of NTP-transferases
and NAD-dependent epimerase/dehydratase family domains,
respectively; thus, they are proposed to be involved in the
biosynthesis of NDP-Ara-ol-1P. D-Xylulose-5P is produced
from ribulose-5P (present as an intermediate of the pentose
phosphate pathway) by a ribulose phosphate 3-epimerase
(Rpe) (2), and the rpe gene (spr1797) is present in the S.
pneumoniae R6 genome (GenBank accession number
AE007317). NDP-Ara-ol-1P is proposed to be derived from
D-xylulose-5P in a two-step pathway catalyzed by the products
of the abp1 and abp2 genes. As there is no biochemical support
for the pathway and the order of the two reactions of the abp1
and 2 gene products is not known, the genes will be renamed
abpA and abpB in order of function if this proposal is con-
firmed.
The abp1 and abp2 genes are also present in the cps loci of
serogroup 24 and types 13 and 48. Of these, only the structure
of type 13 CPS is available and contains Rib-ol-5P but not
Ara-ol-1P. However, the structure is old and there are no
recent NMR data to confirm the presence of Rib-ol-5P rather
than Ara-ol-1P. Alternatively, the absence of Ara-ol-1P could
be attributed to the sequence divergence of the type 13 abp1
and abp2 genes compared to those present in the other cps loci,
but new NMR data are required to address this issue.
Ribofuranose (Ribf)—rbsF. ADP-ribose (ADP-ribofuranose)
is believed to be available from the recycling of NAD. It is a
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component of the E. coli O114 antigen (23), but no gene for
ADP-ribose biosynthesis is present in this O-antigen gene clus-
ter (24). However, in S. pneumoniae types 19B and 19C, the
rbsF (also known as cps19R) gene was proposed to be respon-
sible for the synthesis of NDP-ribose (57). RbsF possesses the
PF01370 family domain of NAD-dependent epimerases/dehy-
dratases. The rbsF gene is also present in the cps loci of types
7B, 7C, 24B, 24F, and 40. The CPS of type 7B and the con-
stituents of type 24F also include Ribf (constituents of the
other serotypes are not known), which adds support to the
proposed function of RbsF.
Assignment of initial sugar transferases. Repeat unit syn-
thesis mediated by the Wzy pathway is initiated by transfer of
a sugar phosphate to a lipid carrier (Fig. 1) (77, 86). This
reaction is catalyzed by an initial transferase (IT) and is re-
versible (66), whereas the reactions of the GTs that add the
other sugars are, in practical terms, irreversible. This can be
important in the allocation of gene function if an IT is able to
transfer more than one sugar phosphate. In such cases, the
specificity of the second sugar transferase determines which
sugar is incorporated into the repeat unit, as this reaction is
irreversible. Determination of the CPS repeat unit structure
does not identify which glycosidic link is made by the Wzy
polymerase, and repeat units are generally depicted chemically
as circular molecules. Identification of the initial sugar (IT
specificity) allows us to identify the linkage made by Wzy and
to represent the repeat units as they are synthesized on the
lipid carrier.
In most S. pneumoniae cps loci, the fifth gene appears to
encode the proposed IT (WchA, WciI, WcjG, and WcjH; see
below), as each possesses the same Pfam domain (PF02397)
(12) (Table 1; see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). In a
few cps loci, the IT gene is not immediately downstream of the
fourth regulatory gene (wze) because of the presence of an
intervening gene or gene fragment and/or a rearrangement in
the order of the first four cps genes. Thus, the gene order
differs in the closely related cps loci of types 25A, 25F, and 38
and a defective transposase gene is between wze and wzg.
Similarly, there is a defective transposase gene upstream of the
IT gene (wciI) in the cps loci of types 12A and 46.
In S. pneumoniae type 1, there is no cps gene product har-
boring the Pfam domain PF02397 found in other ITs. Further-
more, none of the predicted gene products, other than Wzx
and Wzy, have putative transmembrane segments, making it
unlikely that the IT is encoded within the serotype 1 cps locus.
The constituents of the type 1 CPS repeat unit are an AAT-
Galp and two -D-GalpA residues (38). The cps locus possesses
the first four cps genes (wzg, wzh, wzd, and wze), the wzy and
wzx genes, the ugd and gla genes for the biosynthesis of GalpA,
and a set of rml genes (as mentioned earlier, rmlD is frame-
shifted and therefore rhamnose is absent from the CPS) (12,
63). Type 1 CPS is acetylated, and accordingly, there is also a
putative acetyltransferase gene (wchC). The products of the
remaining genes (wchB and wchD) both possess the PF00534
domain found in GTs and are presumably involved in the
assembly of the trisaccharide repeat unit. Thus, there is no
candidate gene that could encode an IT.
As mentioned previously, WbgY in S. sonnei and WcfS in B.
fragilis are thought to be the ITs for AAT-Galp (21, 87), and in
the S. pneumoniae genome, there is a WbgY/WcfS homolog
(Spr1655; GenBank accession number AE007317) which pos-
sesses the PF02397 family domain found in ITs encoded within
the other cps loci. Therefore, it is assumed that this chromo-
somally encoded IT provides the lipid-linked-AAT-Galp re-
quired for repeat unit synthesis in serotype 1 pneumococci.
Coyne et al. (21) suggested that the pneumococcal WbgY
homolog makes lipid-linked-AAT-Galp for initiating teichoic
acid synthesis, but AAT-Galp does not appear to be the initial
sugar in teichoic acid repeat units (9). We assume that WbgY
is present on the chromosome as there is some other noncap-
sular pneumococcal polysaccharide that has AAT-Galp as the
initial sugar.
WchA. The IT WchA has been shown to transfer Glcp-1P
from UDP-Glcp to a lipid carrier in the S. pneumoniae capsules
of types 8, 9V, and 14 (42, 65, 78). The data obtained for
serotype 2 (15) made it nearly certain that UndPP is the lipid
carrier for initiation of capsule synthesis in pneumococci, as
shown for several other bacterial polysaccharides. WchA has
been shown to be essential for CPS biosynthesis in S. pneu-
moniae serotype 8 as unencapsulated variants possess frame-
shift mutations within wchA (also known as cap8E) (81). Glu-
cose is assumed to be the donor sugar used by WchA in all of
the S. pneumoniae serotypes where this IT is present. This is
supported by the observation that glucose is present in the
repeat units of all serotypes that possess wchA (see Fig. S1 in
the supplemental material). Where there are two glucose res-
idues in the main chain of the repeat unit (serogroup 18,
serogroup 32, and serotypes 2, 7B, 8, 20, 9A, 9L, and 9V), the
initial sugar can be determined by GT-linkage correlation of
the second sugar transferase (see GT section below.)
WciI. Serogroup 12 and serotypes 4, 5, 25A, 25F, 38, 44, 45,
and 46 possess the putative IT gene wciI in their cps loci (see
Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Structures are known for
types 4, 5, 12F, 12A, and 45, and for type 46 the sugar com-
position is known. L-FucpNAc is the only sugar common to all
of these serotypes, but serotypes 25A, 25F, and 38 lack the
L-FucpNAc pathway genes, suggesting that their CPS lacks this
sugar. However, all but serotype 5 contain GalpNAc and/or
GlcpNAc (serotypes 4, 12F, and 45 contain only GalpNAc, and
only GlcpNAc is present in serotype 12A), and a possible
scenario is that both GalpNAc-P and GlcpNAc-P can be trans-
ferred by WciI. There is a precedent in the IT WecA of E. coli
and Y. enterolitica (4, 50, 92) that transfers GlcpNAc-P to
initiate synthesis of the repeat unit of the enterobacterial com-
mon antigen but also acts as the IT for O antigens in E. coli
that contain GlcpNAc or GalpNAc. In the case of WecA, the
gene is outside of the O-antigen gene cluster and it is unlikely
that WecA itself determines if GlcpNAc or GalpNAc is the
initial sugar. However, as already mentioned, the transfer of a
sugar phosphate to UndP to give a pyrophosphate linkage is
reversible, and it is envisaged that both UndPP-GlcpNAc and
UndPP-GalpNAc are formed, the next transferase determining
which is permanently incorporated into the repeat unit. The
reversibility of the first reaction ensures that no UndP is locked
up as UndPP-GlcpNAc or UndPP-GalpNAc if it is not used in
further reactions.
Besides correlating the presence of a particular sugar in the
CPS repeat unit with the presence of an IT gene (as above), it
is in some cases possible to predict the initial sugar (and thus
the polymerase linkage) by correlating the nature of the link-
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ages (either retaining or inverting) in the circularized repeat
unit with the proposed nature of the GTs encoded by the cps
locus from their CAZy family membership (see Materials and
Methods). For example, the repeat units of serotypes 12F and
12A can be depicted as in Fig. 4A. The circular chemical
structures each contain six linkages, three main chain and three
side branch linkages. Of these six linkages, five are retaining
and one is inverting. One of the main chain linkages is the Wzy
linkage and if identified would also specify the initial sugar.
Excepting remnant transposases, the cps loci of serotypes
12F and 12A are syntenic and are predicted to encode five
GTs, all of which are members of retaining GT families (Fig.
4B). We can therefore suggest that the single inverting linkage
in the circular chemical representation of the repeat unit rep-
resents the Wzy polymerization linkage, allowing us to define
the initial sugar (and hence WciI specificity) as GalpNAc in
12F and GlcpNAc in 12A and also to define the polymerase
linkages (Fig. 4C). This approach also suggests that GalpNAc
is the initial sugar for WciI in serotypes 4 and 45, which is
further supported by the presence of FucpNAc as the second
sugar (see below).
If GlcpNAc-P and GalpNAc-P are the normal substrates for
WciI, we have to account for serotype 5 CPS, which contains
only Glcp, FucpNAc, PnepNAc, and KDQNAc, one of which
must be the substrate for WciI. As mentioned above, the spec-
ificity of the second sugar transferase can determine which
sugar is incorporated into the repeat unit.
In all cps loci where wciI is the putative IT gene and
FucpNAc is also presumed to be present in the CPS (due to the
presence of the fnlA, fnlB, and fnlC genes in the cps loci), the
sixth gene encodes the GT, wciJ. In serotypes 25F, 25A, and
38, where wciI is also the putative IT gene but the sixth gene is
not wciJ, FucpNAc is not predicted to be present in the repeat
unit. Thus, WciJ should be the FucpNAc transferase that trans-
fers the second sugar in the repeat unit. This allows us to infer
that the initial sugar in serotype 5 is KDQNAc. Clearly, bio-
chemical studies of WciI are required to evaluate our propos-
als for the initial sugars in these serotypes.
WcjH. The cps loci of serotypes 29, 35F, 39, 43, and 47F
possess wcjH, but only the CPS structure of type 29 is available
and is similar to that of type 35B. There are differences in the
acetylation patterns, due to the presence of an extra acetyl-
transferase gene (wciG) in type 35B, but apart from these
differences, the CPS of types 29 and 35B differ in only one
sugar (Galp and Glcp, respectively) and their cps loci have
different IT genes (wcjH and wchA, respectively); since WchA
transfers Glcp, it seems clear from this comparison that in
serotype 29 WcjH transfers Galp.
WcjG. The putative IT gene wcjG is found in the cps loci of
serogroup 10 and serotypes 31, 33C, and 47A (see Fig. S1 in
the supplemental material), but there are biochemical struc-
tures only for 10A, 10F, and 31. Galp, Galf, GalpNAc, and
Rib-ol are the constituents of the pentasaccharide backbone of
type 10A and 10F CPS, differing only in the anomeric status of
Galp ( in 10F and  in 10A). Galf, Rhap, and GlcpA are the
constituents of type 31 CPS (38), which might suggest that
FIG. 4. Assignment of Wzy polymerase linkage and IT specificity. (A) Circularized representation of CPS repeat unit structures for serotypes
12F and 12A, where the polymerase linkage and the initial sugar are not indicated. Each sugar is represented symbolically as in the report by
Bentley et al. (12), and the nature of the linkage is represented by red if it is retaining and blue if it is inverting. Each circular structure contains
five retaining linkages and a single inverting linkage. (B) Excepting remnant transposases, the cps clusters of serotypes 12F and 12A are syntenic,
and both encode five GTs, all of which are retaining based on CAZy GT family membership (colored red). Shading between the two loci represents
TBLASTX amino acid sequence similarity viewed by using ACT. (C) We can infer that the single inverting linkage in the circular structure
(A) corresponds to the linkage made by the polymerase, which also allows us to define the initial sugar and depict the structures biologically, with
the lipid-linked initial sugar depicted to the right of the structure. ///, lipid carrier.
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WcjG transfers Galf, but we are not confident in the latter CPS
structure in the absence of more recent NMR data (8). As-
signment of sugar specificity to the IT WcjH (see above) is
based on a single monosaccharide difference between the two
almost identical CPS structures of serotypes 29 and 35B. The
second sugar in both of these structures is Galf linked to the
initial sugar by a 1-3 linkage. Within the cps loci where WchA
is the IT, there are six serotypes where the second sugar is Galf
1-3 linked to the initial sugar Glcp (17A, 20, 33F, 35A, 35B,
and 34). Within the cps of these six serotypes, as well as sero-
type 29 (IT-WcjG) and serotypes 10F and 10A, the only puta-
tive GT gene in common is wciB, which in all cases is the sixth
gene in the cps loci. Furthermore, wciB is not found in any
other serotype where we have a different second sugar. We can
therefore suggest that WciB transfers Galf as the second sugar
in the repeat units. Serotype 10F contains a single Galf(1-3)
linkage to Galp. Serotype 10A contains two Galf(1-3)
linkages; however, one is a side branch (D-Galf-(1-3)-D-
GalpNAc) and not part of the circular main chain; therefore,
we can suggest that Galf is the second sugar and also propose
with confidence that WcjG transfers Galp.
Repeat unit polymerases (Wzy) and flippases (Wzx). The
repeat unit polymerase (Wzy) and flippase (Wzx) define a
polymerization/export process (Fig. 1), and in polysaccharide
biosynthetic loci these genes almost invariably occur together
(86). There is experimental evidence in Y. enterocolitica sero-
type O:8 that Wzy is strictly specific for the O unit to be
polymerized, whereas Wzx has a relaxed specificity for the
translocated polysaccharide (11). However, recently it has
been reported that the Wzx flippases involved in biosynthesis
of O antigen correlate with the first sugar of the O-specific
lipopolysaccharide subunit (50) but otherwise seem to lack
specificity at least in the situation where only one potential
substrate is available.
There is enormous sequence divergence among the pneu-
mococcal repeat unit polymerases (Wzy), but most have a best
match to other Wzy proteins in a BLAST search and have
about 10 putative transmembrane segments (12). The pneu-
mococcal Wzy repeat unit polymerases fall into 40 HGs, which
we refer to as Wzy-1 to Wzy-40. For their association with
particular ITs, the putative linkages that they catalyze, and the
serotypes in which they are present, see Table S1 in the sup-
plemental material. The pneumococcal flippases (Wzx) are
similarly divergent but are identified by their similarity to other
Wzx proteins in BLAST searches and by having about 12
transmembrane segments (12). The pneumococcal Wzx flip-
pases fall into 13 HGs (Wzx-1 to Wzx-13), although 40 cps loci
encode a Wzx-1 (HG7) flippase, but in pneumococci there is
no apparent association between the pneumococcal Wzx HGs
and the IT HGs or the putative initial sugars (data not shown).
Following prediction of the polymerase linkage in the 52
known repeat unit structures that are synthesized by the Wzy-
dependent pathway (see above), it can be seen that, in some
cases, the same polymerase linkage is formed by members of
different HGs (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). For
example, the D-Glcp-(1-3)--L-Rhap linkage is formed by
Wzy-12 in types 6A and 6B and by Wzy-28 in type 19A, the
D-Glcp-(1-3)--D-Galp linkage is formed by Wzy-14 in types
15A/15F and by Wzy-16 in types 17A/17F, and the D-Glcp-(1-
4)--D-Galf linkage is formed by Wzy-6 in serogroup 18 and by
Wzy-19 in type 23F. The IT is WchA, and Glcp is present in the
CPS structures in all of these cases; therefore, we are very
confident in the assignment of the above polymerization link-
ages.
Assignment of GTs. GTs catalyze the formation of glycosidic
bonds between the lipid-linked glycan precursor as an acceptor
and a nucleotide-activated sugar as a donor. Thus, GTs deter-
mine the sequence of components of the repeat units of poly-
saccharides and the characterization of the specificity of GTs
would enable the prediction of the constituents of repeat units
where these are unknown (Fig. 1) (35, 39).
Functional characterization of pneumococcal GTs is ex-
tremely limited, however, and has only been reported for types
8 and 14 (42, 69). The reaction specificities of the GTs may
vary for the acceptor or donor monosaccharide residues and
the linkage between them, and there are instances reported
where a single nucleotide replacement can alter these speci-
ficities (41). For example, in pneumococci, a single amino acid
difference in a GT has been reported to be responsible for the
-1,3 linkage of rhamnose to ribitol in serotype 6A but an -1,4
linkage in serotype 6B (52). Prediction of the linkage catalyzed
by a GT is therefore problematic and must be considered
tentative until biochemical data are available. However, the
sequences of the cps loci of all 88 S. pneumoniae serotypes that
use the Wzy-dependent pathway, along with the 52 published
CPS structures from these serotypes, present an opportunity to
utilize comparative methods to tentatively assign ab initio the
linkages within these structures catalyzed by the GTs (see
Materials and Methods) and in many cases allow us to assign
slightly different linkages to the same HG with some confi-
dence.
Given the great diversity of sugars and sugar linkages among
the pneumococcal CPS repeat units, it is not surprising that the
GTs form a divergent group of 92 HGs (including three hypo-
thetical proteins, WcwD, WcrT, and WcwX, which we predict
to act as GTs), the majority of which fall into three Pfam
families (PF00534, PF00535, and PF05704) (Table 2) . GTs
have been classified into CAZy families based on high se-
quence similarity with one or more founding members of the
family with experimentally demonstrated GT activity (20).
Members of CAZy families appear to be either retaining GTs,
forming glycosidic bonds with stereochemistry identical to that
of the donor sugar (for example, UDP-glucose3-glucoside)
or inverting GTs which in forming the glycosidic linkage alter
the stereochemistry of the donor sugar (for example, UDP-
glucose3-glucoside) (20, 46). Pfam families were highly cor-
related with CAZy families (Table 2), and CAZy family assign-
ment proved a useful contributor to our putative functional
assignments, as linkages that are inverting or retaining should
be catalyzed by GTs that, from their CAZy family membership,
are expected to be inverting or retaining.
The four main methods of assigning GTs to specific linkages
are described in Materials and Methods. The linkages tenta-
tively assigned to GTs are shown in Table 2; for the basis of
these assignments, see the notes to Table S2 in the supplemen-
tal material. Using the GT-linkage correlation approach, the
most prevalent GT gene in cps loci of serotypes whose CPS
structures are known was wchF (14 occurrences). Among these
14 structures, there are 29 different triplet linkages in their
repeat units but the only one in common is L-Rhap(1-4)D-
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Glcp; as all 14 of the known structures contain this linkage, no
other linkage in these structures correlates with the presence
of wchF, and the above linkage is not found in any serotype
that lacks wchF, we assign the synthesis of L-Rhap(1-4)D-Glcp
to WchF. There was also a perfect correlation between the
presence of wchK (10 occurrences) and that of D-Galp(1-4)-
-D-Glcp and between the presence of wchO (8 occurrences)
and that of D-ManpNAc(1-4)--D-Glcp.
In other cases, GTs can be assigned on the basis of the
predicted retaining or inverting status of the GTs encoded
within the cps loci and the inverting and retaining linkages in
the CPS. For example, the repeat units of serotypes 6A and 6B
each contain two GT linkages, of which one is retaining and
one is inverting. The cps loci each contain a single gene, wciN,
encoding a retaining GT, which is therefore assigned to the
retaining linkage, D-Galp(1-3)--D-Glcp, in both serotypes
6A and 6B. The inverting GT, WciP, can therefore be assigned
to the inverting linkage, L-Rhap(1-3)-D-Rib-ol in serotype 6A
and L-Rhap(1-4)-D-Rib-ol in serotype 6B, as also suggested
by a completely different approach (52). Similarly, the repeat
units of serogroup 15 each contain a single retaining linkage
(D-Galp-(1-2)--D-Galp) and their cps loci each contain a
single gene predicted to encode a retaining GT (WchN).
Gene content-linkage comparisons between similar sero-
types can also be used to assign GT specificity. For example,
the repeat unit structures of serotypes 19B and 19C differ only
by the presence of a single D-Glcp(1-6)-D-ManpNAc side
branch in 19C, which can be attributed to the single additional
GT gene in the cps locus of this serotype (wchU; see the notes
to Table S2 in the supplemental material). Similarly, the cps
loci of serotypes 7F and 7A are syntenic and only differ in the
presence of a frameshift mutation in the GT gene wcwD in
serotype 7A. The CPS structures of both are known and differ
only in the presence of an additional D-Galp(1-2)-D-Galp
side branch in 7F, which allows us to attribute the side branch
linkage to the action of WcwD.
Figure 5 depicts an example where a combination of meth-
ods can assign GT specificity and therefore propose a biosyn-
thetic pathway for the repeat unit structures of serotypes 10F
and 10A. Following the identification of the polymerase link-
age and therefore the initial sugar (see above; Fig. 5B-1), the
three GT genes wciB, wcrC, and wciF (and the ribitol phos-
phate transferase gene wcrB) are common to both cps loci (Fig.
5A) and presumably account for the three GT linkages (and
the ribitol phosphate linkage, which is 5-P-5 linked in 10A but
5-P-6 linked in 10F; see below) in common in the main chain
of the repeat units. The single retaining linkage in the struc-
ture, Galp(1-2)Rib-ol, can be assigned to the action of the
single retaining GT, WcrC (Fig. 5B-2). WciB has been assigned
as the Galf(1-3) transferase that adds the second sugar in the
repeat unit through GT-linkage correlation, and so we can
assign the action of WciF to the remaining D-GalpNAc(1-
3)-D-Galp linkage in the main chain. The side branch linkage
Galf(1-6)Galp present in 10F but not in 10A can be ac-
counted for by the presence in 10F, but not in 10A, of the GT
gene wcrH (Fig. 5B-3). The two remaining side branch linkages
in 10A can be attributed to the two additional GTs, encoded by
wcrD and wcrG (Fig. 5B-4), which are not found or not intact
(wcrD is frameshifted in type 10F) in the cps locus of 10F. The
presence of wcrD in other serotypes correlates with a
Galf(1-3) linkage, and therefore WcrD is assigned as cata-
lyzing this linkage; WcrG, by a process of elimination, catalyzes
the linkage of the other Galp(1-6) side branch.
Sometimes the evidence for GT specificity can be twofold.
For example, the CPS structures of serogroup 11 contain three
GT linkages, one inverting and two retaining. The cps loci each
contain three GT genes which encode one inverting GT
(WchK) and two retaining GTs (WcyK and WcrL). We can
therefore assign WchK to the inverting linkage in the structure,
and as we have already assigned this link to WchK based on
GT-linkage correlation, our confidence in the assignment is
further strengthened.
In some cases, the donor sugar appears to differ for GTs in
the same HG. For example, WcxB uses two different sugars as
donors, GalpNAc in type 12A but Galp in type 12F (12).
Similarly, the donor sugar for WcrL is GlcpNAc in types 11F,
11B, and 11C but Glcp in type 11A, and WciU adds Glcp in
types 18B, 18C, and 18F but GlcpNAc in type 18A (Table 2).
There are also instances where the same linkage is present in
the repeat units of CPS of different serogroups, but there is no
common GT gene in the cps loci, suggesting that GTs of dif-
ferent HGs can catalyze the same linkage. For example, WciT
FIG. 5. Assignment of GT specificity. (A) cps loci of serotypes 10A and 10F are represented linearly with genes encoding GTs colored according
to their CAZy membership—red for a GT with a predicted retaining mechanism, blue for an inverting mechanism, and yellow if the GT has not
been assigned to a CAZy family. Shading between the two loci represents TBLASTX amino acid sequence similarity viewed by using ACT.
(B) Structural representation of CPS repeat units. Glycosidic linkages are colored according to whether they require a retaining mechanism (red)
or an inverting mechanism (blue). ///, lipid carrier. See the text for methods of GT assignment.
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of serotype 8 has been proposed to catalyze the D-Glcp-(1-
4)--D-Galp linkage (69) and the same linkage is present in
serotype 11A CPS, where we have suggested it is catalyzed by
WcrL (Table 2; see the notes to Table S2 in the supplemental
material). The donor sugar for WcrL is Glcp in type 11A but
GlcpNAc in types 11F, 11B, and 11C.
Using the methods outlined above, we have been able to
assign the GTs that catalyze 145 of the 200 glycosidic linkages
in the available repeat unit structures, and in 32 of the 52
structures that use the Wzy-dependent pathway we have been
able to assign all of the linkages (110 in total), with the re-
maining structures containing some linkages that could not be
assigned to a specific GT (see Table S2 in the supplemental
material) by any of the methods. In some cases, this was due to
the presence of a greater number of GT genes than there are
GT linkages in the repeat unit; for example, serotype 33B
contains four GT linkages but the cps locus encodes five GTs.
Conversely, there are instances where there are fewer GT
genes in the cps locus than GT linkages in the repeat unit, for
example, serotype 7B. In other cases, lack of assignment is due
to ambiguous linkage correlation. For example, within the type
12F and 12A repeat units there are three unassigned retaining
linkages and within the cps loci three remaining genes that
encode retaining GTs, WcxD, WcxE, and WcxF. No CPS struc-
tures are available for the other serotypes that contain these
genes and therefore there is no method of assigning their
specificity.
For a few GTs, the assignments include linkages that are
different and in some cases surprisingly so. These merit further
study to establish if they are correct and, if so, the basis for the
variation in linkage. For example, WcrV is credited with both
a (1-4) inverting linkage and an (1-3) retaining linkage.
It has been suggested that the order in which GTs act to
synthesize the repeat unit correlates with their order in the cps
locus. This study allowed a more systematic examination of this
suggestion and showed that the relationship held in 25/32
(78%) cps loci where we could assign all of the GTs (see Table
S2 in the supplemental material), possibly suggesting that GTs
might interact as part of a protein complex (22) that synthe-
sizes the repeat unit. However, in this paper we chose not to
use this correlation to assign GTs to linkages in those serotypes
where this could not be done by any of the methods we have
applied, and these unassigned GTs are in parentheses (see Fig.
S1 in the supplemental material) to denote that we could not
assign them to the linkages.
Assignment of sugar/polyalcohol phosphate transferases.
Most GTs involved in CPS biosynthesis transfer a sugar from
the NDP-linked precursor to the lipid-linked acceptor sugar,
but there are several cases where there is a phosphodiester
linkage and presumably a sugar phosphate is transferred. The
polyalcohols Rib-ol, Ara-ol, Man-ol, Gro, and Cho are also
incorporated into the repeat units via phosphodiester linkages.
The cps loci in each of the above cases have a gene product
that falls into one of three Pfam families (PF04464, PF04991,
and PF01066), at least some of whose members are known to
make phosphodiester linkages (Table 3). As most known CPS
structures have a single phosphodiester linkage in the repeat
unit and a single cps gene encoding a protein in one of the
above Pfam families, we can often assign the sugar/polyalcohol
transferase.
In some instances, phosphodiester linkages are present in
the CPS structures but there were no cps gene products pos-
sessing the Pfam domains of sugar phosphate transferases. For
example, the CPS structures of types 7B and 20 possess an
-Glcp-1P linkage and an -GlcpNAc-1P linkage, respectively,
and the wcwK gene is present in both cps loci, but neither
WcwK nor any other cps gene product contains one of the
above sugar phosphate transferase Pfam domains. The con-
served hypothetical protein WcwK is also present in types 7C,
40, and 21, but their CPS structures are unknown. WcwK of
type 21 is 95% similar to WefC encoded by the streptococcal
receptor polysaccharide gene cluster of S. gordonii, which has
been proposed to be the -Gal-1P transferase that forms the
phosphodiester linkage in the middle of the repeat unit (89).
Therefore, we suggest that WcwK may function as a -Glcp-1P
or -GlcpNAc-1P transferase.
There are two phosphodiester linkages in serogroup 32 CPS,
the Cho-P-3--L-Rhap linkage and the -L-Rhap-(1-P-2)--D-
Galp linkage. The incorporation of Cho is proposed to be
catalyzed by WcrN, as in serotype 27, with amino acid differ-
ences in this protein accounting for the P-3 linkage in sero-
group 32 compared to the P-2 linkage in serotype 27. There are
no other gene products in serogroup 32 with the Pfam domains
PF04464, PF04991, and PF01066, but there is a conserved
hypothetical protein (WcyI) which could function as the sec-
ond sugar phosphate transferase for the formation of the -L-
Rhap-(1-P-2)--D-Galp linkage. The assignments of the sugar/
polyalcohol phosphate transferases to the phosphodiester
linkages in the CPS structures are summarized in Table 3.
Assignment of acetyltransferases. In this section, we con-
sider only O-acetyl groups as, in general, N-acetyl sugars are
transferred from NDP-N-acetyl precursors, each of which has
a defined pathway (Fig. 2), whereas O-acetyl groups are com-
monly added to sugars by transferases independent of the
NDP-sugar pathway. Several studies indicate that the O-acetyl
groups in pneumococcal repeat units can be immunologically
important, for example, in serotypes 1, 11A, 15F, and 34,
whereas they appear not to influence the antibody response in
other cases, for example, serotypes 9V and 20 (38, 53).
There are 78 putative acetyltransferases in the pneumococ-
cal cps loci distributed into two Pfam families, PF01757 and
PF00132 (Table 1). O-acetyl groups are present in many pneu-
mococcal repeat units, but the patterns of acetylation differ
considerably, and also the site or the percentage of acetylation
for several structures has been revised in recent NMR studies
(36, 45). There is no obvious correlation between the acetyl-
transferase HG and the pattern of acetylation (data not
shown). Frameshifted, inserted, or deleted acetyltransferase
genes are also often present in the pneumococcal cps loci, and
frameshifting arising from variation in the number of TA re-
peats in the acetyltransferase gene wciZ has been shown to
lead to frequent serotype switching between types 15B and 15C
(79).
Assignment of pyruvyltransferases. Serotypes 4 and 27 have
pyruvate moieties in their CPS (2,3-pyruvate and 4,6-pyruvate,
respectively, in the S stereo configuration), and marked
changes in immunological specificity have been observed by
removing these moieties from the repeat units (38). Only two
genes in the S. pneumoniae cps loci (Table 1) encode products,
of different HGs, that possess the Pfam domain PF04230
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(WciM and WhaL of types 4 and 27, respectively), which is
found in other pyruvyltransferases involved in bacterial poly-
saccharide biosynthesis, e.g., CsaB in Bacillus anthracis, WcaK
in E. coli, and AmsJ in Erwinia amylovora. It seems clear that
WciM and WhaL are the expected pyruvyltransferases for type
4 and 27 CPS biosynthesis, respectively.
Transposases and similar elements within the cps loci. IS
elements or IS-like sequences and several other transposable
TABLE 3. Distribution of sugar/polyalcohol phosphate transferases into Pfam families and HGs and occurrence in serotypes and assignment




frequency Donor Linkage Acceptor Serotype(s)
PF04991
wcxG 5 D-Ara-ol 1-P-3 -L-Rhap 17F
No structure 24A, 24B, 24F, 48
wcrO 4 D-Rib-ol 5-P-3 -D-Galf 34
No structure 33C, 35F, 36
whaI 4 No structure 39, 43, 47A, 47F
wcrB 4 D-Rib-ol 5-P-5 -D-Galf 10A
D-Rib-ol 5-P-6 -D-Galf 10F
No structure 10B, 10C
wchP 4 L-Rhap 1-P-4 -D-ManpNAc 19A, 19B, 19C, 19F
wcxK 3 No structure 24A, 24B, 24F
wcrN 3 Cho P-2 -L-Rhap 27
Cho P-3 -L-Rhap 32A, 32F
wcxQ 3 No structure 16F, 28A, 28F
wcxR 1 No structure 16A
wcyR 1 Gro 1-P-6 -D-GlcpNAc 45
PF04464
wchX 7 Gro 2-P-3 -D-Galp 15A, 15B, 15C, 15F, 23F
No structure 23A, 23B
wcwU 5 Gro 1-P-4 -D-Glcp 11A
Gro 1-P-4 -D-GlcpNAc 11C
Rib-ol 1-P-4 -D-GlcpNAc 11B, 11F
No structure 11D
wciY 5 No linkage 14
Gro 1-P-3 -D-Galp 18A, 18B, 18C, 18F
wcrJ 5 Rib-ol 5-P-4 -D-GalpNAc 29, 35B
Man-ol 6-P-3 -D-Galp 35A
No structure 35C, 42
wcxP 3 No structure 16F, 28A, 28F
whaG 1 Rib-ol 5-P-4 -D-Galp 13
PF01066
wciO 4 Rib-ol 5-P-2 -D-Galp 6A, 6B
Rib-ol 5-P-6 -D-Glcp 33B
No structure 33D
No Pfam hit
wcwK 5 D-Glcp 1-P-6 -D-Glcp 7B
D-GlcpNAc 1-P-6 -D-Glcp 20
No structure 7C, 21, 40
wcyI 1 L-Rhap 1-P-2 a-D-Galp 32A, 32F
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elements in the form of conjugative transposons have been
previously characterized in pneumococci, but their role in pop-
ulation dynamics is still unclear (62, 71). They constitute a
relatively large proportion (3.5%) of the S. pneumoniae
TIGR4 genome, where two full-length group II introns and a
fragment of the streptococcal conjugative plasmid Tn5252 are
also present (75). In the cps loci studied here, IS630, IS1167,
IS1202, IS1381, IS1670, and IS1671 elements were identified
(data not shown). Group II intron genes (Table 1) are also
present in the 5 region of serotype 19F and in the 3 region of
type 25A, 25F, and 38 cps loci. The presence of these elements
at the 5 end and often at the 3 end of the cps locus suggests
that they may (or did) have a role in the horizontal transfer of
cps loci. However, in the few cases where recent changes of
serotype have been examined this has occurred by homologous
recombination, usually with crossover points in genes at the
ends of, or flanking, the cps locus (19).
Concluding remarks. Biochemical studies of CPS biosynthe-
sis in S. pneumoniae have been limited to serotypes 2, 3, 8, 14,
and 37 (15, 16, 29, 42, 43, 47, 65, 69); thus, the vast majority of
cps gene products have had to be assigned putative functions in
the absence of experimental data. Assignment of function has
been achieved by using bioinformatic procedures that group
similar cps gene products into HGs, by seeking homologs with
established functions in the databases, and by identifying do-
mains shared by other proteins (Pfam families). The availabil-
ity of the full set of cps sequences also allows the presence of
particular HGs, members of Pfam families and CAZy families,
to be correlated with the structures of the CPS repeat units,
which can be particularly effective when comparing cps loci
that are very closely related (51).
The assignment of a general function for cps gene products
works well, and there were only 26 of the 1,999 gene products
that had no significant database matches or which only
matched other proteins of unknown function. The process of
assigning specific reactions to the cps gene products also works
well in many cases, and the products of biosynthetic pathway
genes and most of the ITs, polymerases, sugar phosphate trans-
ferases, and pyruvyltransferases could be tentatively assigned
specific functions by correlating gene distribution with repeat
unit structures. The assignment of the linkages catalyzed by the
large number of GTs is more problematic. Rather than simply
making predictions based on database matches, we have at-
tempted to develop a rational ab initio approach (see the notes
to Table S2 in the supplemental material for the basis for the
predicted assignments shown in Table 2) as a basis for stimu-
lating further biochemical work that establishes the specific
reactions catalyzed by these enzymes.
Assignments of GT specificity by correlation have a number
of limitations. For example, they assume that the published
CPS structures are correct, which in some instances may not be
the case (for example, type 31), particularly with some of the
older structures where contamination with other cell wall poly-
saccharides could have been a problem. Also, correlation of
GTs and linkages relies on the assumption that members of a
single CAZy family of GTs are invariably all retaining or in-
verting. See the supplemental material for outlines of cases
where there are inconsistencies in functional assignments of
GTs, which may reflect incorrect structures, incorrect predic-
tion of mechanism from CAZy family membership, or unsus-
pected variation in the linkage catalyzed by different members
of the same HG.
Our analysis highlights some areas of pneumococcal CPS
biosynthesis where functional analysis is required or where
efforts could be focused. Besides analysis of the specificity of
the large numbers of GTs, these include studies of the bio-
chemical reactions catalyzed by the putative GalE-like epime-
rase, Spr1460, and verification of the proposed AAT-Galp bio-
synthetic pathway. It would also be valuable to examine
whether deletion of the chromosomal gene encoding the pneu-
mococcal WbgY homolog (Spr1655) results in loss of the abil-
ity to produce the serotype 1 capsule, to determine whether the
substrate of the IT, WciI, is GlcpNAc-P/GalpNAc-P and
whether or not the substrate of the IT, WcjG, is Galp/Galf.
Additionally, it would be valuable to determine the CPS struc-
tures for some of the 36 serotypes where these are unavailable,
to reanalyze some of the older structures where the predicted
functions of cps gene products do not correlate well with the
existing structure (for example, serotype 31), and to reassess
the presence of Cho-P in the CPS of serotypes 15F and 15C.
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Streptococcus pneumoniae (the pneumococcus) produces 1 of 91 capsular polysaccharides (CPS) that define
the serotype. The cps loci of 88 pneumococcal serotypes whose CPS is synthesized by the Wzy-dependent
pathway were compared with each other and with additional streptococcal polysaccharide biosynthetic loci and
were clustered according to the proportion of shared homology groups (HGs), weighted for the sequence
similarities between the genes encoding the shared HGs. The cps loci of the 88 pneumococcal serotypes were
distributed into eight major clusters and 21 subclusters. All serotypes within the same serogroup fell into the
same major cluster, but in six cases, serotypes within the same serogroup were in different subclusters and,
conversely, nine subclusters included completely different serotypes. The closely related cps loci within a
subcluster were compared to the known CPS structures to relate gene content to structure. The Streptococcus
oralis and Streptococcus mitis polysaccharide biosynthetic loci clustered within the pneumococcal cps loci and
were in a subcluster that also included the cps locus of pneumococcal serotype 21, whereas the Streptococcus
agalactiae cps loci formed a single cluster that was not closely related to any of the pneumococcal cps clusters.
Many important bacterial pathogens produce a polysaccha-
ride capsule that is believed to contribute to virulence by aiding
bacterial survival in blood (47). Capsular polysaccharides
(CPS) are surface exposed and immunogenic and provide a
target for the host immune response. Consequently, there has
been selection for mechanisms by which encapsulated bacteria
evade the host immune system, and in most encapsulated spe-
cies, this has been achieved by the generation of antigenic
diversity, such that strains of the pathogen may express one of
a number of different CPS (40).
In Streptococcus pneumoniae, 90 immunochemically distinct
CPS types have been identified and sera that recognize the dif-
ferences between these capsules provide a serological typing
scheme, resolving pneumococci into individual serotypes or into
serogroups, which include multiple immunologically related sero-
types (16, 17). The serotyping scheme for pneumococci has been
updated many times, and the 90 currently recognized serotypes
probably represent a high proportion of the total capsule diversity
in the species, although a new variant within serogroup 6 (sero-
type 6C) has recently been reported (33).
The biochemical structures of 54 capsular types are known
(22), and the sequences of the CPS biosynthetic (cps) loci of
several serotypes have been reported over the last decade (15,
18, 26, 51), but the sequences of the cps loci of all pneumo-
coccal serotypes have only recently become available, allowing
relationships among serology, genetics, and structure to be
explored (5).
The CPS of 88 serotypes are known to be synthesized by the
Wzy-dependent pathway, and the cps loci encoding this path-
way in these serotypes are located at the same chromosomal
location between dexB and aliA (5, 18, 36, 51); the capsules of
the other two serotypes (3 and 37) are synthesized by the
synthase pathway and are not considered further in this paper.
The Wzy-dependent pathway is also found in several other
streptococcal species (25). For example, it is found in CPS
biosynthesis of Streptococcus agalactiae (10) and Streptococcus
suis (39), in receptor polysaccharide synthesis (RPS) in the
viridans group streptococci, Streptococcus gordonii, Streptococ-
cus mitis, and Streptococcus oralis (12, 48–50) and exopolysac-
charide synthesis in Streptococcus thermophilus (7, 8).
The evolution of these streptococcal loci is almost certainly
very complex, with a long history of gene capture and loss and
genetic rearrangements, and it is probably unrealistic to expect
to be able to untangle their evolutionary history. Rather than
take a phylogenetic approach, which seems inappropriate, we
have explored the relatedness of the pneumococcal cps loci
(and other streptococcal polysaccharide biosynthetic loci) by
cluster analysis, incorporating similarities in both gene content
and nucleotide sequence, and used this as a framework to
relate differences in the cps loci of closely related serotypes to
differences in their CPS structures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Polysaccharide biosynthetic sequences. A total of 116 streptococcal polysac-
charide biosynthetic sequences were used in this study; those from strains of each
of the 88 pneumococcal serotypes that are known to use the Wzy-dependent
pathway (accession numbers CR931632, CR931633, CR931635, CR931637 to
CR931708, and CR931710 to CR931722; 5), 17 pneumococcal cps loci sequenced
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Medical School Building, St. Mary’s Hospital, Norfolk Place, London
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by other groups (see Table S1 in the supplemental material), including the
serotype 4 locus extracted from the TIGR4 genome (42), and 11 S. agalactiae or
viridans group streptococcal sequences. The latter included sequences of the cps
loci of S. agalactiae serotypes Ia and II to VIII (accession numbers AB028896,
AY375362, AF163833, AF355776, AF349539, AF337958, AY376403, and
AY375363, respectively; 10, 11) and the RPS loci of S. oralis strains 34
(AB181234; 50) and J22 (AB181235; 49) and of S. mitis NCTC12261.
The RPS locus of S. mitis strain NCTC12261 (nucleotides 215361 to 240666)
was extracted from the genome sequence available at the J. Craig Venter Insti-
tute website (www.tigr.org). This sequence is not completely finished and in-
cludes some unresolved nucleotides; therefore, only the region between the wzg
(cpsA) and rmlD (rfbD) genes was included. It should be noted that GenBank
accession no. AB181235 was initially submitted as the sequence of the RPS
biosynthetic locus of strain S. mitis J22, but this strain has subsequently been
recharacterized as S. oralis (49). S. pneumoniae serotype 6C (33) could not be
included in the cluster analysis, as its cps sequence was unavailable.
Bioinformatic methods and cluster analysis. TribeMCL (14) was run on the
data set of 116 polysaccharide biosynthetic sequences with a TBLASTX cutoff of
1e50 to assign the gene products to homology groups (HGs). The cps gene
products were classified into Pfam families based on hidden Markov model
profiles by using the Pfam database (4; http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/).
The pairwise nucleotide sequence similarities among cps genes whose products
were assigned to the same HG were calculated by the Needleman-Wunsch
algorithm by using the EMBOSS program NEEDLE (32).
Visual representation of the alignments using nucleotide similarities
(BLASTN) and similarities of the gene products (TBLASTX) of the polysac-
charide biosynthetic loci were performed by ACT version 6 and WebACT, an
online version of the Artemis comparison tool (2, 9). The nucleotide differences
between similar cps loci were calculated by the EMBOSS program Diffseq (MRC
Rosalind Franklin Centre for Genomics Research, Hinxton, United Kingdom)
and are presented elsewhere (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).
For clustering of the cps sequences, a modification of the method described by
Tekaia et al. (41) was applied. A total of 99 polysaccharide biosynthetic loci that
encode capsules synthesized by the Wzy-dependent pathway were included in the
cluster analysis, i.e., 88 S. pneumoniae cps loci (5) and 11 other streptococcal
sequences. A profile of each cps locus (gene content) was produced according to
the presence or absence of each of the 254 HGs. The dexB, aliA, aliB, trans-
posase, and group II intron genes were not included in the profiles. The products
of the four cps genes wzg, wzh, wzd, and wze of all pneumococcal cps loci and
those of the S. mitis, S. oralis, and S. agalactiae loci each fall into a single HG, and
these genes also were not included in the cps profiles used for clustering.
Each polysaccharide biosynthetic locus was compared with all other loci,
calculating the similarity scores in sequence-weighted gene content, and a 99-
by-99 data table (T) resulting from the pairwise comparisons of the 99 polysac-
charide biosynthetic loci was produced, where the similarity score (Tij) for each
pair of biosynthetic loci is the sum of the percentage of nucleotide sequence
similarities of the HGs shared between loci i and j divided by the total number
of HGs present in locus j. It should be noted that Tij is normalized because it is
divided by the total number of HGs in locus j (and is 100% for comparisons of
each cps locus with itself), and the data table is not symmetrical since Tij is
different from Tji if the loci i and j differ in the number of HGs. The data table
was used as the input for cluster analysis by the XL-STAT software version 7.5.3
(Addinsoft, New York, NY). A distance (or dissimilarity) matrix was produced
by the Pearson distance by transformation of Pearson’s coefficient into dissimi-
larity values in a range of 0 to 1 (rows were clustered according to the columns).
The distance matrix was used for cluster analysis by the unweighted-pair group
method using arithmetic averages (19).
Biochemical structures and antigenic formulas. The CPS structures for 52
pneumococcal serotypes that use the Wzy-dependent pathway have been
adopted from a report by Kamerling (22), incorporating the revised CPS struc-
tures of serotypes 15B, 17F, and 33F (20, 21, 24), and their symbolic represen-
tations were previously presented by Bentley et al. (5). The biochemical struc-
tures of the S. agalactiae CPS and the cell wall polysaccharides of S. oralis 34
(type 1Gn RPS) and S. oralis J22 (type 2G RPS) were from reports by Cieslewicz
et al. (10) and Cisar et al. (12), respectively. The serotypes that react with each
of the pneumococcal factor (typing) sera were obtained from data reported by
Henrichsen (17).
RESULTS
Assignment of HGs. The products of the four cps genes (wzg,
wzh, wzd, and wze) are relatively conserved in sequence in all
88 pneumococcal serotypes, but there are multiple highly di-
vergent or nonhomologous groups of flippases, polysaccharide
polymerases, initial transferases (ITs), and other cps gene
products, including a large number of different groups of gly-
cosyltransferases (GTs). Previously, we have classified the gene
products of the pneumococcal cps loci into those that share
significant homology (HGs) by using the program TribeMCL
(5). Genes that encode proteins within the same HG have been
given the same name, except for those that encode the poly-
merases and flippases, where the widely used generic gene
names (wzy and wzx, respectively) have been retained (5, 38).
In this study, the gene products encoded within 28 additional
streptococcal biosynthetic loci were added to those of the 88
pneumococcal cps loci encoding capsules synthesized by the
Wzy-dependent pathway (see Materials and Methods) and
TribeMCL was rerun on this combined set to allow these
additional proteins to be assigned to pneumococcal HGs or to
novel HGs. Table 1 shows the HGs that were common to both
pneumococcal and other streptococcal polysaccharide biosyn-
thetic loci. In all cases, the cps loci from different S. pneu-
moniae strains of the same serotype had identical HG profiles
(data not shown) and almost identical sequences (see Table S1
in the supplemental material); therefore, only the pneumococ-
cal sequences of Bentley et al. (5) were used in all further
analyses.
Using the TBLASTX cutoff of 1e50, the average amino acid
sequence similarities of proteins assigned by TribeMCL to the
same HG ranged from 42 to 100%, and 83% of the HGs
included proteins with average sequence similarities of 70%.
Members of the same HG should therefore correspond to
proteins (and thus genes) with broadly similar functions.
Predicted function of cps gene products. A detailed analysis
of the predicted functions and specificities of the products of
the genes in the pneumococcal cps loci is presented elsewhere
(1), and we have used these functional assignments (and gene
names) when discussing cps loci that were shown to be similar
by cluster analysis. The assignment of the initial sugars of the
repeat units and the specificity of the GTs and other trans-
ferases are also discussed in detail elsewhere, together with the
basis for these assignments (1). In many cases, the comparison
of closely related cps loci and their CPS structures provides
strength to these assignments of GT specificity (discussed be-
low).
Cluster analysis. Figure 1 shows the clustering of the cps
loci, based on a measurement of the extent of sharing of HGs
and the degree of sequence similarity of the genes encoding
the shared HGs as described in Materials and Methods. This
approach was used as shared HGs could be encoded by genes
that are almost identical, or that are divergent, in nucleotide
sequence, and adjusting for sequence similarity results in
tighter clustering when the genes encoding the shared HGs
have very similar sequences than when they have less similar
sequences. Clustering was used to identify those cps loci that
possess a high level of similarity in sequence-weighted gene
content, which forms a useful framework for discussing the
relationships among the cps loci of the different pneumococcal
serotypes.
The cps loci of the 88 pneumococcal serotypes fell into eight
clusters at a distance of 0.3 (Fig. 1). The cps loci of pneumo-
coccal serotypes within the same serogroup were invariably in
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the same cluster. In most cases, each cluster included cps loci
of several different serogroups but the cps locus of serotype 8
was sufficiently different from those of the other cps loci to
cluster alone, as were the cps loci of the serotypes within both
serogroups 9 and 11. A ninth cluster included all of the cps loci
of S. agalactiae but no pneumococcal cps loci. In contrast, the
S. mitis and two S. oralis RPS loci clustered among pneumo-
coccal cps loci within cluster 2 (Fig. 1).
Subclusters were defined at a distance of 0.05 to identify very
closely related cps loci (Fig. 1). All S. pneumoniae serotypes
within the same serogroup fell into the same subcluster, except
for the serotypes within serogroups 7, 16, 17, 33, 35, and 47,
which were split into two or three different subclusters. Cluster
analysis identified nine pneumococcal subclusters that in-
cluded the cps loci of completely different serotypes (Fig. 1),
and in three cases these loci were fully syntenic (synteny is
defined here as the same genes being present in the same
order). Thus, the cps loci of serotypes 44 and 46 were syntenic
with those of serogroup 12 (Fig. 2), as shown previously (5),
and those of serotypes 35A, 35C, and 42 (see Fig. 4) were
syntenic, as were those of serotypes 7B, 7C, and 40 (see Fig. 3).
For seven of these nine subclusters, there were factor sera that
cross-reacted with the different serotypes within the subclus-
ters (Table 2).
The similarities between the cps loci of different serotypes
were sometimes greater than that between serotypes within the
same serogroup (Fig. 1). For example, serotype 40 cps was
more similar in sequence-weighted gene content to serotype
7B than 7B was to 7C (similarity scores of 97.5% and 90.3%,
respectively) and was much more similar to the latter two
serotypes, falling into the same subcluster, than these were to
serotypes 7F and 7A (Fig. 1).
The serotypes within each major cluster are considered in
the next sections, focusing on those that are sufficiently similar
to be placed within the same subcluster (Fig. 1). The cps loci of
those serotypes that are not within a subcluster are shown
elsewhere (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).
Cluster 1. The cps loci of serogroup 12 and serotypes 44 and
46 form a subcluster and, ignoring transposon-related genes,
are syntenic, presumably having diverged recently from a com-
mon ancestral cps locus (Fig. 2). The structures of serotypes
12F and 12A are known and differ only in the initial sugar and
a side branch. As there is synteny, these differences in repeat
unit structure are presumably due to the amino acid sequence
variation in the IT WciI and the GT (WcxB) that is predicted
to make this side branch (1, 5; see below). The structures of
types 12B, 44, and 46 are unknown, but the synteny and im-
munological cross-reactivity between the serotypes in this sub-
cluster (Table 2) suggest structural similarities with the CPS of
serotypes 12F and 12A.
Serotype 4 and 5 cps loci are also members of cluster 1, but
they are less closely related to the other members of the cluster
(Fig. 1). Compared with serogroup 12 and types 44 and 46, the
cps locus of type 4 shares the wciI, wciJ, mnaA, and fnlA-C
genes and type 5 shares the wciI, wciJ, and fnlA-C genes, which
explains why these serotypes cluster together (Fig. 2; see Fig.
S1 in the supplemental material). The type 45 cps locus also
shares the wciI, wciJ, wcxB, and fnlA-C genes but their se-
quences are distantly related to those of cluster 1 (data not
TABLE 1. Products of other streptococcal polysaccharide





WchA S. agalactiae Ia CpsIaE
S. agalactiae II CDS
S. agalactiae III CpsE
S. agalactiae IV CpsE
S. agalactiae V CpsE
S. agalactiae VI CpsE
S. agalactiae VII CDS
S. agalactiae VIII CDS
S. mitis NCTC12261 CpsE
S. oralis 34 WchA
S. oralis J22 WchA
Glf S. mitis NCTC12261 Glf
S. oralis 34 Glf
S. oralis J22 Glf
RmlB S. mitis NCTC12261 RfbB
S. oralis 34 RmlB
S. oralis J22 RmlB
RmlD S. mitis NCTC12261 RfbD
S. oralis 34 RmlD
S. oralis J22 RmlD
RmlA S. mitis NCTC12261 RfbA
S. oralis 34 RmlA
S. oralis J22 RmlA
RmlC S. mitis NCTC12261 SMT0231
S. oralis 34 RmlC
S. oralis J22 RmlC
Wzx-1 S. mitis NCTC12261 SMT0226
S. oralis 34 Wzx
S. oralis J22 Wzx
WchF S. agalactiae VIII CDS
S. mitis NCTC12261 SMT0220
S. oralis 34 WchF
S. oralis J22 WchF
WchJ S. agalactiae Ia CpsIaF
S. agalactiae II CDS
S. agalactiae III CpsF
S. agalactiae IV CpsF
S. agalactiae V CpsF
S. agalactiae VI CpsF
S. agalactiae VII CDS
WciF S. oralis 34 WefD
S. oralis J22 WefG
WcrH S. mitis NCTC12261 Eps6N
S. oralis 34 WefE
S. oralis J22 WefE
WcwA S. mitis NCTC12261 SMT0221
S. oralis 34 WefA
S. oralis J22 WefA
WcwC S. mitis NCTC12261 Eps9H
WchV S. agalactiae VIII CDS
Wzy-19 S. agalactiae VIII CDS
WcwK S. mitis NCTC12261 CpsY
S. oralis 34 WefH
S. oralis J22 WefF
Wzy-32 S. oralis 34 Wzy
S. oralis J22 Wzy
WcwF S. mitis NCTC12261 SMT0223
a Gene products that fall into the same HG as pneumococcal Wzg, Wzh, Wzd,
and Wze were present in all of the S. agalactiae and viridans group streptococci
listed.
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shown) and it is placed in cluster 2 (Fig. 1; see Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material).
The L-FucpNAc biosynthetic pathway genes (fnlA-C) are
present in the cps loci of cluster 1, and L-FucpNAc is known to
be present in the CPS of types 4, 5, 12A, and 12F, as well as the
constituents of type 46. The type 44 cps locus has fnlC frame-
shifted; therefore, L-FucpNAc is not expected in its CPS struc-
ture. The type 5 CPS contains, in addition to L-FucpNAc, two
sugars (PnepNAc and KQDNAc) which are intermediates in
the L-FucpNAc biosynthetic pathway (30) and within pneumo-
cocci are uniquely present in the type 5 CPS. The products of
the fnlA, fnlB, and fnlC genes in type 5 are 76%, 98%, and 99%
similar to the other members of the cluster. Therefore, the
sequence divergence of FnlA may be implicated in the above
difference in the L-FucpNAc pathway which results in these
unusual sugars in the CPS of serotype 5 (1).
The ManpNAcA biosynthetic pathway genes mnaA and
mnaB are both present in the cps loci of serogroup 12 and
serotypes 44 and 46; therefore, ManpNAcA is present in the
CPS structures of types 12A and 12F (and is predicted also to
be present in types 12B, 44, and 46). In serotype 4, only mnaA
is present and accordingly the type 4 CPS contains ManpNAc
-1,4 linked to L-FucpNAc. In the serotype 5 cps locus, neither
of these genes is present and consequently the above sugars are
absent from the type 5 CPS.
The IT gene wciI is present in the cps loci of cluster 1 and
also in the cps loci of types 25A, 25F, 38, and 45, although the
sequences of the latter are very divergent from those in cluster
1 (data not shown). WciI appears to have different specificities,
as the initial sugar in cluster 1 varies (D-GlcpNAc in serotype
12A, D-GalpNAc in serotypes 4 and 12F, and KQDNAc in
serotype 5), although the sequences of WciI within this cluster
are very similar (70 to 100% pairwise identity; average, 81.4%).
This highlights the difficulties in predicting the enzymatic spec-
ificities of transferases from their amino acid sequence simi-
larity.
The GT genes wcxD, wcxE, and wcxF are present only in
serogroup 12 and types 44 and 46, and their products are
predicted to form the linkages common to these serotypes.
Inspection of the two known structures, types 12A and 12F,
suggests that these GTs catalyze the formation of the common
tetrasaccharide element D-Glcp-(1-2)-D-Glcp-(1-3)-D-Man-
pNAcA-(1-4)-L-FucpNAc. The GT gene wciJ is present in the
cps loci of all serotypes of cluster 1 (and in type 45), and
L-FucpNAc is -1,3 linked to the repeat units but to different
initial sugars (see above). Therefore, we have tentatively as-
signed wciJ as the putative -1,3-L-FucpNAc transferase gene.
As in the case of the IT of cluster 1, the specificities of the
linkage made by similar members (average pairwise identity,
83.9%) of the same HG (WciJ) appear to vary. The GT gene
wcxB is present in serogroup 12 and types 44 and 46 (and in
type 45) and is suggested to encode the GT catalyzing the -1,3
linkage of D-GalpNAc to -L-FucpNAc in the CPS of type 12A
and of D-Galp to -L-FucpNAc in type 12F (and type 45).
FIG. 1. Cluster analysis of streptococcal polysaccharide biosynthetic loci. The relatedness of the loci was determined from the extent of sharing
of HGs, adjusted for the percentage DNA sequence similarity between the genes encoding the shared HGs, as described in Materials and Methods.
Clusters are defined by the dotted line at a distance of 0.3, and subclusters are defined by the dotted line at 0.05. Serotypes of S. pneumoniae (and
S. agalactiae) or species of viridans group streptococci are shown at the end of each branch of the tree.
FIG. 2. Comparisons of those cps loci within cluster 1 assigned to the same subcluster. The relatedness of the cps loci in the subcluster is from
Fig. 1. The cps loci and ACT comparisons based on the amino acid sequence similarities of the products of the cps loci are shown, along with the
CPS repeat unit structures, where known. CPS structures are represented as in the report by Bentley et al. (5), with the initial sugar that is attached
to the lipid carrier (///) on the right. The linkage between repeat units catalyzed by the Wzy polymerase is between the two sugars marked by arrows.
The genes that are predicted to catalyze the linkages in the repeat units are shown on the structure. The basis of these gene assignments is discussed
in detail by Aanensen et al. (1), and uncertain GT assignments are presented in parentheses. The color keys for the functional classes of genes
in the cps loci and for the sugars (and other constituents) in the CPS repeat units are shown at the bottom.
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TABLE 2. Serotypes that react with each pneumococcal typing serum
Seruma Serotype(s) Seruma Serotype(s)
1 ...............................................................................1 18f................................................................18F
2 ...............................................................................2 18g ...............................................................18B
3 ...............................................................................3 19a ...............................................................19F, 19A, 19B, 19C
4 ...............................................................................4 19b...............................................................19F
5 ...............................................................................5 19c ...............................................................19A, 19B, 19C
6a .............................................................................6A, 6B, 33D 19d...............................................................19F, 19A
6b.............................................................................6A 19e ...............................................................19B
6c .............................................................................6B 19f................................................................19C
7a .............................................................................7F, 7A, 7B, 7C 20 .................................................................20
7b.............................................................................7F, 7A 20b...............................................................20, 31, 33A, 35A, 35C, 42
7c .............................................................................7A 21 .................................................................21
7d.............................................................................7B, 7C 22a ...............................................................22F, 22A
7e .............................................................................7B 22b...............................................................22F
7f..............................................................................7C 22c ...............................................................22A
7g .............................................................................7C, 20, 40 23a ...............................................................23F, 23A, 23B
7h.............................................................................7B, 7C, 19B, 19C, 24F, 23b...............................................................23F, 23B
24B, 40 23c ...............................................................23A
8 ...............................................................................8 23d...............................................................23B, 28F, 28A
9a .............................................................................9A, 9L, 9N, 9V 24a ...............................................................24F, 24A, 24B
9b.............................................................................9L, 9N 24b...............................................................24F, 24B
9c .............................................................................9A, 9L, 9V 24c ...............................................................24A
9d.............................................................................9A, 9V 24c ...............................................................24F, 24A
9e .............................................................................9N, 36 24e ...............................................................24B
9f..............................................................................9L 25a ...............................................................25F, 25A
9g .............................................................................9V 25b...............................................................25F, 38
10a ...........................................................................10F, 10A, 10B, 10C 25c ...............................................................25A
10b...........................................................................10F, 10B, 10C 27 .................................................................27
10c ...........................................................................10A, 10B, 10C 27b...............................................................27, 32F, 32A
10d...........................................................................10A, 10B, 39 28a ...............................................................28F, 28A
10e ...........................................................................10B 28b...............................................................28F
10f............................................................................10C 28c ...............................................................28
11a ...........................................................................11F, 11A, 11B, 11C, 11D 29 .................................................................29
11b...........................................................................11F, 11B, 11C, 11D 29b...............................................................29, 35B
11c ...........................................................................11A, 11C, 11D 31 .................................................................31
11d...........................................................................11A, 11C, 16F 32a ...............................................................32F, 32A
11e ...........................................................................11F, 11A, 11D 32b...............................................................32A
11f............................................................................11B, 11C 33a ...............................................................33F, 33A, 33B, 33C, 33D
11g ...........................................................................11F, 11B 33b...............................................................33F, 33A
12a ...........................................................................12F, 12A, 12B 33c ...............................................................33B, 33C, 33D
12b...........................................................................12F, 12B, 44 33d...............................................................33F, 33A, 33B, 33D
12c ...........................................................................12A, 12B, 46 33e ...............................................................33C
12d...........................................................................12F, 12A, 44 33f................................................................33B, 33D
12e ...........................................................................12B 34 .................................................................34
13 .............................................................................13 34b...............................................................34, 35F
13b...........................................................................13, 29 35a ...............................................................35F, 35A, 35B, 35C, 47F
14 .............................................................................14 35b...............................................................35F, 47F
15a ...........................................................................15F, 15A, 15B, 15C, 23A 35c ...............................................................35A, 35B, 35C, 42
15b...........................................................................15F, 15B 36 .................................................................36
15c ...........................................................................15F, 15A 37 .................................................................37
15d...........................................................................15A, 15B, 15C 38 .................................................................38
15e ...........................................................................15B, 15C 38a ...............................................................25A, 38
15f............................................................................15F 39 .................................................................39
15g ...........................................................................15A 40 .................................................................40
15h...........................................................................15B 41a ...............................................................41F, 41A
16a ...........................................................................16F, 16A 41b...............................................................41F
16b...........................................................................16F, 28F 42 .................................................................42
16c ...........................................................................16A 42a ...............................................................42, 35C
17a ...........................................................................17F, 17A 43 .................................................................43
17b...........................................................................17F 43b...............................................................43, 47A
17c ...........................................................................17A 44 .................................................................44
18a ...........................................................................18F, 18A, 18B, 18C 44b...............................................................44, 46
18b...........................................................................18F, 18A, 18B, 18C, 23F 45 .................................................................45
18c ...........................................................................18F, 18C 46 .................................................................46
18d...........................................................................18A 47a ...............................................................47F, 47A
18e ...........................................................................18B, 18C 48 .................................................................48
a Type or factor serum.
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Cluster 2. The cps loci of 40 pneumococcal serotypes and the
S. oralis and S. mitis polysaccharide biosynthetic loci (the latter
two are discussed in a separate section below) are within this
large cluster, and all cps loci within the cluster contain the
rhamnose biosynthesis genes (rml). All of the available CPS
structures of these serotypes contain rhamnose (except for
types 1 and 24B, due to the presence of frameshift mutations
within the rmlC and rmlD genes, respectively), and there is a
perfect correlation between the presence of the linkage
L-Rhap-(1-4)--D-Glcp (49) in the repeat units where the cps
locus possesses the putative rhamnosyltransferase gene wchF.
It is therefore predicted that WchF is the GT that catalyzes the
latter linkage. The other cps loci in this cluster have the rml
genes present but in association with rhamnosyltransferase
genes other than wchF, and where possible we have assigned
these transferases (1).
Serotype 1 is the only case where there is no candidate
within the cps locus for the IT gene. The serotype 1 repeat unit
contains AAT-Galp, which is a component of pneumococcal
teichoic acid, and this unusual sugar is also present in Bacte-
roides fragilis CPS A, the Shigella sonnei form I antigen, and the
Plesiomonas shigelloides serotype O17 antigen (1). In these
latter species, an IT for AAT-Galp has been identified and
there is a homolog in the pneumococcal chromosome (13). It
seems likely that this chromosomal IT synthesizes lipid-linked
AAT-Galp, which can be used for repeat unit synthesis in
serotype 1, as further discussed by Aanensen et al. (1).
The serotypes within serogroups 6, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28, 32,
and 41 each fall within the same subcluster, suggesting that
they are each descended from a common ancestral cps locus,
whereas the cps loci of serogroups 7, 16, and 17 are split into
different subclusters (Fig. 1). The cps loci of serotypes within
serogroups 6, 22, 28, 32, and 41 are in each case syntenic, and
differences in structure should be due to amino acid variation
in one or more of the cps gene products (Fig. 3).
Serogroup 6. CPS of serotypes 6A and 6B differ only in the
rhamnose linkage to Rib-ol (-1,3 in 6A or -1,4 in 6B), which
correlates with a single nucleotide polymorphism in the rham-
nosyltransferase gene wciP (27). The structure of the repeat
unit of serotype 6C has been reported (33) and is most similar
to that of 6A, containing the Rhap(1-3)D-Rib-ol linkage. Se-
rotype 6C differs from type 6A only in the presence of a Glcp
residue as the second sugar, as opposed to Galp, presumably
due to amino acid differences in the GT, WciN (1).
Serogroup 7. The cps loci form two syntenic pairs (7F-7A
and 7B-7C) that cluster apart from each other (Fig. 3), and the
CPS structures of 7F, 7A, and 7B are known (22). Type 7A
lacks only the side branch D-Galp-(1-2)--D-Galp compared
with type 7F, and this difference can be attributed to a frame-
shift mutation in the GT gene wcwD. The CPS of serotype 7B
has little in common with those of types 7F and 7A. The CPS
structures of types 7A, 7B, and 7F possess the L-Rhap-(1-4)-
-D-Glcp linkage attributed to the presence of WchF, but L-
Rhap is acetylated in types 7A and 7F, presumably due to the
presence of the wcwC acetyltransferase gene in their cps loci.
Additionally, the D-GlcpNAc-(1-2)--L-Rhap linkage is
present as a side branch in types 7A and 7F and in the main
chain in type 7B and has been suggested to be the epitope
common to all serotypes of serogroup 7 recognized by factor
serum 7a (22), but there is no common GT as a candidate for
forming the latter linkage. As mentioned previously, types 7B,
7C, and 40 constitute a separate subcluster, reflected in the
serology (Table 2), with factor serum 7h cross-reacting with 7B,
7C, and 40, but not 7A or 7F, and 7g reacting with 7C and 40
(the CPS structures of types 7C and 40 are not known).
Serogroup 17. Serotype 17F and 17A cps loci are in different
subclusters (Fig. 1) but share the IT gene wchA, three genes in
the central cps region (the putative GT genes wcrT and wcrV
and the acetyltransferase gene wcrU), and the polymerase gene
wzy-16, although the order and the nucleotide sequences of the
latter four shared genes differ substantially. The products of
these shared genes should account for the synthesis of the
common structural elements D-Galp-(1-3)-L-Rhap2Ac-(1-
4)--L-Rhap in the main chain of the repeat unit, the side
branch D-Galp-(1-4)-L-Rhap2Ac (21), and the polymerase
linkage D-Glcp(1-3)D-Galp, which are common to both sero-
types 17F and 17A. WcrV contains two functional GT domains
and is suggested to catalyze two transferase reactions (1). Ex-
cept for these commonalities, serogroup 17 cps loci differ con-
siderably and consequently type 17A clusters with serogroup
41 and type 31, whereas type 17F clusters with serogroup 24
and type 48 (Fig. 3).
Serogroup 18. Serotype 18F, 18A, 18B, and 18C cps loci
form a separate subcluster; types 18B and 18C are syntenic,
whereas type 18F has an extra acetyltransferase gene (wcxM)
and type 18A lacks the acetyltransferase gene wciX (Fig. 3). As
in serogroup 15, the O-acetylation state correlates with the
presence of an intact acetyltransferase gene (wciX) in the cps
loci of types 18F and 18C and accordingly the last Glcp residue
of the repeat unit is acetylated, whereas it has a frameshift
mutation in type 18B and is absent in type 18A. Type 18F
additionally has the rhamnose residue acetylated due to the
presence of the extra acetyltransferase gene wcxM.
Apart from the differences in the acetylation patterns, the
CPS of types 18B, 18C, and 18F are identical; type 18A differs
only in the third residue of the repeat unit (-D-GlcpNAc
instead of -D-Glcp). Besides the rhamnosyltransferase gene
wchF, serogroup 18 cps loci possess three shared GT genes
(wciU, wciV, and wciW). WciV has homology to -1,4-D-Gal
transferases and is likely to catalyze the linkage of -1,4-D-
Galp to -D-GlcpNAc in type 18A but to -D-Glcp in types
18B, 18C, and 18F. WciW possesses the same Pfam domain
(PF05704) as WchN, which has been suggested to form the
D-Galp-(1-2)--D-Galp linkage in serogroup 15 (5). Sero-
group 18 CPS structures do not have the latter linkage but do
have a D-Glcp-(1-2)--D-Galp linkage. Thus, we propose that
WciW functions as the -1,2 D-Glcp transferase in serogroup
18. WciU would therefore, by a process of elimination, func-
tion as the putative D-GlcpNAc-(1-3)--L-Rhap GT in type
18A or the D-Glcp-(1-3)--L-Rhap GT in types 18F, 18B, and
18C. Serogroup 18 CPS contains glycerol-1-phosphate (Gro-
1P), and accordingly, the sugar phosphate transferase wciY and
the Gro-1P biosynthesis (gct) genes are present in their cps loci
(5, 18).
Serogroup 19. A comparative analysis of serotype 19F, 19A,
19B, and 19C cps loci and the putative biosynthetic pathways
has been presented previously (29). The cps loci of all four
serotypes are in the same subcluster (Fig. 3), and those of types
19F and 19A are syntenic and their CPS structures differ only
in the polymerization linkage between D-Glcp and -L-Rhap
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FIG. 3. Comparisons of those cps loci within cluster 2 assigned to the same subcluster. Details are as in Fig. 2.
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(-1,2 in type 19F and -1,3 in type 19A). Thus, it has been
proposed that the differences between the products of the wzy
genes should account for the different polymerization linkages
(29). The products of the wzy-28 genes of types 19F and 19A
fall into the same HG, but they display 22% sequence diver-
gence, which supports this view. The products of the wzy and
wzx genes of types 19A and 19F fall into different HGs than
those of types 19B and 19C.
Serogroup 22. The cps loci of serotypes 22F and 22A are
syntenic (Fig. 3). The chemical differences between the CPS of
these serotypes are not known since only the former structure
is available.
Serogroup 23. The cps loci of serotypes 23F, 23A, and 23B are
in the same subcluster (Fig. 3) and differ only in their polymerase
genes; wzy-19 in types 23F and 23B is replaced by wzy-30 in type
23A, suggesting a different polymerase linkage (only the type 23F
CPS structure is known). Type 23F CPS contains only one D-Glcp
residue linked with a -1,4 bond to -D-Galp. The IT gene wchA
is present in the type 23F cps locus, and as this transfers Glcp to
the lipid carrier, we are confident that the polymerization linkage
is D-Glcp-(1-4)--D-Galp. Type 23F CPS contains glycerol-2-
phosphate (Gro-2P), and as the wchX and gtp1 and -3 genes are
also present in the cps loci of types 23A and 23B, it is assumed
that they also contain Gro-2P (28).
FIG. 3—Continued.
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Serogroup 24. Serotype 24F, 24A, and 24B cps loci form a
subcluster with those of types 17F and 48, the latter two sero-
types being less related as they differ in gene content (Fig. 3).
The cps loci of types 24B and 24F are syntenic and, compared
with the type 24A cps locus, have an extra fragment of a
polymerase gene and the putative ribofuranose biosynthetic
gene (rbsF) that also are present in types 7B, 7C, and 40. In the
type 24B cps locus, the abp1 and rmlC genes are frameshifted;
therefore, no arabinitol or rhamnose is expected in the CPS.
The type 24A cps locus lacks the rbsF gene (and the wzy
fragment), and therefore no ribofuranose is expected in the
CPS. The sugar phosphate transferase gene wcxG and the
arabinitol biosynthetic pathway genes (abp1 and -2) are only
found in the cps loci of serogroup 24 and types 17F and 48.
Serogroup 28. Serotype 28F and 28A and type 16F cps loci
constitute a subcluster (Fig. 3), and their CPS structures (none
of these are known) show immunological cross-reactions, fac-
tor serum 16b reacting with both serotypes 28F and 16F (Table
2). The type 16F cps locus is very similar to those of serotypes
28F and 28A, but it lacks the gtp1 and -3 genes and has an
additional gene (gct) and a gene fragment (HG191). In addi-
tion, the wzy gene product of type 16F falls into a different HG.
In contrast, the type 16A cps locus has relatively little in com-
mon with that of serotype 16F and is in a different subcluster
(Fig. 1).
Serogroup 32. Serotype 32F, 32A, and 27 cps loci constitute
a subcluster (Fig. 3), and the extensive similarity is reflected in
the commonalities of their CPS structures and immunological
cross-reaction with factor serum 27b (Table 2). The CPS struc-
tures of serogroup 32 differ only in the acetylation pattern
(type 32A has an extra acetyl group at the -D-Glcp residue),
presumably due to sequence differences in the acetyltrans-
ferase WcyH (5% sequence divergence between types 32A and
32F). The cps locus of type 27 shows extensive similarity at the
5 and 3 regions, but the central cps region differs consider-
ably. Following assignment of WchF to the catalysis of the
L-Rhap(1-4)--D-Glcp linkage of the repeat units, the GT
WcyS is common and presumably catalyzes the D-Galp-(1-4)-
-L-Rhap linkage in type 27 CPS but the D-Glcp-(1-4)--L-
Rhap linkage in serogroup 32 CPS. The putative sugar phos-
phate transferase WcrN should catalyze the incorporation of
choline via a P-2 linkage in type 27 CPS or a P-3 linkage in
serogroup 32 CPS (1).
Serogroup 41. Serotype 41F, 41A, 17A, and 31 cps loci con-
stitute a subcluster (Fig. 3). The cps loci of serogroup 41 differ
only in the 3 end, where type 41F has a second, nonfunctional,
copy of glf, whereas type 41A has a defective transposase gene
instead. The latter serotype also has a stop codon in the puta-
tive acetyltransferase gene wcrX; thus, there should be differ-
ences in the acetylation patterns (neither of the CPS structures
is known). Serogroup 41 and type 31 cps loci differ in their IT
genes (wchA in serogroup 41 and wcjG in serotype 31), and
type 31 has a second copy of glf, which appears to be func-
tional, and an extra acetyltransferase gene (wcjE) at the 3 end,
but it lacks the putative GT gene wcrQ.
The type 17A cps locus is syntenic with that of type 41F at
the 5 and 3 ends. The formation of the similar trisaccharide
backbone L-Rhap-(1-4)--D-GlcpA-(1-3)--D-Galf of sero-
type 17A and L-Rhap-(1-4)-D-GlcpA-(1-3)--D-Galf of se-
rotype 31 (differing only in the anomeric status of L-Rhap)
should be attributed to the presence of the GT genes wcrP and
wcrR that are common to both cps loci. In all serotypes where
wciB is present in the cps loci, there is a Galf residue -1,3
linked in the repeat units of the available CPS structures and
we have assigned WciB as the GT that makes the -1,3 linkage
of D-Galf to -D-Glcp in type 17A (1). wciB is also present in
serotype 31 and could be assigned to the Galf-(1-3)--L-Rhap
linkage; however, we are not confident in the assignment of
linkages in serotype 31, in the absence of more recent nuclear
magnetic resonance data for the CPS structure (3).
Cluster 3. Serotypes 25A, 25F, and 38 are assigned to cluster
3, and all fall within the same subcluster (Fig. 1 and 4). Their
cps loci are very similar and have the first four cps regulatory
genes interrupted by a transposase gene and rearranged in
order. The cps loci of types 25A and 25F are syntenic, and type
38 differs only in the presence of the GT WcyV instead of the
truncated WcyE in the former types. None of the three struc-
tures are available, but the synteny and immunological cross-
reactivity (factor sera 25b and 38a cross-react with CPS of
types 25F and 38 and types 25A and 38, respectively; Table 2)
suggest structural similarities and recent common ancestry.
Cluster 4. Cluster 4 includes the cps loci of 23 pneumococcal
serotypes (Fig. 1 and 4). The presence of certain GT genes (for
example, wciB, wcrC, wciF, wcrD, and wciE) and the common-
alities in structure at the 3 end of the cps loci of several of
these serotypes appear to account for their inclusion in the
same cluster. The cross-reactions of some typing factor sera
with several serotypes of cluster 4 also reflect some structural
commonalities, for example, 13b with types 13 and 29, 34b with
types 34 and 35F, and 35a with types 35A, 35B, 35C, 35F, and
47F (Table 2). The cps loci of types 13 and 36 are not very
closely related to any of the others in the cluster. The cps loci
of the serotypes within serogroup 10 cluster together, but those
of serogroups 33, 35, and 47 do not (Fig. 1). The cps loci of
some serotypes in cluster 4 are much more similar to those of
a serotype within another serogroup than the latter are to the
other members of that serogroup, for example, types 35A, 35C,
and 42 or 35F and 47F (Fig. 1).
Serogroup 10. Serotype 10F, 10A, 10B, and 10C cps loci are
in the same subcluster (Fig. 4) and are divided into two syn-
tenic pairs, types 10A and 10B and types 10C and 10F, but
there are structures only for types 10A and 10F. The GT genes
and the ribitol phosphate transferase gene that direct the syn-
thesis of each linkage in the common backbone of their repeat
units, and the different side branches, are discussed by
Aanensen et al. (1). The putative acetyltransferase gene wciG
is present in type 10C-10F loci but absent from type 10A-10B
cps loci; nevertheless, type 10F CPS has not been reported to
be acetylated.
Serogroup 33. There are also two syntenic pairs of cps loci in
serogroup 33 (types 33A-33F and 33B-33D), but in this case
the pairs are in different subclusters (Fig. 1 and 4), and the
available CPS structures of types 33F and 33B are also quite
different. The type 33C cps locus differs considerably from both
of the above pairs and clusters separately from both of the
above syntenic pairs (Fig. 1; see Fig. S1 in the supplemental
material). The cps locus of type 33F, compared with the type
33A locus, differs only in the acetyltransferase gene (wcjE),
which is frameshifted in type 33F but intact in 33A. The anti-
genic formulas of types 33F and 33A differ in an extra reaction
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of type 33A with factor serum 20b, and this serum might
recognize a difference in acetylation (Table 2) (18). Type 33D
reacts additionally with factor serum 6a compared to type 33B,
but the difference in structure is not known as the 33D CPS
structure is unavailable.
Serogroup 35. Serogroup 35, like serogroup 33, is unusual as
it includes serotypes that fall into three different subclusters
(Fig. 1); type 35A, 35C, and 42 cps loci (only the CPS structure
of type 35A is known) are in the same subcluster (Fig. 4),
whereas type 35F clusters apart and is very similar to serotype
47F (both CPS structures are unknown), and similarly, type
35B clusters apart and is most similar to type 29 (both struc-
tures are known). Although the serotypes within serogroup 35
fall into three subclusters, commonalities in their structures are
reflected by the reactivity of factor serum 35a with all four
serotypes (Table 2). The differences in the gene complements
within serogroup 35 and the close similarity of some of the
serotypes to unrelated serotypes are also reflected by serolog-
ical cross-reactivity patterns (see below).
Except for the presence of defective transposase genes in the
cps locus of type 35A, upstream of aliA, types 35A and 35C are
syntenic with the type 42 cps locus (Fig. 4), and accordingly
factor serum 35c cross-reacts with types 35A, 35C, and 42, 20b
cross-reacts with types 35A and 35C, and 42a cross-reacts with
types 35C and 42 (Table 2). Type 35A has a frameshift muta-
tion in the GT gene wcrK, and this difference could explain the
loss of reactivity with factor serum 42a.
Type 35B cps locus is also similar to 35A and 35C at the 5 end
(and cross-reacts with factor serum 35c) but resembles the type 29
locus in the central region (sharing wcrJ, wcrM, and wcrH) (Fig. 4;
FIG. 4. Comparisons of those cps loci within clusters 3 and 4 assigned to the same subcluster. Details are as in Fig. 2.
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see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). The cross-reaction of
types 35B and 29 with factor serum 29b is also reflected by the
commonalities in their repeat units; they differ only in the initial
sugar (Galp transferred by WcjH and Glcp transferred by WchA,
respectively), and the acetylation pattern of type 35B, due to the
presence of an extra acetyltransferase gene (wciG).
Type 35F is similar at the 5 and 3 ends to the other serotypes
within serogroup 35 but clusters with type 47F (Fig. 4), due to
similarities in the central cps region, and accordingly, both 35F
and 47F cross-react with factor sera 35a and 35b (Table 2); the
CPS structures of both types are unknown. Types 35F and 47F
differ only in a sugar phosphate transferase gene (type 35F has the
FIG. 5. Comparisons of those cps loci within clusters 5 to 9 assigned to the same subcluster. Details are as in Fig. 2.
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wcrO gene replaced by the whaI gene in type 47F) and the pres-
ence of an extra acetyltransferase gene (wcjE) in type 47F.
Serogroup 47. As mentioned above, type 47F is more similar
to type 35F than to 47A, which is in a different subcluster (Fig.
1). The central cps region of type 47A is similar to type 43,
reflected by the cross-reaction of both serotypes with factor
serum 43b; the CPS structures of both types are unknown.
Cluster 5. Serotype 8 is the only member of this cluster (Fig.
1), and the biochemical functions of the IT WchA and the GT
WciS and a biosynthetic pathway have previously been sug-
gested (31, 34, 37). WciS is an -1,4 galactosyltransferase,
WciQ and WciR are homologs of the N-terminal and C-ter-
minal halves, respectively, of the characterized glucuronosyl
-1,4 transferase SpsK of Sphingomonas (35) and are sug-
gested to catalyze the formation of the D-GlcpA-(1-4)--
D-Glcp linkage, and by a process of elimination, WciT is
suggested to catalyze the D-Glcp-(1-4)--D-Galp linkage.
Cluster 6. The cps loci of the four serotypes within sero-
group 9 fall into the same subcluster (Fig. 5), and they form
two syntenic pairs (9A-9V and 9L-9N). A putative model of
CPS biosynthesis has been suggested previously (5, 45).
Cluster 7. The five serotypes within serogroup 11 have very
similar cps loci and fall into the same subcluster (Fig. 5). There
are two syntenic groups of serogroup 11 cps loci, 11F-11A-11D
and 11B-11C, differing only in their acetyltransferase genes,
and presumably they have diverged from a recent common
ancestral cps locus. All five serotypes possess the acetyltrans-
ferase gene wcwT, but types 11F, 11A, and 11D have two extra
acetyltransferase genes (wcjE and wcwC) whereas types 11B
and 11C have one extra acetyltransferase gene (wcwR). WcwU
has been assigned as a glycerol phosphate transferase, and the
presence of Gro-1P correlates with an intact gct gene in types
11A and 11C; gct is frameshifted in types 11F and 11B, and
Rib-ol is present in the CPS instead of Gro.
The wchJ and wchK genes are present in the serogroup 11
cps loci. These genes are also present in serotype 14 cps, where
biochemical studies have shown that WchK is a -1,4-galacto-
syltransferase that catalyzes the linkage D-Galp-(1-4)--D-
Glcp, whereas WchJ is suggested to act as an enhancer of
WchK activity (23). It is therefore likely that the homologous
gene products in serogroup 11 are responsible for the D-Galp-
(1-4)--D-Glcp linkage found in their CPS. WcrL possesses
the same Pfam domain (PF04488) as WciT of type 8, which, as
mentioned above, has been suggested to catalyze the D-Glcp-
(1-4)--D-Galp linkage (37). The last sugar of the repeat unit
is D-Glcp in type 11A but D-GlcpNAc in types 11B, 11C, and
11F (the type 11D structure is unknown), linked in all cases via
an -1,4 bond to -D-Galp. Thus, we suggest that the last sugar
of the repeat unit in serogroup 11 is transferred by WcrL and
differences in amino acid sequence probably affect the speci-
ficity for the donor sugar. WcyK would therefore, by a process
of elimination, catalyze the linkage D-Galp-(1-3)--D-Galp in
serogroup 11 CPS.
Cluster 8. Cluster 8 includes serogroup 15 and serotype 14,
and the relatedness of their cps loci has been presented previously
(5, 23, 44). The differences in cps profile and the sequences of the
shared genes result in the serotype 14 cps locus being in a different
subcluster from those of serogroup 15 (Fig. 1 and 5).
Cluster 9. Cluster 9 includes only the cps loci of the eight S.
agalactiae serotypes (Fig. 1), with type VIII being the most diver-
gent member of the cluster (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental
material), as has been suggested previously (10). Only a partial
sequence was available for the cps locus of S. agalactiae type Ib
(46), and therefore it was not included in our study. All of these
loci, except that of type VIII, fall into the same subcluster (Fig. 5).
These loci are not very similar to any of the pneumococcal cps loci
(Fig. 1), although some of the gene products of the cps loci of the
two species fall into the same HGs, including wzg, wzh, wzd, wze,
the IT gene wchA, and the GT gene wchJ (Table 1). It has been
suggested that S. agalactiae type VIII and S. pneumoniae type 23F
could have exchanged DNA segments due to the commonalities
of their CPS structures and the sequence similarities in the central
cps region (10, 28), and this observation was confirmed by our
results. Thus, the products of the wchF, wchV, and wzy-19
(HG168) genes present in the type 23F cps locus each fall into the
same HG as the corresponding S. agalactiae type VIII gene prod-
ucts and the linkages catalyzed are also thought to be similar.
Relatedness of S. mitis and S. oralis RPS loci to the pneu-
mococcal cps loci. The wzg, wzh, wzd, and wze genes are present
in the S. oralis and S. mitis RPS biosynthetic loci (Fig. 3). They
also possess the rhamnose biosynthetic genes (rml), although
the direction of transcription of rmlD is reversed compared to
that of the pneumococcal cps loci (48) and the rhamnosyltrans-
ferase gene wchF. The glf gene is also present in S. mitis and S.
oralis, as are the IT gene wchA (the most common IT gene in
pneumococci), the wzx-1 (HG7) flippase gene (present in 40
pneumococcal serotypes), and several GT genes that also are
found in pneumococcal cps loci (Table 1).
The S. mitis and S. oralis sequences differ somewhat in the
central region (Fig. 3), and for example, the Wzy polymerase of
S. oralis 34 is in the same HG as that of pneumococcal serotype
36 whereas that of S. mitis is unique. Overall, the RPS loci of
S. mitis and S. oralis are most similar to the cps loci of pneu-
mococcal serotypes 7A, 7F, and 21 (Fig. 1 and 3), and they fall
in the same subcluster as the pneumococcal serotype 21 locus.
The two S. oralis sequences are the most similar to the pneu-
mococcal serotype 21 cps locus (Fig. 3) and have similar HG
profiles, although the sequences of the genes encoding the
shared HGs differ considerably.
DISCUSSION
Clustering of pneumococcal cps loci on the basis of shared
gene content (shared HGs), adjusted for the sequence similar-
ity among the shared genes, provides a useful way of identify-
ing those cps loci that are the most similar. The assignment of
serotypes to subclusters by using a cutoff of 0.05 identifies cps
loci that are sufficiently similar to predict that they have diver-
sified relatively recently from a common ancestor. In some
cases, these serotypes are completely syntenic and differences
in CPS structure must be due to the ability of variant forms of
the same IT or GTs to catalyze different reactions, but in other
serotypes in the same subcluster the cps loci are syntenic except
for a single cps gene that is nonhomologous (for example, types
15A and 15B, types 23A and 23B, serogroup 25 and type 38,
and types 35F and 47F). The mechanism that gave rise to this
phenomenon is not understood, although gene acquisition or
replacement by some illegitimate recombination event is the
most likely candidate. In effect, the alternative nonhomologous
genes constitute a form of polymorphism and strains of these
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serotypes should interconvert by recombination in the flanking
common genes, as has been shown to occur for the intercon-
version of serotypes 6A and 6B, which differ by a single amino
acid polymorphism (27).
Cluster analysis also provides a framework for correlating
cps gene content, and gene function, of very similar cps loci
with the known CPS structures and the immunochemical sim-
ilarities inferred from cross-reactivity with factor typing sera. A
single difference in gene content between cps loci, that corre-
lates with a single difference in the CPS structure, provides a
strong prediction of the specific reaction catalyzed by the prod-
ucts of these alternative genes, and in many cases prediction
can be extended to situations where more that one gene differs
between very similar cps loci, but in most cases predictions
must be made by using comparative methods (1). The uncer-
tainties in predicting the precise functions of HGs (particularly
the specificity of the transferases) have been discussed else-
where (1). However, there is little option but to predict func-
tion as extremely few of the gene products involved in pneu-
mococcal CPS biosynthesis have been the subject of any
biochemical study. We stress that many of our assignments of
specific linkages to gene products are tentative (the basis for
these assignments is presented by Aanensen et al. [1]), but we
expect most to be correct. We provide them as they form a
basis for further biochemical or structural work to firmly es-
tablish the linkages catalyzed by individual GTs.
The similarities between the genes of the S. pneumoniae cps
loci and the polysaccharide biosynthetic loci of other strepto-
cocci have been reported previously (7, 25, 43, 51), and Tribe-
MCL proved a useful tool to identify these homologies (Table
1). Cluster analysis allowed us to recognize the similarities
between the S. mitis and S. oralis RPS loci and those of several
pneumococcal serotypes, notably serotype 21, suggesting a his-
tory of interspecies exchange of polysaccharide biosynthetic
loci.
In general, the immunological subdivision of pneumococci
into serotypes is supported by the structures of the cps loci.
Thus, all serotypes in the same serogroup were in the same
cluster and in many cases were in the same subcluster. In those
cases where serotypes in the same serogroup are syntenic, it is
assumed that selection imposed by the host immune response
has led to the accumulation of nonsynonymous substitutions
(or in some case frameshift mutations) in one or more of the
shared genes, which leads to a difference in their CPS struc-
ture, which is recognized by the typing sera. There are, how-
ever, several instances in which serotypes in the same sero-
group have dissimilar cps loci and, conversely, where the cps
loci of completely different serotypes are very similar. In these
cases, a classification based on genetic similarity would be
quite different from that which has been developed by serol-
ogy. For example, serotypes 44 and 46 could be reassigned as
serotypes within serogroup 12, and in other cases serotypes
within the same serogroup could more logically be placed in
different serogroups.
However, lumping different serotypes together, or splitting
serogroups, would cause confusion and there are no strong
arguments for realigning serotypes and serogroups based on
genetic similarities or differences between cps loci. Indeed, in
the context of pneumococcal conjugate vaccines (6), it is the
extent of immunological cross-reactivity and the resulting pres-
ence or absence of cross-protection between serotypes that
matter, and this is more likely to be captured by the current
serotyping scheme than by genetic similarities and differences
between cps loci. The serological cross-reactivity between se-
rotypes has been defined in the rabbit, and cross-reactivity
between serotypes may be different for antibodies produced in
humans, but the genetic similarities between some completely
different serotypes and common reactions with some typing
sera suggest that there may be situations where antibodies
induced in humans by CPS of one serotype might provide some
cross-protection against CPS of completely different serotypes.
Conjugate vaccines that include the CPS from a limited
number of serotypes (6) are likely to be the only effective way
of protecting against pneumococcal disease until vaccines are
developed that use antigens which can protect against disease
caused by all pneumococcal strains. The availability of the
sequences of the cps loci of all 90 serotypes and the analysis of
the relatedness of the cps loci of the 88 serotypes that use the
Wzy-dependent pathway will provide the basis to develop
novel molecular serotyping methods to monitor changes in the
serotypes of pneumococci following the introduction of conju-
gate vaccines. More generally, the clustering approach we used
here can be applied to look at the relatedness of other genetic
elements that share variable numbers of genes with various
levels of sequence similarity.
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ABSTRACT
The unambiguous characterization of strains of a
pathogen is crucial for addressing questions relating
to its epidemiology, population and evolutionary
biology. Multilocus sequence typing (MLST), which
defines strains from the sequences at seven house-
keeping loci, has become the method of choice for
molecular typing of many bacterial and fungal patho-
gens (and non-pathogens), and MLST schemes and
strain databases are available for a growing number
of prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. Sequence
data are ideal for strain characterization as they are
unambiguous, meaning strains can readily be
comparedbetweenlaboratoriesviatheInternet.Labor-
atories undertaking MLST can quickly progress from
sequencing the seven gene fragments to characteriz-
ing their strains and relating them to those submitted
by others andto the populationas awhole.We provide
the gateway to a number of MLST schemes, each of
which contain a set of tools for the initial character-
ization of strains, and methods for relating query
strains to other strains of the species, including clus-
tering based on differences in allelic profiles, phylo-
genetic trees based on concatenated sequences, and
a recently developed method (eBURST) for identifying
clonal complexes within a species and displaying the
overall structure of the population. This network of
MLST websites is available at http://www.mlst.net
INTRODUCTION
Multilocus sequence typing (MLST) is a nucleotide sequence-
based approach to the unambiguous characterization of strains
of bacterial species, or other microbial species, via the Internet
(1,2). MLST involves obtaining the sequences of internal frag-
ments of seven house-keeping genes for each strain of a parti-
cular species. The sequences of each fragment are compared
with all the previously identified sequences (alleles) at that
locus and, thereby, are assigned allele numbers at each of the
seven loci. The combination of the seven allele numbers
defines the allelic profile of the strain and each different allelic
profile is assigned as a sequence type (ST), which is used to
describe the strain.
Nucleotide sequencing is relatively cheap, and easy to per-
form. The data produced by MLST are ideal for the charac-
terization of strains of bacterial or fungal species via a web
server. MLST is now widely used for molecular epidemiology
as it allows strains studied by different groups to be compared
and MLST schemes have been developed for 20 bacteria
(mostly pathogens) (3), and three fungi (4,5) and databases
that can be queried have been available for several years (6).
The MLST databases are currently hosted on two main web
servers located at Imperial College London (http://www.mlst.
net) and Oxford University [http://pubmlst.org; (7)]. The
former web server acts as a gateway to a number of spe-
cies-specific websites each of which contains tools for the ana-
lysis of allele sequences and STs, and a web interface for
obtaining epidemiological information held on the increasing
numbers of strains that are submitted by the user community.
Along with centrally available tools for those interested in
starting their own MLST schemes, such as for defining alleles
using non-redundant databases (NRDB), measuring linkage
disequilibrium and an interface to Splits Tree (8), http://www.
mlst.net provides a number of options to display the related-
ness of query strains to those in the strain database.
MLST WORKFLOW
Laboratories undertaking MLST can access species-specific
information on each of the individual mlst.net species web-
sites, including sequencing protocols and primer sequences,
allowing a laboratory to begin producing data rapidly. Char-
acterization of a strain requires the generation of the sequences
of the seven gene fragments and, once these are available, they
are used to query the appropriate mlst.net website, to assign
the alleles at each locus and thereby to obtain the allelic profile
of the query strain. Each MLST website holds the sequences
of all known alleles at each of the seven loci, and all known
allelic profiles, and through the curator assigns new allele
numbers and STs. Every different sequence at each locus is
assigned as a distinct allele and new alleles are assigned allele
numbers by the curator and are entered in the allele database.
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Each MLST species website offers a number of analysis
steps for a user. First, alleles have to be assigned from the
sequence data by one of three options (Figure 1A and D):
Single/batch locus query: allowing a single sequence or a
batch of sequences for a single locus to be compared with all
known alleles.
Multiple locus query: allowing the input of the sequences of
all seven loci for a single strain.
Batch strain query: allowing input of the sequences of all
seven loci for a batch of strains.
In all cases, the user’s sequence is checked for correct length
for that locus, and for the absence of unexpected characters,
and is then queried against all other sequences in the species
database. For Candida albicans, a diploid organism, the stand-
ard ambiguity codes are allowed and are used to assign
heterozygous nucleotide sites (4).
If the user’s sequence is found, the allele number is returned,
whereas if the user has a novel sequence, the percentage
identity to the closest allele in the database is returned and
the user is advised to check carefully those nucleotide sites that
differ from the most similar allele or alleles in the database
(Figure 1B). This can be carried out using the Jalview align-
ment editor (9), or the nucleotide differences can be displayed
between the query sequence and the most similar alleles, as in
Figure 1C. The latter method allows the user to view the
flanking sequence around each nucleotide difference between
the query and the most similar alleles, allowing the trace files
of their proposed new allele to be searched easily for any
potential ambiguities or sequencing errors. If a user is confid-
ent that they have a new allele, the forward and reverse trace
files are submitted to the MLST scheme curator, as a quality
control check, before a new allele number is assigned by the
curator for the novel sequence. The sequence of the new allele
is then entered into the database.
Repeating this process for each locus provides the seven-
digit allelic profile for the query strain. The seven-digit allelic
profile can then be entered into the allelic profile query to
discover if the strain is identical, or similar, in allelic profile
to any of the strains already in the database (Figure 1F). The
multiple locus query represents a batch processing method
for a single strain, allowing all seven sequences for the
query strain to be entered at once and for the allele numbers
at each locus to be returned.
BATCH STRAIN QUERY
The repeated querying of single strains becomes very time
consuming for laboratories undertaking MLST on many
hundred strains of a particular species. The need to analyze
sequences from multiple genes from a large number of strains
at the same time precludes the use of standard sequence
formats such as FASTA or MEGA. Therefore, we use a simple
XML format that allows the batch processing of hundreds of
strains at one time (Figure 2).
Formatting the input data with a basic XML wrapper around
a set of seven sequences for each strain allows a user to pro-
duce a file, for an unlimited number of strains, that can be used
for batch processing. To aid production of such a format, each
of the MLST species subsites at http://www.mlst.net provides
a modified Access database that allows users to store their
sequence and strain information in one place, and allows
the data to be exported in bulk in the correct XML format,
without the need for a user to manually produce the document.
Furthermore, for sequencing laboratories using the
STARS (http://www.molbiol.ox.ac.uk/~paediat/stars/) plat-
form for MLST, we provide a facility to convert the
FASTA files generated by STARS into the XML format via
a web form.
When a user uploads the generated XML file (Figure 1D),
the sequences for each of the seven loci in all of the strains
are checked for invalid characters and correct length. Each
sequence is then queried against the appropriate allele data-
base (Figure 1E). If found, the allele number is returned and, if
unknown, the user can look further into the sequence differ-
ences between the query allele and the most similar alleles in
the database (Figure 1C). If all the seven loci are found, the
allelic profile of the strain is queried against a look-up table of
STs within the database and, if a match is found, the ST
number is returned. If the allelic profile is previously unknown
this information is returned. The batch procedure, therefore,
automatically returns a table with the alleles, allelic profiles
Figure 1. Schematic representation of a typical MLST workflow. (A) Sequences can be entered locus by locus (single locus query), or all seven loci from a single
strain (multiple locus query), or (D) by uploading a XML file with a set of strains and their sequences (batch strain query). (B) For the single and multiple locus queries,
sequences that are not in the database are identified, and can be compared with the sequences of all known alleles using Jalview (7), or (C) the nucleotide differences
compared with the most similar alleles can be displayed. The batch strain query (D) returns a strain table (E), which shows the allele number for each locus if known
and the allelic profile if all the seven alleles and the ST are known. Strains that have the most similar allelic profiles to query strains are displayed as a table or by cluster
analysis (F), and further information about them can be obtained. For the pneumococcal example used here, the query strains can be compared with the reference set of
pneumococcal strains and closely related streptococcal strains, to establish whether or not they are pneumococci, using the concatenated sequences to construct a
neighbor-joining tree (H). The relationship of unknown strains to the whole population can also be investigated using eBURST (G).
Figure 2. The XML format for batch querying multiple strains using mlst.net.
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and STs of all the input strains, flagging up those alleles and
STs that are previously unknown (Figure 1E).
Comparing query strains to the database:
clustering using allelic profiles
The simplest approach is to identify those strains in the data-
base that have some minimum level of similarity in their allelic
profile to each query strain (e.g. sharing alleles at >4 of the
seven loci), and to show the relationship of the query strain to
those returned from the database query using a dendrogram,
based on the matrix of pairwise differences between the allelic
profiles of the strains (Figure 1F).
Comparing query strains to the database:
using eBURST
Traditionally, dendrograms have been the method of choice
for displaying the implied relationships between strains of a
bacterial population or species. However, although dendro-
grams are good at visualizing the clusters of identical or
very similar strains, the bifurcating process of lineage splitting
implied by a dendrogram is a very poor representation of the
way in which bacterial lineages emerge and diversify. A new
algorithm, BURST (10), was recently introduced that does
not impose a tree-like pattern of descent, but rather uses an
appropriate model of recent bacterial evolution. In addition,
it is very difficult to display the relatedness of all strains in
a large MLST database, including thousands of STs, on a
dendrogram, and better ways of displaying the relationships
among all strains in large MLST databases are required.
Briefly, the model incorporated into BURST assumes that,
due to selection or genetic drift, some genotypes will occa-
sionally increase in frequency in the population and will then
gradually diversify by the accumulation of mutation(s) and/or
recombinational replacements, resulting in slight variants of
the founding genotype. Initially, members of this emerging
clone will be indistinguishable in allelic profile by MLST,
however with time, the clone will diversify to produce a num-
ber of variants in which one of the seven MLST loci has been
altered—single locus variants (SLVs). Further diversification
will produce variants of the founder ST that differ at two out of
the seven loci—double locus variants (DLVs). In this simple
model, bacterial populations will consist of a series of clonal
complexes (sets of variants of a founding genotype) that can be
recognized from the allelic profiles of the strains within a
MLST database (10).
An interactive implementation of the BURST algorithm,
eBURSTv2 (10), is integrated within the MLST websites at
http://www.mlst.net as a JAVATM applet and can be used to
explore the relationships among strains within the database
and to explore the relationships of newly characterized strains
to those in the database (Figure 1G). eBURST uses the STs and
their associated allelic profiles as input and, using the
default setting, divides the strains into groups in which all
STs in the same group share >6 out of 7 loci with at least
one other member of that group, resulting in non-overlapping
groups or clonal complexes. Of particular value is the ability to
link back to the MLST database from the eBURST diagram of
a clonal complex, and the ability to display all the STs in a
large MLST database in a single diagram [(10); a population
snapshot; and Figure 3], showing all the major and minor
clonal complexes, and individual STs that are relatively dis-
tantly related to all other STs.
Comparing query strains to the database: using the
concatenated sequences
The ability to concatenate the sequences at the seven loci,
maintaining the correct reading frame, and to construct a
neighbor-joining tree based on these sequences is provided,
but needs to be used with considerable caution. A module from
MEGA (11) provides the tree topology in Newick format
which is then displayed using the ATV applet (12). Allelic
changes at the MLST loci will occur (to a varying degree
Figure 3. A population snapshot of the entire S.pneumoniae MLST database showing all major and minor clonal complexes viewed using eBURST.
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depending on the species) by recombination, and in many
cases the relative contribution of recombination and point
mutation to the diversification of strains will be unknown (13).
A long history of recombination will preclude the recovery of
the true phylogenetic relationships between distantly related
bacterial strains and even the relatedness between similar
strains may be better represented on a tree based on differences
in allelic profiles than one based on differences in the concat-
enated sequences. However, there are specific issues that can
be usefully addressed by using the concatenated sequences.
For example, the Burkholderia pseudomallei database includes
strains of closely related species and the B.pseudomallei
MLST website provides a facility to examine the position
of a query strain on the tree constructed using concatenated
sequences, which can establish whether the query strain is
B.pseudomallei or something similar to, but distinct from,
B.pseudomallei (14). Similarly, there is considerable confu-
sion about whether strains that appear to be Streptococcus
pneumoniae, but which cannot be assigned to a pneumococcal
capsular serotype, are authentic pneumococci that do not pro-
duce a capsule or are members of a similar but distinct strep-
tococcal population. The pneumococcal MLST website has a
facility to examine whether a query strain clusters within a
reference set of S.pneumoniae strains, or with the related
population, using a tree based on concatenated sequences,
which can resolve this issue in most cases (see the following
section; Figure 1H). Trees based on concatenated sequences
may also be useful for assigning Haemophilus influenzae
strains to major lineages (15) or for Staphylococcus aureus
where recombination appears to be rare (16).
Typical workflow for data entry using the
batch strain query
Here, we consider the workflow of a user analyzing a number
of recently sequenced strains using batch entry. As an illus-
trative example we focus on a single representative mlst.net
species website, http://spneumoniae.mlst.net, the site for
characterizing strains of S.pneumoniae (17).
The uploaded XML file of a batch of S.pneumoniae strains
and their associated sequences results in a table of results
(Figure 1E). Error messages (red) alert the user to the fact
that some sequences are of the wrong length for that locus
(strain 8) or contain unexpected characters (strain 13). In some
strains, all the alleles are previously known and the allele
numbers are returned in the results table. For some of these
strains, the combinations of alleles at the seven loci (allelic
profiles) are also known and the ST number is shown in the
table (e.g. strain 4). In one case (strain 14) the alleles are all
known but the combination of alleles is previously unknown.
In other strains, one or more alleles are unknown and the ST
must also be unknown (e.g. strain 3), and the ST is flagged as
incomplete, as the new alleles have to be checked and assigned
new allele numbers by the curator. Clicking on ‘unknown’
allele highlights the nucleotide differences in the new allele
compared with the most similar alleles (Figure 1C).
None of the alleles in strain 15 are found in the S.pneumo-
niae database, and there is therefore some uncertainty whether
this strain is a pneumococcus. To investigate the status of this
strain further, the user can select the option to examine the
phylogenetic status of the strain, by using the concatenated
sequences to compare its position on a reference tree
(Figure 1H), which includes a set of strains covering the
known diversity of authentic pneumococci, and a set of closely
related strains that are similar to but distinct from the authentic
pneumococci (W. P. Hanage and B. G. Spratt, unpublished
data). The sequences of the loci of the query strain are con-
catenated, and the sequence is added to a stored file containing
the concatenated sequences of the reference strains, and a
neighbor-joining tree is constructed (Figure 1H). Using this
approach, strain 15, which has an unknown allelic profile but
known alleles at all loci, clusters within the authentic pneumo-
cocci, but strain 14 with new alleles at all loci is clearly not a
pneumococcus, as it clusters away from the pneumococci and
within the more diverse set of related streptococcal strains.
From the results of the batch strain query, the user can also
relate their unknown STs to all other strains in the MLST
database using eBURST (Figure 1G). The unknown STs are
assigned unique temporary ST numbers, to distinguish them
from the STs in the database. In Figure 1G, strain 14 has been
assigned the temporary ST10001 and by eBURST it can be
seen to be a SLV of ST156 within one of the major pneumo-
coccal clonal complexes. Any strain in the batch strain query
(excepting those with alleles of incorrect length or with unex-
pected characters) can be compared with the MLST database
as, using the eBURST option, new alleles, as well as new STs,
are given temporary numbers allowing them to be analyzed by
the program.
CONCLUSIONS
Websites for evaluating the taxonomic status of strains using
16S rRNA sequences are well established and, in recent years,
several websites have been developed for molecular epidemi-
ology and population genetics, to assign isolates of bacterial
species to strains, lineages and clonal complexes, using data
generated by MLST. We describe the set of MLST species
websites within http://www.mlst.net, and the tools that allow
users to identify query strains, and to explore their relationship
with other strains in the database. MLST is being widely used
and there is a need for new ways to input and query large sets of
strains and to display the relatedness of the many thousands of
strains within the larger MLST websites. Some progress has
been made to achieve these aims and in future we envisage
a fully automated procedure, with data flowing directly from
sequencer to ST assignment. Those developing new MLST
schemes for bacterial or fungal species can join http://www.
mlst.net to take advantage of the features available at this site,
and to have a consistency of format for the MLST websites.
A slightly different common format for MLST websites is pro-
vided by those species sites (such as that for Neisseria meningi-
tidis) hosted at http://pubmlst.org. Hosting of new MLST
schemes at http://www.mlst.net allows the databases to be
stored and backed up on servers at Imperial College London
but with remote strain entry, ownership and curation, by the
developer of the MLST scheme, using MLST curation software.
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Abstract
Background: Methods for assigning strains to bacterial species are cumbersome and no longer fit
for purpose. The concatenated sequences of multiple house-keeping genes have been shown to be
able to define and circumscribe bacterial species as sequence clusters. The advantage of this
approach (multilocus sequence analysis; MLSA) is that, for any group of related species, a strain
database can be produced and combined with software that allows query strains to be assigned to
species via the internet. As an exemplar of this approach, we have studied a group of species, the
viridans streptococci, which are very difficult to assign to species using standard taxonomic
procedures, and have developed a website that allows species assignment via the internet.
Results: Seven house-keeping gene sequences were obtained from 420 streptococcal strains to
produce a viridans group database. The reference tree produced using the concatenated sequences
identified sequence clusters which, by examining the position on the tree of the type strain of each
viridans group species, could be equated with species clusters. MLSA also identified clusters that
may correspond to new species, and previously described species whose status needs to be re-
examined. A generic website and software for electronic taxonomy was developed. This site http:/
/www.eMLSA.net allows the sequences of the seven gene fragments of a query strain to be entered
and for the species assignment to be returned, according to its position within an assigned species
cluster on the reference tree.
Conclusion: The MLSA approach resulted in the identification of well-resolved species clusters
within this taxonomically challenging group and, using the software we have developed, allows
unknown strains to be assigned to viridans species via the internet. Submission of new strains will
provide a growing resource for the taxonomy of viridans group streptococci, allowing the
recognition of potential new species and taxonomic anomalies. More generally, as the software at
the MLSA website is generic, MLSA schemes and strain databases for other groups of related
species can be hosted at this website, providing a portal for microbial electronic taxonomy.
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The methods used to assign strains to bacterial species,
and the definition of species, have been much debated [1-
4]. There is widespread recognition that the current meth-
ods of defining prokaryotic species are no longer adequate
and there has been little progress in developing an agreed
concept of species that can guide a new definition of spe-
cies [5-7]. The current approach for distinguishing species
within a genus, and for defining new species, is based on
polyphasic taxonomy, which incorporates all available
phenotypic and genotypic data into a consensus classifica-
tion [8]. The accepted genotypic method for defining spe-
cies is based on overall genomic relatedness, such that
strains which share approximately 70% or more related-
ness using DNA-DNA hybridization, with 5°C or less ΔTm
(the difference in the melting temperature between
homologous and heterologous hybrids), under standard
conditions, are considered to be members of the same
species [9]. The cut-off value implied by this definition
may not be appropriate for all bacterial populations and
in recent years a move away from this cumbersome proce-
dure to other ways of identifying and circumscribing bac-
terial species has been encouraged [10].
One approach is to observe the distribution of a large
number of strains of closely related species in sequence
space and to identify clusters of strains that are well
resolved from other clusters. This approach has been
developed by using the concatenated sequences of multi-
ple core (house-keeping) genes to assess clustering pat-
terns, and has been called multilocus sequence analysis
(MLSA) [2,11] or multilocus sequence phylogenetic anal-
ysis [12]. MLSA has been used successfully to explore clus-
tering patterns among large numbers of strains assigned to
very closely related species by current taxonomic methods
[12-18], to look at the relationships between small num-
bers of strains within a genus [19], or within a broader tax-
onomic grouping [20], and to address specific taxonomic
questions [21,22]. More generally, the method can be
used to ask whether bacterial species exist – that is, to
observe whether large populations of similar strains invar-
iably fall into well-resolved clusters, or whether in some
cases there is a genetic continuum in which clear separa-
tion into clusters is not observed.
Although there are limitations of the MLSA approach
[11], it is attractive since it should allow the assignment of
unknown strains to species clusters via the internet (elec-
tronic taxonomy), in a similar way that isolates have been
assigned to strains (sequence types) or clonal complexes
within a species using multilocus sequence typing (MLST)
[23]. Electronic taxonomy requires the recognition and
circumscription of species by the generation of a large ini-
tial database (and associated MLSA data) of multiple
strains from all of the recognized species within a genus,
or part of a genus. It also requires a website and software
that allow the sequences from the house-keeping genes of
a new query strain to be entered via the internet, and for
the sequence cluster (if any) within which the query strain
falls to be returned, along with a species assignment for
the strain. The approach therefore allows species assign-
ment via the internet and also allows the recognition of
the appearance in the database of new clusters, which can
be assigned as new candidate species.
We describe an exemplar for electronic taxonomy (and a
generic website) using the viridans group streptococci,
since the taxonomy of this group has been, and to some
extent remains, problematic [24]. The non-pyogenic
streptococci are subdivided into the Mitis, Anginosus, Sal-
ivarius, Mutans and Bovis groups, of which the first three
are often referred to as viridans streptococci. The Mitis
group currently includes the important pathogen S. pneu-
moniae and 12 other validly described species, S. australis,
S. cristatus (formerly S. crista), S. gordonii, S. infantis, S.
mitis, S. oligofermentans, S. oralis, S. parasanguinis (formerly
S. parasanguis), S. peroris, S. pseudopneumoniae, S. sanguinis
(formerly S. sanguis) and S. sinensis. The Anginosus group
includes three recognized species, S. anginosus, S. constella-
tus (including two subspecies subsp. constellatus and subsp.
pharyngis) and S. intermedius, and the Salivarius group
includes S. salivarius, S. vestibularis, and S. thermophilus. All
viridans streptococci (with the exception of S. ther-
mophilus, which is not associated with humans) are com-
mensals of the human upper respiratory tract and,
excepting S. pneumoniae, rarely cause disease in immune-
competent individuals. They have been strikingly resistant
to satisfactory classification, reflected in frequently chang-
ing nomenclature and significant problems of identifica-
tion by phenotypic analysis and by sequencing of 16S
rRNA genes [16,25-33].
There is extensive evidence that recombination occurs
between closely related Mitis group species [34-38], which
can lead to fuzzy species [14], and may explain some of
the taxonomic confusion within this group, and could
prevent the identification of well-resolved sequence clus-
ters. However, initial studies of the Mitis group using
MLSA have shown that sequence clusters corresponding
to S. pneumoniae, S. pseudopneumoniae, S. mitis and S. oralis
can be resolved using trees constructed from the concate-
nated sequences of six of the seven housekeeping genes
used in the S. pneumoniae MLST scheme [11,39]. Simi-
larly, concatenation of the sequences of four house-keep-
ing genes has been shown to resolve the more distantly
related species within the viridans streptococci [16],
although with four genes there was poor resolution
between the strains of the closely related species, S. pseu-
dopneumoniae and S. mitis [18].Page 2 of 20
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ing gene fragments were obtained from 420 strains,
including strains of all species within the Mitis, Anginosus
and Salivarius group streptococci, to develop a viridans
group MLSA scheme and strain database. A generic open-
access MLSA website http://www.eMLSA.net was devel-
oped that allows query strains to be assigned via the inter-
net to known species clusters, to as yet unnamed sequence
clusters, or as single divergent genotypes.
Results
Amplification and sequencing of gene fragments from 
viridans group streptococci
The primers for the amplification of internal fragments of
eight house-keeping gene fragments were selected as in
Methods (Table 1). The primers successfully amplified the
eight gene fragments from 326 of the 375 (87%) Mitis
group strains that were examined. They also amplified the
correct fragments from some streptococcal species outside
the Mitis group, including all strains of S. anginosus, S. ves-
tibularis and S. pyogenes that were examined. However, the
guaA gene could not be amplified from some strains
(mostly S. sanguinis and S. cristatus) and this gene was
eliminated to produce the final seven-locus MLSA
scheme. The seven selected house-keeping genes could be
amplified from all viridans group streptococci that were
examined and were at least 40 kb apart on the S. pneumo-
niae R6 chromosome.
For each strain, the gene fragments were sequenced on
both strands and trimmed to defined start and end posi-
tions. For each locus, the trimmed sequences from all
strains were the same length, indicating that indels in
these genes were absent, as they were in the corresponding
S. agalactiae, S. mutans and S. suis sequences, and are thus
likely to be uncommon among the viridans group.
Identification of sequence clusters
Figure 1 shows a neighbour-joining tree for all 420 con-
catenated sequences (402 from viridans group strains, 17
from strains of S. pyogenes and one from S. agalactiae) of
the seven loci used in the new seven-locus MLSA scheme,
with the strains coloured where a clear species assignment
was provided by the laboratory of MK. The tree identified
a number of sequence clusters that were well resolved,
with ≥ 95% bootstrap confidence values for the nodes.
The strains identified as S. pseudopneumoniae (including
the type strain) clustered together but were not well
resolved from the S. mitis cluster (bootstrap value of 92%
for the node separating the S. pseudopneumoniae and S.
mitis clusters on the neighbour-joining tree, but only 46%
on a minimum evolution tree; see below). The S. mitis
cluster was unusual as it consisted of a set of closely
related sub-clusters arising from the branch that separates
the S. pneumoniae and S. pseudopneumoniae clusters from
that of S. oralis.
Concordance between these clusters and the assigned spe-
cies names was imperfect, in accord with the difficulties in
assigning viridans group strains to species. However,
almost all of the clusters contained only one designated
type strain (Figure 1). Accordingly, the majority of the
sequence clusters may be equated with recognized species,
that is, S. anginosus, S. australis, S. constellatus, S. cristatus,
Table 1: Genes and PCR primers used in viridans group MLSA scheme




guaA-up GMP synthase ATYCARTTYCACCCMGAAGT 20 567 55
guaA-dn CWGGNCCWGGRAATGGTTG 19 55
map-up Methionine 
aminopeptidase
GCWGACTCWTGTTGGGCWTATGC 23 348 55
map-dn TTARTAAGTTCYTTCTTCDCCTTG 24 55
pfl-up Pyruvate formate lyase AACGTTGCTTACTCTAAACAAACTGG 26 351 55
pfl-dn ACTTCRTGGAAGACACGTTGWGTC 24 55
ppaC-up Inorganic 
pyrophosphatase
GACCAYAATGAATTYCARCAATC 23 552 50
ppaC-dn TGAGGNACMACTTGTTTSTTACG 23 50
pyk-up Pyruvate kinase GCGGTWGAAWTCCGTGGTG 19 492 50
pyk-dn GCAAGWGCTGGGAAAGGAAT 20 50
rpoB-up RNA polymerase beta 
subunit
AARYTIGGMCCTGAAGAAAT 20 516 50
rpoB-dn TGIARTTTRTCATCAACCATGTG 23 50
sodA-up Superoxide dismutase TRCAYCATGAYAARCACCAT 20 378 50
sodA-dn ARRTARTAMGCRTGYTCCCARACRTC 26 50
tuf-up Elongation factor Tu GTTGAAATGGAAATCCGTGACC 22 426 55
tuf-dn GTTGAAGAATGGAGTGTGACG 21 55
*Sequences are shown using the IUPAC codes for sites where degeneracy was introduced.Page 3 of 20
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Tree showing the positions of well-characterized strains and type strains within sequence clustersFigure 1
Tree showing the positions of well-characterized strains and type strains within sequence clusters. A neighbour-
joining radial tree was constructed using the concatenated sequences of all 420 strains. The viridans group strains that are col-
oured were those assigned to species in the laboratory of MK; the positions on the tree of the type strains of viridans group 
species are indicated. Mitis, Anginosus and Salivarius group species are shown, respectively, as coloured circles, squares and 
diamonds. Bootstrap support values (%) for each of the nodes leading to the Mitis group sequence clusters are indicated; values 
for the clusters within the Anginosus and Salivarius groups are shown in Figure 2C. The colour key is ordered top to bottom 










































































BMC Biology 2009, 7:3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/7/3S. gordonii, S. infantis, S. intermedius, S. mitis, S. oralis, S.
parasanguinis, S. pseudopneumoniae, S. sanguinis, S. salivar-
ius, S. thermophilus and S. vestibularis. The only exceptions
were the S. peroris type strain which, although on an unu-
sually long branch, fell within a cluster that otherwise
included the S. infantis type strain and several reference
strains of that species, and S. oligofermentans that was
within a subgroup of S. oralis (see below).
For several of the sequence clusters there was complete, or
almost complete, concordance with species names
assigned on the basis of phenotypic examination. How-
ever, for some species (for example, S. mitis, S. infantis and
S. oralis) that have been affected by changing taxonomy,
or difficulties in phenotypic differentiation, there was sig-
nificant discordance between the clusters and previously
assigned species names. The major anomaly was that
strains historically assigned as S. mitis fell into a number
of different closely related sequence clusters, particularly
those otherwise consisting of S. infantis and S. oralis. This
anomaly was due largely to strains initially assigned as 'S.
mitis biovar 2' being either part of the S. oralis cluster (see
below), in agreement with a recent observation [18], or
part of the subsequently described S. parasanguinis cluster
[26]. Besides the anomalous clustering of some 'S. mitis'
strains, there were single strains assigned as S. gordonii and
S. infantis within the S. oralis cluster, a single strain of 'S.
mitis biovar 2' within the S. anginosus cluster and a single
strain of S. anginosus within the S. constellatus cluster.
The strains within the major sequence clusters correlated
sufficiently well with the species names obtained through
standard taxonomic procedures, and included the type
strain of the species, that each of the sequence clusters was
considered to represent a species cluster. Figure 2A shows a
neighbour-joining tree for all 420 strains with the strains
within each cluster coloured according to their assigned
species names. Figure 2C shows the same tree with the Mitis
group clusters collapsed to show better the resolution of the
species clusters within the Anginosus and Salivarius groups.
A few strains that were on the fringes of sequence clusters
were not coloured, to represent uncertainty as to the species
to which they belong. The tree shown in Figure 2A was used
as the MLSA reference tree for assigning a query strain to a
viridans group species from its location within one of the
defined species clusters.
Comparing clustering patterns using different MLSA 
schemes and different tree-building methods
If MLSA is to be a reliable approach to identifying species
as sequence clusters, the same clusters should be obtained
for the same set of strains with different sets of house-
keeping genes. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the trees
produced from a set of 93 strains of S. pseudopneumoniae,
S. pneumoniae, S. mitis and S. oralis that were characterized
by both the new seven-locus MLSA scheme and the earlier
scheme that used six of the pneumococcal MLST genes
[11,15]. Although these schemes used completely differ-
ent house-keeping genes, the trees were remarkably simi-
lar. The genetic distances between clusters were, however,
less with the new MLSA scheme than with the earlier
scheme (Figure 3). There were two minor differences
between the trees. Firstly, two strains on the fringes of the
S. pseudopneumoniae cluster using the MLST loci were
allied to the S. mitis cluster using the seven-locus MLSA
scheme and were re-assigned as uncertain species. Sec-
ondly, one strain (768-1) was an outlier of the S. pneumo-
niae sequence cluster in the six-locus tree but not in the
seven-locus tree; however, its guaA gene was unusually
divergent and it was also an outlier when this gene was
added to the seven-locus MLSA scheme (Figure 4B).
The clustering patterns were not greatly influenced by the
tree-building algorithm. Figure 2B shows the tree pro-
duced by minimum evolution (a method based on local
optimization of an initial neighbour-joining tree), com-
pared with that obtained using neighbour-joining (com-
parisons were restricted to these two methods since both
are computationally efficient, as required for the rapid
generation of trees on-line with sequences from large
number of strains). The assignment of strains to the
sequence clusters was the same, and the only significant
difference was a slightly more marked sub-division of the
S. mitis group into sub-clusters using minimum evolution.
As expected for sequences that are closely related, using a
genetic distance correction made no difference to the clus-
tering patterns (data not shown).
Effect of adding an eighth gene to the MLSA scheme
To assess whether the addition of an eighth gene
improved the resolution of sequence clusters (particularly
of S. mitis and S. pseudopneumoniae), the 326 Mitis group
strains in which the guaA gene could be amplified were
used to produce an eight-locus tree, that could be com-
pared with the seven-locus tree produced for all Mitis
group strains (Figure 4). There were only minor differ-
ences between the eight and seven-locus trees and, except-
ing the location of the S. peroris type strain as either
within, or an outlier of, the S. infantis cluster, none of the
differences affected the resolution of the sequence clus-
ters, and the seven-locus scheme was chosen for all further
work.
Identification of potential new viridans group species
The MLSA scheme should be able to identify possible new
species as groups of strains, or individual strains, which
clearly do not fall within any of the known species clusters.
We firstly checked whether strains that did not fall into
known species clusters, or were outliers of species clusters,
could be the result of using DNA from mixed cultures. In all
cases, further sub-culturing of these strains (labelled in Fig-
ure 2A) and re-sequencing of the seven loci gave the samePage 5 of 20
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The MLSA reference treeFigure 2
The MLSA reference tree. A. The neighbour-joining tree of Figure 1 was relabelled so that all strains within a sequence 
cluster were assigned to the species inferred from the positions on the tree of the type strain and other well-characterized 
strains. The limits of the S. mitis and S. pseudopneumoniae clusters are somewhat unclear and the strains on the flanks of this 
cluster are shown as white circles (uncertain species) to indicate this. Strains that were re-checked as they were outliers of 
species clusters, or were distinct from all other strains, are indicated by a red asterisk. B. The tree constructed from the same 
set of concatenated sequences using minimum evolution. C. The neighbour-joining tree with the Mitis group clusters collapsed, 
to show more clearly the sequence clusters within the Anginosus and Salivarius groups. The positions of the type strains and 
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Comparison of the clustering of strains using two different MLSA schemesFigure 3
Comparison of the clustering of strains using two different MLSA schemes. The neighbour-joining tree obtained for 
a set of 93 strains of S. pneumoniae, S. pseudopneumoniae, S. mitis and S. oralis using the seven-locus MLSA scheme (A) was com-
pared with the tree obtained from the same strains using the concatenated sequences of six of the loci used in the S. pneumo-























BMC Biology 2009, 7:3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/7/3results as obtained initially, ruling out the possibility that
the position on the concatenated tree of these strains was
due to the use of DNA from mixed cultures.
One example of an unidentified cluster is provided by
four closely related strains (assigned by MK as S. mitis)
that arose as a distinct lineage from the branch separating
the S. mitis and S. oralis clusters (unknown A in Figure 2).
These four strains were isolated from members of two
families included in a study of the clonal diversity of S.
mitis within individuals [40]. Although the strains cannot
be distinguished from S. mitis by phenotypic analysis,
they may constitute a separate species.
Likewise, the two major clusters that include the type
strains of S. mitis and S. oralis both include several sub-clus-
Effect on clustering patterns of adding an additional locus (guaA) to the seven-locus schemeFigure 4
Effect on clustering patterns of adding an additional locus (guaA) to the seven-locus scheme. The guaA gene was 
successfully sequenced from 326 of the Mitis group strains and the neighbour-joining tree obtained for these strains using the 
seven-locus MLSA scheme (A) was compared with that obtained from the same strains by adding the guaA sequence to the 
concatenated sequences of the seven loci (B). The colour code for species clusters is as in Figure 2. The positions on the tree 
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BMC Biology 2009, 7:3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/7/3ters, which may warrant recognition as separate species. As
an example, 10 strains previously assigned to 'S. mitis bio-
var 2' [25], formed a sub-cluster (including strains SK34,
SK79, SK96 and others) within the major S. oralis cluster
(Figure 5), in agreement with recent observations [18].
These strains are phenotypically distinct from the remain-
ing part of the S. oralis cluster by being arginine hydrolysis
and α-maltosidase positive, and by expressing the Lance-
field group K cell wall carbohydrate antigen (data not
shown). In addition, all strains of the 'S. mitis biovar 2' sub-
cluster lacked IgA1 protease activity (Figure 5).
Another sub-cluster within the major S. oralis cluster was
also composed exclusively of strains that lacked IgA1 pro-
tease activity, while only six of the 59 S. oralis strains that
were not in the above two sub-clusters were IgA1 protease
negative (Figure 5). Surprisingly, the latter IgA1 protease-
negative sub-cluster included the designated type strain of
S. oligofermentans, in spite of its significantly different 16S
rRNA sequences [41].
Apart from these examples, none of the other sub-clusters
identified within the S. mitis and S. oralis clusters had dis-
tinguishing phenotypic properties, and their potential rec-
ognition as separate taxa should await further expansion
of the eMLSA database and comprehensive phenotypic
characterization of strains. A single strain (unknown B)
was located on a long branch on the reference tree
between S. agalactiae and the species clusters of the Sali-
varius group (Figure 2C) and its taxonomic status is
unclear. However, from BLAST comparisons of the house-
keeping genes of this strain to the nucleotide sequence
databases this strain is almost certainly a member of the
Bovis group streptococci.
Differences in diversity of species clusters
There were substantial differences in the extent of diversity
within the species clusters and in their patterns of branch-
ing. For example, S. pneumoniae strains formed a tight
sequence cluster on the tree and the average within-species
diversity was only 0.3%, whereas the average diversity
within several other clusters, including those of S. angino-
sus, S. australis, S. infantis, S. mitis and S. oralis, was 12 to 16
times greater (Table 2). Additionally, unlike S. pneumoniae
and S. pyogenes, where there is a branching structure within
the species clusters, with some strains being almost identi-
cal and others being more distantly related, the other spe-
cies clusters typically included strains that were relatively
distantly related to each other (for example, the S. infantis
and S. mitis clusters), as implied by the long branch lengths
from each strain in a cluster to its node (Figure 2A).
Clustering patterns obtained using single gene trees and 
identification of interspecies imports
Neighbour-joining trees were constructed from the
sequences of the seven individual genes from all strains.
These gene trees failed to resolve the species clusters
obtained using the concatenated sequences and all indi-
vidual trees showed anomalous clustering of some strains
(Figure 6; Additional file 1). For example, S. mitis and S.
pseudopneumoniae could only be resolved on the map and
pyk gene trees (Figure 6B). Similarly, strains of S. infantis
and S. australis could not be resolved on the sodA gene
tree, and strains of neither of these species could be
resolved from each other, or from S. parasanguinis, on the
ppaC tree (Figure 6A).
Approximately 96% of strains assigned to a particular spe-
cies by MLSA had alleles at all seven loci that were most
similar to those of other strains of that species and, in
individual gene trees, the sequences clustered with those
of other strains of the species. However, 16 of the viridans
group strains (4%) had alleles that were considered to be
foreign (see Methods for criteria used to assign alleles as
foreign). Table 3 shows the putative origins for each of the
seven alleles in these 16 strains.
Assigning strains to species via the internet
The main features of the eMLSA.net website are described
in the Methods section. Figure 7 is a screenshot from the
species assignment window of  http://viridans.eMLSA.net,
showing the position of a query strain (S. parasanguinis
SK264) on the reference tree, and the list of species assign-
ments of the five strains in the database with the most
similar concatenated sequences, and their sequence simi-
larity to the query sequence. In this example the query
strain is assigned as S. parasanguinis since the concate-
nated sequence of the seven MLSA loci clusters within this
species cluster, and the top five most similar concatenated
sequences are from strains assigned to this species.
Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the resident, resident com-
patible or foreign status assigned by eMLSA.net to each of
the seven individual alleles of the above query strain. In
this case, five of the individual loci are most similar to
sequences from S. parasanguinis (resident alleles) or are
resident compatible (for example, ppaC; Figure 6A). How-
ever, the pyk gene is within a cluster that is well resolved
from the main S. parasanguinis cluster and which includes
S. infantis, S. australis and S. cristatus (Figure 6B), and the
tuf gene clusters within the well-resolved S. australis clus-
ter (Figure 6C). These two alleles are therefore assigned by
eMLSA.net as foreign, which may explain why this strain
is an outlier within the S. parasanguinis cluster (Figure 2A).
Discussion
The aim of this paper was to produce a generic electronic
taxonomy website and software that can be used for the
assignment of bacterial strains to species via the internet
and to develop a comprehensive dataset that can form a
framework for establishing a more satisfactory approach
to prokaryotic taxonomy. The viridans group streptococciPage 9 of 20
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Phenotypically distinct sub-clusters within the S. oralis species clusterFigure 5
Phenotypically distinct sub-clusters within the S. oralis species cluster. The region of the neighbour-joining tree that 
includes strains within the S. oralis species cluster is shown in more detail. The positions on the tree of the type strains are indi-
cated. The sub-cluster of phenotypically distinct strains that are arginine hydrolysis and α-maltosidase positive, and which 
express the Lancefield group K cell wall carbohydrate antigen, is indicated (highlighted in blue). A further subgroup, which 
included the S. oligofermentans type strain (SK1136), consisting exclusively of IgA protease-negative strains is also indicated 
(highlighted in yellow). Bootstrap values for relevant nodes are shown. Green strain names indicate IgA1 protease-positive 
strains whereas in red they are IgA1 protease negative. The IgA1 protease status of a few strains (black strain names) was 
unknown.
S. oralis 
IgA1 protease negative S. oralis
S. oligofermentans



























































































































































BMC Biology 2009, 7:3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/7/3were chosen as an exemplar of electronic taxonomy using
the MLSA approach since their taxonomy by traditional
means has been problematic, with poorly defined species,
frequent revisions and changes of species names [24].
The seven-locus MLSA scheme resolved sequence clusters
that were broadly consistent with those expected from the
species assignments provided by standard taxonomic
methods. Importantly, except for S. peroris and S. oligofer-
mentans, the sequence clusters included the type strain of
only a single species which, in a formal taxonomic sense,
defines these as species clusters. The location of the S. per-
oris type strain on a long branch within the S. infantis clus-
ter is consistent with the close relationship between these
species in the tree based on four loci described by
Hoshino et al [16], and with % DNA-DNA hybridization
values as high as 62% between some strains of S. infantis
and S. peroris [30]. The lack of any other strains assigned
to the latter species precluded any further exploration of
the validity of the distinction between these two very sim-
ilar species, but the species status of S. peroris needs to be
re-assessed.
The type strain of S. oligofermentans [41] was within the S.
oralis species cluster. Similarly, six of the seven individual
loci clustered with S. oralis strains; the other locus (sodA)
clustered with S. mitis. Sequences of three of the MLSA
genes (sodA; accession number DQ232554, tuf;
EU156926 and rpoB; DQ232508) from the same strain of
S. oligofermentans have been deposited in the nucleotide
sequence databases. These genes have sequences identical
to those we obtained, eliminating the possibility of any
errors in our data on this strain, and the species status of
S. oligofermentans also needs to be re-examined.
Otherwise, the major anomaly was the apparent difficulty
that taxonomists have in recognizing strains of S. mitis;
strains assigned on standard taxonomic grounds to this
species were found among several clusters, although the
major cluster included the S. mitis type strain. This prob-
lem is largely resolved by the recognition that 'S. mitis bio-
var 2' strains are a sub-cluster within the major S. oralis
cluster, as also suggested by Kilian et al [18].
MLSA schemes using different sets of house-keeping genes
should give the same clusters and this requirement was
fulfilled, although the resolution between S. pseudopneu-
moniae and S. mitis was less clear using the concatenated
sequences of the seven genes than with the six MLST
genes. The poorer resolution may be a consequence of the
method used to ensure that the gene fragments could be
amplified from all Mitis, Anginosus and Salivarius group
species (see Methods), which may favour genes that
evolve more slowly than the average house-keeping gene.
This was apparently the case as the genetic distances
between clusters was clearly less with the new MLSA
scheme compared with the earlier scheme (Figure 3).
However, the new scheme is favoured as it allows a much
wider group of species to be studied, allowing strains to be
assigned via the internet to all Mitis, Anginosus and Sali-
varius group species (and to some other non-viridans
streptococci including S. agalactiae and S. pyogenes) using
the initial database of 420 strains. The concatenated
sequences of some of these species differed at over 20% of
nucleotides and it is likely that the degenerate primers will
amplify the seven loci from other closely related strepto-
coccal species, allowing the MLSA scheme to assign strains
to these additional species.
As new strains are added to the database, electronic taxon-
omy allows the identification of new sequence clusters
that can be assigned as new species. Additionally, the
mapping of phenotypic characteristics onto sequence
clusters provides an important way of exploring the con-
sistency of taxonomic assignments. In some cases this
may produce evidence supporting the splitting of a cluster
into more than one species. This was evident among the
S. oralis species cluster where one sub-cluster, correspond-
ing to 'S. mitis biovar 2', had clearly distinctive biochemi-
cal properties, which may be an argument for recognizing
it as a separate species.
The individual gene trees failed to identify the sequence
clusters that were resolved with the concatenated
sequences, a phenomenon observed previously in an
Table 2: Average nucleotide sequence diversity within species 
clusters















S. oralis – IgA1 protease negative 0.036
S. mitis 0.038




Species are listed in ascending order of intra-species sequence 
diversity.Page 11 of 20
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Examples of individual gene trees produced from the sequences of all 420 strainsFigure 6
Examples of individual gene trees produced from the sequences of all 420 strains. A-C shows the ppaC, pyk and tuf 
gene trees, which each fail to resolve some of the species clusters. Strain SK264 (assigned as S. parasanguinis; labelled in Figure 
2A) was used as the query strain in Figures 7 and 8. The ppaC allele of this strain is assigned as resident compatible as it falls 
within an unresolved cluster that includes the other S. parasanguinis sequences. For both pyk and tuf, the sequences from 
SK264 fall within clusters that are well resolved (bootstrap values of ≥ 80%) from the cluster that includes all (or the great 
majority) of the other S. parasanguinis sequences and are assigned as foreign alleles. For pyk the source of the foreign allele is 
unclear as its sequence falls within a cluster that includes those from several species. For tuf, the sequence appears to have 
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BMC Biology 2009, 7:3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/7/3MLSA study of S. pneumoniae, S. pseudopneumoniae, S. mitis
and S. oralis [11,15]. The most likely reasons for the differ-
ences in the individual gene trees are either that there were
insufficient informative sites to resolve some species using
a single gene fragment, or that a history of interspecies
recombination has distorted the relationships between
species clusters. There was, however, sufficient signal in
the individual gene trees to resolve the species clusters
using the concatenated sequences of all seven genes.
Only 16 strains clearly had foreign alleles, which presum-
ably had been introduced by interspecies recombination
from another viridans group species. However, the
approach used would not detect recombination between
very similar species that are not resolved on individual
gene trees (which are likely to be the most common
events; see below) and, together with the conservative
high bootstrap value (≥ 80%) used to define clusters as
well resolved, this may have lead to a considerable under-
estimate of the extent of inter-species recombination
within this group. The efficiency of recombination falls
off as the logarithm of the sequence divergence between
the donor and recipient strains [42] and, as expected from
this relationship, where the source of alleles could be
clearly assigned, most foreign alleles were from donor
species that clustered on the concatenated tree close to the
recipient species. For example, the source of foreign alleles
in S. pseudopneumoniae was S. pneumoniae, and for S. oralis
it was S. australis/S. infantis andIgA1 protease-negative S.
oralis.
Interspecies recombination could lead to a strain cluster-
ing on the tree away from other strains of the species if the
recombinational replacement is from an unusually diver-
gent donor, or there is more than one locus that has
received a recombinational replacement. This phenome-
non has been found with Salmonella enterica var Typhi
strains, where six of the genes used in MLSA clustered
within those of other strains of S. enterica, whereas the
purE sequence was about 6% divergent such that, using
the concatenated sequences, the Typhi strains clustered
slightly apart from the S. enterica cluster [43]. This poten-
tial problem can be recognized using the MLSA website by
examination of the individual gene trees and the resident
or foreign status of the alleles (and the percentage diver-
Table 3: Strains possessing alleles from other species
Species Strain map pfl ppaC pyk rpoB sodA tuf
Unknown A SK638 resident* resident resident resident resident S. mitis resident
S. gordonii SK121 resident resident resident uncertain** resident resident resident
IgA1 protease 
negative S. oralis
SK313 resident resident resident uncertain resident resident resident
IgA1 protease 
negative S. oralis










SK1133 resident resident resident uncertain resident resident resident
S. oralis SK304 resident resident resident uncertain resident resident IgA1 protease neg-
ative S. oralis
S. oralis SK309 resident resident resident resident resident S. australis/S. 
infantis
resident
S. oralis SK394 resident resident resident resident resident resident IgA1 protease neg-
ative S. oralis
S. oralis SK555 resident resident resident resident resident resident IgA1 protease neg-
ative S. oralis
S. oralis VS37 resident resident resident resident resident S. australis/S. 
infantis
resident




S. parasanguinis SK264 resident resident resident S. infantis/S. oralis/
IgA1 protease 
negative S. oralis
resident resident S. australis






IOPR1711 resident resident resident resident S. pneumoniae resident resident
S. thermophilus 19258 resident uncertain resident resident resident resident resident
Foreign alleles are underlined. *Resident or resident compatible allele. **Foreign allele but donor species uncertain.Page 13 of 20
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BMC Biology 2009, 7:3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/7/3gence) in strains that are outliers of known species clus-
ters.
How do the results described here inform the way bacte-
rial species should be defined? Firstly, the patterns of clus-
tering observed in the viridans group have relevance to
any method that attempts to define bacterial species using
fixed cut-off values, whether these are based on percent
DNA-DNA hybridization [9] or average percent nucle-
otide differences between all shared genes [44]. The very
different levels of diversity among the different species
clusters (Table 2) highlight the difficulties in defining bac-
terial species using a fixed cut-off value. The advantage of
electronic taxonomy is that species clusters can be identi-
fied and circumscribed by visual inspection of the tree,
without regard to preconceptions about the extent of
diversity a bacterial species should have. The diversity of
genotypes within some species of this group, and recom-
bination among similar species, could make it unlikely
that there will be a single phenotypic characteristic, com-
mon to all strains of a species but not to those of other
similar species, which can be used to recognize each viri-
dans group species. The requirement for a defining phe-
notypic characteristic for the official recognition of new
species can in any case be questioned as outmoded and
unnecessary if these can be identified simply by their clus-
tering on a tree using MLSA [11]. Finally, as shown by the
unexpected clustering of the S. oligofermentans and S. per-
oris type strains, the results highlight how MLSA can eval-
uate the taxonomic status and validity of proposed or
accepted new species and can identify taxonomic anoma-
lies.
Species assignment on the internetFigure 7
Species assignment on the internet. The eMLSA.net page returned after entering the seven gene sequences of a query 
strain and requesting a species assignment. The species assigned to the five most closely matching concatenated sequences are 
returned (left) along with an unrooted neighbour-joining radial tree indicating the position of the query strain. In this case, the 
query strain (SK264) is assigned as S. parasanguinis as the five most similar concatenated sequences are all from this species and 
the query strain falls within the S. parasanguinis species cluster on the tree.Page 14 of 20
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BMC Biology 2009, 7:3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/7/3The number of house-keeping loci needed for electronic
taxonomy using MLSA is not yet clear, and resolution
between species clusters should improve with increasing
numbers of loci. However, in practice, the number will be
a balance between that needed for good resolution of spe-
cies clusters and that which allows the generation of large
databases and the uptake of the method by taxonomic
laboratories. The number is likely to vary depending on
the extent of sequence diversity within the group and the
extent of interspecies recombination. In groups of species
where recombination is very rare, resolution between
clusters will depend on the number of polymorphic sites,
and the aim of MLSA is to use sufficient genes to obtain
enough polymorphic sites to adequately resolve species
clusters. For such highly clonal species three or four
house-keeping genes may be adequate to resolve clusters.
In groups where interspecies recombination occurs, mul-
tiple genes are required both to provide adequate num-
bers of polymorphic sites and to overcome the distorting
effects of interspecies recombination at individual loci, by
extracting adequate taxonomic signal from the weak sig-
nal present in each of the individual genes. Seven-locus
MLSA schemes appear to be adequate for resolving closely
related species that undergo relatively frequent recombi-
nation, such as the viridans streptococci.
Online assignment of alleles as resident or foreignFigure 8
Online assignment of alleles as resident or foreign. Having assigned a query strain to a species (Figure 7), the locus view 
page shows the assignment of each of the seven individual sequences as resident to that species (or compatible with being res-
ident) or foreign. In the example, the sequences of five of the genes from strain SK264 are assigned by eMLSA.net as resident 
(that is, S. parasanguinis) or resident compatible, but the pyk and tuf genes are assigned as foreign. The locus view page allows 
the individual gene trees (in this case, the tuf tree) to be displayed to explore why the algorithm considers the sequences of an 
allele of a query strain to be resident, resident compatible or foreign (see Figure 6 for details). The colour codes for species 
clusters are as in Figure 2.Page 15 of 20
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BMC Biology 2009, 7:3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7007/7/3It is tempting with a bacterial group that has been well
studied to select for MLSA schemes those genes for which
the individual trees give the best approximation of the
expected relationships among strains. However, for a gen-
eral approach to discerning clustering patterns this is
unwise, as the expected clusters will not be known when
poorly studied bacteria are examined. Initial MLSA studies
should therefore use the concatenated sequences of all
selected genes to build a tree to identify the sequence clus-
ters. It is advisable when developing MLSA for a poorly
studied group of species to select more genes than are
needed for the final MLSA scheme (for example, eight or
nine genes for a final seven-gene scheme), so that the least
informative can be eliminated from the final scheme. The
best gene(s) to eliminate can be identified by using the
tree based on the concatenated sequences of all genes as
the reference tree, and examining the maximum likeli-
hood of each of the single gene trees as a fit to the refer-
ence tree, eliminating those with the lowest likelihood.
Although we have used the term electronic taxonomy, the
assignment of strains to known species and the identifica-
tion and acceptance of new species cannot realistically be
automated as it requires the experience, knowledge and
judgement of taxonomists. The assignment of species
using MLSA for electronic taxonomy should therefore be
a community activity, in which those interested in a par-
ticular taxonomic group can share their experience and
knowledge to provide a consensual approach to deciding
whether new sequence clusters should be assigned as new
species. As with the MLST databases, eMLSA.net is an
actively curated open-access website and submissions of
MLSA data on further strains of those species that cur-
rently are represented by only a small number of strains
will help to circumscribe these species. Similarly, the sub-
mission of strains that are difficult to speciate by standard
methods may identify new sequence clusters, and submis-
sion of sets of strains of other closely related streptococcal
species will expand the breadth of streptococcal species
that can be assigned to species clusters. Furthermore,
those who consider they have identified, using standard
taxonomic methods, a new species within or closely
related to the viridans group streptococci can perform
MLSA and submit the strain(s) to the database to see
whether it matches any already in the database or
whether, once submitted, new strains that cluster with
that of the proposed new species appear as the database
grows. Developers of MLSA schemes for other closely
related bacterial (or other microbial) species are encour-
aged to host their data at http://www.eMLSA.net to take
advantage of the generic analysis software and to provide
a single portal for the electronic taxonomy of many
groups of microbial species. A site for the on-line specia-
tion of vibrios is also available http://www.taxvi
brio.lncc.br, although at present it only identifies the most
similar species to a query strain using BLAST, rather than
generating the more informative sequence clusters [22].
Conclusion
The identification of species by electronic taxonomy using
the MLSA approach provides a way of identifying species
that is as least as valid as any other current taxonomic
approach. The clustering patterns from MLSA provide a
framework for species definition that can be further vali-
dated or revised by mapping on additional phenotypic,
ecological or genomic data. Finally, this approach to elec-
tronic taxonomy, and our generic MLSA website, are not
restricted to identifying and circumscribing bacterial spe-




The Mitis group streptococci studied here included strains
(numbers of strains are shown in parentheses) assigned
by standard taxonomic procedures (or, subsequently,
from their clustering patterns) as S. australis (10), S. crista-
tus (5), S. gordonii (28), S. infantis (24), S. mitis (88), S. oli-
gofermentans (1), S. oralis (84), S. parasanguinis (25), S.
peroris (1), S. pneumoniae (51), S. pseudopneumoniae (20),
S. sanguinis (25) and S. sinensis (1). Strains of S. anginosus
(7), S. constellatus (4) and S. intermedius (2) (Anginosus
group streptococci), S. salivarius (4) and S. vestibularis (4)
(Salivarius group streptococci) and S. pyogenes (17) (Pyo-
genic group streptococci) and S. agalactiae (1) were also
studied. Sequences of the MLSA loci of the third member
of the Salivarius group, S. thermophilus, were obtained
from the type strain (ATCC 19258T) and from the genome
sequences of strains LMD-9, CNRZ1066 and LMG 18311
(GenBank: CP000421, CP000024 and CP000023). Two
strains of S. pseudopneumoniae (one of which is the type
strain ATCC BAA-960T) were from the study of Arbique et
al [45], who proposed this new Mitis group species.
Another 21 strains were considered to be this species as
they (and the above two strains) formed a well-resolved
sequence cluster using the MLSA scheme based on six
MLST loci [11]. Three of these were subsequently re-
assigned as uncertain species (see Results).
The type strains of all of the viridans species, except S.
pneumoniae, were included in the strain collection. Strains
assigned, or tentatively assigned, to the above viridans
species (except S. pneumoniae and S. pseudopneumoniae)
were selected from the collection of MK and were sent (in
most cases without the species name assigned by the lab-
oratory of MK) to Imperial College London for MLSA. In
addition, a number of strains that were difficult to assign
to the recognized species were included, as well as 52 viri-
dans streptococci recovered in a UK hospital from infec-
tions in neutropenic patients [46]. The S. pyogenes and S.Page 16 of 20
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BGS. In total there were 420 sets of sequences, corre-
sponding to those obtained from 399 viridans group
strains (plus three extracted from S. thermophilus genome
sequences), 17 obtained from S. pyogenes strains and one
from S. agalactiae. Details of all strains are available as
Additional file 2.
The sequences of the seven MLSA loci were also obtained
from the complete genome sequences of S. mutans UA159
(GenBank:AE014133), S. uberis 0140J (Sanger Institute
website; http://www.sanger.ac.uk), S. equi 4047 (Sanger
Institute website) and S. suis P1/7 (Sanger Institute web-
site). The positions of the latter species on the reference
tree are not shown in this paper as we have not examined
whether all seven MLSA genes can be amplified from these
species with the viridans group primer set, but there is an
option to include these strains on the reference tree gener-
ated at the eMLSA.net website.
Assignment of strains to viridans species using standard 
taxonomic methods
The strains from the laboratory of MK were initially iden-
tified over a period of 20 years according to the current
taxonomic status by a combination of extensive pheno-
typic analysis, sequencing of 16S rRNA and sequencing of
selected house-keeping genes [16,18,25]. Serotypable S.
pneumoniae strains were identified by standard methods;
non-typable presumptive pneumococci were assigned to
either S. pneumoniae or S. pseudopneumoniae as described
previously [11].
Multilocus sequence analysis of viridans group 
streptococci
Suitable loci for the discrimination of species clusters
must be present in all strains of the species under study,
and should be sufficiently conserved that a fragment of
each locus can readily be amplified from each species
using a single set of primers, but sufficiently diverse that
they are useful in resolving species clusters. Two of the loci
used in the new MLSA scheme (rpoB and sodA) were
included in the study of Hoshino et al [16]. To select addi-
tional house-keeping loci, we used the multi-genome
homology comparison tool available through the Com-
prehensive Microbial Resource (CMR; http://cmr.jcvi.org/
) to search for proteins present in all available streptococ-
cal genomes that had at least 80% amino acid sequence
identity. This retrieved 138 proteins and, from those that
had house-keeping functions, the corresponding genes
were selected at random and examined for their suitability
as candidate MLSA loci. An alignment was produced of
the sequences of each candidate locus from S. agalactiae
NEM3 (GenBank:AL732656), S. mitis NCTC 12261
(available at J Craig Venter Institute website; http://
www.jcvi.org), S. mutans UA159 (GenBank:AE014133), S.
pneumoniae TIGR4 (GenBank:AE005672), S. pyogenes
MGAS10394 (GenBank:CP000003), S. thermophilus LMD-
9 (GenBank:CP000421) and Lactococcus lactis II1403
(GenBank:AE005176). Degenerate primers were designed
for each selected locus, based on stretches of six amino
acids that were conserved in all these species, which
would allow an internal gene fragment greater than about
350 bp to be fully sequenced on both strands, and in
which no indels were found in any of these genomes.
The pairs of PCR primers were each checked for their abil-
ity to amplify the correct gene fragment from a diverse
subset of the collection of viridans group streptococci.
Those primers that failed to amplify the correct fragment
from all of the subset of strains were replaced with primers
for amplifying a fragment of another of the conserved
house-keeping genes, until a set of eight genes and PCR
primers were obtained that allowed amplification of an
internal gene fragment of each gene from the subset of
strains. On characterizing the full strain set it was found
that the primers for guaA (and two alternative pairs of
primers) failed to amplify the fragment from a small
number of strains and this gene was dropped from the
final MLSA scheme. The genes, gene products, primer
sequences, length of the sequences used in the MLSA
scheme, and the annealing temperatures for amplification
are shown in Table 1.
The gene fragments were amplified by PCR (30 cycles)
using, for each gene fragment, a single annealing temper-
ature for all strains (Table 1), and were sequenced on both
strands, using the primers for the initial amplification,
with an ABI 3700 or ABI 3730xl DNA analyzer. The
sequences were aligned and trimmed to defined start and
end positions using MEGA version 4 [47]. The trimmed
sequences of the seven gene fragments from strains of
each species can be found at http://viridans.eMLSA.net.
The sequences of the seven gene fragments from each
strain were joined in-frame, in the order map-pfl-ppaC-pyk-
rpoB-sodA-tuf, to generate a single 3063 bp concatenated
sequence. Unrooted individual gene trees, and trees
obtained using the concatenated sequences, were gener-
ated by neighbour-joining or minimum evolution from
the proportions of sequence differences between all
strains using MEGA version 4 [47]. The robustness of the
nodes was evaluated by bootstrapping (1000 replicates).
All of the sequences (including the concatenated
sequences and the sequences of each locus) from the 417
strains can be downloaded from http://viri
dans.eMLSA.net.
Electronic taxonomy website
A generic web application for electronic taxonomy was
developed at http://www.eMLSA.net. This open-access
site serves three main functions. It provides a database ofPage 17 of 20
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this case, all of the 420 streptococcal strains characterized
by MLSA), to which new strains can be added by the user
community. Secondly, it allows the species assignment of
query strains and, thirdly, it allows the identification of
alleles that appear to have been introduced into the query
strain from a closely related species.
The database (available to download at http://viri
dans.eMLSA.net) consists of a table containing strain
information including, for each entry, the strain name; the
species name assigned by MLSA and by standard taxo-
nomic methods (a comment field provides the basis for
these species assignments; another field allows the entry
of any unusual features of the strain compared with typi-
cal strains of the assigned species); the country of origin,
date of isolation and source of the strain (nasopharynx,
blood, etc); whether it is a type strain; the names and
addresses of the laboratories or culture collections that
hold the strain; the contact details of the person who sub-
mitted the strain data; and any publication relating to the
properties or taxonomic status of the strain. Further data-
base tables hold the sequences that correspond to the alle-
les at each locus.
On-line species assignments
To observe the patterns of clustering of the strains in the
database, and to show the species cluster into which a
user's strain falls, the seven edited and trimmed sequences
of a query strain are cut and pasted into individual text
boxes. Sequences are checked for the correct length for the
locus and the absence of any characters other than A, C, G
and T; the submitter is alerted if any entered sequence is
of non-standard length or contains unexpected characters.
If the sequences are all of the expected length, they are
concatenated in-frame, and the query sequence is added
to the concatenated sequences of all strains in the MLSA
database. To construct the tree, a module of MEGA was
used (kindly provided by Dr Sudhir Kumar, Arizona State
University), which takes the concatenated sequences and
generates in Newick format either a neighbour-joining or
minimum evolution tree, incorporating options for a
range of genetic distance corrections and for bootstrap re-
sampling. If the sequences have insertions or deletions
(indels), a modification of the software is used that gener-
ates an alignment of the concatenated sequences, which is
used by the MEGA module to produce the tree. A module
of Phylowidget (http://www.phylowidget.org; [48])
developed using the visual programming language
Processing http://www.processing.org, provides easy
communication between the tree diagram and the under-
lying database. Phylowidget is embedded within the web-
site and is passed the Newick file generated by the MEGA
module for display as a radial tree (the tree can also be dis-
played in the standard rectangular format or in circular
format). The position of the query strain is highlighted on
the tree and, using the intuitive click-drag-zoom interface,
the tree can be explored further. Individual gene trees can
also be constructed by the same method. A standard data-
base search facility is available allowing details of any
strain or set of strains to be viewed, and a search box on
the reference tree allows the position of any strain to be
highlighted on the tree.
A species assignment can be proposed if the concatenated
sequence of the strain falls within a known species cluster,
and it can be assigned as an unknown species if it falls
within a cluster with no assigned species name, or as a
unique divergent strain if it clusters apart from any of the
sequence clusters. In addition, a list of the species names
assigned to the five concatenated sequences in the data-
base that are most similar to the concatenated query
sequence is shown, together with the % sequence similar-
ity values to these strains (an alert shows if there are less
than five strains of this species in the database).
The tree produced on-line must be the same for all users
of the website and only a single tree-building method is
employed within eMLSA.net and, as the tree is to discern
clustering patterns rather than phylogeny, an unrooted
tree is generated and is displayed by default in radiation
format, although other tree display formats can be
selected by the user. The default settings for the trees pro-
duced for a particular MLSA scheme (for example, mini-
mum evolution or neighbour-joining), can be changed by
the curator of the scheme to any of those provided by the
MEGA module, and one of a number of different genetic
distance corrections can be applied. All of the concate-
nated sequences can be downloaded from the website in
MEGA format to allow other types of tree to be con-
structed off-line, using MEGA4 or alternative tree-build-
ing packages.
On-line assignment of source of individual alleles
To assign the alleles at each locus in a strain as 'resident',
'resident compatible' or 'foreign', the sequence at each
locus of a query strain that has been assigned to species A
is compared with all other sequences at that locus, and the
species assigned to the strains with the five most similar
sequences are displayed (an alert shows if there are less
than five strains of the latter species in the database). If the
most similar sequences are all from strains of species A,
the sequence at that locus is defined as a resident allele.
However, if the best matches are sequences from strains
assigned to another species, the allele is considered to be
foreign, as long as species A and the species cluster
assigned for that allele are well resolved on the individual
gene tree. Resident compatible is used where the allele
sequence is within a cluster of two or more species
(including species A) that are not resolved on the genePage 18 of 20
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are guided by the bootstrap values for the nodes on the
individual gene trees separating the relevant species. A
cluster is defined as resolved if the bootstrap value of the
node separating it from neighbouring clusters is ≥ 80%.
To ensure that the assignment of alleles as foreign is
dependent on good resolution on the gene tree, a look-up
table was generated for each locus, which lists those spe-
cies that could not be resolved on the gene tree for that
locus. For example, only two of the individual gene trees
(map and pyk) could resolve S. mitis and S. pseudopneumo-
niae strains (see Additional file 1). Thus, if the concate-
nated sequence of a particular strain was assigned to the S.
mitis cluster, but it had its five closest matches at rpoB with
S. pseudopneumoniae strains (or a mixture of S. mitis and S.
pseudopneumoniae strains), this would not be scored as a
foreign rpoB allele within the S. mitis strain, as the look-up
table indicates that the rpoB tree cannot resolve S. mitis
and S. pseudopneumoniae. This result is therefore consistent
with the S. mitis rpoB allele being a resident allele (resident
compatible). Where the best matches are not from species
A, but are from two species that are both well resolved
from species A (but not from each other), the allele at that
locus is assigned as foreign, and the source is shown to be
one or other of the latter two species. The website then
returns the predicted resident, resident compatible or for-
eign status of each of the sequences at the seven loci for
the query strain (or for any strain in the database).
For each locus, the website also shows the % sequence
divergence of the query sequence from the best-matching
sequences. These values identify sequences that are highly
divergent from other alleles of the same species, as one or
more divergent alleles could result in anomalous cluster-
ing of the concatenated sequence of the strain.
Strain submission to eMLSA.net
Submission to the eMLSA.net curator of the details of new
strains, with their sequences at the seven loci and the orig-
inal sequencer trace files, and proposed species assign-
ment, is strongly encouraged to build up the viridans
group electronic taxonomy database. After checking the
sequences for quality and correct trimming, and the pro-
posed species assignment, each new strain and the strain
details are added to the database. Submission of viridans
group strains that do not fall within the existing sequence
clusters are particularly encouraged to allow the identifi-
cation of potential new species within this group.
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Abstract
Background: Epidemiologists and ecologists often collect data in the field and, on returning to their laboratory, enter their
data into a database for further analysis. The recent introduction of mobile phones that utilise the open source Android
operating system, and which include (among other features) both GPS and Google Maps, provide new opportunities for
developing mobile phone applications, which in conjunction with web applications, allow two-way communication
between field workers and their project databases.
Methodology: Here we describe a generic framework, consisting of mobile phone software, EpiCollect, and a web
application located within www.spatialepidemiology.net. Data collected by multiple field workers can be submitted by
phone, together with GPS data, to a common web database and can be displayed and analysed, along with previously
collected data, using Google Maps (or Google Earth). Similarly, data from the web database can be requested and displayed
on the mobile phone, again using Google Maps. Data filtering options allow the display of data submitted by the individual
field workers or, for example, those data within certain values of a measured variable or a time period.
Conclusions: Data collection frameworks utilising mobile phones with data submission to and from central databases are
widely applicable and can give a field worker similar display and analysis tools on their mobile phone that they would have
if viewing the data in their laboratory via the web. We demonstrate their utility for epidemiological data collection and
display, and briefly discuss their application in ecological and community data collection. Furthermore, such frameworks
offer great potential for recruiting ‘citizen scientists’ to contribute data easily to central databases through their mobile
phone.
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Introduction
Increasingly, the web is used in biology as a method to collate
and analyse data collected by field workers (for example, ecologists
or epidemiologists) from multiple locations. A single central
database, accessed through a website, can provide the tools for
the submission, visualisation and analysis of data collected by
many users from many different locations. A good example is
provided by the molecular epidemiological databases that have
been developed for a number of bacterial and fungal pathogens,
where communities of researchers and public health laboratories
submit data on strains of individual pathogens, including basic
epidemiological information and molecular typing data (for
example, http://www.mlst.net) [1,2]. By linking these databases
to Google Maps, the geographic distribution of pathogen
genotypes can be displayed and the databases can be explored
and analysed conveniently (http://maps.mlst.net).
Central web databases for the collation of data submitted by
field workers are also of utility to ecologists, and for mapping
distributions of endangered species, and a single web portal can
significantly decrease the time between collation and analysis of
data collected by multiple users. However, transferring data to
these databases (e.g. from field notebooks) can be tedious and in
some cases will be subject to transcription errors. Alternatives to
paper collection, such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) or
standard mobile phones, with subsequent synchronization with a
user’s laptop or desktop computer, offer attractive opportunities
for remote data collection in many areas. For example,
EpiSurveyor (www.episurveyor.org) allows the use of standard
Nokia mobile phones for the collection of text-based data and has
been utilised in resource-poor areas of Africa for many kinds of
data collection.
Recently, the availability of a new generation of mobile phones,
bracketed under the term ‘smartphones’, offers further novel
approaches by the development of software that allows submission
and two-way retrieval of data from the field to a central database
by mobile phone [3,4].
Smartphones offer PC-like functionality and web connectivity
far superior to traditional mobile phones. Built-in GPS receivers
provide the detailed location of the phone, accelerometers can
recognise changes in movement, and cameras provide the ability
to record static images as well as video. Data networks allow
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in-built software to access the internet providing web browsing,
email and mapping (such as Google Maps) and office documents
can be viewed/edited using touch screen keyboards (or hardware
keyboards) for textual input.
The versatility of these phones is greatly enhanced by the ability
for software developers to produce and deploy their own
applications directly on the phones. Google, in conjunction with
the Open Handset Alliance (a group of more than 45 technology
and mobile phone companies), has recently released the Android
operating system for mobile devices (http://www.android.com).
Android is a completely open source operating system for, but not
restricted to, mobile phones. Android gives software developers the
freedom to access all aspects of a smartphone’s functionality and
software is delivered to phones through the ‘Android Market’, an
in-built application that provides a user with a ‘click and install’
method based on browsing a list of all developer-produced
software. The first handsets running Android were released in
October 2008 and currently four variants are commercially
available, the T-Mobile G1 and G2, the Vodafone HTC Magic
and the Orange HTC Hero with other manufacturers releasing
handsets in the near future.
The increased sophistication of smartphones and developments
within web technology, loosely grouped under the heading of
‘Web 2.0’, allow web developers to produce ‘mashups’ of data
from different sources, the most well known examples of which
involve displaying data in its geographical context using Google
Maps [5]. The availability of ‘geographically aware’ mobile
phones which can interact with central web databases, visualising
data within the geographical context that they were collected,
provides the opportunity to develop new data collection,
visualisation and analysis strategies for many kinds of biological
data, particularly for field workers and epidemiologists.
Here we present a framework for such data collection, and for
the two-way communication between field workers and their
project databases, which takes advantage of the open source
nature of Android (to develop mobile phone software) and open
development tools for web applications (Google Maps and Google
Earth). A key aspect of this approach is that, as well as providing a
way of submitting data by phone to a project database, all data or
selected data can be retrieved from the database and viewed and
analysed using Google Maps, both via the web and on the mobile
phone. In this way the field worker has essentially the same ability
to display and analyse data from the project database on their
mobile phone as they would have if they were back in their
laboratory accessing their database via the web. Our initial
examples focus on the use of this framework for the purposes of
epidemiological data collection, but EpiCollect has been designed
to be generic, and the same principles are applicable for a wide
range of projects, some of which are discussed.
Results and Discussion
The framework
The framework consists of two major components. Firstly, we
have developed generic software for Android, EpiCollect, which
allows multiple data records to be entered and stored on a mobile
phone (text variables, GPS position, photo etc.) and sent to a
central web database. Secondly, we have developed a web
application, located within www.spatialepidemiology.net that, for
a specific project, allows the mapping, visualisation and analysis of
data submitted to the central database. A schematic of the two-
way connectivity between mobile phone and project database
obtained using EpiCollect and spatialepidemiology.net is shown in
Figure 1.
For a new project, data variables to be collected for each data
record (sample) are firstly defined. These variables are then used in
three ways. 1) To define the fields in the project-specific central
database and the web forms for standard data entry via the project
website. 2) To define the interface for text input for each data
record within EpiCollect loaded onto a mobile phone. 3) To define
the data values or ranges for filtering the data that are displayed at
the project website or on the mobile phone.
For each project, the central registration of phones loaded with
EpiCollect is undertaken using a curator’s interface (Figure 1A),
allowing multiple users to submit data centrally to the project
database (Figure 1B). The project-specific website provides a
public interface that displays all data using Google Maps or
Google Earth (Figure 1C). Points on the map can be coloured
either by the user (or group of users) who submitted the data, or
alternatively, based on a variable submitted to the database.
Furthermore, the display of data can be filtered based on the
variables collected. For example, filtering allows display of only
those samples obtained within a specific range of a variable or
within a specific time period, and graphical summaries based on
the variables collected are displayed (Figure 1D). Each time a new
data record is sent from EpiCollect to the central database a new
point appears on the map and the variables become immediately
available for filtering. This allows the progress of the project to be
monitored in real-time and, furthermore, a central project
curator can, while fieldwork is underway, communicate with
individual users, or all users, via instant messaging provided by
Google Talk.
EpiCollect
When EpiCollect is launched on the mobile phone three options
are initially available, ‘New Entry’, ‘List Entries’ and ‘Display
Map’ (Figure 2A). Selecting ‘New Entry’ creates a new data record
within the phone’s on-board database and assigns a unique ID to
the record. The latitude, longitude and altitude of the current
position of the user is returned from the GPS unit of the phone
(Figure 2B). Three new options are now available, ‘Photo’, ‘Data’
and ‘Store’. Selecting photo allows an image to be taken using the
phone’s camera, which is assigned to the record (Figure 2C).
Selecting ‘Data’ displays the data entry screen (Figure 2D), which
can contain any standard form field (text fields, list boxes, check
boxes etc.). These fields correspond to those created when defining
the project database structure. Data can be entered via an on-
screen keyboard (using the touch-screen) or via the hardware
keyboard should this be part of the phone (e.g. T-Mobile G1).
Following data entry, the ‘Confirm’ button returns the view to the
Entry screen (Figure 2C). Selecting ‘Store’ saves the current record
to the phone’s database along with the date and time that the
record was created. Subsequently, this process is repeated to create
further records.
The ‘List entries’ option allows all records stored within the
phone’s database to be viewed and amended if necessary. From
this screen, data can be synchronised with the central database
with confirmation of successful data transfer (Figure 2E). The
‘Display Map’ option allows all records stored locally on the phone
to be displayed on a map using the in-built Google Maps
application (Figure 2F). Furthermore, records based on a
particular variable (or all records) can be retrieved from the
central database and displayed on the phone using Google Maps
in conjunction with the locally stored records (Figure 2G). The
standard click-drag-zoom interface to the map is available on the
phone allowing map navigation and can, using the GPS, instantly
zoom to the phone’s current location (Figure 2H).
Smartphones for Web Apps
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Field Testing
A simple field test of EpiCollect was carried out in which soil
samples were taken across Southern England by a single field worker,
to obtain isolates of a soil bacterium (Xenorhabdus nematophila) that is
pathogenic to insect larvae. At each location, a sample of soil was
taken, along with a photograph of the area. Data variables were then
recorded and entered into EpiCollect including soil pH, temperature
andmoisture. Data from each sampling location were then submitted
via EpiCollect from the phone to the central database located at
http://www.spatialepidemiology.net/epicollect/xenorhabdus.
Figure 3A shows the project-specific web interface and each of
the data points on the map indicate a data record (sampling site)
submitted via EpiCollect. All samples submitted are listed to the
left of the map (Figure 3B) and, using the click-drag-zoom
interface, exploration of the data can be undertaken. Clicking
one of the sample points displays an ‘info window’ containing
the variables collected (soil pH, temp, moisture, GPS position,
date etc) and any photograph associated with the record
(Figure 3C). Graphical summaries of the variables collected
are displayed to the right of the map (Figure 3D) and a number
of options are provided for filtering which of the samples points
are displayed (Fig 3E). Time sliders allow filtering of data so that
only samples collected within a chosen time window are
displayed (Figure 3G).
As mentioned, the project-specific curator can communicate
with the field workers directly from the web interface using the
instant messaging tool, Google Talk. Figure 3F illustrates the chat
interface seen by the curator (this is not available in the public view
of the website). Chat requires that each submitter has a Gmail
account and is sent from the website and automatically received on
the phone as seen in Figure 3I. Message transcripts are
automatically stored within the user’s Gmail account for future
reference. Figure 3H illustrates the view using Google Maps of
data requested via the phone from the central database and
Figure 3J shows the same data viewed at the project website using
Google Earth.
Subsequently, the isolates of the bacterial pathogen recovered
from the soil samples at each sampling point will be genotyped (by
multilocus sequence typing; MLST [1]) and these molecular
typing data will be added to the database, allowing further display
options, such as the geographic distribution of particular X.
nematophila genotypes.
Illustrative project involving multiple field workers
The simple field test illustrated the collection and submission of
data from one field worker and the ability to view data retrieved
from the central database on the phone using Google Maps.
However, EpiCollect is designed for situations where multiple field
workers submit data via mobile phone to a central database. For
example, multiple field workers may submit data on animal deaths
(e.g. surveillance of living and dead amphibians), or animal
infections (e.g. using simple field diagnostic tests to distinguish
Figure 1. Data collection, collation and visualisation framework using EpiCollect and www.spatialepidemiology.net. See text for
details.
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infected and non-infected animals), and the web application allows
colour-coding (or symbol-based coding) of the data points
submitted by phone to the project database by different field
workers.
To demonstrate this further, Figure 4 shows the web interface for
an illustrative dataset where data from each sampling point have
been submitted via mobile phone to the project database by
multiple field workers across Europe using EpiCollect. Field tests
have been used to identify those animals infected with a specific
bacterial pathogen and, as in many real life examples, samples from
the infected animals are taken back to a laboratory for strain
characterisation (in this case determining the serogroup of the strain
and its susceptibility or resistance to an antibiotic). The illustrative
data can be explored at http://www.spatialepidemiology.net/
epicollect/demo.
Figure 4A shows the overall data summary with each point on
the map representing sampling locations across Europe. The
points are colour-coded based on whether the pathogen recovered
from each of these locations is antibiotic-susceptible (green) or
antibiotic-resistant (red). All data points are listed at the top left of
the interface and the data variables are graphically represented to
the right of the map. The distribution in the total sample of each
serogroup, and the extent of resistance to the antibiotic are
represented as pie charts, and the estimated ages of the infected
animals are represented as a bar chart (,1 year, 1–5 years, .5
years). In Figure 4B the sampling points have been colour-coded
based on the individuals who have submitted data from their
phones. Using the filtering options shown in Figure 4A we can
delimit the data displayed on the map to show only those samples
where the animals were infected with serogroup 1 of the pathogen.
As seen in Figure 4C, delimiting the data in this way also updates
the graphical summaries and shows that all strains of serogroup 1
are antibiotic-resistant and, furthermore, that they are almost
always isolated from young animals. In infectious disease epidemi-
ology pathogen isolates are generally characterised at a much finer
level than provided by serogrouping using discriminatory molecular
Figure 2. The EpiCollect workflow. See text for details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006968.g002
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typing techniques and, after this has been performed, the
geographic distribution and extent of antibiotic resistance of
individual genotypes could be displayed on the map. Importantly,
these maps can be displayed both on the project website and, by
using the filtering options provided by EpiCollect, the same data can
be requested and viewed as Google Maps on the mobile phone.
Community data collection, citizen scientists and further
uses of EpiCollect
As the name implies, EpiCollect has been designed to allow the
collection of epidemiological data. However, there are many other
situations where this kind of two-way communication between
mobile phones and a central database could be utilised; for
example, biodiversity research, where multiple researchers record
details (and photograph) the presence and distribution of a
particular species. This approach is exemplified by the Zoological
Society of London’s EDGE of existence programme which is the
only global initiative to focus specifically on threatened species
(http://www.edgeofexistence.org).
Increasingly, the potential for ‘citizen scientists’ to collect data for
community projects within the biological sciences is being exploited.
For example, The Open Air Laboratories (OPAL) network (http://
www.opalexplorenature.org) encourages anyone with an interest in
nature to explore, study, enjoy and protect their local environment,
Figure 3. Simple field test of EpiCollect with data submitted to a project-specific website. See text for details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006968.g003
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by undertaking animal and plant surveys (such as earthworms found
in gardens) with subsequent web-based data submission. Further
examples are provided by FrogLife, which encourages the public
submission of back-garden amphibian distributions to aid studies in
species decline (http://www.froglife.org), the Evolution MegaLab,
which encourages the recording of banding patterns of snails so that
members of the public can see ‘evolution in their own back-yards’
(http://www.evolutionmegalab.org) and the RSPB’s annual ‘Big
Garden Birdwatch’ which requests members of the public to record
all species of birdlife seen in back-gardens or parks and submit the
data for central collation (http://www.rspb.org.uk/birdwatch).
These initiatives involve people recording data in notebooks and
then either faxing the data or entering them at the website used for
the community project. The use of EpiCollect would allow
individuals to directly submit their data to the project database
from their mobile phone and could significantly increase the
collection and collation of data for these types of community
projects, especially amongst the young where the mobile phone is
the natural way of transferring information.
We are currently exploring the use of EpiCollect for data
submission to molecular epidemiological databases (http://www.
mlst.net) and for submissions by field workers to a central database
being used to catalogue the world-wide prevalence of the disease
caused by the emerging amphibian fungal pathogen, Batrachochy-
trium dendrobatidis, for which we have developed the web
application (http://www.spatialepidemiology.net/bd-maps).
Figure 4. Illustrative dataset showing use of EpiCollect by multiple users. See text for details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006968.g004
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Potential Issues and Further Developments
EpiCollect has been designed for projects that range from
epidemiology and ecology to community data collection in
developed and middle income countries, but a major potential
use is for field surveys in resource-limited settings that collect key
information for economic and public health decisions and resource
allocation. There are a number of issues centred on cost and
mobile data network availability that currently could limit the use
of systems such as EpiCollect in these settings – for example in
parts of sub-Saharan Africa. GPS satellites, in theory, cover the
entire globe and obtaining map co-ordinates for data points
entered into a phone using EpiCollect should be possible even in
remote areas of resource-limited countries. However, the submis-
sion of data from EpiCollect to a central database relies on
connectivity with mobile data networks. Mobile phone network
coverage in Africa is good in some countries but mobile data
networks are much less widely available. The global coverage of
such networks can be easily accessed (http://www.gsmworld.com/
) and is likely to increase considerably in the next few years.
Importantly, data collection and storage within EpiCollect is not
reliant on data network connectivity, as data records are stored in
the phone’s database. Data stored in the phone’s database while in
remote areas can then be synchronised with the central database
after returning to an area that does have data connectivity.
However, the major limiting factor for current use of EpiCollect
and similar applications in many resource-limited countries is
adequate access to data networks and the availability and cost of
suitable smartphones. Further progress in the penetration of
mobile phone technology may remove these limitations in such
areas.
A further general issue is maintaining battery power for mobile
phones in remote areas but this can now easily be solved by using
solar-powered mobile phone chargers, which are now widely
available at low cost.
We chose to develop EpiCollect for Android due to its open-
source nature and the provision of suitable multiple phones by
different network providers (e.g. T-Mobile, Vodafone and
Orange). However, we envision that, similarly to Desktop software
that is provided for Windows, Macintosh and Linux, versions will
eventually be provided for other smartphone operating systems
such as Windows mobile and Palm webOS and an iPhone version
of EpiCollect will soon be available.
The generic nature of EpiCollect allows it to be used to submit
data to any online database, not just those we host at www.
spatialepidemiology.net. We provide EpiCollect as free software
and will be further developing the tool to allow on-line project
definition of variables for the immediate download of versions of
the software tailored to specific needs. We encourage those
interested in using EpiCollect within their own projects to contact
us, so that we can provide software (and an associated website if
required) adapted for use in their projects.
Materials and Methods
EpiCollect was developed using the Android Operating System
SDK. Testing was undertaken using both the developer and
commercially available T-Mobile G1 phone running both
Android version 1.0 and 1.5. For the project-specific websites
located within www.spatialepidemiology.net, interface develop-
ment utilised the ExtJS, Prototype, Script.aculo.us and Mapstrac-
tion JavaScript libraries. We used the Google Maps API for 2D
mapping, the KML specification when producing output for
Google Earth and the Google Charts API for rendering graphical
summaries. Server-side scripting was written in PHP and all data
were stored in MS SQL Server.
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